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TAX INCENTIVES FOR EDUCATION

TUESDAY, MARCH 15, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Lloyd Bentsen

(chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Bentsen, Moynihan, Baucus, Bradley, Mitchell,

Riegle, Rockefeller, Daschle, Packwood, Danforth, Chafee, Heinz,Wallop, and Durenberger.
[Committee Press release No. II-61

BENTSEN ANNOUNCES FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING ON TAIL INCENTIVES FOR
EDUCATION

WASHINGTON, D.C.Senator Lloyd Bentsen (D-Texas), Chairman, announced Tues-day that the Senate Finance Committee will hold a hearing on tax incentives foreducation.
The hearing is scheduled for Tuesday, March 15, 1988 at 10 a.m. in Room SD-215of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.
Bentsen said, "The global challenges America faces to improve our competitiveedge in the years ahead are immense. Many legislative proposals have been intro-duced that would provide tax incentives to expand opportunities to educate ourworkforce of the future. It is important that we consider carefully every meansavailable to the Congress to encourage greater investment in our people. This hear-ing is intended to help us do that."

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. LLOYD BENTSEN, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS, CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE
COMMITTEE

The CHAIRMAN. This hearing will come to order. If you will,
please, be seated and cease conversation.

Today, America faces growing uncertainty about its ability to
compete. The world economy is more interdependent than ever
before. If we are going to continue to compete we have to have a
competitive education. There is no uncertainty in my mind that if
you put American workers up against other workers of the world
and they have a level playing field, they will come off very well.
They remain hard, dedicated workers.

But if we are going to keep the standard of living up in this
country and continue to improve it, then we have to improve our
edzational standards

Education remains the key to our nation's future economic pros-
perity. The educational opportunities available to future genera-
tions are going to determine the strength of our economy and ulti-
mately whether our nation's standard of living will rise or fall.
Education has always been a priority for our country, but now it
truly must be a top priority.

We are facing great uncertainty about this economy of ours. Our
nation experienced a record trade deficit last year of over $171 bil-
lion. One of the most effective means to improve the competitive-

' r, (1)
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ness of American products is to improve the skill of our workers. A
skilled labor force will have the tools to develop new products and
keep our country on the cutting edge of technology.

To thrive in the twenty-first century, U.S. businesses will need
more and better computer scientists, engineers, mathematicians
and other specialists. Yet, according to the National Science Foun-
dation, a declining percentage a American students are entering the
fields of science and engineering. Among our chief competitors, the
pmportion of the labor force that is dedicated to research and de-
velopment has grown rapidly in the last 20 years, while our own
commitment has not increased at all

Sustained growth in U.S. productivity goes hand in hand with
education. In the 1980s, U.S. productivity increases have been r..t
historically low levels, while our trading partners have had faster
productivity growth. And consequently, they are approaching U.S.
standards of living.

These numbers represent an urgent warning that we need to en-
hance the educational levels of our country. But, what we are
seeing instead is that access to an affordable college education has
been drifting farther away. The increase in college expenses for the
1978-88 academic year for private four-year colleges averaged 8 per-
cent. Similar increases were recorded for public colleges. Now,
that's the seventh straight year that college costs have outpaced in-
flation. We have now reached the age of the $75,000 bachelors
degree at some of our nation's most prestigious schools. That is a
50-percent increase in only five years.

Federal support for h.gher education has not kept pace. Taking
inflation into account, Federal expenditures for student aid have
increased by only 3 percent since 1980, according to the Office of
Management and Budget. That has forced families to rely more on
their personal savings and on borrowing to fund college educations.
Yet, the national savings rate last year dropped to 3.8 percent. And
that is our lowest rate of personal saving, as a percent of disposable
income, in 40 years.

Those factors make it harder and harder for students and their
families to afford a college education. That does not bode well for
the future direction of our economy. We have to try to find ways to
turn that around.

The Federal Tax Code currently contains a number of provisions
to promote education, but they may not be enough. That's why we
have assembled a panel of experts today to discuss the track record
of Federal Tax expenditures. We also are going to hear testimony
on several new proposals to promote educational savings, including
an educational savings bond program.

I have long spoken out on how we must increase the nation's sav-
ings rate to help reduce capital costs and interest rates. That is
why some of these suggestions appear attractive to me. This hear-
ing gives us a chance to hear the pros and cons of these initiatives,
and to construct a guide for setting future tax policy that enhances
educational opportunity.

I would like to yield now to my distinguished colleague, the Sena-
tor from New York, Senator Moynihan.

10
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I wish to associate myself
wholly with your remarks and thank you for finding time in cur
schedule for this hearing.

As witnesses, our colleagues are waiting to speak. Our distin-
guished and revered former colleague Senator Ribicoff has comefrom New York for this occasion.

I would make just one point of particular, which is that we havebefore us in the Committee S. 39, which I introduced on the first
day of this Congress, which will continue Section 127 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code, which provides that employer-paid educational
expenses are not taxable up to $5,250 a year.

There is a measure of urgency about this. There are millions of
persons in educational programs under this arrangement right
now, but the provision in the Tax Code expired at the end of 1987.So we have to get something done in this Congress, or else we willhave havoc not just with individuals but with training programs
and with institutions. This is about the most directed and oriented
kind of education you can get.

We are going to hear from Senator Ribicoff on this. It is at theother end of the spectrum of the $75,000 bachelors degree. Thegreatest number of persons invoked in this kind of training, 71
percent of them, have incomes below $30,000. And they are sent by
their employers to learn things that will move them along in the
system. It is the most directly job-related effort you could find.

I think we have strong support. We have 39 cosponsors, nine aremembers of this committee, for extending it.
I don't wart to keep our witnesses waiting. I thank you, Mr.

Chairman, again.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, your remarks are timely and pertinent.There is no question that particular program increases productivityin this country.
Senator Riegle.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR.,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to echo the sentiment of Senator Moynihan on his

last comment: I, too, think we need to move on that tax issue with
respect to educational programs that companies offer to their em-
ployees.

But I also want to draw attention to the very important state-
ment that you made, Mr. Chairman, and to the importance of these
hearings today. The fact that the bachelors degree now in some col-leges in our country costs as much as $75,000 for the four year
period of time I think is a stunning fact. The continuing rise in col-
lege costs has created a situation where a very large number of the
graduates in my State these days find that they have carryover
bills, debts that they carry past graduation, anywhere from $15,000
to $30,000.

What they are finding is that, as they come out into the work-
force with those very large debts to both pay the interest on and
eventually to repay in total, they are not able to do a lot of other
things. They are not able, for example, to acquire in many casesthe money needed to make a down payment on a home.
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We are seeing that these facts are interconnected to home owner-
ship, family formation opportunities, and how these go later on
down the line.

I think there are ways that we can meet this problem.
We have a distinguished panel of witnesses today, two of which

are seated at the table now. My own Governor from the State of
Michigan has been a leader nationally in coming forward with a
State-centered plan to try to solve this problem and enable families
to save over a period of years to meet these costs. I think the initia-
tive which we are starting in Michigan is one of the most impor-
tant ways in which States across the country are trying to respond
in a innovative way to this very substantial problem facing our
country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Riegle.
We are very pleased to have as our two first witnesses two Sena-

tors who have long had great interest in promoting and building
education in our country.

I am honored to have you, Senator Kennedy. If you would pro-
ceed, and then Senator Stafford, and we will withhold any ques-
tions until the two of you are finished.

Senator KENNEDY. I would be glad to yield to my colleague Sena-
tor Stafford. I know you follow a time-honored precedent of seniori-
ty here. Senator Stafford has been the Chairman of the Subcom-
mittee on Education in the Labor and Human Resources Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. We would be delighted to have Senator Stafford
go first.

You know, Senator, you have had a great career here in the
Senate. I am not very happy with your decision to bring it to an
end. We are going to miss you here. You are a wonderful colleague
to work with.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT STAFFORD, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF VERMONT

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of
the Committee. You are very kind to say that. We miss you on the
Environment and Public Works Committee. I can tell you we had
some great years together there.

Mr. Chairman, let me begin by commending the Committee for
convening today's hearing on education savings plans. As the
Ranking Minority Member on the Subcommittee on Education,
Arts and Humanities, I have cosponsored two bills which would en-
courage families to invest in education through the purchase of tui-
tion savings bonds. It is my firm belief that the enactment of such
legislation would provide a vital expansion of existing federal stu-
dent financial aid programs.

The proposals before you today encourage a principle which has
been lost in our current federal system of support for higher educa-
tionthat principle is saving for your children's education.

The cost of a postsecondary education is skyrocketing. Conse-
quently, the opportunity to pursue education beyond high school is
moving out of reach for many of our Nation's youth. At a time
when the importance of improved technological training to keep
America competitive is in the forefront of the public consciousness,
it is imperative that opportunities for postsecondary education
expand, not diminish

12
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For the seventh straight year, Mr. Chairman and members of the
Committee, tuition has risen faster than inflation. The projected
tuition for a private school in the year 2005 is now $88,778. In 1979,
the average cost of attending four years at Middlebury College (my
own alma mater) was $34,900. I won't tell you the cost when I was
there, except to say it was something on the order of $1,000 a year.
The current estimate for four years aid that's only tuition, room
and boardis $67,807. That's an increase of almost 50 percent in
lees than 10 years. Only the most affluent American families can
afford such an investment without assis4-,ance. While increased fed-
eral commitment via increased funding for Pell Grants and Guar-
anteed Student Loans is part of the solution, new initiatives which
encourage savings must be enacted.

Only a decade ago, grants made up 75 percent of a student aid
package; loans comprised the other 25 percent, Now, 10 years later,
loans make up two-thirds of the financial aid package for a stu-
dent. We are coming perilously close to a time when only the
wealthy will be abia to attend college at the institution of theirchoice.

In 1965, Congress established the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-
ram. This was designed as a loan of convenience for middle
income families. Since its incepti: n over 20 years ago, the Guaran-
teed. Student Loan has replaced the Pell Grant as the principal
form of aid for lower income students. Today's GSL borrower often

as an income equal to the recipients of maximum Pell Grant as-
sistance. The consequences of these changes in C-SL eligibility areevidenced by the current default crisis in the program.

Over $65 billion has been loaned to students through the Guar-
anteed Student Loan Program. The projected annual borrowing
rate is $9 billion. In the past seven years alone student indebted-
ness has increased by 60 percent. That means that close to 50 per-
cent of all graduates begin job hunting already $7,000,in. debt. That
estimate jumps to $9,000 for graduates of private institutions. Cer-
tainly, college graduates enter the work: force at a distinct advan-
tage in terms of future power. We must be careful, how., v-
er, not to limit career choices y forcing students to consider only
those positions which offer the highest salaries.

The proposals before you today, Mr. Chairman and members ofthe Committee, are all relatively simple to understand and to
enact. For example, S. 1817, the Education Savings Bond Act,
would permit taxpayers to transfer U.S. savings bonds to an insti-
tution of higher education or vocational school ,as payment for tui-
tion and school costs. If the bond, is used in th'_s fashion the interest
on the bond would be excluded from the taxpayer's grow income.
Should an individual decide not to use their bond for higher educa-
tion purposes, there would be no loss of money. Instead, the individ-
ual forfeits only the tax exemption that is provided with this bill.

The interest deduction is appropriately fashioned to provide the
most benefit to families which need the most assistance. Starting
at an adjusted gross income of 75,000, only 67 percent of the inter-
est earned is excludable. At $125,000, the excludable interest drops
to 34 percent and finally at $1b),000 of income, the tax benefit is
lost. I might add that the bill provides for these brackets to be in-
dexed according to the Consumer Price Index each year.

13
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There are several other strong points relevant to several of these
bills which I feel are worth noting. First send foremost is the sim-
plicity which I highlighted earlier. No complicated "needs test"
would be required. Anyone can purchase a savings bond either in-
dividually ur, in many instances, through automatic payroll deduc-
tions. Currently, over 46,000 companies offer savings bonds through
payroll deduction plans. with about 6.5 million employees currently
taking advantage of 41^.0 program.

This leads me t ; a second point: encouraging the purchase of
U.S. Savings Bonus. In fiscal year 1987, $10.3 billion worth of sav-
ings bonds were sold to an estimated 9 million American families.
Increasing the number of savings bonds sold each year has added
benefits for the Federal Treasury which we all can support Reduc-
ing tax revenues through enactment of savings bond legislation
must certainly be an important consideration for the Committee.
However, these cost factors should be weighed against benefits
which include a better educated work force and reduced indebted-
ness.

This proposal also encourages saving for the future. I grew up in
an era in which saving for the future was emphasized, whether for
a house or a college education. In the mind of this Senator, that is
a value which nur federal financial aid programs should promote,
not discourage. To burden the next generation with inordinate debt
is shortsighted and potentially devastating to our economic future.

Finally, a federally enacted tuition savings plan has the added
benefit of portabily. A federal commitment to su h a plan will
assure a student the right to attend an institution of choice, re-
gardless of location. Many State savings plans which have been en-
acted or are under consideration limit student options. A student
from Massachusetts who wishes to attend one of Vermont's fine in-
stitutions should have that opportunity, and vice versa.

A recent study found that three out of four parents who wanted
their children to attend a private institution said they expected
them to attend a public university because they "didn't believe
they would be able to afford" the private. Historically, our federal
student aid programs have guaranteed both access and choice in
higher education. They are principles which we must strive to pre-
serve if we want our institutions to retain their international pre-
eminence

I would like to leave you with these thoughts:
A recent survey found that 74 percent of the general public fa-

vored federal tax incentives for those who save for college. In Ver-
mont, the Higher Nducation Council passed a resolution endorsing
a savings bond proposal enacted at the federal level. Clearly, there
is national support for tuition savings legislation. I am hopeful, Mr.
Chairman, that you end your committee will act swiftly to bring a
bill before the full Senate for their consideration. Todays hearing
marks an important step tow: rd this goal, and I very much appre-
ciate the opportunity to appear before you. I thank you for it, and
want to express my appreciation to the Chairman of our full com-
mittee, Senator Kennedy, for allowing me to be the lead witness.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Stafford. We will
withhold questions until we have heard from both of you.

[Senator Stafford's prepared statement appears in the appendix.]

14
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The CHAIRMAN. We are very pleased to have the distinguished
Chairman of the Labor and Human Refources Committee here. He
has been in the forefront of this fight to try to help in education
programs.

I am delighted to have your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD M. KENNEDY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

Senator KENzizirf. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I par-
ticularly appreciate the chance to testify.

I welcome the support of S. 1817 of yourself; Senator Moynihan,
Senator Pell, who is the current Chairman of our Education Sub-
committee, Senator Stafford, who is the former Chairman of the
Education Subcommittee and who has presented his views today,
Senator Hatch, and 28 other Senators.

This program will be good news for many patents who hope one
day to give their children a college education. Rising college costs
have threatened to put a college education out of reach for many
families

And 1 refer, Mr. Chairman, to that chart that is up there.

ESTIMATED SAVINGS REQUIRED TO MEET COLLEGE TUMOR COSTS FOR STUDENTS ENTERING

COLLEGE IN 2005

[la =ant Mars]

Toe d rabtobon
Total h o l m f o r Total tato 2 Tor

Estimatia s nod Eshrialad m00%!Weals ootarinun *duets miring m
1987 2005 arms rowed onivo mama

Putt 2-yeer. $1,41; $4,040 $118 $10
Public 4- year 5,94., 16,969 499 42
Private 4-year 31,105 88,778 2,611 220Salmi private asps 49,259 140,600 4,135 345

Collop bond Ma, Italia Won only (am= Mg 6 point wow)
2 TOWN rd ler orly (raves rail 6 grant asses)

Proont dlacotatistl vat of Kul *cots ow 17 pit

If we look over at the column on the left, you will see the cost of
a public two-year college in 1987this is just the tuition of stu-
dents. The chart also shows the costs at public four-year, the pri-
vate four-year, and selective private colleges. These are based upon
figures that now are available in the Department of Education and
are generally accepted throughout the education community.

This extraordinary explosion of costs will be an extraordinary
burden for any parent.

The next column indicates what would actually be necessary to
save over the next 18 years in order to pay for such an education.And in the third column over, the chart indicates what would be
necessary to save per month to be able to afford the education.I think this chart gives some idea of the extraordinary magni-
tude of the problem and the burden that is going to affect millions
of families in this country to educate those children who are bornthi, year.

We have a strong and long-lasting commitment to our student
aid programs to provide assistance to those least able to afford it.
Indeed, the most ar portant federal student aid program, the Pell
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Grants, is named for our colleague &ow. Rhode Island. But the Fed-
eral Government has done little for the families who are just above
the eligibility line for financial aid programs.

In the past, we ha-e used the Tax Code to help families save for
retirement, pay their medical bills, and buy their homes. Our pro-
posal will create a simple tax incentive to save for higher educa-
tion with the purchase of U.S. Savings Bonds.

The idea is simple. A family buys a savings bond and uses it to
pay for higher education. The interest on the bond will be perma-
nently tax-free. To ensure that those who most need help will bene-
fit, the tax exemption will be reduced beginning at an income of
$75,000, and it will be completely phased out at $150,000.

The plan has several advantages over other proposals designed to
help parents save far cotieFe. 'First of all, and most importantly in
these uncertain times, savings bonds are safe investments, backed
by the full faith and credit of the United States Government.

Second, by using a savings instrument which is already widely
available, no new bureaucracies are created. Families will have
easy access to the program of savings bonds, thrk ugh banks, the
mail, or even payroll deduction. Indeed, about three-fourths of all
savings bonds at the present time are bought through payroll de-
duction by corporations &VOW the country.

Third, if a child does not attend college, the bonds can be used
for any other expense. All that is lost is the tax advantage.

Fourth, a child can use the bonds at any institution of higher
education. They will not be restricted to a single State or college as
with some current plans.

Fifth, the people who purchase savings bonds are primarily low-
middle income individuals, especially minorities, and young fami-
lies with children. In fact, savings bonds are savings vehicles of
choice for those just outside the eligibility range of the Federal Stu-
dent Aid Program. I would like to call the attention of the commit-
tee for a moment, if I could, to the second chart. This tells us who
buys savings bonds.

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF SAVINGS BONDS OWNERS

[t PeentaPi

Characteristic sags
taxis

SPARS
ttscortitica

Mutual hinds Studio

Ap: Under 49 yurs old or less 46 27 13 30
Children under 18 m husehold... .. 26 14 6 14
Houeshold income under $20,000... 28 25 6 11

Percent nonwhite 15 8 3 6
Pinot Mosaic 11 7 1 5
Ede:stk. Ho coNeLm 34 30 6 12

Sent Tottery Would 1983 survey
Chart show, he wimp" that 26 pont a: mess tad crows have children under 18 Meg at how compared to just 14 grog of Mon

mina slacks.

Look carefully at the furthest column on the left; that really is
the key column. You will find that younger families, families that
have children in the household under 18, and families with house-
hold incomes under $20,000 prefer savings bonds moreover, minori-
ties that are going to face the greatest challenge in terms of
education also like savings bonds very much. And for people with no
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college education there again, savings bonds are the preferred way tosave.
So, if you are looking for a device that is simple, safe, creates nonew bureaucracy, is easily transportable, that well target youngpeople and their children, and lower middle income families, thisis, I believe, the vehicle for doing so.
The Joint Tax Committee estimates that this klroposal will cost$300 million a year five years after enactment, which indicates theplan is likely to be widely used and will provide a tignificant incen-tive to save for college. In addition, the cost of the proposal will beoffset by lower federal borrowing costa.
This is important, Mr. Chairman. According to the Treasury, the

Department saves $60 million for every billion dollars sold in sav-ings bonds. So, if our proposal results in the sale of $5 billion ofsavings bonds a year, the plan will be self - financing. I think that isreally a unique aspect of this program.
These are the keys: self-financing, if it is widely used, reachingthe targeted groups, easily transporfithle, safe. Some economistsdispute the idea that tax incentives encourage savings; instead, theyargue the incentive only encourages taxpayers to shift from oneform of savings to another. But U.S. Savings Bonds are differentfrom other savings instruments; there is an excellent chance thatfamilies who are not saving now will do so using the safe, conven-ient plan. In any event, I believe this tax incentive for savingsbonds is justified, because it gives a higher priority to saving foreducation.
Our bill has been endorsed by a large number of higher educa-tion organizations, including the American Council on Education.This is the first time that this organization has endorsed any col-lege savings plan, and I am pleased that they support this bill.
Mr. Chairman, I would like permission to include several of theletters of support for the program as part of my statement.In sum, our bill makes economic sense, educational sense, andcommon sense. Education is the nation's best hope for continuedeconomic growth and social progress. The idea of using savings

bonds for education has broad support. I look forward to working
with the Committee to make it a reality in 1988.

The CHM/MAN. Thank you, Senator Kennedy.
[Senator Kennedy's prepared statement and the letters on sup-port appear in the appendix.]
The . Let me say to my colleagues that we have quite anumber of witnesses, some very fine distinguished witnesses thatwill make a major contribution, and we would like to move thisalong. I ask that we keep a five-minute time limitation on eachSenator and his questions.
Let me ask of either of you this question. When we passed the1986 Tax Bill, the idea was to try to standardize the Code as muchas we could and take out as many of the shelters as we could; as areward for doing that, we brought down the tax rates.
We have never put a tax incentive directly aimed at education inthe Code. It has been attempted a number of times but never suc-cessfully.
On the other hand, we have one of the lowest savings rates inthe world, and our main competition is doing a much better job of
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saving, particularly some of the Asian countries; their capital costs
are lower as a result of that.

How do we balance these competing demands? How do we argue
that this particular program is more meritorious and deserving of
tax incentives? Would either one of you comment on that?

Senator IczNNEnv. Well, Mr. Chairman, three things.
First of all, I think education as an investment in the future of

the country has a special priority. That is, it is not a partisan con-
cept, but it has a special priority. If we are not going to have an
educated public, we are not going to be able to compete or main-
tain our institutions and so it is unique in terms of American prior-
ities.

Second, I think we can predict that we are going to be facing a
unique and potentially dangerous situation. At the rate college
costs are increasing, families will not be able to afford college edu-
cations for their children. I think that is a compelling reason to
look at new ways to provide incentives for saving.

But finally, and I think this is the most importantperhaps the
first would be my most important reason, but this perhaps might
be the most important for the Finance Committeeand that is to
get this kind of an impact in terms of education, you would have to
have $2 billion in direct expenditures. And although the point of
tax reform was simplification and fairness and didn't have a reve-
nue component to it, if you are looking at the general economi'.
challenges that we are going to be facing currently and in the
future, those revenues or expenditures must be examined.

Our prop sal is effectively self. financing, and you would have to
spend about $2 billion in expenditures to have the same impact
though a direct spending program.

So I think it is really quite unique. I don't think there is prob-
ably another proposal that is so basic and imperative in terms of
the future of the country, and also is self-financing, as the one that
we propose.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Stafford.
Senator STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I would like to associate with

what Senator Kennedy has said. In looking at the overall picture of
higher education, we are straining the two main ways we now help
students go, the Guaranteed Student Loans and the Pell Grants.
They are not going to be adequate to allow students to go to the
college of their choice in the future, and we are leaving students
coming out of collegeas I pointed out in my opening remarks
about $7,000 in debt now, which in many cases limits their career
opportunities at first, because they have got to pay that money off.
And as Senator Kennedy has said, this is a self-liquidating new
way of increasing savings in this country at a mini mal cost. And
also Senator -Kennedy pointed out, education is the future of this
nation. College-edtnated people are going to have more successful
careers both finaucially and in terms of their personal satisfaction
with what they do. So I think for minimal cost, it accomplishes a
great deal of benefit for the American public and for the genera-
tions coming on after us.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
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Senator Grass ley, I will call on you in a minute, after the other
Committee members question Senator Stafford and Senator Kenne-dy. The arrival schedule is Senator Moynihan,' Senator Riegle, Sen-ator Packwood, Senator Desch le, Senator Rockefeller, and SenatorDanforth.

Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Just a very quick question, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Senators Stafford and Kennedy, for a powerful idea.To get the record clear on this, Senator Kennedy described the pro-posal as self-financing, and he made the point that for each billiondollars or so worth of savings bonds sold, the Treasury has a netgain of I think it is $60 million.
Senator KENNEDY. Sixty million
Senator MOYNIHAN. And this I would assume is because SavingsBonds sell at a rlightly lower rate than do Treasury Bonds general-ly, and that this money will have to be borrowed in any near termthat the Treasury will be borrowing because of a deficit situation;so it will be getting money from what are called T-Bonds or somesavings bonds. And the latter costs it less and, in consequence, themechanism takes effect. Is that the case? Could you tell us Exactly?
Senator KENNEDY. It is well stated, Senator, for the reasons thatyou have outlined. We have consulted the Joint Tax Committeeand we will be glad to make all of that information a part of therecord and available to the staff, obviously.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you do? I think that would help.
Senator KENNEDY. Sure.
The CmuusaN. We would be happy to have it in the record.ghe information appears in the appendix.)
Senator KENNEDY. But you have explained it correctly and whythere would bft the savings.
Senator STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, if I could comment briefly,there is some advantage to encouraging our own people to buybonds and not having to sell that many bonds overseas somewhere,along with the educational benefits.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Riegle?
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think this proposalwas a very important one, and I appreciate the care and thethought that is shown today in is presentation here.
I would like just to raise three points qu'ckly:
First, I Want to join with you, Mr. Chairman, to say that SenatorStafford, who we don't often have a chance to see before this com-mittee and who is retiring this year, has really been an extraordi-nary leader here in the Senate and in our country on educationand on issues of the environment. The thought of his leaving is nota happy thought, but he certainly has contributed as much overthe years as anybody that served in this time in the Senate.

Second, on the issue of the debts that students carry away aftercollege today, many of the students find that they have to go on tograduate school, because the four years takes people up to a cer-tain skill level, but then to get an applied skill beyond that re-quires graduate school, and that is expensive as well. But debts inthe $15,000 to $30,000 range that students are taking away, par-
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ticularly those who go on and earn a Masters Degree in a field, are
very common today.

Senator Kennedy, let me ask you specifically: As you know, in
Michigan we have what we call the Trust Program for Higher Edu-
cation, and that deals solely with tuition m terms of colleges
within the State. But do you see any incomputability between your
bond program here Pm. educational savings and the kind of trust
program that we are establishing in Michigan?

Senator Kamm. No, I don't. I think it is an imaginative pro-
gram. I think that Governor Blanchard deserves a good deal of
credit for moving on that issue and in providing leadership. You
know, it has been debated and discussed heavily in that State and
is very popular there.

Basically, as I understand it and I know you are going to hear
from the Governor laterit is for those individuals and families
that have some resources today and are able to invest them and
get assurance that their children will be able to be educated in a
Michigan institution.

I think that that is consistent with our savings bond proposal.
You have some families who have some resources today to invest in
a prepaid tuition plan like Michigan's. The ones we are basically
targeting out are those who have just a few dollars a month to
save. And I don't think it is inconsistent at all; I think it is an ex-
citing prograni. I will look forward to hearing more as a result of
the Governor's statement here before the Finance Committee. But
conceptually, I think it is complementary.

Senator Rmix. Well, I appreciate that comment. The Michigan
program deals with the issue of tuition, so there is a way over time
to accumulate the prepayment of that tuition when the child
reaches college age.

It seems to me that in parallel, if we were to establish this feder-
al savings bond program for education, that would be a parallel
track in which people could put money away for the room and
board costs and the ether costa associated with going to college. So
in a sense, they could really, through the use of both programs,
side by side, accomplish the goal of financing that education over
the years and have it ready to go wb en the child reaches college
age. So I think they fit together very well.

I thank you very much for your testimony.
Senator Kx nixu r. Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD. Mr. Chairman, might I thank Senator Riegle

for his kind remarks earlier? And, Mr. Chairir.an, I would ask
unanimous consent that a statement by Senator Hatch be made a
part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN Without objection that will be done.
Thank you.
[Senator Hatch's prepared statement appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BOB PACKWOOD,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF OREGON

Senator PACKWOOD. Whenever we get into using the Tax Code,
we get into two issues: One is, does it make it more complex? Two,
should we be using the Code?

What you are proposing does not make it complex at all. You are
saying that basically this interest is going to be counted like a mu-
nicipal bondit won't be counted as income if you use it for the
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purpose that is intended. That adds nothing to the complexity of
taxes. It is not unlike what Senator Ribiceff is going to testify onsoon, on Employr.. Provided Educational Assistance. At tb
moment the employer provides it and pays for it, and it is not
counted as income. If you want to make it complex, count it as
income and make the employer withhold income and Social Securi-
ty Taxes on it.

I think diet you have come up with a good idea. I frankly prefer
it to a tax deduction where ire start down that road again of every
two years deciding on a new deductionfor a worthy purpose, no
question about that.

But yours has the added element of not e lding complexity to it,and I think there is great merit in that.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you.
Senator STAFIPORD. Thank you, Senator Packwood. We appreciateit.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Daschle.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. TOM DASCHLE,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

Senator DASCHLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would simply share enthusiastically the comments made bySenator Packwood. I like it for simplicity. I also like it for thechart as it indicated the beneficiaries to be. I think it is importantthat we try to target, if we are going to target any kind of a tax-related incentive, that it be targeted as you .ndicated to those whoneed it the most.
The third thing is cost, and that appeals I think to everyonehere. I think we ought to be considering cost-deferred budgets, andas we consider cost-deferred budgets, it is important to note that adollar borrowed this year is going to cost us $13.25 in a 30-yeartime period. And I think it is important that we realize that. Everydollar we borrow costs $13.25 in 30 years to the United States tax-payer.
In addition to that, for costs deferred in education, it is going tocost four times that amount in the first generation alone. So, bydeferring these costs, we are not getting away with anything; weare going to have to pay them sooner or later, in society or in gov-ernment. And I think your bill recognizes that.
Related to costs, I would be interested in knowing whether asyou asked any one of the authorities that you sought out in regardto cost, how your bill deals with regard to costs compared to theother bills, relatively speaking. Is yours the least expensive of theproposals before us today, or how does it fair in that regard?
Senator KENNEDY. We have a chart that we could submit. It is amiller detailed one, but I would rather submit it and let themmake their case; I think it is quite convincing, quite frankly, interms of the relative advantages. It puts them side by side, and ofcourse there is kind of an analysis on that part. Let us make thatavailable to you; we have one here.
I will submit at least our own analysis for the staff, so that youwill be able to be the judge on it, if I could.
Senator DASCHLE. We could make that part of the record, Mr.Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, ofcourse.
(he chart appears ir. the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Rockefeller?
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER IV,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA

Senator ROCKEFELLER. First of all I want to agree with what Don
Riegle said about Sanator Stafford. There are only a certain
number of giants in the Senate at any given time, and Senator
Stafford, your decision not to run again deprives us of one of those
giants. I regret that very much. Your contributions are extraordi-
nary. I h-...ve said that privately and publicly and will continue to.

To both of you gentlemen, perhaps a philosophical question put
you on the record in that manner: The problem of indebted-
ness. These days kids get out of college, they owe $10-20-30,000. I
have an intern in my office right now who owes $20,000 in college
loans.

It is said we don't save enough, and that's not the American
habit. That is true, but it is also sometimes impossible for families
to save. It is not a question of deficiency in character, it is a ques-
tion of simply not having enough money.

So, in your proposal, one, I would assume that lessening the
burden of debt on college students are graduates themselves is ob-
viously one of your purposes. Second, it occurs to me that the more
young people are in debt or presume themselves to be going into
debt as they consider college, dosen't it also have an effect on the
kinds of careers they prepare for in life? For example, it less
likely that somebody would want to be a teacher or a social worker
or go into public service if they are at the same time faced with
enormous debt? Isn't there a relationship somewhere between what
people choose to do in life and the debts that they have to pay
under our present system?

Senator STAFFORD. I think that is true. When a student comes
out of college owing a large sum of money, he or she feels con-
strained to take the best-paying job without regard to what satis-
faction may be derived from it. So you have made a very valid
point.

Senator KENNEDY. I would just add one: You will see that in
terms of medical education, for example. The overwhelming majori-
ty of young students who go to medical school by and large want to
be in primary health care. And that is one of the prime needs that
we have in our society. But by the time they get on through to
their senior years, they are into specialties, because they have not
only their college indebtedness but they have their medical school
indebtedness, and medical specialities is where the real money is.
And until you eventually are going to come on back and make
some adjustment in terms of reimbursement for various kinds of
services, you are going to continue to skew that. And no matter
what we try to do, for example in the Health Committee, to try to
provide further incentives to move into primary health care, it is
very, very difficult, whether you are talking about getting doctors
in rural areas or anywhere else.

The interesting point in medical education is that the taxpayers
are paying 63 percent of it. So you get the taxpayers ending up get-
ting the short end of it both waysthe attic' gets the short end
of it or is burdened with it, and the taxpay irs, coming from middle
income families or working class families, they are the ones that
need medical services. But in terms of tie specialization, they are
finding it increasingly difficult to get it.

So, to your point, I just gave one example; but it is replicated
time in and time Out in ter&of areas of need.
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Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Sena ;.-or Grass ley, you may join in the question and answerperiod at any point, and then we will let you give your full testimo-

ny as soon as we finish this round of questionmg.
Senator Danforth.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN C. DANFORTH,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, I apprsciate your holding thishearing and calling attention to the relationship between educationand the Internal Revenue Code, and I commend the three Senatorswho are here this morning.
Senator Kennedy, I have cosponsored Senator Dole's bill, 1662,which I think is similar to yours. I am not sure what the differ-

ences are, but if the roles are still open on yours, I would be happyto join in that as well.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, we welcome you.
Senator DANFORTH. I think that this is really a timely thing tofocus on. It is clear to me that one of the tragedies of the 1986 TaxLaw was what it did to education, in a number of different ways.We really picked off everything you can do to burden education inthat bill. The interest on student loans is no longer deductible. Idon't understand that.
I know Senator Grass ley has a bill to restore the deductibility of

interest on student loans. But after the 1986 Tax Bill, if you buy ayacht and, say, make interest payments on your yacht, those inter-est payments are deductible. If you work your way through college,the interest payments on your student loan is not deductible. Idon't understand that.
I don't understand why in 1986 we for the first time decided totax dollars for the Pell Grants, but we did. The institutional capson tax-free borrowing by our great research universities in thiscountry I think is counterproductive to the future of America.
Therefore, I think, Mr. Chairman, we should consider all of theseproposals. I am not sure which of the several of them do the bestjob. I thought some time ago that we might consider the possibility

of tax credits for teachers' salaries as a non-intrusive way for us tohelp education. If anybody is interested in that idea, I think maybewe can reopen that.
I simply want to express my appreciation to you, Mr. Chairman,for holdig the hearing.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Chafee, would you like equal time?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

Senator CHAFER. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I feel it is unfortunate to get the financing of yachts into this sit-uation involving education. [Laughter.]
I am for both. And 1 am a cosponsor of S. 1718. I want to join inexpressing to you, Mr. Chairman, for holding thesehearings. This is a very important matter.
We have got this problem with these youngsters going to college,qualified to go, and emerging with these tremendous debts. Everystatistic shows that the cost of a college education is acceleratingfaster than incomes in our country. So the problem isn't gettingeasier, it is getting worse as we go along.
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So I am not familiar with all of the other proposals, and I notice
from Mr. Chapoton's testimony that the Administration has a pro-
posal itself which I am anxious to look at. I think the difference
probably is the phasing out of the nondeductibility as one goes into
different tax brackets. And that of course gets more complex. But
nonetheless we craght to look at it. But I am glad we are looking at
this.

Also, I want to join 'n the tribute to Senator Stafford. He has
been behind more educational measures in his years here than I
guess any other individual, as well, of course, as having a very,
very prominent activity and name in the whole environmental
field, as you yourself know so well having served in that committee
with such distinction for so many years.

So, Mr. Chairman, this is a good hearing. Again, let us just put
any consideration of not yachts but boats that we are talking
about, humble boats for those individuals who just don't want to
-lutter up the landscape with a home. [Laughter.]

3o, thank you again, M. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVE DURENBERGER,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
I am going to associate myself with everything I have heard here

today.
Right now I have four members of my family in college. Fortu-

nately, it is only three of the four boys; but Penny is back working
on her masters degree, and that is about a $9,000 a year bill.

I had to sit at breakfast last Saturday trying to explain to the
one son who used good sense and decided not to go into college
when he got out of high school but to go into the Marines ir.stead,
why I wasn't going to cough up the same amount of money for his
education that I provided for the other kids. Unfortunately, I was
left with nothing but the parable of the prodigal son to say that not
everybody gets treated the same.

We must all face this. We all become experts, on this subject of
education, particularly higher education. I think we reach out for
as many solutions to the problem as we can.

Jack Danforth was absolutely correct in his signal vote against
the Tax Bill last year. It was a signal to all of us that how we tax
income in this country has a lot to do with how we feel about
where that income goes and how much of it is committed to educa-
tion. And, I certainly associate myself with his comments on taxing

/' the non-tuition component of scholarships and fellowships.
The Section 127 Employer Deduction needs to be restored.
But I think in the area of inequities, Mr. Chairman, in the long

term one of the things that this committee is going to have to be
aware of is what I can do as a parent on a limited income. I can
borrow against my savings account, which is my home. And my
home, because it is situated in the Washington, D.C. area, is the
constant beneficiary of inflation. In one way or another that home
equity, my savings account, has educated my children.

A lot of people can't do that. In parts of your State and parts of
my State, where you can't sell a home, what is the home equity
worth?

So we continue to finance the yachts, and we continue to finance
the second home, and we.continue to finance inflation through the
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mortgage interest deduction and the tax deduction. We build up op-portunities for some parents in some parts of the country, while de-
flation and the other problems associated with home equity deniesother parents the same opportunities for their children.

That is why I get interested in the savings bond idea and theseother ideas. But there is only so far we can go with the Fax Code.
And I don't know that we can be for yachts and for education.

Until we deal with the issue of what effect the tax subsidy hasacross the country, so that it is helping everyone equally, I don'tknow that we have really done the job that we ought to do.
So I just add that to the treasury of pearls of wisdom that theChairman is collecting here today. And I compliment you on call-*

ing these hearings.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Senator.
We face a very basic question about whether we should use theTax Code as an incentive to accomplish something that we think isimportant to our society.
I am reluctant to do that normally, and as Chairman of the Com-mittee I don't often go on a bill; but I certainly went on this one,because I know of no higher priority for the country than the edu-cation of our children. I think that is terribly important, and Ithink in this instance that is a reason for an incentive. It is not ashelter as we think of shelters.
I also think you get an extra dividend here since our savings rateus so low compared to other countries. It is terribly important thatwe increase savings to be competitivewhether we are talkingabout the aptitude of our children and the education of our chil-dren or the capital to fund the investments that are necessary toincrease the standard of living for our people.
So, I congratulate you.
Gentlemen, why don't we excuse you? You came early, and weappreciate it.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Chairman, Senator Simon asked me to in-clude a statement in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. We would be delighted to do that. I understand

he is otherwise occupied today.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Senator Simon's prepared statement appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES GRASSLEY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF IOWA

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for holding thesehearings. As the focus of my testimony, I will help you answer yourquestion. That is, "Yes," the Tax Code should be used as an incen-tive in education.
I am here today appealing to this committee to correct a very se-rious error that I think was made in the 1986 Tax Reform Act. Asa member of this committee at that time, I helped make that error.Maybe we did not realize it wasn't the right thing to do.
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In the 1986 "Reform Act," Congress phased out the income tax
deduction for personal interest. This action will further erode the
ability of students to repay their student loans. It also changes the
rules in the middle of the game. Recent college graduate, took out
those loam, thinking that they could deduct the interest.

This repeal will affect Audent loan defaults, which is a very seri-
ous problem. American taxpayers are going to have to pay more
than 1.6 billion this year to cover defaulted student loans.

Students tell me that they are afraid of going into deLt in order
to finance their college educations. Their fears will be heightened
by their inability to deduct interest costs.

Mr. Chairman, I think loans are a legitimate way for the Federal
Government to provide financial assistance to college students.

Those students who would benefit most from higher education,
however, will be reluctant to go to school unless they can acquire
outright grants. We all know that such grants are not available to
very many students. Many of the proposals presented to the Fi-
nance Committee today entail tax benefits for various savings
plans tied to finance higher education. I endorse this concept, and
I, like many of you, am a cosponsor of the bill that our colleague
from Massachusetts just described as S. 1817.

More than these proposals, however, Mr. Chairman, I urge the Fi-
nance Committee to first correct the mistakes of the previou Con-
grm. My bill S. 628, would simply restore tax deductibility for stu-
dents' interest expenses on their student loans.

Allowed costs would include tuition, fees, books, supplies and
equipment. It could also be applied to reasonable living expenses
while away from home for primary, selmv dary, college red gradu-
ate level education.

Only the Finance Committee, by approving legislation to put
money back in the pockets of successful students, can directly pro-
vide education incentives to America's youth. The most effective in-
centive goes directly to the student, such as a tax deduction.

Mr. Chairman, by taking the action to repeal tax deductibility,
Congress has actually imposed a new tax on individuals seeking to
better themselves through education. Congress has imposed a tax
on human potential.

Restoring the tax deduction for interest on Student loans would
emphasize the value that we place on education. The deductibility
on interest on student loans should be retained for several main
reasons.

First, the interest on loans secured by residences and subsequent-
ly used for education is still deductible. This has the effect of penal-
izing low-income taxpayers who do not own homes, but who do
dream of educating their children or themselves.

Second, by lumping education expenses with consumer expenses,
Congress failed to distinguish educational investment from con-
sumer credit. Under the 1986 Act. taxpayers will be more enjoined
to save for discretionary purchases rather than to buy items on
credit. Education loans, however, are not discretionary; they are a
necessity. Only very privileged persons can finance higher educa-
tion witliGut relying heavily on student loans.

Third and lastly, federal aid to higher education has been re-
duced. As the amount of financial rzeistance for higher education
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decreases, it is especially important that Congress reduce students'costs for the assistance that is available.
I would also like to mention that legislation similar to what Ijust described has been introduced in the other body, H.R. 595, by

Congressman Schulz, and Congressman Tauke, has the same pur-pose as S.62d. the bill I just described to you.
I thank you and urge your immediate attention to correcting thismistake.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Grassley, thank you very much for yourcontribution this morning. I appreciate your patience in waiting.
Are there questions of Senator Grassley?
[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. If not, thank you very much.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to join in thank-ing our friend.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[Senator Grassley's prepared statement appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ow call to the witness stand

Governor Blanchard, the Governor of the State of Michigan, and
the Honorable Abraham Ribicoff, if you would come up at the sametime.

I understand that my colleague wants the pleasure of introduc-
ing the Governor, and I'll keep that fellow Ribicoff for myself.

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
r1irst of all, let me say how pleased I am that eho Governor of theState of Michigan and our former House colleague Jim Blanchardis with us this morning.
He has, in his time as the Governor of Michigan, been a pioneer-ing force with respect to how we face these issues of higher educa-tion, the opportunity for higher education, and how families andstudents afford higher education, i.e., how they actually accomplishit.
We have in Michigan an educational trust program, that hasbeen established by law and 14 -it is about to go into effect. We havebeen awaiting certain rulings that have to be made at the federallevel, but my understanding is that those are about to be made,and they will enable that program in Michigan to go forward.There are other States around the country that are copying theplan that we have developed in Michigan, but it really is an initia-tive of the Governor, and I think it is one of the most importantsteps forward that we see being taken throughout the country totry to meet some of the problems and challenges that we haveheard about this morning.
So I am pleased that we have Governor Blanchard with us, and Ithink you will find his testimony this morning to be very impor-tant and interesting.
The CHAIRMAN. We are delighted to have you, Governor.
I would like to welcome now our former colleague Senator Ribi-coff. I can't think of anyone who has had a more distinguishedcareer in public servicea gentleman who has been Governor ofhis State, a Cabinet Officer, a United States Senator, the RankingMember of this committee, and one who has contributed very much

to education throughout his career and has shown a profound in-terest in it.
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I would say to you, Senator Ribicoff, the only thing that could
have added to your presence this morning is if you had brought
Casey. I am delighted to have you.

Senator RIBIOOFF. Thank you.
The Caanumri. Governor Blanchard, if you would proceed. I

would defer to my colleagues, Abe, but they would go on all morn-
ing talking about you, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES G. BLANCHARD, GOVERNOR OF THE
STATE OF MICHIGAN

Governor BLANCII/JtD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let
me say it is a real honor to sit at the same table with Governor/
Senator/Secretary Ribicoff.

I have admired you since I was a young man, and I am delighted
to see that I am still a young man and you are still going strong.

I am impressed that we have had at least 12 Senators in and out
of this room today to listen and talk about and think about college
savings plans or, as in our case in Michigan, a unique tuition guar-
antee program.

We are all looking at ways to provide opportimity for our people,
particularly our young people, and I think we are all looking for
ways to try to help them cope with what has been a skyrocketing
amount of indebtedness related to college loan programs.

It has been estimated, that the average student indebtedneE s for
those who go to public colleges and universities is about $7,000
when they graduate. For the independents or privates it is about
$12,000.

To deal with that, we devised in Michigan a couple of years ago,
the first of a kind, unique and innovative tuition guarantee pro-
gram, which I have summarized in the testimony. What I would
like to do, if I could, is to have my testimony put in the record.

The CHAIRMAN It will be, in its entirety, Governor.
Governor BLANCHARD. Then I will summarize and try to get to

the point.
The Camaavia We would be delighted.
Governor BLANCH/CR. Basically, in Michigan, we offer parents of

grandparents, or churches, or whoever the purchaser is of a pre-
paid tuition program, an opportunity to make either a lump sum
payment or installment payments which are put into a trust which
is managed by the State. When the child reaches college age, he or
she is guaranteed four years of tuition free at any one of our public
colleges and universities. And we have a great education system, as
I think you know.

If they choose to go to an independent or private college or uni-
versity, or a university in some other State, the investment is port-
able. They don't get the full amount, obviously, because we can't
control those tuitions; but they do get the average sum of what the
tuition would cost at, for example, the University of Michigan or
Michigan State University.

We also allow for tax deductibility on the State income tax.
Our program has been in limbo pending reneipt of an IRS

Ruling, which is part of the law that I signed into action last year.
And if nothing else, I think your hearing, Mr. Chairman, has
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helped produce that Ruling. Thanks to this hearing and the stronginterest of Senator Riegle, our great, great Senior Senator from
Michigan, and also the cooperative spirit of the Treasury Depart-
ment, we have now been advised, as of yesterday afternoon, just
before this hearing, that IRS Has ruled that our program can goforward.

What they have ruled, essentiallyand all we needed was forthem to rule that the payments to the trust by the purchaser-donor
were not taxable. They are going to rule that the income generatedby the trust will be taxable, but not for the purchaser, and that
allows, under our law, for this program in Michigan to go forward.So, we are delighted.

Senator, again, this hearing I think has provided a nice incentive
for that Ruling to be produced, and I know that Assistant Secre-

hap oton is herewe thank him for his help.Our plan would work very well with the types of proposals youhave heard about earlier this morning. There isn't any reason whythey can't work in tandem.
We have a map behind Senator Mitchell, a chart which shows

how many States have either enacted a plan since the Michigan
plan was enacted or are considering it. I think we have about eightStates in blue that have some form of tuition or college savings
plan. The oner, in red are considering them. And my guess is thatthe ones in white will.

I urge that this committee take action to adopt one of the propos-als, or a variation of those which you have in front of you. It wouldwork well with what I think the States are doing, and you couldprovide for that.
We would like to see the income on the trust not taxable. That

would make our plan more attractive, and we think a financialanalysis would show that is a wise investment.
For example, we had Coops -a and Lyburn look at the tax conse-

quences if the buildup of the trust was taxable, and it was our esti-
mation based on that analysis that if just 4 percent more students
went to college, the earnings they generate would equal the tax ex-penditure in the Tax Code.

So we think it is a wise investment and that it is financially jus-
tified as well.

I should also say that we do not see the Michigan Tuition Guar-
antee Prof7am as competitive with other programs. The PellGrants, the Guaranteed Student Loan are absolutely essential. Infact in Michigan we, again, have variations of that, in which wehave increased student financial assistance by 150 percent theselast four years, and we have increased State aid to our colleges anduniversities by over 50 percent.

This plan deals with those who are able to set aside some money.
That doesn't heip everyone. And I think it is important to thank
all of you for your strong, strong support for higher education andfor student assistance programs.

Let me conclude by saying that we have a number of charts inthe testimony that show the status of each State and what is going
on. There is a financial analysis. There is a summary of the Michi-
gan program. There is a chronology, a chronological history of thiswhole concept as it is sweeping the nation at this point.
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Let me conclude by saying it deals with really three goals:
One is to allow people to provide kr their children s educe-wt.
The other is to try to help cope with the mounting debt, which I

think does, Senator Rockefeller, affect a student's choice as to what
career they might have. It also affects perhaps pursuing graduate
education. If they have a huge indebtedness, they don't want to go
on to graduate education, and a lot of today's jobs require that
extra training.

But the final quality of our Tuition Guarantee Program and I
think the education savings programs you are considering is the
one of hope.

The way we came up with this ideaand the State Treasurer
Bob Bowman who is the architect of it, at my wishwas we read
about Eugene Lang. We read that he had gone to his grade school
in East Harlem and told sixth graders that if they studied hard
and worked hard and came to school and achieved, that he would
find a way to send them all to college. There was counseling and
there was persistent prodding, but what has happened if' that about
90 percent of these kids who now have graduated from thai. system
are going on to school. And this is a school where the dropout rates
were astronomical.

My thought was, if we could find a way, if the government, Fed-
eral or State, could find a way to offer that kind of hope to some-
onetheir name is on a certificate: "If you work hard and study
hard, your education is paid for." I think that is a tremendous in-
stiller of hope and opportunity in our young people. And if there is
anything better than one Eugene Lang, it is thousands of Ciem;
and that is the Michigan Plan.

I think that is what these other plans you are considering would
dooffer hope and encouragement and opportunity for the young
people of our country who haven't always had it and we know
want to have it.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Governor, thank you very much. I know these

are two different approaches we are looking at, but I think they
are complementary to each other.

[Governor Blanchard's prepared statement appears in the appen-
dix.]

The CHAIRMAN. We would be delighted to hear from you, Senator
Ribicoff.

STATEMENT OF HON. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF, FORMER U.S. SENA-
TOR, STATE OF CONNECTICUT, SPECIAL COUNSEL, KAYE
SCHULER, FIERMAN, HAYS & HANDLER, NE :V YORK, NY

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First, my appreciation for your gracious comment. I would add

that, of all of the things I have done, I have had more real enjoy-
ment out of public service, of being a member of the Finance Com-
mittee, than any other role I played in Government. You are a
great committee, and you are working very hard; but I have to say
that your work has only started when I consider what you face be-
ginning next year, irrespective of who the President of the United
States might be.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I speak today onbehalf of Senator Moynihan's bill S. 39, cosponsored by 35 membersof the Senate, which would restore section 127 of the 1978 TaxReform Act.
I appear today on behalf of the Morgan Bank, and I ask that astatement by Mr. Herbert Hefke, Senior Vice President and Direc-tor of Human Service Resources at the bank, be included at theend of my remarks.
The ClianimAN. That will be done.
Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Chairman, the safest and most consistent

political buzzwords during the current 1988 campaign for all"and congressional candidates are "competitiveness" and"education." Only the other day Vice President Bush said that hewanted to go down in history as the "Education President."
Competitiveness is really what Senator Mo:Iiihan's bill is allabout.
Mo_gan's experience demonstrates that section 127 is of para-mount importance to lower-paid employees, women, and minorities.According to a nationwide study prepared by the American Soci-ety for Training and Development in 1985, 71.1 percent of partici-

pants earned less than $30,000. It is estimated that seven millionworkers have participated in the education assistance programunder section 127. This program has been tremendously successful
in providing training opportunities for workers at the lower wagescales, the very people we sought to assist when we created thisprogram.

According to all the leading economic indicators, we have de-scended as a nation into an ever-deepening sea of red ink. We willnot be able to stop the nation's decline toward the status of asecond-rate economic power unless and until we retrieve a competi-tive edge over other world economic powers.
Now, I understand that section 127 has been estimated to cost$200 million a year, and I sympathize with your dilemma as youseek to find ways to retrieve a projected $200 million revenue loss.However, just the opposite is the case.
The fact of the matter is that section 127 will bring in more reve-nue. Employees receiving an education increase their skills, and asthey increase their skills they also upgrade their jobs and salaries.These workers will more than make up the cost of their training intaxes paid under higher incomes.
Mr. Hefkeic statement discusses three examples from the experi-ence of the Morgan Bank to demonstrate this point:
A secretary who obtained her undergraduate degree through theMorgan Tuition Refund Program is now an Assistant Vice Presi-dent, making twice the salary she would have made had she re-mained in a secretarial position.
A messenger who began participating in the Tuitiors Refund Pro-gram, after joining the clerical staff was appointed an officer soonafter obtaining his degree, and he is now earning almost double thesalary he would have earned at a normal clerical career path.A former mail clerk who worked his way through the ranks ob-tained an undergraduate degree in business administration andnow earns in excess of $100,000 a year as a Vice President of thebank.
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Now, to assess the tax ramifications of such success stories, I
asked the tax department in my law firm to analyze a hypothetical
case of a clerical employee who earned between $20,000 and
$24,000 during five undergraduate years 1978 to 1982, but secured
new responsibilities upon graduation in 1982 and is now earning
$55,000 per year.

Assuming no dependents or other income and applying the
standard deduction, this employee will have paid about $13,500 in
Federal Income Taxes for 1987 alonealmost $9,000 more than the
taxes paid if the employee had remained in a clerical position and
were now earning $29,000 a year.

Assuming this employee had received $1800 in tuition reimburse-
ment for each of the undergraduate years, the total tax foregone by
the Government over five years would have amounted to some
$3,090, or only one-third of the total increased tax which the em-
ployee paid in a single year as a result of this education.

In fact, using reasonable assumptions, we calculate that over a
five year period 1982 to 1987, the Federal Government would real-
ize a 900 percent return on its initial tax investment in this em-
ployee, receiving more than $28,000 in additional taxes as a result
of the employee's improved education.

Even if a reasonable interest rate were taken into account in cal-
culating foregone revenues, the return on investment would exceed
500 percent.

Over the employee's working life, it is clear that the modest in-
vestment under Section 127 would be repaid many times over in
increased taxes.

Admittedly, this is a rough-cut analysis. For some workers the
projected tax revenue would be less than the example chosen; for
others the tax revenues would be higher.

It is fair to assume, however, that for most workers the increased
training made possible by Section 127 translates into a higher ad-
justed gross income and higher taxes.

When this information is taken into account, the projected losses
attributed to Section 127 evaporate.

Keep in mind, also, that the lion's share of these tuition pay-
ments comes frthn the pockets o: the employers and employees
themselves, and not from city, State, or Federal budgets pr taxes.

Furthermore this type of education does not carry the burden of
bureaucratic overhead by governmental agencies. Ironically, if this
program dies, many low income workers may be forced to forego or
delay education programs because tuition assistance would become
an economic burden. To the extent workers drop out of these pro-
grams, no tax revenue is generated whatsoever. More important,
the opportunity is lost or delayed to enhance the competitive skills
of the work force.

For these reasons I sincerely hope that you will give careful con-
sideration to the renewal of Section 127. It is a successful program
and worthy of your support. The task of keeping this country com-
petitive is too important to allow this program to expire.

I ask unanimous consent that my entire statement be put in the
record.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be taken into the record in its entirety.
[Senator Ribicoffs prepared statement appear in the appendix.]
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The CHAIRMAN. That was a very helpful statement, and you
pointed out our dilemma$200 million worth of revenue, defining
it, trying to decide where we balance that one off. There is no ques-
tion about its being a most meritorious program, and no question
in my mind over the long run, and not too long a run, that you
gain it all back and more.

You have cited some very good examples of how people have
been able to upgrade their talents and their capabilities and how
they have reaped benefits by it. I appreciate your contribution.

Senator RIBICOFF. Well, I realize your dilemma. And realizing it,
I went to work to try to analyze it. I would say if the IRS and the
Treasury had put its computer experts to work, and they could
!rather data on all of these seven million people who are the benefi-
ciaries, they would see how much they would be losing in tax reve-
nue by cutting this off.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Senator, you are talking to the fellowhe
is seated right back there in the row behind you, and we are going
to have him up here in just a minute. I think he is tuned in, he is
listening.

Governor, let me ask you about yours, because I didn't under-
stand some of the detail.

You say that a parent is able to make a contribution to a trust
fund that is administered by the State?

Governor BIANCHAED. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And how does that relate to the amount? Do

they make contributions ever a period of time. Or as a lump sum?
How is that done?

Governor BLANCHARD. We are going to begin offering these con-
tracts within the next six weeks, now that we have the IRS Ruling.
We will allow them to make a one-time lump-sum payment, or in-
stallment payments. My guess is most people will make install-
ment payments.

The CHAIRMAN. How much do you anticipate the payments will
be?

Governor BLANCHARD. Well, each year the payments are going to
vary. We require an actuarial analysis every year, an audit every
yearit is an independent boardand it will depend on what we
are predicting the rate of return is on our investment, and the in-
flation rate, and the tuition rate.

Fortunately we have some control over the tuition because they
are State universities. But it will vary, however it is done.

We estimated that for $5,000 in one lump sum you could guaran-
tee four years free of tuition at any public college or university
when your child reaches 18, if you make the $5,000 payment when
they are born. Now, the installments would be somewhat different.

But we are also estimating, at least in Michigan, that when the
child is 18 the cost of tuition could be $30,000.

Now, the fact t hat thk. trust will be taxable is going to raise that
somewhat; although, we think we can keep the installment pay-
ments the same. We will just stretch out the payment period. And
we would like to see the "inside buildup," as they call it, not tax-
able, because we think the rate of return is going to be far in
excess of the tax expendituresin a similar fashion to the testimo-
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ny of Senator Ribicoff on what a good investment education really
is.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. I have a number of other questions I
am going to submit to the record for you, if I may, to save some
time because we have such a full agenda this morning.

[The questions appear in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN I would like to now turn to the distinguished

Senator and colleague fmn New York, Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, ank you.
I welcome Governor Blanchard to our hearing. What an elegant,

energetic thing you are doing, and what a contrast Michigan is to
Washington in these regards. All we have been doing is cutting and
denying and saying no.

You mentioned Mr. Lang's visit to his former school in East
Harlem. It struck me just a little how strange in a way we are, as
if we have reversed times.

I went to school in East Harlem. I graduated from East Harlem
High School. And college tuition was no problem foe methere
was something called The City College. It was free. It had been
there for a centuryfree. And after that there was the GI Bill and
Fullbright, and a generation later we find people can't get their
kids into college. I mean, what is happening to us?

But thanks to you.
Governor BLANCHARD. Senator, I think it is a problem that is

being discussed by all presidential candidates, I think now in both
parties, and we are ell part of this. It has been a lack of investment
in the future. We have been burning up resources and sending the
bill to others.

Senator Moyffnusi. We are going back, not forward.
Governor BLANCHARD. One of the great achievements of govern-

ments has been to create public education and public universities
and fmd ways both yublic and private to support people having ex-
panded educational opportunities.

One of my concerns, as yours and others, has been that we are
choking off that possibility for the next generation.

I think I misspoko a little earlier. I want to clarify it for the
record. Eugene Lang offered to six graders a college education. He
would pay for it. And in a school where dropouts averaged around
90 percent, we now see that half are going to go to college as a
result of this. I want to make sure I get that right.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. I understand.
Governor BLANCHARD. The other thing is with regard to Michi-

gan. While the plan I proposed initially appears to be good for
those with the money to make installment payments or a lump
sum payment, once we get the program up and running we are
going to invite all of the major businesses and civic organizations
in Michigan to adopt a class or designate recipients of these pro-
grama, so that we can make it work for those with no mea_ls, be-
cause I think if we ask General Motors to adopt a sixth grade at an
inner-city school, they are going to say yes

Senator MOYNIHAN. May I comment on that point to Senator Ri-
bicoff/Governor Ribicoff/Secretary of Health, Education and Wel-
fare Ribicoff?
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I would make the point, for the benefit of the Assistant Secretary
of Treasury for Tax Policy who is sitting behind here and who is
coming up to oppose legislation you have just endorsed, reversing
the Administration, the last year haven t they done enough to
education?the last year they should be against this, but you
weren't here testifying on behalf of the teachers union, or you
weren't before a Democratic Platform Committee Hearing, you are
here Jr the Morgan Bank.

Senator RIBICOFF. Which is one of the most important banks in
this country and the world. What is interesting: They take this pro-
gram very, very seriously for their employees. They have approxi-
mately five hundred employees participating in this Aspart of their affirmative action program they go to schools
and ask kids to come awl work at the Morgan Bank and they will
see that they get an education. And this is the money they spend,
and they are so proudMr. Hefke is ill, otherwise he would havebeen here todaybut they are so proud of this program in the
Morgan Bank, of their achievements. And when they see a clerk
becoming a vice president at $100,000 a year from a $20,000 salary,
that advancement is a thrilling thing to see.

Senator MomHAN. The Morgan Bank could get anybody it
wished to work for them. But they are not making money out of
this, they are making careers for people. And you have come down
personally to see the Chairman and me on this behalf, and Mr.
Hefke would have.

What do we have to say to the people in the Treasury? Help us,
Abehelp. I mean, what has gone crazy in our Capital?

Senator RIBICOFF. Well, you know, the Treasury, with all due re-
spea, takes a very short view of things, and they don't expandtheir brain powerwhich they haveto figure out, like the tax
people in our law firm would, that they weren't losing money but
were making money on this, and hundreds of millions of dollars,
not just losing $200 million. They are not losing anything. They
would lose it the other way. By cutting off the program, there
would be nothing to tax to get that $200 million.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you very much. Thank God for you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Riegle?
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to draw attention to the chart that former Congressman

now Governor Blanchard has brought to us. It is very interesting,
if you look at the chart, the way this idea has moved like wildfire
across the country.

The States that are coded in blue on this chart have now enacted
a form of educational trust for college expenses. And then, all of
the States that are coded in red have taken it up in an active way,
because they in turn are trying to develop a program of that kind
that can work within their States. And only the States that are left
in white are the ones, as vet, that have not taken a Statewide step.

But of course, all of the 50 States would be very interested inwhat we u. e discussing here, which is a coast-to-coast program; we
are discussing here today a Federal program which would reach allof the States.

But it is significant that the States are responding, as Senator
Ribicoff and Governor Blanchard have said, to really an unmet
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need. The States have gotten ahead of the Federal Government
here, partly because I think we have been behind the curve. The
Federal Government in the last few years, I think, has not fully
enough recognized the scale of this problem. Now the States have
moved out, as properly they should, to try to respond to it.

What we are discussing here with the Federal legislation is an
effort to bring the Federal Government up to speed on a 50-State
basis, so that we really address this issue.

I would like to make one other point, and that is that we obvi-
ously have a requirement in the country to tilt the balance be-
tween consumption and saving and investment. We have been for a
lAng period of time I think tilted very heavily on the consumption
side, and our economy is now substantially geared that way, about
70 percent of the activity in our economy is derived by consump-
tion.

But by any objective measure, whether it is the trade deficit, or
whether it is comparative rates of saving and investments in other
countries, it is obvious that we have to adjust that balance. We
have to consume somewhat less, and we have to save and invest a
larger amount of what we are actually generating in the way of
earnings.

We have found, I think, historically that when we create incen-
tives to save, as we did with the IRA and as we have in certain
other areas in the corporate and individual tax code areas, we have
seen a surge in investment activity.

What we are talking about here is investment incentive in edu-
cation, in giving families an opportunity to start on a scale of
saving that is within their reach, and over a period of time through
the use of hopefully a tax-free buildup of interest, whether on a
Federal Bond Plan or a State Educational Trust Plan, to be able to
save the money that allows their children to go on and get the ad-
vanced education that is needed in today's world economy.

If we don't tilt tha+ balance more toward the side of saving and
investmentin this case, saving and investment in education and
investment in ourselves, in our own skill levelsthere is no way in
the world we are going to be able to meet the kind of performance
standards in the future that our country just has to meet.

So I would see this hearing today, Mr. Chairman, as one of the
most importLnt things that we will have done in this Congress, to
take this issue up in a focused way.

I know how strongly you feel about it for we would not have this
hearing but for your leadership. And, we have people out giving
the leadership in the case of Governor Blanchard in my home State
of Michigan, and former Senator Ribicoff who is out doing it in the
private sector. I think we have to hear what they are saying to us,
and we have to act. I am hopeful that we will.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Riegle.
Senator Daschle.
Senator DA/WHIZ. Governor Blanchard, I applaud you for the

foresight you have clearly demonstrated here, and I am impressed
with the map. I am chagrined to see the white island up on top,
but I find myself in good company as I look south, so I hope that
South Dakota takes a look at this at some point in the future.
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I just have one mechanical question: What happens if parents
would decide some years hence, for whatever reason, that they
didn't want to participate? Can one withdraw those funds?

Governor BIANCHARD. Yes, you can withdraw and get your
money back.

Senator DA/MILE. Get the money back, or the money back with
interest?

Governor BLANCHARD. I am not sure how we are going to dc that,
because of the tax ruling we are about to receive.

Senator Meaux. I see.
Governor BLANCHARD. I think they will get their money back

with interest, and there won't be any tax because the trust will
have paid the tax. But my treasurer can tell me.

[Pause.]
Governor BIANCHARD. It depends on the precise ruling from

Treasury, which is imminent.
Senator DASCHLE. I was just curious about the mechanics of it.

You don't have to elaborate on it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Rockefeller.
Senator ROCEICIPELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just a comment. I think many of those who wanted to terminate

Section 127 felt that the people benefiting from it didn't financiallyneed the assistance. Senator Ribicoff, you have been, however,
saying that 90 percent of the people assisted by section 127 have
incomes at a level of $50,000 or below. You also say 34 percent are
minorities. Now, if one has children, an income of $50,000 or below,
and high education costs, one is by no means rich. So perhaps sec-tion 12? was not being abused.

To me, the concept of continuing education is so absolutely criti-
cal. I think we greatly underestimate it in our country. I intro-
duced legislation to fund "work place literacy" programs. My bill
has been made part of the Trade Bill and the reauthorization 1
lation for the Elementary and Secondary Education programs. This
work place literacy bill addresses what Senator Moynihan is target-ing in a different but related way. I would support basic skills
that is, reading and writing --for workers in need of such remed.'aleducation.

It would help people who have jobs todaybut who are not able to hold
on to their jobs in a year or two because technology will simply
walk right past them. When it comes time to go onto more ad-
vanced work through manuals, reading, and training, these work-
ers won't be able to because they won't have the basic reading
skillsunless, that is, they get literacy and educational assistancencw.

What you are talking about, I think, is complementary and just
as important. Senator Moynihan's bill, proposes to support more
advanced training for workers.

In West Virginia we have two universities. Both of them say that
the majority of their graduate aLudents who also work in business
are in school, thanks to section 127. The incentive to employers iswhy they are there. They don't think they would be there without
that ince!, lye from business. So, to me, what you touch on is fun-
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damental. We are so concentrated on educating our young people
elementary education, secondary education, getting our kids
through college, finding a way to pay for our kids to get to col-
legebut there is a whole other element which I think is embodied
in not only the Workplace Literacy Bill but in Senator Moynihan's
bill. It's time to provide education to people who are adult, are on
the job, but who are going to fall along the wayside unless they get
more advanced education.

I don't ask a question on that, but I just simply point out that I
think your testimony is just right on the mark.

Senator Rumor?. I have shortened my testimony, but seeing
Senator Riegle and yourself, I want to highlight the report of the
Congressional Competitiveness Caucus, mentioned in my written
statement, which cited the experience of General Motors of Michi-
gan, where some 119,000 laid-off workers are now being retrained
for careers outside of the automobile industry.

A labor spokesman pointed out that the training provided under
Section 127 can sometimes spell the difference between having a
job and having no job at all. For such workers, losing the tax ex-
emptiot. provided by Section 127 would be especially burdensome.

So, this is a big, big subject, whether you are talking about the
Morgan Bank or an employee being laid off because his job is dis-
continued at General Motors.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. I thank the Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Mitchell, I believe you have a gener-

al statement as well as questions for our distinguished panel.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE J. MITCHELL,

A U.S SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MAINE
Senator Mumma. Mr. Chairman, first I want to commend Gov-

ernor Blanchard for the leadership he has demonstrated in this
area. We in Maine learned quickly from Michigan, and we were
one of the first States to follow with a similar plan. I also commend
Senator Ribicoff for his effort in this area, and we are very
pleased to see him back before this committee.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that a full statement, a detailed statement
of mine, be introduced f!). the record.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Without objection.
[Senator Mitchell's prepared statement appears in the Appendix.]
Senator MITCHELL. And I would like to, if I could, comment on

just one other bill that is pending, as I am the author of that bill. I
have been joined by six members of this committee in legislatk -1 to
facilitate the availability of funds for student loans through tax-
exempt financing.

My legislation would extend current law rules permitting stu-
dent loan bond authorities to earn arbitrage for a period of 18
months to cover issuance costs. It also extends these rules to sup-
plemental bonds.

Understandably, we on this committee have an instinctive aver-
sion to the earning of arbitrage by issues of tax-exempt bonds. The
Federal tax exemption should not be an income source to issuers.

Student loan bonds present an entirely different case with re-
spect to arbitrage. The cost of administering a student loan bond
program are far higher than with other programs which have
loans with much larger outstanding balances. And yet, program
costs cannot be recovered from student borrowers at the time of is-
suance like other bonds.
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Furthermore, the Federal Government aas a particularly impor-
tant interest in assuring the availability of funds to finance stu-
dent loans to make higher education affordable. That interest is
manifest in the operation of the Student Loan Program, which is
designed specifically to operate with tax-exemp bonds through the
Department of Education.

I urge the members of this committee to take a serious look at
the issues raised by this legislation, and I hope this committee will
permit arbitrage to fund administration and issuance costs of stu-
dent loan bonds.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you, and I thank the Governors for their
patience.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Senator Mitchell.
Governors, we have just at this moment a vote on, and therefore

we are going to have to disappear for a bit.
Were there some last remarks you would like to make?
I want to thank both of you, as we are deeply in your debt rind

admiring.
Governor Blanchard.
Governor BLANCHARD. I wanted to thank the members of the

committee again and the chairman, Chairman Lloyd Bentsen, for
scheduling this hearing, because I think it really made a big differ-
ence in getting our Michigan program approved by Treasury, and I
wanted to thank our Senator Riegle for all of his help.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That's it, say kind words about Treasury. I
mean, ever so often they do something like that. [Laughter.]

Governor BLANCHARD. And we do thank them. We thank them
for their help and cooperation, and Senator Riegle for his leader-
ship. But we want you to know this hearing, I think, was the final
point, a milestone for us, and we appreciatt, that.

And I appreciate the chance to share a table with a man I have
always admired.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you.
Senator RIEGLE. Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Please.
Senator RIEGLE. Might I just acknowledge that kind comment

and say that Secretary Baker has been very helpful in the discus-
sions here, and he should be acknowledged, as his staff should be. I
would say that, as we have conducted those discussions, they have
been constructive, they have been very positive, and that should be
put on the record. I feel that the Treasury Secretary has been very
helpful in this, and that is very important.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Ribicoff, you have heard those fa-
miliar bells.

Senator RIBICOFF. You go ahead. You have other duties. Good
seeing you, Pat, take care.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, sir.
The committer will stand in recess until the return of the Chair-

man, and our next witness will be the Honorable Assistant Secre-
tary of Treasury for Tax Policy Mr. Chapoton.

[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]
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AFTER RECESS

The CHAIRMAN. Would you please be seated and cease conversa-
tion, and we will get underway.

Our next witness is Secretary Chapoton.
We are very pleased to have you and appreciate your participa-

tion. We will have other members of the committee who will be re-
turning from the vote. If you would, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. 0. DONALDSON CHAPOTON, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY (TAX POLICY), DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Secretary CHAPoTorr. Thank you very much, Mr. Clairman.
I have a complete statement that will be entered into the record,

but I would like to make some comments about the statement and
respond to some of the questions that were raised during the testi-
mony of others.

The CHAIRMAN Mr. Secretary, we will take your complete state-
ment for the record. But if you would summarize it, and then,
make your comments, we would be pleased to have them.

Secretary CHAPOTON. Thank you, sir.
Let me point out initially that from the Administration's stand-

point education is a national priority. In this increasingly complex
society, we think that support for education beyond the secondary
level is criticalit is critical to the nation's strength and to the
questions of competitiveness in our worldwide environment.

I would like to talk about the college savings bond propo,a1
which the Administration supports and proposes as one element of
our efforts in that regard. I will also comment on S. 39, which
would restore Section 127 to the Code; S. 628, relating to the deduc-
tion for interest paid on student loans; and S. 2149, which would
expand and make permanent the arbitrage rebate exception.

But before getting into those specific bills, let me comment in
general that the President's 1989 budget already contains a
number of incentives in support of education. It proposes total out-
lays of $9.2 billion in 1989 for higher education and an additional
$2.3 billion in special tax incentives, including the savings bond
proposals.

The President's 1989 budget includes more federal aid to low-
income post-secondary students than he- aver been available in the
past. So, I think that the Administration's commitment to second-
ary education and education in gc: ,.ral is clear and should be fully
understood.

The most significant new item in the budget, however, is the one
I referred to, the College Savings Rand Proposal. That is needed,
we feel, for many of the reasons that have been suggested by other
witnesses this morning.

For your informationwithout repeating the things that were
said by other witnesseslet me point out some figures that were
not mentioned. Private education costs are up almost 90 percent
since 1980. Education costs at public institutions are up almost 60
percent. It now costs an average of $50,000 for a family to send a
child to a private university, and more than $18,000 to send a child
to a public university. We estimate that those costs will soar in Just
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19 years. A private university will cost $200,000 and a public uni-
versity will cost $60,000. We think those costs need addressing.

In addition, a 1984 Roper poll, which was not cited this morning,
Rhowed that only half the families that expcct their children to go
to college or anticipate that their children will go to college have
some systematic plan to save for that college education. And of
those half that save, the median saving is only about $500 per year.
3o there is not a lot of advanced planning in the nature of savings
going on.

For that reason, some sort of savings encouragement plan is nec-
essary and desirable, and we think our College Bond proposal is a
major step in that direction.

A Federal program of this sort would call attention to the need
for savings. It would provide a convenient mechanism and incen-
tive for saving for education, and it would provide valuable and ur-
gently needed assistance t, American families to finance the educa-
tion costa that they will ultimately incur.

There is a growing awareness of the need for this program, as
has been demonstrated by the discussion this morning and the
number of bills that have been introduced in the Congress.

Let me first describe the President's college savings bond propos-
al, and then I will be happy to answer any questions relating to it.

It is a relatively simple program. It is similar to the one proposed
by Senator Kennedy in his bill. There are some differences but
they are not great.

Basically, the concept is that interest on college savings bonds
would not be taxed currently, just as savings bonds generally have
interest that is not taxed currently. The proceeds would be exempt
from taxation on redemption of the bonds if those proceeds are
used for educational purposes.

There is one difference between our plan and the one that Sena-
tor Kennedy proposed, and that is what the proceeds may be used
for. Our plan is slightly broader. We contemplate that proceeds on
the redemption of the bonds could, like his plan, be used for tui-
tion, book , and other incidental costs of education. We would also
include some reasonable living allowances as a proper cost to be
used with these funds without incurring tax on the redemption of
the bonds.

To target this program to low- and middle-income taxpayers,
however, we would restrict the availability of the plan to somewhat
lower income levels than Senator Ke- 'edy's proposal. His propos-
al, I believe, would allow the benefit \_ tax free interest on the re-
deemed bond up to the $150,000 income level. We propose phasing
out that benefit over the $60,000 to $80,000 income range. This
means if your income in the year that the bonds are redeemed ex-
ceeds $80,000, you would not be eligible to receive the interest on
those bonds tax free. Below $60,000 it would be fully tax exempt,
and between $60,000 and $80,000, it would be partially tax exempt.

To give an example of what we are talking about, if the parents
of a 2-year-old started saving and put aside $2,000 per year, they
could accumulate over the next 16 yearswhen the child would
enter college enough money to send that child to a public institu-
tion, based vn our estimate of a $60,000 cost of a public institution
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at that time. The total tax savings on the redemption of the bonds,
for a 15-percent taxpayer, would be $6,800.

So there is a tax incentive to encourage private savings, and it
would have the benefit of very little Government involvement but
considerable private involvement through .private savings pro-
grams. It would encourage long-range planning, and it would, we
hope, encourage less reliance on other Government p

Senator Kennedy also made several other points think are
worth repeating about this program. It would be safe for the inves-
tor, and it would not require implementing a new bureaucracy.
There could be payroll savings plans allowing this money to be put
aside on a periodic basis, much as we have for Series-E Savings
Bonds. This type of saving would be attractive to low-income tax-
payers and, therefore, we think would attract saviimis by the people
who need to save the most.

Let me turn now to S. 39, the proposed extension of Section 127,
which has been discussed at length this morning, and try to outline
for you, as Senator Moynihan properly pointed out, that our testi-
mony suggests that we are opposed to extending Sectior,. 127. We
realize that this code section has expired on several occasions Rivi
has been extended each time. We also va!til= there are significant
benefits, and I think c-iisior ttibicoff certainly made an eloquent
fitater..nt vi cite need for some sort of tax incentive for this type of
education. I found his remarks very persuasive.

I also think that we all agree that tax incentives for education
are justified in some circumstances, so we are not disputing that
point. We hope that what this Administration is doing and pro-
poses to do with respect to education, both tax incentives and
nontax incentives, demonstrates our commitment to education.

Our concern with Section 127, though, is that it is targeted strict-
ly to the plans that Senator Ribicoff desaibed; the Morgan Guar-
antee type plans, where you can only benefit if you work for an
emplovar and you are lucky enough to :lave a plan of that sort
available to you. And under Section 127, to the extent that costs
are incurred or an education program is established that would not
otherwise be deductible, the money can be excluded.

To digress a minute, under the current law any educational costs
incurred by an individual to further his existing employment, to
improve his ability on his current job, are currently deductible
under Section 162. So the costs we are talking about that need
some attention and that need tax incentives, and which Section 127
addresses, are costs that are not to improve your skills on a current
job, but to improve your ability to L.... ft to a different job, to per-
haps be promoted to an entirely different job with a diffr-rent em-
ployer or with that same employer. Those sorts of costs would not
be deductible; but for Section 127, they would be included in
income.

But to get back to the point I was making. If you are lucky
enough to be with a Morg n Guaranty and you have a plan like
that, and you get these educational benefits, Section 127 would say
that these benefits are not taxable.

However, if you are with another bank or another company that
does not have such a ; an, and the employer's concept is that he
will pay you a sufficient salary so that you can pay out of your own
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pocket for any education you need to advance yourself to a new
skill level or a new job, you are paying those expenses out of after-
tax earnings. You would first have to pay tax on the money, and
then out of those after-tax earnings you would pay for your educa-
tional costa.

In other words, we were worried about horizontal equity and about
the overall costs. But this horizon' ! equity point that I am making
is that if we are going to have a benefit like this we should consid-
er broadening it to people who pay their own educational costs.
That would make it more equitable. We would then consider,
frankly, how we are going to pay for it.

I also found Senator Ribicoff's comments that some of these
plans are, in effect, self-financing very persuasive as well. But I
must take issue with the analysis that concludes that there would
be no cost to the Treasury.

This is the sort of problem with which this committee is famil-iarit addresses it all the timethat any time there is a tax in-
centive that encourages conduct we likeand of course, there are
manywe must address the problem of whether this conduct will
generate revenues through other means.

For ez9mple, Mr. Chairman, to discuss a matter that is close to
our home State if we increased the intangible drilling deduction
somehow, that would undoubtedly put some workers back to work.
They would receive salaries, and they would pay taxes on those sal-
aries. So we would conclude from that that the increased tax reve-
nues generated from those additional salaries would reduce the
cost of the increased intangible drilling deduction.

The problem with that analysisand it is not totally wrong, nor
is Senator Ribicoff totally wrong in saying this education benefit
will cause people to have better and higher paying jobsis that, for
revenue-estimating purposes, we generally try not to take into ac-
count changes in the Gross National Product, which these addition-
al salary levels assume.

If we start making those sorts of assumptions, we have to do itfor every type of tax incentive that we are going to consider, to
make sure that we are comparing apples and apples and not apples
and oranges. And once we do that, it gets very difficult to know
just where to stop.

When a proposal has a significant impact on GNP, we do take
that into consideration when we think it is a proper subject. But
when it has a more marginal effect on GNP, we think that a bette-
comparison can be made without including that long-term GNP
impact in comparing the cost of this program with the cost of some
other program, so that we can have an apples and apples type com-
parison.

I might make one other comment. Our study indicates slightly
different figures on who is actually getting the benefit of Section
127. I think we agree generally that there are substantial benefits
for low-income taxpayers; but our figures differ somewhat from
what Senator Ribicoff said about the people who are actually bene-
fiting from Section 127. And we have some quarrel with the studies
he cited, but not of any great significance.

The main point is that our studies indicate that even amor.g the
participants, the ones that benefit most financially are at the
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higher end of the spectrum. So, the money is not going to the low-
income taxpayers quite as much as we would like. But I think that
is not as significant a concern from our standpoint as the horizon-
tal equity question. But if we are going to broaden the provision,
how do we pay for it?

Incidentally, our figures on extending Section 127 through S. 39
are that it would cost $275 million for fiscal year 1988, and thereaf-
ter it would cost approximately $400 million per year.

Let me touch briefly on two other matters covered in my testimo-
ny. One relates to the interest deduction on educatior loans that
Senat:..: Grass ley supported.

We recognize the point that he made that students who took out
loans in pre-tax-reform days thought they were going to get inter-
est deductions that they are not going to get in light of tax reform.
But I think that we have to accept the fact that that question has
been addressed. Concern about the loss of deductibility on personal
interest could be raised in a number of contexts.

The offsetting factor for students and for all others who have lost
their interest deductions, quite frankly, is that they are getting the
benefit of the lower tax rate on the income that will have to be
earned to pay that interest. So, while some argument certainly can
be made with respect to the interest deduction on student loans, we
think that same argument can be made in other contexts, and we
think there is an offsetting benefit from the lower tax rates. We
would hesitate to see tax reform opened up because of that one
factor.

Finally, tit' testimony addresses S. 2149 relating to the proposal
to make the temporary arbitrage exception for Government Stu-
dent Loan Bonds permanent.

I won't comment on that at length, other than to say that it is
the Treasury Department's point of view that we ought to be very
careful in extending arbitrage exceptions. We sought very hard in
the 1986 Act to limit arbitrage excel:Cons, and we think that con-
cept should be continued.

With respect to student loan bonds m padicular, under the terms
of the student loan bond provisions the lenders are entitled to
regain some of their initial offering costs through increased rates
on loans that are made to students. So, they do recoup their initial
costadmittedly not in the first year but they do ultimately recoup
the cost.

If you couple that with an arbitrage rebate exception, it would be
double counting; you would get that exception twi-le.

The data we have indicate that many of the lenders making
Guaranteed Student Loans are not short on cash and that there is
not a dire need for any sort of exception. Particularly where it is
an arbitrage rebate type of exception, we would be strongly op-
posed to it.

Mr. Chair' an, that concludes my prepared remarks. I would be
happy to answer ex questions.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, Mr. Secretary. We don't
always envy you your taw. You have to come forward and say No
to a lot of things which perhaps you personally might want to say
Yes to.
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May I sayI am speaking now for Senator Packwood a well as
myself. In the way chores are distributed around our committee,
the Section 127 has been of particular interest to Senator Pack-
wood, and I was a counts on this side of the committee.

It is the case that the has reversed itself, is it not, in
the sense that in Treasury II you supported the continuation of S.
127? But don't make me assert that; why don't you tell me howthat evolved.

Secretary CHAPOTON. You are entirely correct I am not disagree-
ing with that at all, and I am not sure that I can give a complete
explanation of that reversal. I think I can say that Treasury II rep-
resented a package propooal that had some items in it that perhaps
we would have supported or not supported had it not been such a
package.

Before Treasury II, we had opposed the extension of Section 127,
and I think we have been consistent about that subsequent to
Treasury II. But you are entirely right, there is that inconsistency
in our position.

Senator MOYNIHAN. It is very fair and very open of you to put it
that way.

May I just say, I think it is the case that in 1984, I believe, we
began to ask employers to file some information about these plans
with their returns; but we just don't really have a lot of hard data
yet. There have been some problems with the data, as I under-stand.

Secretary CRAMPON. We don't have the data from the 1984 fil-
ings. The data that we have grined from that have not been useful.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes
Secretary CHAPOTON. Now, the Treasury is engaged in a study of

the Section 127-type benefits, and some of the information I have
cited this morning and is cited in my testimony comes from the
work done on that study.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I see our distinguished colleague Senator
Pell is waiting to be heard, so I am not going to prolong it; but I
would like to say that the Joint Committee on Taxation has some
different estimates anci lower ones on what would be cost, and I
would like to put this in the record.

rhe inform:6in appears in the Kppendii.J.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I would like to just record, if I can, that a

very different case can be made about the question of vertical
eqrity, simply that higher level employees will be able to exclude
employer-provided education assistance even without Section 127.
Under c rrent law, employees may exclude from income employer-
provided tuition and other such expenses as long as the training is
directly related to the employee's current job. This is much easier
for an executive to demonstrate than it is for a bank teller. So, de
spite what our good friend from Treasury has said today. Section
127 removes a tax law bias by opening the income exclusion for
employer-paid educational assistance to all employees.

We thank you for your testimony, sir.
Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Chapoton, I am trying to calculate the difference between
the proposal that the Administration has, the College Savings
Bonds, and S. 1817. Do you know the net cost of that difference?

In other words, looking on page ! of your testimony, toward the
bottom there, you estimate when your program gets rolling it will
cost about $200 million a year. Now, do you have a cost estimate on
S. 1817?

Secretary CHAPO'FON. Senator Chafee, I am not sure which that
is Is that Senator Kennedy's proposal?

Senator CHAFES. That is the Kennedy/Pell et al bill.
Secretary CHAPOTON. We haven't costed it ourselves. Senator

Kennedy indicated a cost of $300 million per year, but then he indi-
cated that that would be reduced, in his view, by the interest sav-
ings that the Treasury realizes when it borrows that money at the
lower savings bond rate rather than the Treasury Bill rate that it
ordinarily has to pay.

But let me make several comments on that, if I might. The $200
million figure is our figure for the fifth year. It is a growing figure,
and it will continue to grow after the fifth year.

Senator CHAFES. Oh, you mean your figure is not a constant one?
Secretary CRAMPON. IL is not a constant one. It will grow as high

as, I think our estimates are, almost a billion a year in the out
years, 10 or 15 years, when the program is mature, and then it will
level off. But it will be a considerable number of years out before it
will level off, when redemptions begin to equal bond purchases.

Senator CRAFEE. So is it fair to say that, based on that and the
estimate that they have on S. 1817, as I understand it, yours would
be more expensive?

Secretary CHAPO'FON. No, I think his would grow as well, because
both programs would grow. Any cost L the initial year is going to
grow as more people buy college savings bonds, so that there is just
that much more in college savings bonds outstanding, until such
time as the redemption of those bonds begins to equal the annual
purchases.

Senator CHAFES. I think it would be helpful as we go alongwe
are not going to decide this thing tomorrowif you folks could
come up with the differences, or just come up with your predictions
and the cost estimates for theirs, so we can just calculate the differ-
ence.

Secretary CHAP:mow. Senator, there are no significant differences
between our proposal and Senator Kennedy's.

Senator CHANCE. Mons -wise.
Secretary CHAPOTON. neywise? Well, the basic proposal, as I

understand that proposal, would envision the same thing; that is, if
a parent buys / savings bond for his child, and that savings bond
accumulates, as I:. currently does without any interim tax, then on
redemption, if the moneys are used for schooling purposes, there is
no tax on the interest earned during that period of time.

The two big differences that I see are that the permitted cost
under Senator Kennedy's bill would include only tuition and books.
Our proposal would actually be somewhat broader; it would include
some reasonable living expenses. And then, secondly, we would
phase ours out at a lower income rangethis is the income of the
family at the time the bonds are redeemed. We phase ours out be-
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tween $60,000 and $80,000 per year. Senator Kennedy's begins
phasing out at $75,000, but the phaseout continues through
$150,000 of income.

Senator CRAM. One final quick question: What is your expert-
encemoreeo in the IRS than in your particular areaon the
policing of these things?

For example, in the IRA. As you review the IRA situation, are
these moneys accounted for when people draw them out? I am only
using that illustration to see if indeed it is difficult to track wheth-
er these bonds when they are cashed in are used for education. Is
that a compliance challenge?

Secretary CHAiwyroN. I think it is a problem that would need
some attention. I am not sure there is a perfect parallel to the IRA,
because in the case of the IRA the only requirement is that the re-
cipient report that money on his tax return as he would other
income thaw he received in that year.

In this case we need to be sure that the moneys are not only
taxed when received if not expended for the proper purpose, but we
need to determine whether it is expended for the proper purpose.
That is a detail that has not been worked out yet. There would be
some compliance difficulty, but I don't. think it would be insur-
mountable.

Senator CHAFER. Fine.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
And Mr. Secretary, we thank you very much. We sometimes give

you a certain amount of ribbing but you know the respect and
indeed the affection in which you are he: d.

Senator CHAFER. Yes, I want to join in that, Mr. Chairman. The
Assistant Secretaries who come before us are always the heavies in
any role played around here. You are always the naysayers. We
have all got lovely programs, and you come in with the cold rain of
reality and remind us that these programs cost something. And
that is not a role that is always greeted with enthusiasm.

Secretary CHAPOTON. I thank you for that. I will confess that
sometimes when I get real bad news from one of our economists, I
threaten to make them come up here and give it to you. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
[Secretary Chapoton's prepared statement appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pell.
We are just delighted to have Senator Pell, whose name is now

synonymous with education, who has been a major contributor in
helping young people get a better education. We are delighted to
have you here for your comments.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAIBORNE PELL, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

Senator PELL Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for your
kind words. Senator Moynihan, Senator Chafes.

I am very glad to be here, and T commend and congratulate you
on holding this hearing.
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As you know, Senators Stafford, Kennedy and I have introduced
two of the seven measures and tuition savings plans before you
today.

One of these is the NEST proposal, which would establish a na-
tional education savings trust fund. For the poorest families, con-
tributions to the fund would be tax exempt, while for others contri-
butions would have vming rates of tax deductibility. The other
measure we have introduced is the educational savings bond pro-
weal that would allow the earned interest on U.S. savings bonds to
be tax exempt if the bonds were used to finance a child's education.

I would like to speak very briefly this morning, not on the details
of our two proposals or on the excellent proposal that is being of-
fered by the General Treasurer of our State Roger Bejun, but
rather on the need for a new program to help families plan for and
finance, a college education, a need for a generic new program.

The need is without question. In the next decade, it is estimated
that tne cost of college tuition will continue to skyrocket.

Unfortunately, it is unlikely that increases in student aid will
keep pace. That is certainly the case with past experience. While
college costs have arisen more than 75 percent, 77 percent since
1980, the values of Federal student aid has decreased.

For example, in 1980 the maximum Pell Grant award of $1750
would cover 41 percent of the average tuition bill. Today, the maxi-
mum Pell Grant covers only 29 percent of such costs, or a decrease
of 12 percent.

But this does not tell the whole story. Over the past decade we
have moved from a period in which the typical aid package was
one-fourth loan and three- fourths grant to vice versa. And this is a
very dangerous development.

Seve factors have combined to bring it about: The Administra-
tion's opposition to student aid increases for much of the past
seven years, although not this year, but in the past seven years, is
a major factor. The two have worked hand in hand to limit the aid
increases students have neede....

The sad fact is that we are creating a whole new :ndentured
class of young people saddled with enormous debts as they start
out on their professional careers.

Loans accounted for 17 percent of student aid in 1975 and 1976,
and now they are almost 50 percent. This trend cannot continue. If
it does, we will be pricing 'a college education beyond the reach of
most students, even with Federal grant or work-study assistance.

We need to make sure that the Federal programs have kept place
with not only inflation but also with the cost of college education.

I can't end my testimony without impressing upon all of us the
urgency of the situation. The facts are really disturbing.

The number of Blacks pursuing a college education has declined
from 34 percent to 26 percent in the past decadedeclined. The
number of Hispanics has dropped from 36 percent to 27 percent
over the same period. And as I have noted earlier, even when stu-
dents can find a way to go to college, they do so only through this
enormous borrowing.

I am aware that any proposal of the kind before you will have a
large price tag. That cost will pale, though, if we consider the long-
term cost to our nation of not moving ahead this way.
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In a year in which there is much discussion of the need for theUnited States to make its worth more competitive, we would beshortsighted if we failed to link such a concern with the availabil-ity of education programs for future generations.
The real strength of our nation is not the weapons of destructionor the machines of destruction or the gold at Fort Knox, but thestrength and character and education of our people. And this, thateducation, is declining for those who need it the most, the Blacksand the Hispanics.
I thank you for giving me this opportunity.
The CHAIRMAN. Chairman Pell, we are very pleased to have youhere, and I am delighted to see you focus on those who are not aswell off from an economic standpoint and speak to seeing thatthose young people too have their shot at education and a chancefor a step up in life.
I have no further questions.
E.: 3 nator Moynihan.
Senator MoYNIHAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I just wanted to say that, as is so often the case, a graphic phrasefrom Senator Pell when he speaks it, "We are creating an inden-tured class of young people.' It is extraordinary. We look up atsomething we thought was behind us, and it is ahead of us. Wehave to do something about it, and we should.Thank you, sir.
Senator Pant.. Thank you.
The CHALIMAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFES. I would like to join in paying tribute to SenatorPell for his long work in this area. He has, of course, been deeplyinterested in education for so many years and has been so effectivein it. I want to express my appreciation in hearing your viewstoday.
Senator Peet.. Thank you for your kind words; it is very muchappreciated. Thank you.
The CrimamAN. We are very pleased to have you.We will recess until 2.
Senator CHAFES. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator CHAFES. Because I have an amendment coming up onthe floor on the Intelligence Oversight Bill, I won't be able to behere this afternoon, but I did want to commend to your attentionthe testimony of the General Treasurer of our State Mr. RogerBegin, who will be testifying on the third panelthat is, the secondpanel after you reconvene. I am very sorry to miss his testimony.He has got a good program that he will be testifying to, discuss-ing a proposal that we have in our State dealing with this veryproblem, that he has been active in.So I want to express to him and to you my apologies for notbeing able to be here.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, of course.
We will stand in recess until 2.
ffhereupon, at 12:34 p.m., the hearing was recessed.][The prepared statement of Senator Pell appears in the appen-dix.]
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Ann RECESS

Senator Monint AN. A very good afternoon to our guests and our
witnesses. I hope that the inconvenience we have caused some of
you is taken as a measure of interest in the matters that are before
us. It is very unusual for one of our hearings to go into the after-
noon, and we have to have permission to do it, as a matter of fact,
from the Senate; but we have done it.

I am aware that some of our witnesses have to catch planes, and
we will go and hear everybody, and the record will be completed,
but we have two panels which are more or less interchangeable in
the sense that we want to hear each of the six persons.

Which of our witnesses has to be at a 3:00 plane or something
such a that? Come forth.

Dr. HAYES. Dr. Hayes, from St. Edwards.
Senator MOYNIHAN. From Austin, Texas. Yes, indeed.
Dr. McPintitsoN. Michael McPherson.
Senator MOYNHIAN. And Michael McPherson.
Well, there we are. And Dr. Eaton, are you here? Then come for-

ward, and we will start with Dr. Hayes and then Dr. McPherson,
just as it is provided in the program anyway.

We welcome you, Dr. Hayes. As you know, Senator Bentsen has
to be elsewhere and asked me to take this on, this legislation which
I have partly been the sponsor of here in the committee.

So, would you just proceed? You might wish to put your state-
ment in the record and then summarize it for us.

STATEMENT OF DR. PATRICIA. A. HAYES, PRESIDENT, ST. ED-
WARDS UNIVERSITY, AND CHAIR, TAX PC',ICY COMMITTEE,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES, AUSTIN, TX
Dr. HAYES. Thank you very much. I would want to do that.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the pro-active posture of this com-

mittee in trying to strengthen further the federal support for
higher education.

I am representing today the National Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities, a group of over 800 independent colleges
and several other higher education associations that have support-
ed this position.

My university, St. Edwards University in Austin, Texas, is a
2,700 - student university with 1,400 full-time students and 1,300
part-time adults. We provide the majority of the part-time adult
education in the Greater Austin area at the baccalaureate and
masters lee1, and our 1,400 full-time undergraduates consist of 21
percent Hispanic students, about 6 percent Black, including 200
students in a special program for children of migrant farm work-
ers.

The National Association of Independent Colleges and Universi-
ties wishes to provide the strongest partnership with congressional
efforts to develop a cost-effective form of a tax incentive for educa-
tional savings, in part for the reasons that were mentioned this
morningthe general economic concern with the level of savings
in this nation (less than 4 percent compared to the Japanese level
in similar time periods, 17 percent) and in part because of the ter-
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rific shift that was well documented this morning between studentgrants into student loans over the last decade.
What has really happened in this period, of course, is that fami-lies have willingly, on -behalf of education, increased their burdenin all of this by taking on the loans. All of the surveys suggest that

they are very open to savings, but that savings has not taken placein adequate amounts.
We are certainly enthusiastic about the institutional efforts andsome of the State initiatives, but we feel that a Federal Plan is farsuperior for a number of reasons.
I think the primary input we would like to give is in the form offive points that we feel any plan in the educational savings areaought to be measured against, some of which were stressed thismorning, others I think have a slightly different emphasis:
First, simplicity. The ability to find it, access it without a lot ofbureaucracy, without a lot of psychological barriers, ai.41 a certaincredibility that my money is safe there and I understand that plan,

it is not some kind of financial high-powered thing that makes theaverage person nervous.
The second issue came up repeatedly this morning: portability.

And I would like to just comment on that. Portability on behalf ofchoice, I think, sometimes (-Imes across as a kind of luxury, "Well,if they can get education, let them get it wherever it fits." But Ithink choice really boils down to what makes a given student suc-cessful in a specific institution.
It is no big mystery that fird-generation Hify.anic students aremore attracted to St. Edwards University and more successfulthere at 2,700 students than they probably evfir will be at the Uni-versity of Texas at Austin of 48,000 students. The match is better,and their success is more guaranteed. And I think that really iswhat is at the heart of portability.
The third issueactually, the distinction between the MichiganPlan and the educational savings plans that were talked about thismorning has to do with the tuning of the tar. incentive, and wewould come down in favor of timing when the educational benefitsare received rather than when the money is invested. I think it is

more cost-effective if at that time it is focused on tuition and fees.We think it is the best way to stretch the federal dollar.
The fourth point, an issue of accessibility, that not just parentsand students but grandparents and aunts and uncles can get intothis program. I think we are going to bee an era when the grand-

parent takes on more prominence than we have ever seen, becauseof student loans and the burden they are putting on people intotheir mid-years. And we think any program that Is ideal in termsof educational savings should have the broadest level of accessibil-ity.
Finally, and something that would surround all of our testimony,is the desire that educational savings only and always be seen as asupplement to grants, work and loans, and never as a substitute.All of the data suggests that loads of families that the Pell Grantprogram is dedicated toward are never going to be able to save inany meaningful proportions.
So, we support an educational savings program as a supplementto All of the strong, traditional sources.
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I think of the plans currently under discussion, Senate Bill 1817
is closest to those five criteria.

The other three areas that were discussed this morning, I would
just mention briefly our strong support for the comments you
made, Senator Moynihan, on the urgency in Senate Bill 39 and the
restoration of the Employee Educational Assistance.

When you look at the students we are serving at the adult level,
they are not wealthy; they are part of an important economic re-
vitalization that I think is part and parcel of our national competi-
tiveness. The fact that that kind of funding goes for people moving
on to a job seems to me is much more oriented to the future when
we estimate that students will be taking on four or five career
changes after they graduate..

I think the negative message that has gone out. every time Sec-
tion 127 has lapsed is certainly a disincentive to students, but it is
also a disincentive to that source of private capital which helps
some students go to collegenamely, the corporate sector.

I would reply directly, I guess, to the concern of Treariry, stated
this morning and that is that there is a problem of horizontal
equity with 127.

The students that don't get corporate support get great support
from the institutions, again, where all data shows there are higher
and higher levels of institutional aid. To take the corporat, support
away simply puts more burden on the institution.

So I would like to affirm those corporations that are able to give
private capital to this effort in the strongest way, knowing that
some will not be able to. And, again, there will have to be increas-
ing amounts of institutional aid available.

We would also like to encourage Senate Bill 628 to be considered
seriously, the deductibility of interest on student loans. Again,
those folks graduating with $10-15,000 worth of loans have sacri-
ficed greatly on behalf of higher education, and it seem that the
spirit of the Federal position on education is bear.: supported by
maintaining that part of the Tax Code that was reversed under the
Tax Reform of 1986.

Lastly, a similar case where it seems that the great Federal com-
mitment to education is being somewhat undermined by the tax re-
vision, the taxation of fellowships and scholarships.

Thank you very much. I would certainly be happy to answer any
questions on any of these issues or others.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, Dr. Hayes, and as is our prac-
tice, we will go to Dr. McPherson next.

. Hayes prepared statement appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. Dr. McPherson, welcome.

STATEMENT OF DR. MICHAEL S. McPHERSON, PH.D., CHAIRMAN,
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, WILLIAMS COLLEGE, WILLIAM-
STO'WN, MA

Dr. MCPHERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Michael McPherson. I am the Chairman and a pro-

fessor in the Economics Department at Williams College in Massa-
chusetts.
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The bills I have been invited to comment on are those that aimto encourage saving for college by providing tax preferences forthat activity.
Encouraging saving is a worthy goal, but I, like many economists

and like Senator Bentsen this morning, have serious reservationsabout using tax preferences to achieve that goal.
In my view, the reduction in tax preferences accomplished

through the 1986 tax reform was a great achievement, and I ampleased that this committee is scrutinizing proposals for new pref-erences with suitable care.
Let me note that there are alternatives to using tax preferences

to encourage planning and saving for college, although I realizethat these alternatives would not fall under the jurisdiction of thiscommittee.
These alternatives include expanded funding for grant programs,with reforms in the programs that would encourage parental in-vestment in education, as well as the possibility of direct federal

expenditure programs which would match family savings in someproportion.
Having noted those, however, let me turn to comment on thebills that are before this committee. The bills differ in three mainways that I want to comment on:
First, some of the bills limit benefits according to family incomewhile others do not. No social purpose, I think, is served by provid-ing tax benefits to affluent families who can and do readily putaside money for college without such help. It is also true that billsthat lack any kind of income limitation are considerably morecostly, since we know that people with relatively high incomes aremore likely to take advantage of tax-preferred savings instruments.Second, some of the bills are much more expensive in tax coststhan others. Bills that both exclude contributions to educationalsavings accounts from tax and also permit tax-free distributionfrom those accounts are providing quit' generous tax benefits; infact, probably something like three or four times as generous asthe treatment that was until recently accorded to IRAs in the TaxCode.
Finally, some of the bills are administratively much more com-plicated than others. The creation of new financial institutions ornew financial instruments, or of new kinds of trust agreements forbanks to administer, seems to me something that should be avoid-ed, if possible.
In sum, I would urge that if the committee advocates any taxpreference for savings, any program it supports should be keptmodest in cost, simple in operation, understandable to the public,and limited to families of modest means.
Among the bills before you, S. 1817, sponsored by Senators Ken-nedy, Pell and Stafford, as well as by several members of this com-mittee, seems to me to come closest to meeting these criteria.
I must say that I would be still ha ier with the bill if its incomeceiling, which is currently at $150,111, were reduced to somethinglike half or two-thirds of that value.
Let me further urge that the Senate take note of the flurry ofactivity at the State level aimed at development of college savingand tuition prepayment plans which might qualify for favorable
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Federal tax treatment. Governor Blanchard of Michigan talked
about one of those plans earlier today.

Rather than, as currently, leaving it to the States to design inge-
nious plans with the hope of a favorable IRS ruling, it would seem
to me more desirable that Congress should pass legislation that
makes clear just which kinds of State or private plans, if any, de-
serve that kind of favorable tax treatment.

I would underline that the kinds of plans that are under consid-
eration in many States, if they receive as favorable tax treatment
as they hope for, would involve potentially quite large Federal tax
expenditures. Certainly if all the States that were in red on the
chart this morning turned blue, the total tax expenditure could
well be higher than some of the bills you are considering at the
federal level. And I believe Congress should clarify and decide ex-
plicitly what kind of plans it believes are worthy of federal subsidy.

In conclusion, let me note that getting families to plan for college
in both financial and academic terms is itself to a large degree an
educational task; at least as important as any financial incentives
that governments may provide is the job of helping families le irn
to think about these issues in a longer time perspective than we
have traditionally done. This is a task in which educators, commu-
nity leaders, and governments at all levels can share.

Thank you.
Senator MovrimArt. Thank you, sir. That was a model of an

economist's concision.
Dr. Eaton.
[Dr. McPherson's prepared statement appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF DR. JUDITH EATON, PRESIDENT, COMMUNITY
COLLEGE OF PHILADELPHIA AND CHAIRPERSON, AMERICAN
COUNCIL OF EDUCATION, PHILADELPHIA, PA

Dr. EATON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the committee. I

will focus on the Employee Educational Assistance issue, and I
wish my statement to be part of the record.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That will be done.
Dr. EATON. Thank you.
My name is Judith Eaton. I am President of Community College

of Philadelphia, the present Chair of the American Council on Edu-
cation, past Chair of the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges. I am also testifying on behalf of the more than 200
organizations forming the Coalition for Employee Educational As-
sistance. Thus, I have the privilege to represent industry, labor,
and education interests in educational opportunity for minorities,
for low-income individuals, for part-time students, for women, for
those who have been in the past educationally neglected.

The Coalition and the organizations also support the higher edu-
cation community's positions on the Education Savings Act, elimi-
nation of taxation of scholarships, and restoration of deduction of
interest on student loans, to which my colleagues have so ably
spoken.

We talk today about the Employee Educational Assistance Pro-
gram as assuring that training costs paid by employers to help em-
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ployees impn.. .t lob skills are not taxed at employee income. We
have 1.pent less time focusing on the need to eliminate the confu-sion of the Treasury Regulation 162-5, which required employees
to demonstrate that educational assistance was strictly job-related.
This confusion, ik my mind, produces two problems:

First, employees with more limited or restrictive job descriptions
are actually denied access to education.

Second, ..,tmployers, because of the com)licated procedures associ-ated with the program, are discouraged from offering the pro-gramit takes time, it takes paperwork.
Rastoration of 127 would solve this difficulty. But why have theprogram at aL? I offer three reasons: It ensures competitiveness; itis an efficient and effective means whereby we maintain the qual-ity of our workforce, an issue of very great concern throughout the

country.
Second, it encourages educational access and workers' upward

mobility. Those who need training the mostthe lower-paid, those
with jethid not considered professional, those with jobs with little in-herent growthhave opportunity for advancement and develop-ment.

Third, the Fmployee Educational Assistance Program encouragesteaching, encGcrages research. Piiition remission for graduate re-search and tr...,aing would be, once again, able to function, to pro-
vide leaders in science, technology, business, and government.

Senator Ribicoff referred to the seven million employees who
have been able to benefit from this progre during the past nineyears. Employers have paid an estimate! X70 million in tuitioncosts to assist these people over he years.

The Senator also referred to the 1985 survey handled by the
American Society fur Training and Development. The survey fo-cused on employee educational assistance. He pointed out that 72percent of the employees taking education and training coursesearn less than $30,000 a year. If I may, I would like to add a fewother points from that survey for the committee's consideration:

Ninety-seven percent of the respondents to that survey have edu-cational assistance plans.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And that was a random sample, I assume, atthe outset.
Dr. EATON. It was a survey sample, 1000 institutions public andprivate with a range of employees from a mere 43 to 100,000 and

response rate was about 35 percentvery, very high.Y. found it extremely interesting, Mr. Chairman, that 91 percentof the respondents cited their local community college as a provid-er of educational assistance courses. This is especially significant,
in my view, given the issue of educational equity. Those who attendcommunity colleges are most likely to be minority, lower-income,
first generation college goers. This is an unusual and importantasset to their ensuring their own personal growth and develop-
ment, to ensuring the opportunity for a variety of careers.

Ninety-six percent of the respondents said educational assistEuicc
was 'ised for improving skills and performance on the job, and 54.8percent of the respondents said educational assistance helps em-ployees learn basic skills like reading and writing. That, too, is anissue of co....iideration before this committee this morning.
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Thank you once again for the opportunity to address you on this
important issue. I would be happy to rf.3pond to any questions you
may have.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
Pr. Eaton's prepared statemer.t appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. I want to say again that, if we seem to be

compressing your appearance here, it is because the people you
real y most need to have with you in this body, which are the
fellow Senators wanted to speak basically on your behalf.

Two things. It is anecdotal and not much use in itself, but I have
been struck in the last five-six-seven years at the degree to which
weit may just be an impressionbut we seem to be digressing in
our arrangements for higher education.

I will say again, I went to high school in East Harlem. That was
free. And I graduated, in 1943 I guess, and went to City College
which was free. We established City College in 1348 to provide a
free education. I went in the Navy, came out of the Navy and had
the G.I. Bill, and a Fullbright, and just never stopped going to col-
lctge until I finally decided it was tune to grow up. And the after-
math was a more than normal supply of textbooks that I accumu-
lated along the way.

Whereas, we find young people, coming into what ought to be
your good years in lifeyou are out of college, before you have to
get marriedand they spend their timeyou know, the back of-
fices of all of our Senators are filled with very able young people
thinking about how they are going to pay their debts. That time
comes soon enough, when you have a car, the house, and children.
But there they are. It is a mystery to me.

I have two questions here. Dr. McPherson, we will put you right
in the middle, because Dr. Hayes and Dr. Eaton are both heads of
institutions one in the public sector and one in the private sector.

I would 1:ke to record, while I certainly can't say it to be the firm
view of this committee, that certainly we are aware that the 1986
tax legislation was not friendly to education and particularly in-
friendly to private education. And Dr. Eaton and Dr. Hayes, you
renresent those groups.

The Treasury Department, prior toI don't know if you know
the technicalities, but it is importantprior to the 1986 legislation,
the private institution like St. Edwards under our tax law was de-
scribed as an "exempt person," and it had the same status under
the tax law as your community college in the City of Philadelphia
as in the State of Texas or Massachusetts. We stripped that away.

That old dictum of Joseph Shumpeter ?bout what will change
modern society is not some socialist upheav 11 but the steady con-
quest of the private sector by the public, if we don't restore that
equality condition as, say, between Stanford and Berkley, in 30
years time you are not going to recognize Stanford, and we are
going to be missing a lot of the institutions that are there now,
which are a treasure, I think. Would you not agree to that? Just
the steady grind of different levels of access to capital, access to fi-
nancing?

Dr. MCPHERSON. Well, I do agree that the 1986 tax law was hard
on higher education and harder on private than on public higher
education. And I think it is always a worry if you wind up in doing
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a number of things that individually look very sensible but add upto putting a real burden on or changing in an important way thebalance between activities that you care about.
I think my view, and I suspect the view of man, economists, isthat in many cases the individual provisions were not such socially

desirable ways of accomplishing the worthy efforts toward support ofhigher education, and it would be attractive to think about other waysof achieving those goals that might wreak less havoc with differentaspects of the tax system.
But I do agree that if you wind up taking a chunk of support

from an activity that you value, you ought to look for the best wayto give support back to that activity.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I have to go and vote. You have to get back

to your campuses. We have a series of questions for each of youwhich the staff will give you.
We thank you very much for your courtesy. We very much valueyour support. Don't leave us. We have big issues of educational

policy to be dealt with in this committee in the next few years, andwe want to stay in touch with you. We thank you for coming allthe way from Texas, down from the Berkshires and from theSchuylkill
We will stand in recess until I return from the vote. Thank you.[The questions appear in the Appendix.]
[Whereupon, at 2:31 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS

Senator Movmaari. The committee will return to session.I think that is our last vote for some time, so we can be assuredthat our remaining witnesses will have a full opportunity to havetheir views presented and encouraged.
This is the last of our three panels today, which of course werepreceded by a whole range of Senators who wished to be heard onthis matter.
So I am going to ask Mr. William L. Davis, who is the SecretaryTreasurer of the South Texas Higher Education Autia....,y r.Davis, are you in the room, sir? Good afternoon, sirthe Honora-

ble Roger N. Begin. Mr. Begin, are you able to be here? Senator
Chafes is on the floor at this very moment. Mr. Be-dn.

Mr. BEGIN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Good afternoon, sir. Senator Chafer men-tioned earlier, and perhaps you were in the room, that he would becalling up an amendment this afternoon and wouldn't be able to behere when you testified. He is, as a matter of fact, on the floor atthis very moment.
And finally, Dr. John Finnerty, who is the Executive Vice Presi-dent and Chief Financial Officer of the College Savings Bank ofPrinceton, New Jersey. Dr. Finnerty, we welcome you.As is our practice, we will go according to the listing in the

schedule. So, Mr Davis, you are first.

STATEMENT Of 'WILLIAM L DAVIS, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
SOUTH TEXAS HIGHER EDUCATION AUTHORITY, McALLEN, TX
Mr. DAVIS. Thank :,u, Mr. Chairman.
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My name is William L. Davis. I am Secretary- Treasurer of the
Board of Directors of the South Texas Higher Education Authority,
and I am here to testify on the use of tax-exempt bonds to finance
student loans.

In essence, the amendment to the Tax Code that was sponsored
in 1976 by Senator Bentsen to permit the issuance of student loan
bonds to finance educational loans was then perceived as a local
problem in South Texas. As the Senator said then, "If you are very
rich and have a talented child you want to send to college, it is no
problem. But for that group in the middle, if you have one, two, or
three you are trying to send to college, it is tough, and a college
education is slipping out of the grasp of the middle-income people
of America."

In a nutshell, we found that virtually the only program available
to middle-income students was the loan program authorized under
the Federal Higher Education Act of 1965, under which primarily
private financial institutions make educational loans. The problem
was, however, that few loans were granted, and understandably so
because, one, the interest rate on loans was restricted under law to
a below-market rate; two, there were burdensome servicing and col-
lection muirements imposed by program regulations; and, three,
for small-balance installment type loans the term of repayment,
which is up to 10 after separation from school, substantially
exceed normal lending practices.

The South Texas Higher Education Authority was created to ad-
dress these concerns, by providing an effective secondary market
for student loans. It was the first of its kind in the nation, and I
am pleased to report that it has in fact accomplished what Senator
Bentsen set out for it to do for South Texas.

The banks and other lending institutions of South Texas did re-
spond to the concept, and the Authority has now supported lenders
in providing financing for 25,736 students who are in attendance in
more than 790 institutions of higher education.

The people of South Texas are grateful to Senator Bentsen for
making that possible. But not only have the people of South Texas
benefited, but because of the adoption of the Bentsen Amendment
39 States and the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico have also
utilized the approach to meet this specialized need within the
broader scope of educational financing.

Today the key issue is not so much whether to permit tax-
exempt financing for student loans, but rather under what rules
and conditions will tax-exempt financing be permitted?

From the issuer's perspective, and most likely because student
loans represent such a very small part of the total tax-exempt fi-
nancing picture, we operate under a structure of rules that was es-
sentially designed to fit programs that involve either, one, the fi-
nancing and utilization of physical facilities in an ongoing pro-
gram, such as municipal utility facilities, but, and an essential dif-
ference, where the issuer can control program or project revenues
by setting its own rate schedules; or, two, the financing of physical
facilities such as industrial facilities, in which there are virtually
no ongoing operations of the issuer as such.

There is a tendency to assume that student loan bond programs
should be able to operate under these traditional structures. We
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desperately need your understanding, however, as you seek torefine and better control tax expenditure subsidies via new arbi-trage and arbitrarelated rules, of some of the unique aspects of
educational loan financing.

For example, under present law, after December 1988, student
loan bond issuers wo-,.1.1 be required to rebate any income in excessof bond yield on non-purpose obligations earned during the co-called temporary or temporary bond use period.

One of Senator Bentsen's main points in offering his 1976 amend-
ment was that the operation of this program doesn't require theneed for any additional or special appropriations by Congress. The
program fully pays its own costa out of operations, out of the differ-
ence between revenue taken in and the cost of program operations.

Student loan "oond authorities were not d r2rtaomhave and donot have access to sources of funds outside of direct program reve-nues to pay the cost of bond issuance and program operations. Al-though they operate under the supervisory control of State and
local governmental units, they do not have taxing power, for exam-ple.

Additionally, student loan bond issuers cannot increase the inter-est rates charged or educational loans to recover these costs, be-
cause the interest rates on student loans are set under the Federal
Higher Educ %don Act.

We commend Senator Heinz who, in recognition of the unique
characteristics of the student loan program and in support of con-tinuing need for student loan financing in Pennsylvania and inother states, sponsored the provisions in the 1986 Tax Reform Act,which proided the exception to the new rebate rule generally ap-plicable to other types of tax-exempt bonds.

We also commend Senator Mitchell of Maine, who has recently
introduced legislation to make permanent the exception to therebate rule, so as to permit student loan bond issuers to cover theircost of issuance and operation where necessary, and only where
necessary, through retention if income Tarestsia2on temporary in-vestments during the temporary bond use period. This is a mostand fundamental requirement that needs to be recognized if thisprogram is to survive and continue to contribute to meeting theneeds of higher education in America. This is true because thebond-rating agencies require that in any event an issuer be able toshow that it will be able to cover its "non-asset bond position,"meaning the difference between the amount of bonds issued andthe amount of t -nd proceeds received. An investment-grade ratingis not available to an issuer under any set of assumptions to the
contrary. Unfortunately, absent the ability of an issuer to retain
investment income during the temporary or bond-use period tooffset its non-asset bond posi n, the issuer cannot make thatshowing. If all such income is required to be rebated, and theissuer is unable in spite its best efforts to acquire student loans,
this is referred to as the "non-origination scenario," and it is in facta potential possibility. Why? Because there can be no guarantee
that educational loans, which with certain limited exceptions arerequired under present rules to be made after the delivery ofbonds, will actually c e made by originating lenders, or that if madewill actually be conveyed to the issuing authority. This is because,
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on the one hand, lenders may, for a variety of reasons beyond the
control of the issuer, decide not to continue making loans.

For example, lez,islative or rfgulatory changes in the Guaranteed
Student Loan program, or by virtue of changing capital market
conditions. Or the other lenders may decide, if loans are made, not
to sell such loans as originally anticipated within the permitted
bond-use period of a particular student loan bond issue.

There are several other issues that are of concern to student loan
bond issuers: One is the cap allocation that came about as the
result of the Tax Reform Act of 1988.

I have to report that, as of February 16, 1988, the State of Texas
has exhausted all of its cap allocation for the calendar year of 1988,
no more than a little over a month and a half into the current
year. The South Texas Higher Education Authority at the present
time needs to issue additional.bondz to continue its financing pro-
gram but will not be able to. do so until or unless an additional cap
allocation is made available.

On the other hand, there are probably some States that this year
will not use fully, in the course of the full year, their full cap allo-
cation that is available under the existing rules.

The result, simply, is that there is a disparity in treatment as
among students that have equal qualifications and should be given
virtually the same right of access to financing. But there will be a
disparity of treatment as among students in being able to access fi-
nancing for higher education.

Of course, there are several alternatives, perhaps, to the existing
cap rule. One is to take student loan bonds out of the existing cap
rules. College billing facilities are out of the cap, for example. Or to
provide a separate cap for educational financing; or to develop
some other scenario of alternatives for controlling volume where
the amount of bonds that would 1:Ki issued would be the same
volume, but where under the special characteristics of the student
loan program might be taken into account, such as limiting an in-
surer to only financing the needs of a certain percentage of the
total population of student residents within the area that that par-
ticular authority serves.

Second, we have some degree of problem with the permitted
bond-use period. We used to have a 36 month permitted bond-use
period. That rule, as a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, was
reduced to 18 months. In effect, what you have, in order to get the
same net bond proceeds available to make student loans, you have
to do two separate issues to cover the same amount of total net pro-
ceeds that you would otherwise have available for student loans.

The difference, though, is that the total volume of : -ids to
obtain that same amount of net proceeds has to increase, meaning
that there are economies of scale in larger size bond issues, that
the larger the issue, the smaller percentage of that actually goes to
cost of issuance. So, there are efficiencies and economies m larger
scale issues. And quite frankly, we probably mould tend to support
an even loner bond-use periodfor example, in that the normal
course of instruction at the undergraduate level would be, say, four
years.

And this is a program in which we are providing an incentive to
lenders to make future loans. Just as the students need commit-
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meat for their course of instruction, lenders also look to higherediscation authorities to be able to assure them that there will be atake-out of their student loans if they choose to participate inmaking thosc loans.
Lastly, Senator Mitchell's recent bill would expand tax-exempt fi-nancing under the student loan program to include supplementalloans.
This has developed, particularly, by virtue of the fact that thereare income limits under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program,essentially limited to $30,000 a year adjusted gross income.
When we started the Student Loan Bond Program in 197f , wewere talking rbout middle-income families in the range of $30,000per year, and that today equates to about $56,000 in income. So,increasingly so, the Guaranteed Student Loan Program under theHigher Education Act is shifting from middle-income family financ-ing to lower-income financing, and the middle-income family isback in the cosition that it was in the earlier years, of being with-

out access to financing for higher education.
Additionally, there are students who are attending ,:ollegie and

universities where tLe cost of education is in excess of the maxi-
mum permitted under the Guaranteed Student Loaa Program,which are currently $2625 for the first and second years of attend-ance at iretitutions of higher education, and increasing to $4000 forthe third and fourth and fifth year, and then $7500 per year there-after.

Private colleges and universities, in particular, have costs of at-tendance that are associated there that are in excess of the permit-ted maximum financing amounts that are available under theGuaranteed Student Loan Program.
Further, supplemental loans would not reqnire other subsidy onthe part of the Federal Government as is the case currently withthe Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
Some of these other issues are covered more fully in this writtenstatement that I have submitted.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Which we will put in the record, and wehave some questions for you, which we wil! give you at the end.Mr. DAVI& All right.
Senator MOYNIHAN Mr. Begin.
[Mr. Davis' prepared statement appears in the appendix.]
STATEMENT OF HON. ROGER N. BEGIN, GENERAL TREASURER,

STATE HOUSE, PROVIDENCE, RI
Mr. BEGIN. Thank you very tuuch, Senator.
My name is Roger Begin. I am the General Treasurer of theState of Rhode Island, and I sincerely appreciate the opportunity tospeak before the committee on a subject which I believe is very im-portant to the future of this nationthat is, affordable higher edu-cation.
Without a well-educated work force, our dreams for a betterfuture for our children and grandchildren and for America itselfare in aril. Indeed, the intense competition we are experiencingfrom all quarters of the globe points out how vital it is for us to
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develop our most important resourcethe intelligence, imagination
and creativity of our people.

We in New England learned long ago that our future was tied to
our education system, particularly institutions of higher education.

Recent national trends, however, contain some very ominous im-
plications. College tuition increases have exceeded inflation and are
expected to continue to do so.

Tuition costs at public institutions between 1980 and 1984 rose
by 49 percent, while family incomes rose by only 29 percent. Com-
pounding that problem is a decline in federal assistance provided to
students and their families along with a shift from grants to loan
programs. Further compounding the problem is the fact that Amer-
icans as a whole just do not save much of their income.

We may now be approaching the point where the percentage of
high school graduates able to go on to college will actually begin to
decline, and those who are able to go on may find themselves heav-
ily in debt. The implications of such a trend are truly alarming.
Indeed, I believe we simply cannot allow that to happen.

The States have been aggressive in taking up this challenge. The
Federal Government, as evidenced by this hearing this afternoon,
as well has begun to recognize the seriousness of this problem.

There arc a number of policy issues relative to college savings
programs which need to be considered when developing a specific
program.

First, we must remove the disincentives for parents to save for
their children's education. Presently, if you or I had the foresight to
put aside money each year for education, in most instances the in-
terest on those funds would be taxed at both the State and Federal
level. Further, those assets would be held against us when our chil-
dren apply for financial aid. These policies discourage savings and
lead to reduced educational opportunities along with contributing
to increased student debt.

Second, it is my belief that any program must preserve the free-
dom of choice. The prospective student should be able to attend any
public or independent college, whether in-state or out-of-state. Pro-
grams which construct barriers to free choice will balkanize higher
education, and in the long run will not serve the public interest.

Third, we need to recognize that any solutions we propose must
take into account that each family has only a limited amount of
resources available for education. It is important that these re-
sources be invested wisely. Federal and State programs should com-
plement one another, not compete with each other. Programs must
be flexible and adaptable to changing conditions.

In Rhode Island, we have developed a plan which does four
thin

First, in order to encourage people to save, we plan to issue col-
lege bondsthat is, small denomination tax-exempt "zero coupon"
type general obligation bonds of the State. These bonds will be of-
fered to average-income families. We hope that by making it at-
tractive and easy to save, we can encourage parents to plan ahead.

The success of the Illinois program indicates a great demand for
this type of college savings plan. The first $90 millbn in college
bonds offered by Illinois this past January was oversubscribed by
300 percent.
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Second, we propose to disregard the first $25,000 in Rhode Island
College Bonds from the financial asset test when awarding Statescholarship grants. This removes a disincentive for savings and fur-
ther enhances the attractiveness of the college bonds.

Third, we propose to double the funding of our State scholarshipprogram over the next four years. Grants would be increased from$8 5 million per year today to $17 million by the year 1993. Thisaction will help address the problem of declining federal assistance.Finally, we are proposing that interest earned on special ( duce-don accounts be exempt from State taxation.
I believe our program provides realistic and sensible ot. ions forparents. While these proposals do not represent a complete solltion

to the problem of affordable higher education, they are clearly agood beginning.
But despite all this activity, the States alone cannot shoulder theentire burden. We need the support and the cooperation of the Fed-eral Government. We need to work together as partners to addressthis problem. Additional federal grants to students are a priority.We also need federal leadership to encourage savings for education

costs by removing the existing disincentives.
The com:nitment we make to higher education should not belooked won as an expense but as an investment in America's

future, f n investment that will return greater dividends in years tocone.
As we approach the Twenty-first Century, let us remember thatthe future belongs to those who prepare for it. The Congress of theUnited States has an opportunity to help millions of young Ameri-cans prepare for the future by taking decisive action at the Federallevel to support higher education and to encourage parents to planand to save for their children's education.
We cannot let this oppoetunity pass us by. The stakes are toohigh for our children and for the future of our country. Americacan remain strong and prosperous only as lorg as we maintain aninformed and well-educated citizenry.
Thank you very much for this opportunity to speak, and I, too,will be happy to answer any questions you have.
Senator MOYNIBAN. You are a marvel of controlled presenta-tionthe lights did not come on.
We thank you in part lular for the supporting documents whichyou brought along.
As is our practice, we will now go to Dr. Finnerty, who is our lastwitness today.
[Mr. Begin's prepared statement and supporting documentsappear in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF DM JOHN D. FINNERTY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-DENT AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, COLLEGE SAVINGS
BANK, PRINCETON, NJ

Dr. FINNERTY. Thank you.
I would like to thank all of the members of the Finance Commit-tee for giving me this opportunity to discuss the role the privatesector can play in helping resolve the college savings crisis.
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Briefly, I am the Executive Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer of the College Savings Bank, a New Jersey-chartered FDIC-
insured savings bank located in Princeton, New Jersey.

The College Savings Bank was formed for the primary purpose of
originating and marketing the College Sure CD, a certificate of de-
posit designed to assure future funding of college costs.

I am also an Adjunct Professor of Business at Fordham Universi-
ty.

Mr. Chairman, most parents feel obligated to contribute toward
the cost of their children's college education. Based on a recent
Roper study, only about half the families who plan to have one of
their children in college are currently saving for college, and the
median savings level is under $600 per year. Even among families
earning $30,000 or more, only 70 percent are saving for their chil-
dren's college education, and the median savings level is roughly
$1,000 per year. Those who are not currently saving for their chil-
dren's college education but plan to do so later expect to start
saving when the child is 12 years old, which of course only leaves
six years to save before the child matriculates. Such savings pro-
grams are likely to leave families financially unprepared to pay for
their children's college education.

As college costs soar, more and more families are struggling with
the task of planning how to finance the cost of their children's col-
lege educationa cost that threatens to escalate beyond their
reach. The persistently high rates of college inflation present an im-
posing challenge.

At the current college inflation rate, direct chargesthat is, tu.
tion fees, room, and boardfor four years at the average private
college will cost a member of the Class of 2004 more than $125,000.
And if you want to send your child to an Ivy League college, you
will have to double that to cover the total cost.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And you mean double that at Princeton?
Dr. FINNERTY. At Princeton, it will cost, for a member of the

Class of 2004, at current inflation rates, about a quarter of a mil-
lion dollars for the total cost of four years.

Start saving now.
Over the past 30 years, college costs have increased substantially

faster than personal saving per capita. That gap between college
costs and family savings is widening at an alarming rate.

Within the past decade alone, college costs have more than dou-
bledthat is, they have increased faster than disposable income
per capitabut during the last decade, personal saving per capita
has only increased about 16 percent.

The widening gulf between college costs and college savings is
the result of two primary factors: the very high rate of college in-
flation relative to consumer price inflation generally, an 1 the
sharp decline in the personal saving rate since the early 1970s.

College costs in fact have increased substantially faster than vir-
tually all consumer prices, but more or less in line with the alarm-
ing rise in the cost of medical care services. This development re-
flects many parents' worst financial fearshaving one child in col-
lege and a second one in the hospital.

To illustrate the seriousness of the problem, if the average level
of personal saving for a typical family of four were dedicated en-
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tirely to pay college costs for the two children, it would take about
eight years savings to fund direct charges at the average private
collegeand that is an increase of about two-thirds over the lastdecadeand it would take more than three years' savings to fund
direct charges at the average public college, and that is up about 50
percent from a decade ago.

College costs are likely to continue outpacing consumer prices by
a wide margin in the future. If present trends continue, college sav-
ings will prove inadequate for the vast majority of families.

Families need effective college saving vehicles and appropriate
saving incentives to help them reach their college goals. In design-
ing an effective college saving vehicle, two characteristics are par-
ticularly important. The vehicle should generate adequate after-tax
returns to pay for college costs.

First, what after-tax rate of return can the investor expect to re-
alize? And, second, how much college inflation risk does the college
saving vehicle eliminate?

A program that grants tax incentives but does not do anything to
help alleviate college cost inflation risk fails to address the second
question, and may in fact have little impact on the volume of col-lege savings.

Eliminating college cost inflation risk is very important. During
the 1980s, college inflation has exceeded consumer price inflation
by m: average of 4.5 percentage points per year for private institu-
tions, and by more than 2.25 percentage points per year for our
public institt.tions. On an after-tax basis over the past 30 years,
only common stocks have produced sufficient rates of returnand
even then only on averageto keep pace with rising college costs.
And as the events of October 19, 1987, make abundantly clear,
common stocks are inherently a very risky investment. They
cannot provide the assurance that adequate funds will be availablewhen needed.

The situation families face has worsened over the past 10 years.
During that period, the twin problems of high college cost inflation
and increased volatility of college inflation have converged. As a
result, when you look at the savings rates of the last 30 years, you
find that by far the lowest savings rates are concentrated within
the last 10-year period.

Addressing the risk dimension of the problem is critically impor-tant, and unfortunately, none of the bills that are before the Com-
mittee would address that issue.

Granting a tax incentive to college saving may help promote
saving, but it represents only a partial solution to the problem and
the tax incentive by itself might not augment college savings very
much. A recent Roper study found that fewer than half the re-
spondents would save more if the Federal Government granted a
tax break for educational savings, but found that three-quarters of
the respondents said they would shift existing savings away from
other vehicles into the tax-advantaged account.

The private sector can play a significant role in helping families
eliminate college cost inflation risk. Currently, there is a product
on the market, a specially designed FDIC-insured CD, that enables
families to completely eliminate this risk. However, that product isfully taxable.
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Achievin# the most effective college savings incentive will no
doubt require the cooperation of the public sector and the private
sector.

I would urge the Committee, if it confers a tax subsidy on college
saving vehicles, to establish a level playing field for all college
saving vehicles.

At least two approaches are possible to achieve tax-exemption.
First, a State can use its current tax-exempt bonding authority to
issue tuition prepayment products that are tax-exempt and that
eliminate the consumer's college cost inflation risk. Such program
proposals have been announced in California and Massachusetts.
Such programs could be endowed with the critical features needed
to spur college saving without any additional cos:, to the Federal
Government.

An alternative approach could be developed at the Federal level.
A Federal plan could be more beneficial to savers than a potpourri
of State plans, because the national plan mould provide the widest
freedom of college choice.

Some form of education savings account, as would be authorized
under S. 1533 or S. 1659, would provide a meaningful tax incentive
to college saving and would also afford sufficient investment flexi-
Lility. Structuring the education savings account along the lines of
the IRA would also enable the program to utilize the IRA infra-
structure the private sector already has in place, and thereby
achieve administrative efficiencies.

I believe it would be worthwhile for the Committee to recom-
mend a tax subsidy to promote college saving. But I also believe it
is important to design the subsidy so that it does promote college
saving rather than merely make possible tax avoidance.

To do the most good, a federal college saving program should
afford investors the flexibility to invest in vehicles that will enable
them to eliminate college cost inflation risk, not just reduce their
income tax liability.

I am particularly concerned that S. 1662 and S. 1817 would
merely shift savings away from traditional investments and reduce
federal tax revenues, without generating much net additional sav-
ings. I think if you look at the impact of expanding the IRA eligi-
bility in 1981, you see that effectinvestments are shifted away
from taxable vehicles to the tax-exempt vehicle. There is no net ad-
dition to savings.

Generating additional college savings is what this country really
needs, and I believe that is the purpose of the bills that we are dis-
cussing today. By authorizing a qualified education savings account
along the lines of the IRA account, and permitting college savers
reasonable investment latituila, I believe that a significant increase
in college savings will result.

Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Doctor. Thank you all.
[Dr. Finnerty's prepared statement appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. I haven't had a chance to ask many ques-

tions here, and our Chairman has returned in time, indeed, for Mr.
Davis, whose works he admires so much. And as Mr. Davis said,
which he has so often before, he has been very involved at the very
outset.
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Mr. Chairman, we have just heard from each on the panels, and
now it is question time.

The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you proceed?
Senator MOYNIHAN. There is one question which one of our

economists on the Joint Committee on Taxation wanted to address
to each of you, with the different perspectives of your involvement:
Why is it that you feel college costs will continue to rise faster
than the rate of inflation?

I see Dr. Finnerty referred to Bill Bowen's 1969 study which
argues that they have done so all through the century. Is that so?

Dr. FINNERTY. Mr. Chairman, yes, that is correct. I have done a
pretty careful review of the literature, and I would say that Bill
Bowen's study, even though it was produced back in 1969, is still
the very best study, the most definitive subject on the subject.

In fact, it is interesting to read what he has to say. You would
think that that study was written in 1987 or 1988. He talks, for ex-
ample, about limited opportunities for productivity improvement in
the educational sector, the fact that colleges do have a social man-
date, and they want to introduce new programs, and that such ac-
tivity is very labor-intensive.

Dr. Bowen also talks about the need for salary catch-up, which is
a very big problem again today, and the need to spend large sums
on maintenance, because maintenance had been deferred.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We probably will get a little presci of that.
I guess that is what is, in your profession, an economist called

Bogle's diseasc.
Dr. FINNERTY. Dr. Baumol, yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You know, why does the opera cost so much

more than anything else? Because yr ii just can't produce much pro-
ductivity out of Pavarotti.

Dr. FINNERTY. That is right, and it is interesting that Dr. Bowen
wrote a study of the arts prior to his study on education. I guess it
was his work on examining the economics of the artsthe opera,
the theater, and so onwhich led him into education, but it is the
very same in both cases.

Senator MOYNIHAN. The Aida still takes fifteen and a half hours.
Dr. FINNERTY. That is right. Professors like to talk about sitting

around with a couple of dozen students. You can sit around with acouple of hundred students or a couple of thousand students, but
eventually you justyou know, you can't hire Madison Square
Garden to teach Calculus 101.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, Senator Moynihan.
Bill Davis has an unusual program down there, and I am sure he

went into it in some detail.
Senator MOYNIHAN. He went into great detail.
The CHAIRMAN. Good. And it has been a great success story.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I pretended to follow it all.
The CHAIRMAN. And what he has been able to do down there

we really had a situation where the banks wouldn't make the
loans, because they said their costs were so much that they really
wouldn't make a profit off of it.
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We have an area down there in South Texas that unfortunately
has the highest unemployment rate in the United States, and one
of the lowest per-capita incomes, and not much of a tax base.

So, we brought those bankers together and those S&L authorities
back in the early seventies and made the point to them that if they
ever wanted their savings to grow, and their deposits to grow, those
people down there had to have more discretionary income, they
had to have some money they could save, some deposits they could
put in, and that the best way to do that was through education.

They went out and got a $300,000 EDA loan, seed money. That is
probably one of the few EDA loans that was ever paid back in full.

But now you have over 25,000 studentsisn't that about right?
who have borrowed money and have gone to some 800 different col-
leges and universities. You have had well over $100 million that
has been loaned.

How much is that being duplicato, across the country now? Do
you know?

Mr. DAVIS. Well, Senator, 39 States and the District of Columbia
and Puerto Rico have utilized that model to provide for that special
niche of need in their education that this particular program takes
care of.

I would also point omit that it is not a concept that is designed all
of the needs of education financing, but only a very limited special-
ized area of need. And certainly there are areas in States, New
York being one, where there is not much need for a secondary
market to provide incentives to the lenders. There are lenders who
are willing to make and retain those loans over repayment that
don't need the secondary market program that we have developed
for our area. So that it is not designed to accommodate all of the
needs for higher education financing but only the limited areas of
need where those loans would not otherwise be made.

The CHAIRMAN. You know, Senator, we have a lot of frustrations
around this place, but every once in a while you win one, and that
is what makes it all worthwhile.

I recall one night watching one of the networks. They did a story
on a family whose children all went to college. I think the father
handled the fresh fruit counter at the supermarket up there in
that little town on the border. One of the sons became a pharma-
cist, another became a doctor, another became the principal of a
school, another became a math instructor, and they had all of their
degrees up there in that living room. An incredible achievement
for that family. But they were able to do it through the loan proc-
ess.

I am delighted to have you testify.
Dr. Finnerty, I understand that you made some comments ex-

pressing concern about the savings bond approach as opposed to a
savings account. Can you tell me what your concern is?

Dr. FnorzyrY. I made a couple of comments about the savings
bond program, 5.1662 and 5.1817 in particular. I am concerned that
that particular program might simply lead to a shift of savings out
of taxable vehicles into the tax-exempt account.

Earlier testimony today suggested that Treasury would simply
raise money by selling savings bonds and basically replace the sale
of long-dated Treasury bonds. But the type of vehicle that they
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have in mind would be fold to individuals, whereas Treasury bonds
are typically sold to institutions en both sides of the Atlantic.

I am afraid that, as in the case of the IRA accounts, when eligi-
bility was expanded in 1981, because college inflation risk is not re-duced, you may find that large sums of money are shifted out of
taxable vehicles into tax-exempt vehicles without any net addition
to savings. And I think the spirit of the legisleion that is under
consideration is to increase the volume of savings so that we canget people better prepared for college and reduce the loan burden.

The CHAIRMAN. I defer to Senator Baucus. Thank you very much.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I, of course, was not able to be here this morning as I was chair-

ing another hearing, :;ut it is obvious that we need to bolster assist-
ance for elementary and secondary education as well as highereducation in America.

We all I now the problems. As has been poin'ed out, there hasbeen a shift from grant to loan, and inflation, and all of the other
problems facing higher education.

I just want to thank you all for the length of this hearing and
the depth in which you have gone 'Ito it, Mr. Chairman and Sena-
tor Moynihan.

I think Senator Kennedy's bill and others are valuable contribu-
tions. I know there is a similar bill in the House.

As much as I favor increasing aid to higher educationI have ason coming along, so I have a special interestI also believe that
elementary and sect adary education in this country has to be sig-nificantly improved. I think it is a good system, but I just spentlast week in Ja_Am. I am not going to say that the Japanese have
all of the answers, but I want to say that our country is going tohave to get on with it if we are going to increase our competitive-
ness. And a lot of that h-ts to do with education.

It also has to do with education for all Americans, particularly
lower-income and middle-income Americans. One of the strengths,obviously, of the Japanese system is its homogeneity. Japanese
children are educated well, truly, since basically the parents takesuch a strong interest in educationperhaps a stronger interest
even than do American parents in the education of their kids.

Second, in Japanese education, equal education is available virtu-ally to every single Japanese student in the elementary and sec-ondary schools. It is all available. It is all there, regardless ofincome.
I think the more we can focus on the lower-income end ofeducwtion in this country, too, so everyone has an opportunity, when it

increases productivity, that that is g ig to help American produc-
tivity, so we can compete with other lountries in the world.I want to just thank you or your contributions.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, thank you very much for your at-tendance and contributions.
[Whereupon, at 3:23 p.m., the hearing war iAdjour.led.]
[The prepared statement of Ser ator Heinz appears in the appen-dix.]
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IZAZINIELI2F-1211.1MILIENLIEN

XDOCATION TAX INCXXTIVXS

TODAY, AMERICA ?ACES GROWING UNCERTAINTY ABOUT ITS

ABILITY TO COMP.;TE IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY THAT IS BEING BUFFETED

BY SWIFT TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE, CHANGE THAT AFFECTS THE

CURRENT AND FUTURE WORKFORCE. THERE IS NO UNCERTAINTY IN MY

MIND THAT AMERICANS REMAIN HARD, DEDICATED WORKERS. EQUIPPED

WITH THE PROPER KNOWLEDGE, THE PROPER SKILLS, THE PROPER

MOTIVATION, I'LL PUT AMERICAN WORKERS UP AGAINST ANY WORKERS

ANYWHERE. AND, I'LL WIN. THIS HEARING TODAY CENTERS ON OUR

ABILITY TO HELP PROPERLY EQUIP AMERICANS WITH THE KNOWLEDGE

NEEDED TO COMPETE AND THE KNOWLEDGE NEEDED TO MAINTAIN AND

IMPROVE AMERICA'S STANDARD OF LIVING.

EDUCATION REMAINS THE KEY TO OUR COUNTRY'S FUTURE

ECONOMIC PROSPERITY. THE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

TO FUTURE GENERATIONS WILL DETERMINE TAE STRENGTH OF OUR

ECONOMY AND ULTTMATELY WHETHER OUR NATION'S STANDARD OF

LIVING WILL RISE OR FALL. EDUCATION HAS ALWAYS BEEN A

PRIORITY FOR OUR COUNTRY, BUT NOW IT TRULY MUST BE A TOP

PRIORITY.

NE ARE FACING GREAT UNCERTAINTY ABOUT OUR ECONOMY. OUR

NATION EXPERIENCED A RECORD TRADE DEFICIT LAST YEAR OF OVER

171 BILLION DOLLARS. ONE OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE MEANS TO

IMPROVE THX COMPETITIVENESS OF AMERICAN PRODUCTS IS TO

(63)
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IMPROVE THE SKILLS OF OUR WORKFORCE. A SKILLED LABOR FORCE

WILL HAVE THE TOOLS TO DEVELOP NEW PRODUCTS AND KEEP OUR

COUNTRY ON THE CUTTING EDGE OF NEW TECHNOLOGY.

TO THRIVE IN THE 21ST CENTURY, U.S. BUSINESSES WILL

NEED MORE AND BETTER COMPUTER SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS,

MATHEMATICIANS AND OTHER SPECIALISTS. YET, ACCORDING TO THE

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, A DECLINING PEZCENTAGE OF

AMERICAN STUDENTS ARE ENTERING THE PLELD OF SCIENCE AND

ENGINEERING. AMONG OUR CHIEF COMPETITORS, THE PROPORLA:IN OF

THE LABOR FORCE DEDICATED TO RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT HAS

GROWN RAPIDLY IN THE LAST 20 YEARS, WHILE OUR OWN COMMITMENT

HAS NOT INCREASED AT ALL.

ir4TAINED GROWTH IN U.S. PRODUCTIVITY GOES HAND IN HAND

WITH EDUCATION. IN THE 1980'S, U.S. PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES

HAVE BEEN AT HISTORICALLY LOW LEVELS, WHILE OUR TRADING

PARTNERS HAVE EXPERIENCED MUCH FASTER PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH.

CONSEQUENTLY, THEY Apr ?AST APPROACHING U.S. STANDARDS OF

LIVING.

THESE STATISTICS REPRESENT AN URGENT WARNING THAT WE

NEED TO ENHANCE THE EDUCATIONAL LEVELS IN THIS COUNTRY. BUT,

WHAT WE ARE SEEING INSTEAD IS THAT ACCESS TO AN AFFORDABLE

COLLEGE EDUCATION HAS BEEN DRIFTING FARTHER AWAY. TNE

INCREUE IN COLLEGE EXPENSES FOR THE 1987-88 ACADEMIC YEAR

FOR PRIVATE FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES AVERAGED 8 PERCENT. SIMILAR
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INCREASES WERE RECORDED FOR PUBLIC COLLEGES. THAT I1 THE

SEVENTH STRAIGHT YEAR THAT COLLEGE COSTS HAVE OUTPACED

INFLATION. NE HAVE NOW REACHED THE AGE OF THE 75,000 DOLLAF

BACHELORS DEGREE AT SOME OF OUR NATION'S MOST PRESTIGIOUS

SCHOOLS. THAT IS A 50 PERCENT INCREASE IN ONLY FIVE YEARS.

FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR HIGHER EDUCATION HAS NOT KEPT PACE.

TAXING INFLATION INTO ACCOUNT, FEDERAL EXPENDITURES FOR

STUDENT AID HAVE INCREASED BY ONLY 3 PERCENT SINCE 1980,

ACCORDING TO THE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET.

THAT HAS FORCED FAMILIES TO RELY MORE ON THEIR PERSONAL

SAVINGS AND ON BORROWING TO FUND COLLEGE EDUCATIONS. YET,

THE NATIONAL SAVINGS RATE LAST YEAR DROPPED TO 3.8 PERCENT.

THAT IS OUR LOWEST RATE OF PERSONAL SAVIOG, AS A PERCENT OF

DISPOSABLE INCOME, IN 40 YEARS.

THESE FACTORS MAKE IT HARDER AND HARDER FOR STUDENTS

AND THEIR FAMILIES TO AFFORD A COLLEGE EDUCATION. THAT DOES

NOT BODE WELL FOR THE FUTURE DIRECTION OF OUR ECONOMY.

THE FEDERAL TAX CODE CURRENTLY CONTAINS A NUMBER OF

PROVISIONS TO PROMOTE EDUCATION, BUT THEY MAY NOT BE ENOUGH.

THAT'S WHY WE HAVE ASSEMBLED A PANEL OF EXPERTS TODAY TO

DISCUSS THE TRACK RECORD OF FEDERAL TAX EXPENDITURES. WE

ALSO WIIL HEAR TESTIMONY ON SEVERAL NEW PROPOSALS TO PROMOTE

EDUCATIONA,. SAVINGS, INCLUDING AN EDUCATIONAL SAVINGS BOND
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PROGRAM. I HAVE LONG SPOKEN OUT ON HOW WE MUST IMPROVE OUR

NATION'S SAVINGS RATE. THAT'S WHY SOME OF THE SUGGESTIONS NE

WILL CONSIDER ARE ATTRACTIVE TO ME. THIS HEARING WILL

PROVIDE US AN OPPORTUNITY TO REVIEW THE PROS AND CONS OF

THESE INITIATIVE- AND TO CONSTRUCT A GUIDE FOR SETTING FUTURE

TAX POLICY THAT ENHANCES EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY.

7a'
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR GEORGE J. MITCHELL

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
HEARING ON EDUCATION TAX INCENTIVES

MARCH 16, 1988

I want to thank the Chairman for holding this hearing on

proposals to provide tax incentives to make higher education

more affordable.

Our society has always placed a high priority on

education as a means by which Americans can realize their

full potential. We are proud that this nation was founded

on the concept of equal opportunity for all persons. But

equal opportunity is little more than a slogan if people do

not r'so have the means to realize their potential through

an eau Ition. For that reason, the federal government has a

particularly important role in issues of higher education.

Today, we have reason to be concerned that higher

education is becoming less and less affordable. Federal aid

to education, has fallen and fewer students are eligible for

federal assistance. Meanwhile, the cost of higher education

continues to rise at a rate much faster than family income.

A recent study found that 82 percent of the American public

believe that rising costs will soon put a college degree our

of reach of most famIlies. For too many Americans, the

availability of a higher education is more an ideal than a

reality.
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That is a disturbing situation but it is difficult to

address in the current budget climate. For that reason,

there is growing interest in using the tax system to make

higher education more affordable for American families.

Several bills have been introduced in Congress to

provide tax incentives to enable families to afford a

college or vocational school education. A typical approach

is to create an incentive to save for a college education by

exempting the interest income from taxation. Most of those

bills are targeted, much like IRAs, to limit the tax

incentive to those who would not otherwise have the

resources to save for education.

These bills deserve serious consideration. I am

particularly intrigued with the proposal by Senators Kennedy

and Pell to encourage tax free savings for education through

savings bonds. This is a simple program, well targeted to

families in need of educational assistance who would not

otherwise save on their own.

This legislation should not, however, be seen as an

answer to the problem today. It will take many years for a

savings program to become fully effective. And, not all

deserving students are fortunate enough to have family who

will be able to save for future education needs. Savings

I
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programs should be seen as a complement to grants and loans,

not as a replacement.

Particularly in the shotc-term, students loans are

likely to remain the primary means of federal assistance for

students and parents to finance higher education.

Six Members of this Committee have joined me in

introducing legisation to facilitate the availablity of

funds for student loans through tax-exempt financing. This

legislation would extend current law rules permitting

student loan bond authorities to earn arbitrage for a period

of 18 months to cover issuance costs. It also extends those

rules to supplemental bonds.

Understandably, we have an instinctive aversion on this

Committee to the earning of arbitrage by tax-exempt bond

issuers. The federal tax-exemption should not be an income

source to issuers. However, student loan bonds present an

entirely different case with respect to arbitrage. Costs of

administering a student loan bond program are far higher

than with other programs which have loans with much larger

outstanding balances. Yet, program costs cannot be

recovered from the student borrowers at the time of

issuance, like other bonds. Furthermore, the Federal

government has a particularly important interest in assuring

the availability of funds to finance student loans to make
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higher education affordable. That interest is manifest in

the operations of the student loan program which is designed

specifically to operate with tax-exempt bonds though the

Department of Education.

I hope the Members of this Committee will take a serious

look at the issues involved with this legislation and agree

that we should continue to permit arbitrage to fund

administration and issuance costs of student loan bonds.

Testimony will also be received today on state efforts

to establish tuition 1-repayment programs whereby families

make discounted payments today to entitle their children to

a future education in state supported colleges. Maine and

other states. as well as some universities, have established

such programs. They are to be congratulated for taking this

kind of imaginative initiative to help make higher education

affordable.

Again, I want to thank the Chairman for calling this

hearing. I look forward to receiving the testimony today.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN HEINZ

THE HEARING TOW' FOCUSES ON THE VARIOUS TAX INCENTIVES FOR

HIGHER EDUCATION. I BELIVE ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT GOALS WE

HAVE TODAY IS TO PROVIDE EDUCATION FOR EVERYONE. OUR GOAL FOR

EDUCATION IS TO PROMOTE A LEVEL OF QUALITY AND CHOICE FOR OUR

STUDENTS. WE CLEARLY HAVEN'T REACHED THAT GOAL. QUALITY ARO

CHOICE UNFORTUANATELY COMES WITH A PRICE TAG, AND WL MUST BE

WILLING TO PAY THAT PRICE.

WE WILL BE DISCUSSING PROVISIONS WHICH WE HAVE ENPCTED IN THE

PAST, AND NEED TO MAKE PERMANENT LIKE EMPLOYER EDUCATION

ASSISTANCE AND LOOKING AT VARIOUS NEW PROPOSALS. TAX

INCENTIVES SUCH AS EMPLOYER PROVIDED EDUCATION ASSISTANCE AND

STUDENT LOAN BONDS ARE SOME OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAYS OF

PROVIDING AFFORDABLE EDUCATION FOR THE AMERICAN PUBLIC.

HOWEVER, THESE INCENTIVES ALONE ARE CLEARLY NOT ADEQUATE TO

COVER THE HIGH COST OF EDUCATION.

EMPLOYER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ACT, SECTION 127 OF THE TAX

CODE, HAS NOW EXPIRED. I JOINED WITH SENATOR MOYNIHAN AND 4

OF MY FINANCE COLLEAGUES TO INTRODUCE S. 39, A BILL WHICH

WOULD MAKE THE ?ROVISION PERMANENT. THIS BILE, NEEDS TO BE

ENACTED AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE. SINCE THE BILL WAS ENACTED IN

L978, OVER 7 MILLION WORKERS HAVE USED THE PROVISION TO

P;)
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ADVANCE THEIR EDUCATION. SINCE IT HAS EXPIRED MANY SCHOOLS

AND EMPLOYERS ARE NOW WITHHOLDING TAXES ON THE AMOUNTS PAID

FOR TUITION. I AM RECEIVING LETTERS EACH DAY FROM GRADUATE

STUDENTS WHO BECAUSE OF THE TAX LAW CHANGES, AND THE

EXPIRATION OF SECTION 127 MAY HAVE TO DROP OUT OF SCHOOL.

THAT IS CLEARLY NOT A RESULT THAT WE WANT.

WHILE, I BELIEVE THAT EMPLOYEE EDUCATION ASSISTANCE IS AN

IMPORTANT TOOL, IT IS NOT ENOUGH. LAST YEAR AN ARTICLE IN THE

WASHINGTON POST SHOWED THE RISING COST OF EDUCATION, WHICH WAS

CLIMBING MORE RAPIDLY THAN INFLATION. THE ARTICLE STATED THAT

AT THE MOST PRESITGIOUS PRIVATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, THE

TOTAL COST OF A 4 YEAR BACHELOR'S DEGREE COST HAD REACHED

$75,000.

AT THAT TIME, I JOINED WITH SENATOR DOLE IN INTRODUCING 4

BILLS WHICH OFFERED VARIOUS SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEMS. THE

BILLS RANGED FROM PROVIDING FOR AN EDUCATIONAL SAVINGS BONDS

TO DIFFERENT TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL SAVINGS ACCOUNTS. THE

PURPOSE OF THOSE DILLS WAS TO START THE DEBATE ON EXACTLY

WHICH TAX INCENTIVES WE SHOULD BE PROVIDING TO ENCOURAGE

SAVINGS FOR COLLEGE EDUCATION. THE HEARING TODAY, PROVIDES

THE OPPORTUNITY TO REVIEW THE VARIOUS PROPOSALS, AND DEVELOPE

INCENTIVES THAT WILL WORK.

THERE IS LITTLE DOUBT THAT SAVINGS INCENTIVES ARE NECESSARY.

THE SAVINGS RATE IN THE UNITED STATES IS AT AN ALL TIME LOW.
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IN 1986, AMERICAN HOUSEHOLDS SAVED ONLY 3.9 PERCENT OF THEIR

DISPOSABLE INCOME. WHEN YOU CONSIDER THAT THE AVERAGE TUITION

FOR FOUR -YEAR COLLEGE IS $1,359, WITH ESTIMEATED COSTS FOR

STUDENTS WHO LIVE ON CAMPUS TOTALLING $5,789. AMOUNG ALL

PRIVATE FOUR YEAR COLLEGES, THE AVERAGE TUTION IS $7,110.

TOTAL ESTIMATED COSTS FOR A STUDENT LIVING ON CAMPUS WILL BE

JUST UNDER $12,000. THESE ARE TODAYS FIGURES, AND THERE IS NO

WAY TO PREDICT HOW MUKCH IT WILL COST IN 10 YEARS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I LOOK FORWARD TO THIS HEARING TODAY, AND

WORKING WITH THE COMMITTEE TO PROVIDE TAX INCENTIVES THAT

WORK. PROVIDING THE MEANS TO PAY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IS A

GOAL FOR EVERYONE ON THIS COMMITTEE, AND WORKING TOGETHER WE

WILL FIND A SOLUTION.

6 0
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FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING ON
TAX INCENTIVES FOR EDUCATION

STATEMENT BY
SENATOR DAVE DURENBERGER

MARCH 15, 1988

MR. CHAIRMAN, I WANT TO COMMEND YOU FOR HOLDING THIS

MORNING'S HEARING. WE IN THIS COUNTRY HAVE THE FINEST

UNIVERSITY EDUCATION SYSTEM IN THE WORLD. YET, WHAT GOOD IS

THIS EDUCATION SYSTEM, IF THE MIDDLE-INCOME AMERICAN FAMILY

CANNOT AFFORD TO SEND THEIR CHILDREN TO THESE COLLEGES?

LAST SUMMER, THE COLLEGE BOARD ISSUED ITS ANNUAL SURVEY OF

COLLEGE COSTS. THE FINDINGS OF THAT REPORT ARE STAGGERING. THE

AVEPAGE COST FOR A STUDENT ATTENDING A PRIVATE COLLEGE IS

$12,000 A YEAR. AT PUBLIC COLLEGES, THE COST IS NEARLY $6,000 A

YEAR. AND AT SOME UNIVERSITIES, THE COST OF FOUR YEARS OF

EDUCATION CAN RUN AS HIGH AS $75,000.

WHAT THESE FIGURES SOGGEST IS THAT THE UNITED STATES TODAY

IS FACING A CRISIS THAT WILL NAVE EXTRAORDINARY IMPLICATIONS FOR

THE ECONOMIC AND MILITARY SECURITY OF THIS NATION INTO THE NEXT

CEN'URY. AS THE COST OF A COLLEGE EDUCATION CONTINUES TO

OUTPACE INFLATION, FEWER AND FEWPR MIDDLE-CLASS AMERICANS WILL

BE ABLE TO AFFORD TO SEND THEIR CHILDREN TO COLLEGE. AND THOSE

WHO MAKE THE CaMMITMENT TO THEIR CHILDREN'S EDUCATION WILL FIND

THEMSELVES BURDENED BY EXTRAORDINARY DEBT.

AS OUR ECONOMY HAS BECOME MORE GLOBALLY ORIENTED AND

COMPETITIVE; AS IT BECOMES MORE TECHNOLOGICALLY SOPHISTICATED,

OUR FEED FOR A WELL-EDUCATED WORKFORCE BECOMES CRITICAL. PART

OF THE REASON WE HAVE BEEN LOSING OUR INDUSTRIAL COMPETITIVENESS

TO JAPAN IS BECAUSE JAPAN HAS A HIGHER LITERACY RAT4 THAN THE

UNITED STATES AND, IN MANY CASES, A BETTER-EDUCATED ',IORKFORCE

THAT CAN MORE EASILY ADAPT TO
NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN THE WORK

PLACE.

IF WE FAIL TO INVEST IN THE EDUCATION OF OUR CHILDREN, OR

IF WE MAKE EDUCATION ONLY AVAILABLE TO THE WEALTHIEST FIVE

PERCENT OF OUR CITIZENS, WE WILL CONDEMN FUTURE GENERATIONS TO

SECOND -CLASS STATUS IN THE WORLD AND WILL CREATE UNPRECEDENTED

DIVISIONS WITHIN OUR ,OCIETY.

MR- CHAIRMAN,
NO ONE IN AMERICA SHOULD BE DENIED ACCESS TO

THE BEST EDUCATION POSSIBLE MERELY BECAUSE OF MONEY. YET IF THE

COST of F COLLEGE
EDUCATION CONTINUES TO SKYROCKET, ONLY THE

LUC'Y FEW tego HAVE THE
FINANCIAL MEANS WILL BE ABLE TO GAIN THE

SKILLS THAT 1JILL bt CRITICAL IN int ECONOMY OF THt TWENTY-FIRST

CENTURY.

I HAVE COSPONSORED MANY OF THE BILLS THAT ARE BEING

COVSIDERED IN THIS MORNING'S HEARINGS, AND HAVE LONG SUPPORTED

THE IDEA THAT CONCRESS
FSTABLISH A PROGRAM THAT WOULD PROVIDE

FAMILIES WITH TUITION TAX CREDITS TO (J.-SET EDUCATIONAL COSTS.

LEGISLATION PROVIDING TAX
INCENTIVES FOR 7AMILIES TO SAVE FOR

THEIR CHILDREN'S COLLEGE
EDUCATION--WHETHER EDUCATIONAL IRAS OR

EDUCATION SAVINGS
BONDS--REPRESEaTS A POSITIVE INVESTMENT FOR

THE FUTURE THAT IS WORTH EXPERIMENTING WITH.
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IN THE 1986 TAX REFORM LEGISLATION, WE MADE A MISTAKE IN
ELIMINATING THE INTEREST DEDUCTION FOR COLLEGE EDUCATION LOANS,
AND I HOPE THAT WE WILL ADOPT SENATOR GRASSLEY'S BILL
REINSTATING THE DEDUCTION FOR COLLEGE LOAN COSTS. ALTHOUGH WE
ALLOW HOMEOWNERS TO TAKE OUT HOME EQUITY LOANS TO PAY FOR
COLLEGE EDUCATION EXPENSES, BY SO DOING, WE ARE DISCRIMINATING
AGAINST THOSE FAMILIES WHO CANNOT AFFORD TO OWN THEIR OWN
HOMES. AND WHAT ABOUT THOSE FAMILIES IN RURAL MINNESOTA AND
OTHER RURAL AREAS, WHO, OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS, HAVE SEEN
THEIR HOME EQUITY SHRINK WITH THE DEFLATION THAT HAS OCCURRED
THROUGHOUT RURAL AMERICA? THEY HAVE LITTLE OR NO EQUITY TO
BORROW AGAINST.

I ALSO BELIEVE IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT WE EXTEND THE SECTION
127 RULES ALLOWING EMPLOYERS A DEDUCTION FIR FUNDING EDUCATIONAL
EXPENSES FOR THEIR EMPLOYEES. I THINK IT IS CLEAR THAT
INDIVIDUALS MUST VIEW EDUCATION AS A LIFE-LONG PROCESS THAT MUST
BE CONTINUOUSLY UPDATED IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN THE SKILLS AND
'NOWLEDGE WHICH ARE VITAL TO A COMPETITIVE ECONOMY.

THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN.
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TAX INCENTIVES FOR EDUCATION

SCHEDULED FOR A HEARING

BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

ON

MARCH 15, 1988

PREPARED BY THE STAFF

OF THE

JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

INTRODUCTION

The Senate Committe ,n Finance has scheduled a public hear-
ing on March 15, 1988, on tax ' - ..-Qs for education. This pam-
phlet,' prepared by the Staff of . it :Committee on Taxation,
provides a descriptionnf certain vcposals for education tax incen-
tives and an r ialysis of issues relating to such proposals.

The first pe rt of the pamphlet is ,a summary of present law and
the proposals. The second part describes present law and proposals
relating to educatio" savings bonds, education. savings accounts,
National Education Swings Trust, interest deduction ducation
loans, employer-provided educational assistance, t nd cerwin stu-
dent loan bonds. The third part is an analysis of issues relating to
such proposals. An Appendix provides information on direct aid to
students for post-secondary education.
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I. SUMMARY

Education Savings Bonds
Present law

Present law does not include an exclusion from gross income, ordeferral of taxation, for interest or other income specifically be-cause the taxpayer uses the income for educational expenses. Tax-..1:4en of interest accruals on U.S. Series EE savings bonds may bedeferred by cash-basis taxpayerb as long as the bonds are not re-deemed.

S. 1817 (Senators Kennedy and Pell)
Interest income on a qualified U.S. savings bond would be ex-cluded from income when such bonds are transferred to an eligibleeducational institution as payment for the higher education ex-penses of a taxpayer, taxpayer's spouse, or dependents. The exclu-sion would be phased out for taxpayers with adjusted gross iricomebetween $75,000 and $150,000.
The bill would apply to transfers of qualified U.S. savings bondsissued after the date of enactment.

S. 1662 (Senators Dole, Chatce, Danforth, Durenberger, Hein", andWaller)
This bill wotA authorize issuance of educational savings bonds(a special form cf Series EE bonds) at the prevailing Federal long-term rate. A taxpayer could purchase annually for the benefit of adependent up to $1,000 of such bonds on which interest wouldaccrue tax-free. The accrued interest would be excluded fromincome in the year of redemption if used for higher education ex-penses. The interest exclusion would apply only if the taxpayerholds the bonds for at least one year, and not more than 20 years,after issuance.
The bill would apply for taxable years beginning after Dece:nber31, 1986.

Administration proposal
The President's budget proposals for fiscal year 198 i include a

recommendation to exclude from gross income the interest on cer-tain U.S. savings bonds that are redeemed to pay post-secondary
educational expenses of the taxpayer or the taxpayers spouse, chil-dren, or °the r dependents. The exclusion would be phased out fortaxpayers with s..justed gross income atv:ve certain levels.

The exclusion would apply to bond.: i 'sued after December 31,1988.

0 4
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Educational Savings Accounts

Present law
Present law does not provide a specific deduction, credit, or

income exclusion for amounts contributed to a trust to fund educa-
tion expenses of the taxpayer or a child of the taxpayer.

S. 1533 (Senator DeConcini)

Taxpayers would be allowed an above-the-line deduction for cash
contributions (up to $1,000 per year) made to an education savings
account established to pay for future education expenses of the tax-
payer or a dependent at an institution of higher education or voca-
tional school. The deduction would be reduced for taxpayers with
adjusted gross income above certain levels, similarly to the phase-
out of the IRA deduction. Income earned by the education savings
account generally would be exempt from taxation.

The bill would be effecti-re for taxable years beginning after De-
cember 31, 1986.

S. 1659 (Senators Dole, Chafee, Danforth, Durenberger, Heinz, and
Wallop)

This bill includes provisions for educational savings accounts
that generally are the same as the provisions in S. 1533, as summa-
rized above. However, S. 1659 would allow a 15- percent tax credit
(up to $150 per year), rather than a deduction, for amounts paid in
cash and the fair market value of socks, bonds, or other readily
tradeable securities transferred to an education savings account.

S. 1660 (Senators Dole, Chafee, Danforth, Duren
Wallop)

Berger, Heinz, and

This bill is the same as S. 1659, except that no credit or deduc-
tion would be allowed for contributions to an education savings ac-
count. Earnings on amounts transferred to such account generally
would not be taxable unless distributed for noneducational pur-
poses.

S. 1661 (Senators Dole, Chafee, Danforth, Durenberger, Heinz, and
Wallop)

This bill is the same as S. 1659, except that, for each taxable
year, a 15-percent tax would be imposed on the taxable income of
an education savings account, i.e., the gross income of the account
minus any deductions directly allocable to such income.
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National Education Savings Trust
Present law

Under present law, there is no provision thai permits deductions
for amounts contributed to a national trust to fund education ex-penses of the taxpayer or a child of the taxpayer.
S 1572 (Senators Pelt Kennedy, and Stafford)

This bill would establish a public corporation, the National Edu-
cation Savings Trust, which would ea.-1r into advance tuition pay-ment plan agreements with taxpayers. Amounts paid by a taxpayerto the Trust pursuant to such an agreement would be deductible by
the taxpayer up to $2,000 per year; the deduction would be reduced
for taxpayers with adjusted gross income above certain levels.
Amounts paid by the Triist to post-secondary education institutions
would not be subject to &zieral income tax.

Interest Deduction on Education Loans
Present law

Pursuant to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the itemized deductionfor personal interest (including interest on student loans) is beingphased out over 1987-1990.

& 628 (Senators Grass ley, Danforth, D'Anzato, Kerry, Durenberger,and Hecht) .

The bill provides that interest on loans incurred for qualified
education expenses would be deductible as an itemized deduction,effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1986.

Employer- Provided Educational Assistance
Present law

An employee must include in income and wages, for income andemployment tax purposes, the value of educational assistance pro-vided by an employer to the employee, unless the cost of such as-sistance qualifies as a deductible job-related expense of the employ-
ee. Under prior law (Code sec. 127), an employee's gross income and
wages for income ILA employment tax purposes did not includeamounts (up to $5,250 per year) paid or incurred by the employer
for educational assistance provided to the employee if suchamounts were paid or incurred pursuant to an educational assist-
ance program that met certain requirements. The section 127 ex-clusion expired for taxable years beginning after December 31,
1987.

S. 39 (Senators Moynihan, Heinz, Boren, Pryor, Matsunaga, andRiegle)
The bill would reinstate the section 127 exclusion, effective as ofits expiration date, on a permanent basis.
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Certain Student Loan Bonds

Present law
Present law includes a special rule permitting qualified scholar-

ship funding corporations (rather than States or local governments
themselves) to issue tax-exempt student loan bonds in connection
with the Federal Guaranteed St adent Loan (GSL) or PLUS pro-
grams. Present law further includes two special exceptions provid-
ing (1) that issuers of tax-exempt student loan bonds issued in con-
nection with these Federal programs may invest bond proceeds to
earn arbitrage profits for a longer temporary period than applies to
similar types of bonds and (2) that all or a portion of these arbi-
trage profits are exempt from the rebate requirement generally ap-
plicable to all other tax-exempt bonds. These two arbitrage excep-
tions are scheduled to expire with respect to bonds issued after De-
cember 31, 1988.

S. 2149 (Senators Mitchell Pryor Durenberger, Boren, Danforth,
and Rockefeller)

The bill would permit qualified scholarship funding corporations
to issue State supplemental student loan bonds, which are student
loan bonds not subject to the restrictions of or receiving the bene-
fits of the Federal GSL or PLUS programs. Also, the bill would
make permanent the two special arbitrage exceptions and would
extend these provisions to issuers of supplemental student loan
bonds.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSALS

A. Education Savings Bonds

Present Law
Present law does not include an exclusion from gross income, ordeferral of taxation, for interest or other income specifically be-cause the taxpayer uses the income for educational expenses.Certain types of investment income are excluded from grossirxx.me or aro tax-deferred regardless of the ver's use of yuchincome. For example, interest income on qualified State and local

government bonds generally is exempt from Federal income tax-ation. Taxation of income credited to life insurance or annuity con-tracts ("inside bui'dup") is deferred until distributed to the policy-holder, such income is not taxed if paid to a designated beneficiaryafter the death of the insured individual (in the case of a life insur-ance contract). In addition, taxation of income earned on amountscontributed to an individual retirement arrangement (IRA) or anemployer-maintained qualified pennon plan generally is deferreduntil the amounts are distributed to the owner of the IRA or to theemployee participating in the employer-maintained plan.Taxation of interest accruals on U.S. Series EE savings bondsmay be deferred by cash-basis taxpayers as long as the bonds arenot redeemed.

L'xplanation of Proposals
& 1817 (Senators Kennedy and Pell)

Exclusion
S. 1817 would provide an exclusion from ems income for the in-terest income earned on a qualified U.S. savings bond if the bond istransferred to an eligible educational institution as payment forthe higher education expenses of a taxpayer, or taxpayer's spouseor dependents. TL,, amount of exclusion allowed for a taxable yearwould be the lesser of (1) the amount that otherwise would be in-cludible in gross income by reason of such transfer, or (2) amountof such higher education expenses.
The exclusion would be phased out for a taxpayer with adjustedgross income (AGI) of $75,000 or more for the taxable year; noamount could be excluded by a taxpayer whose AGI is $150,000 ormore. For a taxpayer with AGI between $75,000 and $125,000, 67percent of the eligible amount could be ex.' aded; for AGI between

$125,000 and $150,000, 34 percent of the eligible amount could beexcluded tie phase-out amounts would be indexed in calendaryears after 1988.
Only one-half of the Whir amounts described above would applyin the case of a murriad inuividt.al filing separately. With respect

(6)
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to a taxpayer who is a dependent of another taxpayer, the phase-
out would be applied by taking into account the AGI of both tax-
payers.

Transferability of U.S. savings bonds
The ability to effect a transfer of a U.S. savings bond for the edu-

cational purposes of the bill would be made possible by amending
31 U.S. Code section 3105, which provides the Treasury with au-
thority to prescribe the conditions, including restrictions on trans-
fer, relating to the issue of U.S. savings bonds. The amendment re-
lates to both the transfer of a qualified U.S. bond to an eligible
educational institution and the redemption of such P. bond by an
eligible educational institution.

Definitions
A qualified U.S. savings bond means a U.S. savings bond issued

at discount under 31 U.S. Code section 3105, after the date of enact-
ment.

Higher education expenses means tuition and fees required for
enrollment or attendance at an eligible educational institution, and
fees, books, supplies, and equipment required for courses of instruc-
tion at an eligible educational institution. An eligible educational
institution means (1) an institution of higher education described in
section 1201(a) or 481(a) of the Higher Education Act of 1965, or (2)
an area vocational education school as defined in subparagraph (C)
or (D) of section 521(3) of the Carl b. Perkins Vocational Education
Act, which is in any State (as defined in sec. 521(27) of such Act).

A dependent means any child of the taxpayer with respect to
whom a deduction is allowed under section 151 for the taxable
year.

Effective date
The provisions would apply to transfers of qualified U.S. savings

bonds issued after the date of enactment.

S. 1862 (Senators Dole, Chafee, Danforth, Durenberger, Heins and
Wallop)

Authority to issue bonds
S. 1662 would authorize the Treasury to issue educational sav-

ings bonds, in addition to the other forms of U.S. savings bonds. As
is the usual case with Series EE savings bonds, the interest on edu-
cational savings bonds would be accrued until redemption, which
could not occur less than 12 months, nor later than 20 years, after
issuance. The bonds would not be transferable.

When issued, an educational savings bond would bear interest at
a rate equal to the Federal long-term rate (i.e., for debt with more
than nine years to maturity) in effect at the time. The rate could
be adjusted upwards from the rate in effect at the time of issue
from time-to-time to reflect the differential between such rate and
the rate on other debt obligations issued by the Treasury.
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Interest exclusion from
Under the bill, a taxpayer could purchase annually for the bene-fit of a dependent up to $1,000 of educational savings bonds onwhich interest would accrue tax-free.
Interest or investment yield on an educational savings bond

would be included in the gross income of the taxpayer for the tax-
able year in which the bond is redeemed only to the extent thatthe amount of such interest exce.xled the sum of the higher educa-tion expenses paid or incurred by the taxpayer with respect to adependent for that taxable year, or if the bond was redeemed morethan 25 years after the date of its issuance. This limitation would
not to apply for any taxable year during which the educational s..v-ings bond is redeemed if the registered owner is disabled or thetaxable year is ended by the death of the registered owner.

Definitions
Higher education expenses.This term means expenses at any el-

igible educational institution for tuition and fees for enrollment orattendance; fees, books, supplies, and equipment required for
courses of instruction; and a reasonable allowance for meals andlodging while in attendance.

Eligible educational institution.This term means (1) an institu-tion of higher education as described in section 1201(a) or 481(a) of
the Higher Education Act of 1965, or (2) an area vocational educa-tion school as defined in subparagraph (C) or (1)) of section 521(8) of
the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act which is in any State(as defined in sec. 521(27) of such Act).

Effective date
The provisions would apply with respect to taxable years begin-ning after December 31, 1986.

Adman 'titration ',Deposal

The President's budget prcposals for fiscal year 1939 include a
recommendation to exclude from gross income the interest on cer-
tain U.S. savings bonds that are redeemed to pay certain post-sec-
ondary educational expenses of the taxpayer or the taxpayer's
spouse, children, or other dependents.

The exclusion would be phased out for taxpayers with adjusted
gross income above certain levels; the phase-out levels would bs ad-justed annually fo7. inflation beginning in 1990. The amount of in-
terest eligible tar the exclusion would be limited to the total quali-fied educational expenses incurred. The Administration has not yetforwarded to the Congress a more detailed explanation of this pro-
Pond.

The exclusion would apply to bonds issued after December 31,
1988.

ao
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B. Education Savings Accounts

Present Law

Present law does not provide a specific deduction for amounts
contributed to a trust to fund educational expenses of the taxpayer
or a child of the taxpayer.

Education expenses that qualify as trade or business expenses
under section 162 generally are deductible. Expenditures made by
an individual for his or her own education generally are deductible
if incurred for education that (1) maintains or improves skills re-
quired by the individual's current employment or other trade or
business, or (2) meets the express requirements of the individual's
employer or the requirements of applicable law or regulations im-
posed as a condition to the retention by the individual of .ut eJtab-
lished employment relationship, status, or rate of compensation
(Trees Reg. sec. 1.162-5(a)). In the case of an employee, such ex-
penses (if not reimbursed by the employer) are deductible only to
the extent that, when aggregated with other miscel' _mous item-
ized deductions, they exceed two percent of the taxpayer's adjusted
gross income.

Under prior law, educational assistance provided by an employer
to employees pursuant to an educational assistance program meet-
ing certain requirements was excludable from the employee's gross
income or wages for income or employment tax purposes (sec. 127).
This exclusion expired for taxable years beginning after December
31, 1987.

Explanation of Proposals

S. 1533 (Senator DeConcini)

In general
Under S. 1533, an above-the-line deduction would be allowed (up

to certain limits) for amounts paid in cash during the calendar
year to an education savings account for the benefit of an eligible
individual. (An education savings account could not be establish.- d
for the benefit of more-than one individual.) No deduction would be
allowed for contributions to an account for the benefit of an indi-
vidual who reached age 19 before the close of the year.

The deduction would be limited to the lesser of (1) $1,000 or (2)
toe compensation (earned income in the case of a self-employed in-
dividual) includible in the taxpayer's gross income for. the year. In
addition, the deduction would be reduced for taxpayers with adjust-
ed gross income (AO above certain levels, similarly to the phase-
out of the IRA deduction. The phase-out would begin at AGI of
$40,000 in the case of a married couple filing a joint return, $25,000
in the case of an unmarried individual, and zero in the case of a
married couple filing separate .returns.

Contributions made to an education savings account by the due
date of the taxpayer's return would be deemed to have been made
on the last day of the prior year.
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Requirements
Under the bill, an education savings account would have to satis-fy the following requirements: (1) aggregate contributions in excessof $1,000 for one year could not be accepted; (2) the trustee must bea bank or other person who would administer the trust in accord-

ance with the requirements of tie bill; (3) trust assets could not beinvested in life insurance contracts unless certain requirements aresatisfied; (4) the taxpayer contributing to an account generallywould be permitted to direct the investments of the account; (5) theresets of the trust could not be commingled with other assetsexcept in a common trust fund or common investment fund; and (6)any balance in the account remaining when the individual forwhom the account was established attains age 27 (or, if earlier,when such individual dies) must be distributed proportionately tothe taxpayers who have contributed to the account.
The account could be established only to fund educational ex-penses, defined to mean expenses incurrzd at an eligible institution

for (1) tuition and fees, (2) fees, books, supplies, and equipment re-quired for courses, and (3) a reasonable allowance for meals andlodging. An eligible educational institution means an institution of
higher education (within the meaning of secs. 1201(a) or 481(a) ofthe Higher Education Act of 1965) or a vocational school (withinthe meaning of st.;s. 521(3XC) or 521(3XD) of the Carl D. PerkinsVocational Education Act).

Tax treatment of distributions
Under the bill, except in the case of distributions used exclusive-ly for education expenses of the individual on whose behalf the ac-count was established, any amount paid or distributed from an edu-cation savings account is included in the gross income of the tax-payer who contributed to the account, in the same proportion asthe taxpayer's contribution bears to total contributions to the ac-count. An exception would be provided for certain contributions inexcess of the deductible limit returned before the due date of thetaxpayer's tax return for the taxable year of the contribution.
In addition, an additional income tax of 10 percent would applyif a distribution from an education savings account is not used inconnection with the payment of educational expenses, unless thedistribution is made after the death or disability of the individualon whose behalf the account was established.

Tax treatment of accounts
An education savings account generally would be exempt fromFederal income tax, but would be subject to the tan on unrelatedbusiness income of exempt organizations (sec. 511). An educationsavings account would cease to be exempt from taxation if (1) theaccount engages in a prohibited transaction (within the meaning ofsec. 4975) or (2) the individual on whose behalf the account is estab-

lished pledges all or any portion of the account as security for aloan.
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Gift tax treatment
The bill provides hat contributions made by a taxpayer to an

education savings account would not be treated as a gift of a future
interest in property to the extent that the contributions are deduct-
ible by the taxpayer.

Reporting requirements
The trustee of an education savings account would be required to

make such reports as may be required by Treasury regulations. A
$50 penalty would be imposed for each reporting failure unless
shown to be due to reasonable cause.

Effective date
The bill would be effective for taxable years beginning after De-

cember 31, 1986.

S. 1659 (Senators Dole, Chafee, Danforth, Durenberger, Heinz, and
Wallop)

In general
This bill includes provisions for educational savings accounts

that generally are the same as the provisions in S. 1533, as de-
scribed above, with the following exceptions.

S. 1659 would provide a 15-percent tax credit, rather than a de-
duction, for contributions up to $1,000 per year to an educational
savings account. The maximum amount allowable in one year as a
credit would be $150, allocated proportionately among the taxpay-
ers contributing to the account; the limitation would be indexed for
inflation. Under S. 1659, contributions to the account could be
made in cash or in the form of stocks, bonds, or other securities, if
such stocks, etc., are readily tradeable on an established securities
market.

Under S. 1659, as under S. 1533, an mdividual could not be the
beneficiary of more than one education savings account. The bill
provides that no credit would be allowed for a contribution to an
education savings account if, before the close of the year in which
the contribution is made, the beneficiary has attained age 21 or
begun attendance at an eligible educational institution. Any bal-
ance remaining when the individual for whom the account was es-
tablished attains age 25 (rather than age 27, as under S. 1533) or, if
earlier, dies is required to be distributed proportionately tJ the tax-
payers who have contributed to the account.

Tax treatment of distributions
Under S. 1659, the gross income of a beneficiary of an education

savings account would be increased by 10 percent of the amounts
paid or distributed from the account that were used exclusively to
pay the educational expenses incurred by the beneficiary, for the
taxable year in which the beneficiary attains age 2b and m each of
the following nine taxable years. If the amounts credited to the ac-
count are not used for educational purposes, then, as under S. 1533,
amounts distributed from the account are includible in the gross
income of the recipient and are subject to an additional 10-percent
income tax.

3
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Tax on excess contributions
Under S. 1659, in the case of contributions to an education sav-ings account that exceed the allowable contributions, the excesscontributions would be subject to the excise tax on excess contribu-tions to an individual retirement account (sec. 4973;.

& 1660 (Senators Dole, Chafee Danforth, Durenberger, Heinz, andWallop)

This bill is the same as S. 1659 except that no credit or deductionwould be allowed for contributions to an education savings account.
Earnings on amounts contributed to such an account generally
would be excluded from income unless distributed for noneduca-tional purposes.

S. 1661 (Senators Dole, Chafee, Danforth, Durenberger, Heinz, and
Wallop)

This bill is the same as S. 1659 except that, for each taxable
year, a 15-percent tax would be imposed on the taxable income of
an education savings account, i.e., the gross income of the account
minus any deductions directly allocable to such income.

C. National Education Savings Trust

Present Law
Under present law, there is no provision that permits deductions

for amounts contributed to a trust to fund education expenses ofthe taxpayer or a child of the taxpayer.

Explanation of Proposal

S. 1572 (Senators Pea Kennedy, and Stafford)
In general

Under S. 1572, a taxpayer would be allowed an above-the-line de-duction for certain amount ?aid in cash pursuant to an advancetuition payment plan agreement entered into between the taxpayerand the National Education Savings Trust (the "Trust"), a public
corporation established by the bill. Payments made by the taxpayerwould be placed into a fund managed by the Trust to provide for
future postsecondary education expenses (at a public or private in-
stitution) of a qualified beneficiary designated by the taxpayer.
Amounts paid by the Ti ust to meet a qualified beneficiary's ex-penses at a postsecondary educational institution would not be in-cludible in the taxpayer's income or the beneficiary's income.
Deduction limitations and phaseout

A taxpayer would be permitted to enter into more than one ad-vance tuition payment plan agreement to provide for future educa-
tional expenses of more than one qualified beneficiary. However,
the bill limits the amount a taxpayer could pay to the Trust under
each advance tuition payment plan for each qualified beneficiary to
$2,000 for any taxable year, and t e .000 for all years.
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The bill further provides that amounts paid by a taxpayer to the
Trust during the year would be deductible in full only if the tax-
payer's adjusted gross income (AGI) for that year is net more than
25,000. If the taxpayer's AG1 is more than $25,000 but not more

than $60,000, then 50 pe:cent of the amount paid to the Trust
would be deductible. If the taxpayer's AGI is more than $60,000 but
not more than $100,000, then 25 percent of the amount paid to the
Trust would be deductible.2 These amounts would be indexed for
inflation beginning after 1988.

A taxpayer with AGI exceeding $100,000 would not be alloy red
any deduction for amounts paid to the Trust during that year.
However, income earned on nondeductible payments to the Trust
would still be tax-free, provided that such income is used to pay for
postsecondary education enponses of a qualified beneficiary.'

The bill requires that the beneficiary of an advance tuition pay-
ment plan agreement must air edy have been born and must be
either the taxpayer who entered into the agreement or a dependent
of the taxpayer (within the meaning of Code sec. 151). In addition,
no deduction would be allowed for payments made to the Trust if:
(1) the beneficiary dies or attains age 30 during the year; (2) the
taxpayer making the payment is a dependent of any other person;
or (3) the beneficiary is the spouse of the taxpayer, unlea the tax-
payer and spouse file a joint return for the year *1- _ uction is
claimed.

Deductions for amounts paid to the Trust would 13,_ allowed
whether or not the taxpayer itemizes deductions. A taxpayer would
be deemed to have made a payment to the Trust on the last day of
the preceding year if such payment is made on account of the pre-
ceding year and is made by the due date for filing the taxpayer's
return for that year.
Benefits furnished by the Trust

The bill provides that payments from the Trust to a postsecond-
ary education institution pursuant to an advance tuition payment
plan agreement would not be included in the gross income of any
person. Any amount disbursed by the Trust which is not paid to a
postsecondary education institution, including amounts refunded to
the taxpayer on termination of the agreeme-it (as described below),
would be included in the gross income of + 2 person receiving the
payment and would be subject to incon- tax. Also, the recipient
would be subject to a penalty equal to J percent of the amount
received (10 percent if the beneficiary has not attained the age of
25 in the year the payment is made by the Trust). The penalty
would not apply, however, if a payment is made to a person other
than a postsecondary education institution by reason of the death

In the cue of a married taxpayer filing a separate return, 100 percent of the amount paid to
the Trust would be deductible only if the taxpayers AGI is not more than 812,500; 50 percent of
the amount paid, if the taxpayer's AGI is more than 812,600 but not more than $80,000; and 26
percent of the amount paid, if the taxpayer's AGI is more than $80,000 but not more than
$50,000. A married taxpayer filing a Perorate return would not be allowed a deduction for pay-
ments made to the Trust if the taxpayer s AGI exceeds 650,000.

While not explicitly stated, the bill apparently assumes that the Trust is not subjec, to Fed-
eral income tax.
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of the beneficiary under an advance t'iition payment plan agree-
ment.

The term postsecondary education institution means an institu-
tion of higher education as described in section 1201(a) of the
Higher Education Act of 1965.

Termination of plan agreements
An advance tuition payment plan would be terminated if (1) the

beneficiary dies; (2) the beneficiary attains the age of 30; (3) the
taxpayer certifies to the Trust that the beneficiary, after attaining
the age of majority, has decided net to attend a postsecondary edu-
cation institution or has completed as much of the course of post-
secondary education as the qualified beneficiary intends to com-
plete; or (4) other circumstances determined by the Trust and set
forth in the agreement.' Upon termination of the agreement, the
Trust would be required to refund to the taxpayer the face amount
of the payments or installments, plus any interest or dividends ac-
crued thereon. The refund would be disbursed by the Trust to the
taxpayer in a single payment and would be reported to the IRS.
Board of Trustees

w;th respect to the Trust, the bill would create a Board of Trust-
ees composed of: (1) the Secretary of Education and the Secretary
of the Treasury; (2) five representatives of postsecondary education
institutions and five members of the general public, appointed by
the President with the advice and consent of the Senate;4 and (3)
one chairman, appointed by the President with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate.6

The Secretary of the Treasury would be the Managing Trustee of
the Board with respect to managing the assets of the Trust, which
could be invested only in interest-bearing obligations of the United
States or in obligations guaranteed as to both principal and inter-
est by the United States.

The Board would be required to report to Congress on an annual
basis on the operation and status of the Trust during the preceding
fiscal year and on its expected operation and status during the
next five years.

Effective date

The amendments to the Internal Revenue Code made by the bill
would apply to taxable years ending after the date of enactment.

D. Deduction for Interest on Education Loans

Present Law

Pursuant to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the itemized deduction
for personal interest is being phased out over 1987-1990 and will be

The bill provides that the agreement may permit the taxpayer, with the approval of the
Trust, to substitute another qualified beneficiary for the qualified beneficiary originally named,
in lieu of termination of the agreement.

These representatives and members would generally be eligible to serve no more than two
terms of four years each.

e The chairman would be appointed for a term of five years and would not be eligible for
reappointment.
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wholly disallowed after 1990 (Code sec. 163(h)). Personal interest is
any interest other than interest incurred in connection with a
trade or business (other than of performing services as an employ-
ee), investment interest, interest taken into account in computing
the taxpayer's income or loss from passive activities, qualified resi-
dence interest, or interest on certain deferred estate tax.

Qualed residence interest, which is not subject to the limita-
tion on personal interest, is interest on debt secured by a security
interest valid against a subsequent purchaser on the taxpayer's
principal residence or a second residence of the taxpayer. For tax-
able years beginning in 1987, interest on such debt was g nerally
deductible to the extent that the debt did not exceed the an.ount of
the taxpayer's basis for the residence (including the cost of home
improvements).

In addition, the law for 1987 allowed a taxpayer to deduct as
qualified residence interest the interest on certain loans incurred
for qualified educational or medical expenses up to the fair market
value of the residence. For this purpose, qualified educational ex-
penses meant reasonable living expenses while away from home,
and any tuition and related expenses that would qualify as scholar-
ship (under sec. 117(b)), for the taxpay a spouse, or dependent,
while a student at an educational inst.i,ution. Thus, tuition ex-
penses for primary, secondary, college, and graduate level educa-
tion were generally included in qualified educational expenses. The
qualified educational expenses must have been incurred within a
reasonable period of time before or after the debt was incurred Re-
imbursed expenses were not treated as qualified educational ex-
penses.

For taxable years beginning after 1987, the Revenue Act of 1987
amended the definition of qualified residence interest that is treat-
ed as deductible. Under the 1987 Act, qualified residence interest
includes interest on acvisition indebtedness (up to $1 million) and
home equity indebtedness (up to $100,000) with respect to a princi-
pal and a second residence of the taxpayer. No special rules apply
to education or medical loans.

Explanation of Proposal

S. 628 (Senators Grass ley, Danforth, D'Amato, Kerry, Durenberger,
and Hecht)

S. 628 provides that interest on a qualified education loan would
be deductible as an itemized deduction. A qualified education loan
would be defined as indebtedness incurred to pay qualified educa-
tional expenses if such expenses are paid or incurred within a rsct-
sonable period of time before or after the indebtedness is incun ed.
Qualified educational expenses would have the same meaning as
under the law relating to qualified residence indebtedness as in
effect in 1987 (described above).

The bill would be effective for taxable years beginning after De-
cember 81,1986.

9 7
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E. Employer-Provided Educational Assistance

Present Law
General rules

Under present law, an employee must include in income and
wages, for income and employment tax purposes, the value of edu-
cational assistance provided by an employer to an employee, unless
the cost of such assistance qualifies (under sec. 162) as a deductible
job-related expense of the employee. Amounts expended for educa-
tion qualify as deductible job -r .lated expenses if the education (1)
maintains or improves skills required for the employee's current
kin, or (2) meets the express requirements of the individual's em-
ployer that are imposed as a condition of continued employment
(Treas. Reg. sec. 1.162-5(a)). In the case of an employee, such ex-
penses (if not reimbursed by the employer) are deductible only to
the extent that, when aggregat.;3 vith other miscellaneous item-
ized deductions, they exceed two percent of the taxpayer's adjusted
gross income. No deduction is allowed for expenses incurred to
qualify for a new trade or business (e.g., for law school tuition paid
by a paralegal or accountant).

Under prior law, an employee's gross income and wages for
income and employment tax purposes did not include amounts paid
or incurred by the employer for t-lucational assistance provided to
the employee if such amounts were pciid or incurred pursuant to an
educational assistance program that met certain requirements (sec.
127). This exclusion, which expired for taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1987, was limited to $5,250 of educational assist-
ance with respect to an individual during a calendar year.

Section 127 required, among other things, that educational assist-
ance provided under such a program not discriminate in favor of
highly compensated employees iu certain respects. The Statement
of Managers for the Tax Reform Act of 1986 indicated that if the
section 127 exclusion for educational assistance were extended, the
new nondiscrimination rules for employee benefits added by the
1986 Act (sec. 89) were to be applied to the exclusion in lieu of the
prior-law rules.

In 1984, Congress required that employers file information re-
turns with respect to educational assistance programs under sec-
tion 127 (sec. 6039D). This requirement is intended to collect data
with respect to the use of such programs so that Congress may
evaluate the effectiveness of the exclusion.

Tuition reduction for graduate teaching assistants
Pursuant to section 121(cX8) (prior to its expiration), the exclu-

sion under section 117 relating to qualified tuition reductions was
made applicable with respect to graduate-level courses in the case
of graduate teaching or research assistants at colleges or universi-
ties. Under the section 117 rules, as amended by the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, the amount of qualified tuition reduction provided to
an employee of an educational institution is includible in gross
income and wages to the extent the tuition reduction constitutes
payment for teaching, research, or other services (sec. 117(c)). Any
amount of qualified tuition reduction (up to the amount of tuition)

Q
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in excess of such payment may qualify for exclusion pursuant to
section 117(d).

By virtue of the expiration of section 12?, no amount of tuition
reduction for graduate-level courses is excludable under section
117(dX2) for 1988 or later years.

Explanation of Proposal

S. 39 (Senators Moynihan, Heinz Boren, Pryor, Matsunaga, wad
Rack)

S. 39 would reinstate the section 127 exclusion on a permanent
basis, effective as of the termination date of the prior-law exclu-
sion.

F. Certain Student Loan Bonds

Present Law

Purposes for which tax-exemption permitted
Interest on State and local government bonds to finance activi-

ties of those governmental units generally is tax-exempt (Code sec.
103). Interest on private activity bonds is taxable unless a specific
exception is provided in the Internal Revenue Code. Private activi-
ty bonds are bonds that satisfy one or both of (1) a private business
use and private payment test and (2) a private loan test. One of the
purposes for which tax-exempt private activity bonds may be issued
is the financing of student loans.

Tax-exempt student loan bonds may be issued in connection with
the Federal Government's Qualified Scudent Loan (GSL) and Par-
ent's Loans for Undergraduate Students (PLUS) programs. Student
loan bonds issued in connection with the GSL and PLUS programs
are Federally guaranteed, and in the case of GSL bonds, receive a
Federal interest subsidy beyond tax-exemption, so-called "special
assistance payments." The Federal Government imposes limits on
the incomes of individuals who may receive loans financed with

c bonds issued in connection with these Federal programs.
Since 1986, tax-exempt student loan bonds also may be issued to

finance State supplemental student loan programs. These programs
are not subject to the income limits applicable to Federally guaran-
teed student loan bonds.

Qualified issuers of tax-exempt bonds
In general, tax-exempt bonds must be issued by or "on behalf of

a State or local government. In addition, student loan bonds issued
in connection with the GSL and PLUS prop time may be issued di-
rectly by a "qualified scholarship funding corporation." A qualified
scholarship funding corporation is a not-for-profit corporation orga-
nized exclusively for the purpose of issuing student loan bonds to
acquire student loan notes incurred under the Higher Education
Act of 1965. Qualified scholarship funding corporations may not
issued supplemental student loan bonds.
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Arbitrage restrictions
All governmental and private activity bonds must satisfy restric-

tions on the amount of arbitrage profits that may be earned and
retained for the interest thereon to qualify for tax exemption. In
general, these restrictions limit the period in which bond proceeds
may be invested in materially higher yielding investments to (1)
certain prescribed temporary periods and (2) amounts invested as
part of a reasonably required reserve or replacement fund.

Bonds issued as a pooled financing (e.g., bonds used to make
loans to multiple parties) generally are limited to an initial tempo-
rary period of six months. A special exception applies to student
loan bonds issued in connection with the Federal GSL and PLUS
student loan programs. These bonds are eligible for an 18-month
initial temporary period when bond proceeds may be invested in
materially higher yielding investments. This special exception, en-
acted in 1986, is scheduled to expire with respect to bonds issued
after December 31, 1988.

Issuers of all governmental and private activity bonds generally
must rebate to the Federal Government all arbitrage profits earned
on investments of the bond proceeds that are unrelated to the gov-
ernmental purpose of the issue. An exception permits retention of
these arbitrage prof..s if all gross proceeds of the issue are spent
for the governmental purpose of the issue within ;six months after
the bonds are issued.

A special exception applies to student loan bonds issued in con-
nection with the Federal GSL and PLUS student loan programs. Is-
suers of these bonds may retain arbitrage profits earned in the 18-
month initial temporary period, described above, if the proceeds
are used to pay administrative costs of the student loan program
and costs of issuing the bonds. This exception applies only to the
extent such costs are financed with the bond proceeds and only to
the extent the issuer is not otherwise reimbursed. Interest pay-
ments by student borrowers are not treated as reimbursements for
this purpose.

Additionally, under a special provision of Treasury Department
regulations, costs paid from student-borrower interest payments
are not taken into account in determining the yield on student
loans. Thus, issuers of these student loan bonds may earn and
retain an amount up to two times their administrative costs and
costs of issuance without violating the present-law arbitrage re-
strictions. The special exemption from the arbitrage rebate require-
ment is scheduled to expire with respect to bonds issued after De-
cember 31, 1988.

Explanation of Proposal

S. 2149 (Senators Mitchell; Pryor, Durenberger, Boren, Danforth,
and Rockefeller)

S. 2149 would make permanent the special 18-month initial tem-
porary period when issuers of GSL- and PLUS-student loan bonds
may invest bond proceeds in nonpurpose investments without
regard to yield restrictions.
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The bill also would make permanent the special exemption from
the arbitrage rebate requirement under which issuers of these stu-
dent loan bonds may retain arbitrage profits to pay administrative
costs and costs of issuing the bonds.

Further, the bill would extend these two special exceptions to
supplemental student loan bonds and also would authorize quali-
fied scholarship funding corporations to issue supplemental student
loan bonds.

The bill would be effective on the date of enactment.
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III. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

A. Education Savings Bonds; Education Savings Accounts; and
National Education Savings Trust

A number of bills introduced in the 100th Congress would pro-
vide tax incentives for education by creating either education sav-
ings bonds (S. 1662 and S. 1817), education savings accounts (S.
1533, S. 1659, S. 1660, and S. 1661), or a national education savings
trust (S. 1572). Each of these bills would provide tax incentives to
encourage parents to save to finance the post-secondary education
of their children. These bills would provide either deferral of, or ex-
clusion from, tax for income that is used to finance qualified educa-
tional expenditures.

Deferral vs. exemption

Exempting income from taxation is always more valuable to the
taxpayer than deferring taxation on the same income. For exam-
ple, if $1,000 could be invested for 10 years to earn eight percent
annually and those earnings were exempt from taxation, this in-
vestment would have accumulated $1,158.93 in interest by the end
of the 10-year period. If the earnings instead were taxed annually
to a taxpayer at the 28-percent marginal tax rate, the accumulated
interest, net of taxes, would be $750.71 after 10 years. If the earn-
ings were not taxed annually, but rather the tax was deferred for
10 years and assessed on the accumulated interest at the end of the
10-year period, the value of the taxpayer's net earnings would be
$834.43. In this example, deferral increases the taxpayer's return
by 11.2 percent over the 10-year period compared to annual tax-
ation. Exemption is 38.9 percent more beneficial than deferral over
the same period.

The benefit of tax exemption generally is greater to a higher-
income taxpayer than a lower-income taxpayer, because the tax li-
ability saved per dollar of Tax-exempt income is greater for taxpay-
ers in higher tax brackets. The benefit of deferral depends not only
on the taxpayer's current tax rate, but also on his or her future taA.
rate. The benefit of deferral is increased for a taxpayer who cur-
rently is taxed at a high marginal rate, but who can defer the tax
liability until a lower marginal rate applies. The benefit of deferral
is decreased if the taxpayer currently iz taxed at a low marginal
rate and defers the tax liability to a year when a higher marginal
tax rate applies. In this circumstance, because of the taxpayer's
low initial tax rate, the taxes deferred may actually be worth less
than the taxes owed at the later date when the taxpayer is in a
higher tax bracket.

(20)
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Provisions of present law providing saving incentives
Present law contains various tax incentives for savings. While

not earmarked for education, these incentives may provide the op-
portunity to save for education expenses. Given the existence of
these tax-preferred savings instruments, some argue that addition-
al savings incentives are not justified.

For example, the interest en qualified bonds issued by State and
local governments is exempt from Federal income taxation. The in-
terest on U.S. Series EE savings bonds is taxed on a deferred basis.
Under certain circumstances, benefils accrued under a qualified
pension plan may be borrowed or withdrawn to pay education ex-
penses. Interest earned on a life insurance contract accrues annual-
ly (inside buildup). The interest income which has accrued to the
policy is subject to taxation on a tax-deferred basis. The policy
could be redeemed to pay education expenses. Alternatively, a loan
against the cash surrender value of a life insurance contract can be
used to pay education expenses, generally without current tax on
the inside buildup. Parents can establish a trust under section
2503(c) the income of which may be taxed at lower marginal tax
rates than the parents' rate; the trust can then be used to pay edu-
cation expenses. In addition, assets may be shifted to children and
receive the benefit of the children's lower marginal tax rates if the
children are over 14 years old.

Others argue that the existing tax incentives are insufficient to
encourage systematic, long-term saving for education expenses,
which have risen rapidly in recent years (see Appendix, below).
They argue that the national saving rate is too low and further in-
ducements to save are warranted. Moreover, they argue that the
economy would benefit from having a more educated, more skilled
labor force. Incentives for education would induce more individuals
to seek post-secondary education or training.

Who benefits from savings incentives for education?
The immediate beneficiaries of the tax incentives to save for edu-

cation provided by the bills are parents who want to fund future
education expenses of their children. By providing an exemption
from income, or a deferral of tax liability, the bills generally would
provide more benefit to higher-income taxpayers than to lower-
income taxpayers. Individuals without any income tax liability
would not receive any benefit from these proposals.

The recipients of the education also could benefit, because gener-
ally additional education or training increases an individual's earn-
ing potential. In addition, the recipients may benefit by completing
their education with a smaller burden of debt than they otherwise
would have incurred. However, some would argue that to the
extent these incentives would not lead to more individuals enroll-
ing in post-secondary education or training programs, there would
be no benefit to the recipients since they would have obtained the
training even if no such incentives were enacted

lome of the benefit of the incentives may accrue to the educa-
tional institutions and their employees, rather than to the taxpay-
ers and their children. Some believe that such incentives, by in-
creasing the demand for post-secondary education, would drive up
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the prices that educational institutions and their employees charge
for their services. To that extent, higher prices could transfer the
benefit from the taxpayer to the educational institution.

The benefit the parents may receive from tax exemption or de-
ferral can significantly increase the rate of return on saving for
education. This higher return might induce parents to save money
for their children's education that they otherwise would not. If so,
this inducement could increase the national saving rate, leading to
greater economic growth.

Equity considerations
Some believo it is inappropriate to permit any taxpayer an ex-

emption, full or partial, for interest on savings for education. Such a
full or partial exemption is equivalent to a deduction for tuition
costs. They argue that such a deduction more often benefits higher-
income taxpayers than lower-income taxpayers, and that it is inap-
propriate to extend tax incentives to save to higher-income taxpay-
ers because they already possess the means to save for their chil-
dren's education without added inducement. Others argue that the
costs of education have risen for everyone and that broadly applica-
ble tax incentives are justified.

Benefits for higher-income taxpayers could be restricted in a
number of ways. The amount of the annual contribution could be
limited. For example, S. 1533 and S. 1572 limit the amount of
annual contributions that may be deducted and phase out the de-
duction for higher-income taxpayers. Similarly, S. 1817 would not
permit exemption of the earnings of education savings bonds for
taxpayers with adjusted gross income in excess of $150,000, and
would provide only partial exclusion for taxpayers with adjusted
gross income between $75,000 and $150,000. However, even for
these taxpayers, the benefit of tax deferral remains.

Credits for annual contributions, rather than deductions, could
be utilized. For example, S. 1659 and S. 1661 would provide a tax
credit for contributions made to an education savings account of
the intended beneficiary. In general, a credit provides the same re-
duction in tax to all taxpayers regardless of their tax rate. Depend-
ing upon the size of the credit, the credit could be more or less gen-
erous than a deduction. However, deductions and credits, if not re-
fundable, provide no benefit to individuals who have no tax liabil-ity.

Limiting the ability of higher-income taxpayers to benefit from
exemption does not necessarily remove the benefit of deferral. S.
1662 would limit the annual tax deferral for all taxpayers to the
deferral of the tax which would be due on no more than $1,000 of
education savings bonds.

Some who believe that the benefit of the incentives accrues to
the recipients of the education feel it is unfair that the recipient
does not pay tax on at least a portion of the benefits received. They
suggest that some of the benefits granted to current taxpayers
should be recaptured from the taxpayers' children upon the com-
pletion of their education. For example, S. 1659, S. 1660, and S.
1661 each would recapture at least part of the benefits by adding to
the taxable income of the child 10 percent of the benefits, in 10
equal installments starting in the year the child reaches age 25.
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From a family's perspective, these bills would provide deferral of
tax liability. However, from the parents' perspective, the benefit
would be one of exclusion from income, because the deferred tax
would be collected from the children. If the parents view the educa-
tion savings account as full or partial exclusion, the bill would pro-
vide a clear incentive to establish these accounts. If the parents
take the family perspective, the benefit of deferral depends, in
part, upon the rate at which the tax is deferred and the rate at
which the tax is ultimately due. Most typically, children are sub-
ject to lower tax rates upon their completion of post-secondary
training than their parents face. When this is true, deferral can
carry a substantial benefit. The benefit of deferral will be greater if
the deferred amounts are taxed at a lower rate than the rate that
would apply if such amounts were included in the parents' income.
When the children are subject to higher tax rates than their par-
ents, the benefit of deferral decreases but is not necessarily elimi-
nated.

Some would view the concept of assigning the ultimate tax liabil-
ity to the children as appropriate because it is the children who re-
ceive the benefit of the education. On the other hand, assigning the
tax liability to the children may increase the financial burden of
young individuals. For example, $50,000 in college expenses would
be assigned to the child beginning at age 25. If the child is taxed at
the 15-percent marginal tax rate, tax liability would be increased
by $750 per year. The child would owe $1,400 per year in additional
taxes at a 28- percent marginal rate. Some would argue that this is
appropriate, since a higher income could result from a greater ben-
efit received from education. However, since the typical case is for
the parents' income to exceed their children's income, this would
be a regressive shift of the tax burden.

An additional consideration in taxing the educational benefit to
the child is administrative complexity. One or more taxpayers may
contribute to the account of a single beneficiary; the taxable por-
tion of the benefits must be traced to the beneficiary at age 25,
which is three years beyond the age at which the average college
student graduates. Distributions not expended on education create
a tax liability for the contributors. This could create significant en-
forcement burdens for the IRS, which would be required to identify
the contributors to whom the tax liability applies and the portion
of liability applicable to each contributor.

Savings incentives for education and the national savings rate
Some argue that, as a nation, we save too little. All the above-

des,ribed bills would increase the after-tax return for savings,
there! y making saving a relatively more attractive option than
current consumption. As a result, the taxpayer may choose to save
more. However, if the taxpayer saves with certain goals or target
amounts in mind, increasing the net return to saving could lead
the taxpayer to save less because the same amount could be saved
with a smaller investment of principal. For example, a taxpayer in
the 28-percent marginal bracket may set aside $1,300 today to help
defray tuition expenses 15 years from now. If the taxpayer's invest-
ment earns eight percent annually and those earnings are taxed
annually, 15 years from now his investment will be worth $3,000. If
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the taxpayer could defer the tax owed on the earnings for 15 years,
an investment of only $1,025 today would be worth $3,000 15 years
from now. Empirical investigation of the responsiveness of personal
saving to after-tax returns provides no conclusive results. Some
find personal saving responds strongly to increases in the net
return,' while others find little or a negative response.8

Creating new tax-favored saving arrangements does not necessar-
ily create new saving. The higher net return and the increased
awareness of the need to save for college expenses which could
arise from the private market advertising for education savings ac-
counts or the sale of education savings bonds could induce taxpay-
ers to save more. On the other hand, the taxpayer might merely
transfer existing savings accounts into a tax-advantaged education
account. The proposed structure for education savings bonds, edu-
cation savings accounts, and the education savings trust is similar
in structure to present-law deductible and nondeductible individual
retirement accounts ("IRA"). Some believe that IRAs have been re-
sponsible for new saving, i.e., saving which would not otherwise
have occurred.9 Others argue that IRAs have for the most part
been financed by taxpayers either shifting funds from their exist-
ing holdings of securities into IRAs, or by placing in IRAs funds
which they would have saved anyway.1° In addition, it would be
possible to finance the account with borrowed funds, in which case
no net saving would occur. a home equity loan were used, the
interest on the borrowed funds would be deductible as well.

As discussed above, some of the bills would limit the ability of
higher-income taxpayers to utilize fully all of the incentives. Expe-
rience with IRAs prior to the restrictions imposed by the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 on contributions by higher-income individuals
indicated that although many lower-income individuals contributed
to IRAs, the percentage of participatio i was greatest among
higher-income taxpayers. Higher-income taxpayers made larger
contrib' tions as well. Taxpayers with adjusted gross incomes in
excess of $50,000 constituted approximately 29 percent of all IRA
contributors, but accounted for more than 35 percent of 1985 IRA
contributions.

Distributions for expenses other than education
It may be possible for taxpayers to use these incentives to accu-

mulate more funds than they need to meet post-secondary educa-
ti ')n expenses. The bills establishing education saving accounts or
the National Education Saving Trust would include in the income
of the contributors their pro rata share of any distributions from
the accounts which are not spent on qualified education expenses.
In addition, each bill would provide for an additional 10-percent
income tax on such distributions to recapture partially the tax ben-

7 See M Boekin, "Taxation, Saving, and the Rate of Interest," Journal of Political Economy,
April 1978, 86.

See G. von Furstenberg, "Saving," in H Aaron and J. Pechman (eds.), How Taxes Aject
Economic Behavior, Brookings Instiution, 1981.

See, Venti, Steven F. and David A. Wise, "The Evidence on IRAs," Tax Notes, vol. 38, Janu-
ary 025, 1988, pp. 411-16.

See chilper, Harvey and Charles Bryce, "Individual Retirement Accounts: Facts and
Issues," fax Notes, vol. 31, &me 2, 1986, pp. 917-21.
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efit or deferral for such distributions. S. 1572 would increase the
additional tax to 20 percent if the distribution occurs after the
named beneficiary's 25th birthday.

Establishing an account or buying education saving bonds could
be advantageous for taxpayers even if they have no intention of
funding post-secondary education for their children. This is because
of the benefit of tax deferral that the accounts would provide. For
example, for a taxpayer with a 28-percent marginal tax rate, $1,000
of income would leave $720 available after tax to be saved. If this
amount is invested to earn eight percent annually and the earn-
ings are taxed annually, at the end of 10 years the taxpayer will
have $1,260.51. If, however, the taxpayer can deduct the $1,000 and
accumulate the interest tax-free, at the end of 10 years he or she
will have $2,158.93. After including the distribution in income, sub-
ject to the additional 10-percent tax, the taxpayer would net
$1,338.54 (six percent more than if the account had not been used).
The result would be different if the initial contribution is not de-
ductible.

In both S. 1662 and S. 1817, the education savings bonds would
be registered to the purchaser. The purchaser need not have chil-
dren to buy the bond. If not used for qualified education expenses,
the proceeds would be taxed as ordinary income in the year in
which the bond is redeemed. These bonds could become vehicles for
saving for purposes other than financing education, because they
offer any taxpayer the advantage of tax deferral on his or her in-
vestment. While an IRA currently offers the benefit of tax deferral,
a penalty is imposed for withdrawal before retirement age. As a
result, these bonds should be a more preferred saving instrument.

S. 1662 would moderate this potential effect by limiting the
annual tax deferral to interest on the first $1,000 of such bonds. In
addition, S. 1662 would require that no interest be paid on any
bond held longer than 20 years. On the other hand, S. 1662 would
exempt from taxation the accumulated interest if the taxpayer died
or became disabled. To the extent that taxpayers use these bonds
as a general saving instrument at the expense of Federal revenues,
they could operate as an inefficient means of aiding education.

Some might argue that providing the tax benefit of deferral
when the proceeds are not spent on education is inappropriate. The
penalties in the bills may be sufficient to keep taxpayers from
using these tax preferred instruments for expenses other than edu-
cation. However, the penalties also could discourage taxpayers
from using these instruments. Many high school graduates do not
go on to coilege or other formal post-secondary training. If parents
established these tax-preferred accounts or purchased education
savings bonds, they would not know if their children will gain ad-
mittance to college. If their children do not enroll in a post-second-
ary education program, the parents would be subject to the penal-
ties. Depending upon the size of the potential penalties compared
to the tax saving, this ccald create a financial risk the parents
would not want to assume. This could lead to the accounts being
established by those who are most sure that their children will be
going on to college. These parents are also most likely to save for
college expenses in the absence of tax incentives.
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On the other hand, parents who establish accounts might more
readily encourage their children to seek post-secondary training.
This additional training could be valuable to the economy as a
whole.

Other issues in saving for post-secondary education

Investment of the account or trust monies
S. 1533, S. 1659, S. 1660, and S. 1661 would create individually

directed saving accounts. The contributor could direct the trustee
to invest in stock, bonds, etc. S. 1572, S. 1662, and S. 1817 would
require that proceeds be invested in Federal securities or Federally
backed securities. Typically, Federal securities generate lower aver-
age earnings than corporate stock or other financial instruments.
Some would argue that restricting investment to lower-earning se-
curities would diminish the incentive effect of a savings plan. In
addition, they argue that freedom of choice would allow parents to
earn higher yields and thereby more easily accumulate the neces-
sary funds to meet post-secondary education expenses.

On the other hand, Federal securities are risk-free. Funds saved
for education through Federal securities are assured of having
their full face value plus accumulated interest available for future
education expenses. The stock market and other investments are
inherently risky and neither principal nor earnings are assured;
thus, parents could accumulate less money than needed for their
children's education.

For many taxpayers, the interest on the education savings bonds
would be exempt from tax, or at least are more favorably taxed
than other income. At the same time, the interest the bonds would
pay could be significantly higher than that offered by existing tax-
exempt bonds." If so, such bonds would provide strong direct com-
petition for the municipal bond market. This could force States and
municipalities to offer higher yields to attract lenders, thereby in-
creasing borrowing costs of State and local governments.

Other financial aid
Children of parents who have not accumulated sufficient funds to

pay for college expenses are often eligible for other financial aid,
either private or governmental (see the Appendix, below, for infor-
mation on Pell grants, Perkins Loans, Guaranteed Student Loans,
etc.). In general, eligibility for this aid depends upon parents' cur-
rent income and parents' accumulated assets. The greater the par-
ents' income and the greater their accumulated assets, the less
likely the student will qualify for financial aid. Reducing the
amount or likelihood of Federal or other aid to the student imposes
an implicit tax on the accumulation of assets. This might reduce
the effectiveness of these bills in stimulating saving for college edu-
cation.

S.
" Under S. 1662, the bonds would pay the Federal long-term rate S. 1817 does not authorize

the Treasury to issue a new series of bonds, but rather would permit purchasers to qualif) by
purchasing any existing Treasury issue The 'Treasury currently issues, as Series EE bonds,
bonds whose interest earnings are not taxable until the bonds are redeemed. Thus, the existing
Series EE bonds provide the benefit of deferral.
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S. 1572 explicitly would require that the proceeds of an educa-
tional savings trust not be included in any coiaputation of Federal,
state, or private financial aid. While this removes the implicit pen-
alty on accumulation it also means that certain programs designed
to aid lower-income families may be opened to high - income fami-
lies.

Some would argue that it is appropriate to ask those who are
wealthier to assume a greater burden of the expense of education
from their own sources. Others would respond that this encourages
people not to save for their children's education but rather to rely
on subsidies provided by Federal, State and private programs, and
it unfairly burdens those parents who do sacrifice to save for their
children's education.

Definition of education &pew
In general, the bills would provi-7.e savings incentives for

amounts of qualified education expenses, including tuition, fees,
and reasonable room and board expenses. S. 1817 would exclude ex-
pensec for room and board. Some would argue that since parents
would provide for their children's room and board if they did not
go away to school, it is inappropriate to provide tax benefits for
these expenses; also, it can be argued that these are not expenses
incurred directly for education purposes. In addition, they argue it
would be unfair because parents whose children continue to live at
home do not receive the same benefit. On the other hand, expenses
for room and board typically cost more if one lives away from
home. For children who do not attend a local college, such expenses
are necessary if they are to receive the postsecondary training.
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B. Ded9etion for Interest on Education Loans
S. 628 would permit the full amount of interest on qualified edu-

cation loans to be deducted by individuals as an itemized deduc-
tion. To the extent dedu' i Ji lity reduces the cost of debt associated
with education expenses this provision may reduce the cost of edu-
cation and thereby make college more affordable to a greater
number of individuals. Also it is argued that student loans often
impose a heavy burden on graduates at the beginning of their ca-
reers; interest deductibility under the bill may ameliorate this
burden.

S. 628 would reduce education costs only to the extent that debt
is incurred. Because the bill may reduce the effective cost of debt
relative to other financing methods, opponents may argue that in-
terest deductibility might encourage students to assume additional
debt instead of using current earnings or previous savings for edu-
cation expenses.

Further, it is argued that the deductibility of student loan inter-
est might benefit predominantly middle- and upper-income taxpay-
ers, since college graduates generally earn higher levels of income
than individuals who do not attend college. Because educational
loan interest would. only be deductible by itemizers, and he per-
centage of individuals who itemize incre& is with income, higher-
income taxpayers may benefit more than lower-income individuals.
In addition, the value of the deduction would be greatest for tax-
payers in the highest bracket. Also, the highest level of loans gen-
erally would be obtained by students who continue on with profes-
sional or graduate education and who typically would have the
highst income levels during the repayment period."

On the other hand, some argue that the benefits of deductibility
would accrue more to lower- and middle-income individuals be-
cause higher-income individuals may not need to borrow to finance
education costs. To the extent that higher-income students would
borrow to take advantage of the deduction while spending their re-
sources on other goods or services, however, this argument may not
be as persuasive.

Some believe that interest deductibility is desirable to alleviate
the excessive burden that student loan repayments place on some
graduates." To the extent any excessive burden stems from low
income or unemployment rather than high levels of debt, the effect
of deductibility of interest payments might provide limited relief.

" The Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program limits aggregate loans at $17,250 for under-
graduates and $54,750 for graduate and professional -tudents

13 For 1984 graduates of four-year educational institutions with educational debt and who
held full-time jobs the year after graduation, a third had debt repayments amounting to more
than six percent of pre-tax income in the first year of repayment. Ten percent of the graduates
had repayments greater than 10 percent IN income See Cathy Henderson, "College Debts of
Recent Graduates,' American Council on Education, December 1987.

(28)
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For Federally subsidized loans, a reduction in repayment rates or
increased deferments might be of greater value in reducing the
burden on lower-income graduates than would interest deductibil-
ity." Similarly, some argue that high debt levels and correspond-
ingly high after-tax interest payments prevent graduates from ac-
cepting lower-paytng public service jobs.

Individuals who incurred debt for educational purposes prior to the
Tax Reform Act of 1986 may have expected to be able to deduct
interest charges when the debt was to be repaid. Some consider the
phase-out of the personal interest deduction enacted in 1986 as
placing an unfair, additional burden on these individuals that
could not have been expected when the deiA, was incurred. Others
respond, however, that the phase-out applies to interest on all per-
sonal debt, not just that on student loans.

According to one study, 43 percent of graduates of four-year insti-
tutions of higher education in 1984 had borrowed money for educa-
tional expenses," Of 1984 graduates who borrowed funds, the aver-
age indebtedness was $5,470. For the average debtor, interest de-
ductibility under the bill would reduce the net-of-tax loan repay-
ment cost by a maximum of $72 in any year when compared to
present law; the maximum present value reduction in the total cost
of education from the year of enrollment would be under $350."

In another example, a 1987 college graduate who had accumulat-
ed the four-year GSL maximum tots 1 debt of $13,250 (um" zr
present law) would receive, from the enactment of S. 628, no more
than $20(. of tax benefits in any year; the present value of the tax
benefits due to the bill would be less than $1,050. Likewise, the ov-
erage 1987 entering freshman who borrows for educational purposes
is projected to accumulate a total educational debt of $11,360.
The tax benefit for this 1991 graduate would not exceed $250 in the
first year of repayment, while the present value of the c benefits
would be under $1,200. If the student is not able to ... r.mize for
some years of debt repayment, the benefit might be significantly
lower.

'4 The GSL program already pre./ides several deferments, including up to two years due to
unemployment and for periods of s iditional study

15 The dato in this paragraph ace based on an analysis of the Department of Education "1986
Recent College Graduate Survey' presented in Henderson, supra. The analysis omits graduates
who were at the time enrolled in a further degree program.

le These calculations assume it nominal interest rate on the loan of eight percent, that debt is
treated as a GSL with defermet.+ until six months after graduatior. and a ten-year repayment
period, and that in each repayment poiod year the borrower itemizes and is in the 28-percent
marginal tax bracket. It also is &animal that the borrower graduates in four years. Present
values are are calculate: using a five-perceet annual discount rate and using the initial year of
enrollment as the base year. This makes the ?resent value amounts comparable to total college
costa discounted to the freshman year.

'7 This projection is based on an 11-percent gro with in the average 1984 graduate debt level
Ice Henderson, supra).
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C. Ei..oloyer-Provided Educational Assistance
S. 39 would reinstate the prior-law exclusion (sec. 127 of the

Code) from income and employment taxes for employer-provided
educational assistance; this exclusion expired at the end of 1987.
Under present law. the value of employer-provided education that
relates directly to he taxpayer's current job remains excludable;
however, the value of expenses of training for a new job or occupa-
tion is not excludable.

The prior-law exclusion for employer-provided educational assist-
ance can be viewed as a means for advancing the goal of increased
educational opportunities. In this view, encouraging employers to
retrain employees for new jobs or careers is an efficient means to
increase the skills and productivity of the workforce. Education
which employers provide is more likely to be of direct economic
value to both the employee and the firm. Some belie' -e, however,
that the most useful employer-provided expenditures already are
excludable as job-related education expenses.

Some also could argue that :he ;rior-law exclusion provided tax
benefits in an unfair manner. An individual who incurred non-job-
related education expenses directly would not be entitled to a deduc-
tion for such expenses, while an individual covered by an employer-
provided plan would be able to exclude from income the same ex-
penses.

Compared to the excludability of job-related expenses, an exclu-
sion for all employer-provided educational assistance arguably pro-
vides a greater benefit to less-skilled individuals. Higher-income,
higher-skilled employees often can more easily justify educational
expenses as related to their current job while, for example, a clerk
may have difficulty in justifying most edtwational expenses as di-
rectly related to his or her current job.

Others believe that the section 127 exclusion would favor higher-
income individuals, in part because exclusions are more valuable to
higher-income taxpayers. Also, the exclusion might be utilized to a
greater extent by higher - income taxpayers. Nondiscrimination
rules would help ensure that lower-income taxpayers also benefit,
though not necessarily to the same extent.

The section 127 exclusion was viewed by some as a method to
avoid considerable uncertainty for employers and employees re-
garding eligible job-related educational expenditures. Many believe
that it is administratively difficult for taxpayers and the IRS to dis-
tinguish job-related from other educational expenses, and that the
prior-law exclusion provided a useful simplification. Others believe
that if the prior-law exclusion is not reinstated, the IRS could pro-
vide additional guidance defining job-related education.

1301
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D. Certain Student Loan Bonds

Exception to arbitrage rebate rules
Typically, student loan bon& are issued by qualified scholar-

ship funding corporations or other issuers which have been specifi-
cally created to administer these programs. Generally, qualified
scholarship funding corporations do not receive direct assistance
from State governmenta. Recognizing this fact, Congress permitted
these issuers to utilize arbitrage earned on their bond issues to fi-
nance their operations for a transitional period while they sought
more permanent financing from the State government or other
sources. Since arbitrage earnings on the issue of tax-exempt securi-
ties largely come at the expense of lost Federal revenue, this spe-
cial exemption is equivalent to the Federal Government funding
the operation of these independent corporations. S. 2149 would
make permanent this implicit Federal funding of these independ-
ent corporations.

Some argue that Federal funding of these corporations is appro-
priate because they administer the operation of Federal education
assistance programs (the GSL and PLUS education loans). Since
the benefas derived from higher education do not accrue to any
one State, but to the nation as a whole, Federal assistance to these
corporations links program costs to program benefits. In addition,
or rating these loan programs through corporations at the State
level decentralizes the administration of the programs and places it
closer to those receiving the loans. This decentralization can create
opportunities for experimentation at the State level and also may
facilitate monitoring of the program. Permitting these corporations
to finance themselves through arbitrage earnings removes their
budgets from the political process and assures their continued
smooth functioning.

Others argue that while the Federal Government provides inter-
est subsidies for GSL and PLUS loans, these programs are State-
administered programs which direct the loans to State residents.
Since the immediate benefits are directed to State residents, the
States should pay the administration costs. The purpose of these
Federal programs is to utilize tax-exempt bonds to lower the bor-
rowing costs of eligible students, not to provide an indirect subsidy
to prograi., operating expenses. Early issuance of tax-exempt bonds
to maximize profits is inefficient. The cost of arbitrage to the Fed-
eral Government is greater than the revenue lost to an equal incre-
mental issue of tax-exempt bonds used to lower student borrowing
costs.

In addition, it is argued that financing the operation of these cor-
porations by arbitrage earnings removes the administration of
these programs from Federal or State budgetary oversight. Unlim-
ited use of arbitrage earnings permits the corporations to deter-

(311
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mine their own administrative budget. Lastly, making permanent
this transitional exception would establish for these private corpo-
rations more favorable arbitrage rules than those that apply to any
other tax-exempt bond. Por example, State and local governments
are not permitted such treatment on their general obligation
bonds.

Issuance of supplemental student loan bonds
States may issue supplemental student loan bonds as private ac-

tivity bonds S. 2149 would permit private corporations to issue
bonds which are presently the purview of the States. In addition,
by extending the exception from arbitrage rebate rules to these cor-
porations, the bill would implicitly fund the administration of State
supplemental student loan program with foregone Federal reve-
nues.

Some believe that consolidating these programs would lower
overall administrative costs. In addition, exempting the State sup-
plemental student loan bonds fro... arbitrage rules would further
the Federal goal of providing low-cost funding for post-secondary
education.

Opponents argue that while GSL and PLUS loans both carry ex-
plicit Federal subsidies and guarantees, the State supplemental
student loan bords do not. Moreover, the loans made from the pro-
ceeds of supplemental student loan bonds are not subject to the
Federally mandated income targetting rules. Since the supplemen-
tal student loans are purely a State program, and do not necessari-
ly fulfill Federal policy goals of aiding lower-income families, it
may be inappropriate to finance the administration of the State
program through the Federal revenue loss which arbitrage gener-ates.
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APPENDIX

Direct Aid to Students for Post-Secondary Education

Background
Throughout the 1980's, more than 12 million students have en-

rolled annually in post - secondary education or training programs,
with approximately 80 percent enrolled in public institutions and
20 percent in private institutions. From the average high school
graduating class, 65.8 percent enroll in some form of post-secondary
education or training program at some point in the four years fol-
lowing their high school graduation. During this period, 45.2 per-
cent attend a four-year college or university, 27.9 percent attend a
two-year college, and 7.6 percent attend a vocational or technical
training school.'

In every year since 1981, the costs of attending a two- or four-
year college have risen faster than the rate of inflation; by con-
trast, in the late 1970's college costs lagged behind inflation. As
Table 1 below details, since 1976 college tuition and fees generally
have risen 30 percent more than the economy's overall prim level.
For the 1975-76 'academic year, th3 total cost of attending a four-
year private college averaged $4,391 (tuition of $2,240) and the total
cost of attending a four-year public college averaged $2,679 (tuition
of $578). For the 1986-87 academic year, the comparable total cost
figure had risen to $10,199 (tuition of $5,793) for a four-year private
college and to $5,604 (tuition of $1,337) for a four-year public col-
lege.

' Center for Education Statistics, The Condition of Education 1987 The subcategories rio not
add to 658 percent because an individual may be counted in more than one category. For txttni-
ple, a student might attend a junior college before attending a four-year college

(33)
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Table 1.-Annual Percentage Change in Average College Costs, 1976-1987

Year '

2-year colleges 4-year colleges Change
in

Con-
sumer
Price
Index
(CPI)

Public Private Public Private

Tuition
and fees

Total
cost of
resident
students

Tuition
and fees

Total
cost of
resident
students

Talon
and fees

Total
cost of
resident
students

Tuition
and fees

Total
cost of

resident
students

1977 28.6 1.8 5.3 5.9 7.4 4.1 4.0 4.0 6.5
1978 0.5 3.9 4.1 2.8 0.0 4.2 6.3 5.3 7.7
1979 4.9 4.5 6.5 6.2 4.8 5.1 6.9 6.2 11.8
1980 -4.7 3.5 5.9 6.7 4.5 6.7 10.4 8.1 18.5
1981 19.3 13.1 1.8 8.8 3.8 4.6 12.2 10.1 10.4

1.1 3.4 26.6 22.0 16.0 13.6 13.1 13.2 6.1
1988 26.9 10.3 -5.5 2.6 19.5 13.3 8.4 8.6 3.2
1984 4.4 8.6 24.5 15.0 12.9 7.6 15.1 12.9 4.8
1985 -3.7 3.4 10.0 6.9 1.9 3.4 8.4 6.9 8.6
1986 10.2 2 NA 9.3 8.9 10.3 8.9 8.0 7.1 1.9
1987 0.6 2 NA 5.1 4.7 7.6 5.5 6.9 5.6 3.7
1976-1987 120.2 2 NA 136.7 118.3 131.2 109.2 158.6 132.2 99.6

I Change is measured from preceding year. Hence, 1979 measures the change from 1978 to 1911.
' Not available.

Source: S. Boren, "Selected Tables and Readings Related to College Costs," Congressional Rernarch Service, September 16, 1P87.
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Federal direct aid to post-secondary students

Pell Grants
Pell Grants provide a foundation of financial aid, to which aid

from other Federal and non - Federal sources may be added. To
qualify, the student must be an undergraduate enrolled at least
half-time. In addition, the student or his or her parents must satis-
fy a needs test based on the student's or parents' current income
and accumulated assets.

The maximum award for the 1987-88 academic year is $2,100; no
repayment is required. Pell Grants are usually limited to providing
assistance for five years of study. Pell Grants are awarded without
regard to the school the student chooses to attend.

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants
A Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant ("SEOG") is an

award for undergraduates with exceptional financial need, with
priority given to Pell Grant recipients. As a grant, it does not have
to be repaid.

The maximum SEOG is $4,000 per year. The size of the grant a
student receives depends upon need and the availability of SEOG
funds at the school. Financial need is determined by reference to
the Uniform Methodology.2 The Uniform Methodology makes a dif-
ferent calculation of need than does the Pell Grant, but like the
Pell Grant bases its calculation on the student's or his or her par-
ents' current income and accumulated assets.

College Work-Study
The College Work-Study ("CWS") Program provides wage subsi-

dies to colleges for jobs held by undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents who need financial aid. The student must be paid at least the
Federal minimum wage, but may be paid more depending upon the
type of work. A student's award of CWS funds depends upon need
as determined by the Uniform Methodology, the availability of
funds at the school, and other sources of aid.

Perkins Loans
Perkins Loans, formerly National Direct Student Loans, are low-

interest loans (cu-rently five percent) to students for post-second-
ary undergraduate or graduate education. Eligibility is needs-tested
based on the Uniform Metho iology.

The student may borrow up to $4,500 if enrolled in a vocational
program c.: if he or she has completed less than two years of a pro-
gram leading to a bachelor's degree; up to $18,000 if the student
has completed two years of study toward a bachelor's degree; and
up to $18,000 for graduate or professional study. This latter total
includes any Perkins Loans recnIved to finance undergraduate
studies.

No payment of principal or interest is required until nine
months after the student graduates or leaves school. Interest pay-

Set S. Boren, "Provisions of the Pell Grant Family Contribution Schedule and the Uniform
Methodology As Contained in the Higher Education Amendments of 1986," Congressional Re-
search &rviie, July 9,1981
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ments may be deferred thereafter under certain circumstances,
such as service in the _etrmed Forces. The oorrower has up to 10years to repay.

Guaranteed Student Loans
A Guaranteed Student Loan ("GSL") is a low-interest loan made

to the student by a private lender such as a bank; these loans areinsured by a State guarantee agency and reinsured by the Federal
Government. The interest rate for GSLs commencing July 1, 1988will be eight percent. The Federal Government pays a special al-
lowance to lenaers to bring the GSL borrower's rate up to approxi-
mately the fair market rate. Eligibility is determined by the Uni-
form Methodology. The GSL program is a needs-tested entitlement
program, the only entitlements program in the Department of Edu-cation.

Depending upon need, the student may borrow up to $2,625 per
year if a first- or second-year undergraduate student; up to $4,000 if
two years of undergraduate study have been completed; and up to$7,500 per year if a graduate student. As an undergraduate, the
total amount of GSL debt the student may have outstanding is
$17,250. The total for graduate study is $54,750, including loans re-ceived as an undergraduate.

Loan repayments begin six months after the completion of study.
Loan payments may be deferred under certain circumstances. The
Federal Government makes interest payments on &half of the stu-
dent while the student is enrolled in school and during deferral
periods. The lender must permit at least five years and may allow
up to 10 years to repay.

PLUS Loans and Supplemental Loans for Students
PLUS loans are for parent borrowers and Supplemental Loansfor Students ("SLS") are for independent student borrowers. Like

GSLs, they are made by private lenders to the parents or the stu-dent. SLS and PLUS loans carry a variable interest rate, adjusted
annually. The variable rate is based on the bond equivalent rate of
the 52 week Treasury-bill plus 3.25 pecentage points. For the 1987-
88 academic year, the interest rate is 10.27 percent. PLUS and SLS
loans are not needs-based.

The loans are insured by the State guarantee agency and rein-sured by the Federal Government. Unlike GSL loans, the Federal
Government does not pay interest during deferral periods. The only
direct Federal subsidy, aside from insuring defaults, occurs if the
calculated interest rate for PLUS and SLS loans rises above 12 per-
cent. In that circumstance, the loan rate is capped at 12 percentand the Federal Government pays a special allowance to lenders.

PLUS enables parents to borrow no more than $4,000 per year,
up to a total of $20,000, for each child who is enrolled at least half-
time. Under SLS, graduate students and independent undergradu-
ates may borrow no more than $4,000 per year, up to a total of
$20,000. This amount is in addition to the GSL

State Student Incentive Grants
State Student Incentive Grants provide grants to those Stateswhich establish a scholarship program and use State funds to

11
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match the Federal funds. The maximum grant a student may re-
ceive under this program is $2,500. The States establish the eligibil-
ity criteria.

Scope of dire . aid to students
In addition to Federal aid, direct aid is available to post-second-

ary students from State programs and frvm private institutions.
Table 2, below, shows the trend in direct aid to students since 1970.
Since 1975, total aid available and institutional aid have risen
roughly at the rate of overall inflation, but somewhat less than the
more rapidly rising college costs. Because total enrollment in insti-
tutions of higher education has risen from 11.2 million to 12.2 mil-
lion, student aid per enrolled student has not kept up with the
overall inflation rate.3

Table 2.Sources of Student Aid to Higher Education, Selected
Schocl Years 1970-71 to 1985-86

[In million of dollars]

Source 1970-71 1975-76 1980-81 1985-86

Federal student aid:
Pell grants 936 2,387 3,749
SEOG grants 134 201 366 396
College work study 227 295 658 693
Perkins loans 240 460 695 841
Guaranteed student loans,

PLUS, and SLS 1,015 1,267 6,201 9,411
State student incentive

grants 20 76 76

Subtotal 1,616 3,179 10,383 15,166

Other Federal aid:
Veterans 1,121 4,180 1,714 746
Social Security 499 1,093 1,883 0
Other aid 109 180 190 1 NA

Institutionally awarded aid. 965 1,435 2,138 3,426

State grant programs 236 490 81, 1,374

Total 4,495 10,486 17,099 21,008

, Not available.
Source: S. Boren, "Selected Tables and Readings Related to College Costs,"

Congressional Research Service, September 16, 1987.

3 S. Boren, "Selected Tables- and Readings Related to College Cost," Congressional Research
Service, September 16, 1987.
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Table 2 indicates that loans are thu fastest growing component of
Federal aid. However, the growth of total borrowing does not neces-
sarily imply that real indebtedness of students has increased.

Table 3 shows that while the number of students receiving Fed-
erally sponsored loans has increased substantially, the average
GSL and Perkins loans, measured in constant dollars, has de-
creased slightly. More students are using Federally sponsored loans
rather than each student taking a larger loan. On a per-student
basis, this suggests that nonloan direct aid to students has declined
even more.

Table 3.Post-Secondary Student Borrowing by Program,
Selected School Years 1970-71 to 1985-86

[Numbs' of loans in thousands]

Program 1970-71 1975-76 1980-81 1985-86

Guaranteed Student Loans
Number of loans 1,017 922 2,899 3,640
Average loan:

Current dollars $998 $1,374 $2,134 $2,277
Constant 1986 dollars $2,824 $2,784 $2,770 $2,333

Perkins Loans
Number of loans 452 690 813 854
Average loan:

Current dollars $532 $667 $853 $880
Constant 1986 dollars $1,505 $1,351 $1,107 $902

PLUS Loans
Number of loans 1 NA 1 NA 6 212
Average loan:

Current dollars ' NA 1 NA $2,333 $2,585
Constant 1986 dollars 1 NA 1 NA $3,029 $2,649

1 Not applicable.

Source: J. Hansen, "Student Loans: Are They Overburdening A Generation?"
College Entrance Examination Board, February 1987.
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Table 4 indicates that student debt, from all sources, has risen as
a percentage of college costs. In conjunction with Table 3 data, this
might suggest that non-Federally sponsored borrowing has in-
creased in importanze.

Table 4.Comparison of Cumulative Debts of 1977 and 1984
College Graduates

1977 Graduates 1984 Graduates

Public Private Public Private

Average cumulative debts $2,348 $3,114 $4,970 $6,350

Average cost of 4 years of
college $10,500 $17,900 $17,100 $32,500

Debts as percentage of costs 22 17 29 20

Notes: Based on Department of Education surveys of college Fraduates. Cumula-
tive debt is defined as total educational debt from all sources Data only includes
fulime employed graduates of four-year institutions who incurred some positive
amouilt of educational debt.

Source C Henderson, "College Debts of Recent Graduates," American Council
on Education, December 1987

Tax expenditures for education
Present law contains several provisions which directly benefit

education and training. For example, scholarship and fellowship
income is excluded from taxation (up to certain limitations). Par-
ents may claim an exemption for students age 19 or over. The in-
terest on State and local governs: t student loan bonds is tax-
exempt. Contributions to educational institutions are tax-deductible
for itemizers, subject to certain limitations. Over the next five
years, fiscal years 1989-1993, the various tax expenditures related
to education and training are estimated to be worth $17.2 billion.4

' Joint Committee on Taxation, Estimates of Federal Tax Expenditures for Fiscal Years 198.9-
1.994 (JCS-3-88). March g, 1988

0
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TESTIMONY BY SENATOR ROBERT T. STAFFORD BEFORE THE FINANCE

COMMITTEE ON THE CONSIDERATION OF TAX INCENTIVES FOR EDUCATION

SAVINGS PLANS

MARCH 15, 1988

MR. CHAIRMAN, LET ME BEGIN BY COMMENDING THE COMMITTEE FOR

CONVENING TODAY'S HEARING ON EDUCATION SAVINGS PLANS. AS THE

RANKING MINORITY MEMBER ON THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, I HAVE

COSPONSORED TWO BILLS WHICH WOULD ENCOURAGE FAMILIES TO INVEST IN

EDUCATION THROUGH THE PURCHASE OF TUITION SAVINGS BONDS. IT IS MY

FIRM BELIEF THAT THE ENACTMENT OF SUCH LEGISLATION WOULD PROVIDE A

VITAL EXPANSION OF EXISTING FEDERAL STUDENT FINANCIAL AID

PROGRAMS. THE PROPOSALS BEFORE YOU TODAY ENCOURAGE A PRINCIPAL

WHICH HAS BEEN LOST IN OUR CURRENT FEDERAL SYSTEM OF SUPPORT FOR

HIGHER EDUCATION - THAT PRINCIPAL IS SAVING FOR YOUR CHILDREN'S

EDUCATION.

THE COST OF A POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION IS SKYROCKETING.

CONSEQUENTLY, THE OPPORTUNITY TO PURSUE EDUCATION r,EYOND HIGH

SCHOOL IS MOVING OUT OF REACH FOR MANY OF OUR NATION'S YOUTH. AT

A TIME WHEN THE IMPORTANCE OF IMPROVED TECHNOLOGICAL TRAINING TO

KEEP AMERICA COMPETITIVE IS IN THE FOREFRONT OF THE PUBLIC

CONSCIOUSNESS, IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION EXPAND, NOT DIMINISH.

FOR THE SEVENTH STRAIGHT YEAR, TUITION HAS RISEN FASTER THAN

INFLATION. THE PROJECTED TUITION FOR A PRIVATE SCHOOL IN THE YEAR

2005 IS 888,778. IN 1979, THE AVERAGE COST OF ATTENDING 4 YEARS

AT MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE, MY OWN ALMA MATER, WAS $34,900. I WON'T

TELL YOU THE COST WHEN I WAS THERE. THE CURRENT ESTIkATE FOR 4

YEARS -- THAT'S ONLY TUITION, ROOM AND BOARD -- IS $67,807.

THAT'S AN INCREASE OF ALMOST 50% IN LESS THAN 10 YEARS. ONLY THE

MOST AFFLUENT AMERICAN FAMILIES CAN AFFORD SUCH AN INVESTMENT

WITHOUT ASSISTANCE. WHILE INCREASED FEDERAL COMMITMENT VIA

INCREASED FUNDING FOR PELL GRANTS AND GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS IS

1 #A 4
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PART OF THE SOLUTION, NEW INITIATIVES 'ALCM ENCOURAGE SAVINGS MUST

BE ENACTED.

ONLY A DECADE AGO, GRANTS MADE UP 75% OF A STUDENT AID PACKAGE;

LOANS Cfs4PRISED THE OTHER 25%. NOW, 10 YEARS LATER, LOANS MAKE UP

2/3's OF THE FINANCIAL Alp PACKAGE FOR A STUDENT. WE ARE COMING

PERILOUSLY CLOSE TO A TIME WHEN ONLY THE WEALTHY WILL BE ABLE TO

ATTEM COLLEGE AT THE INSTITITION OF THEIR CHOICE.

IN 1965, CONGRESS ESTABLISHED THE GUARANTEED %DENT LOPN PROGRAM.

THIS WAS DESIGNED AS A LOAN OF CONVENIENCE FOR MIDDLE INCOME

FAMILIES. SINCE ITS INCEPTION OVER 20 YEARS A00, THE OSL

HAS REPLACED THE PELL GRANT AS THE PRINCIPAL FORM OF AID FOR LOWCR

INCOME STUDENTS. TODAY'S GSL BORROWER JFTEN HAS AN INCOME EQUAL

TO THE RhuiFIENTS OF MAXIMUM PELL GRANT ASSISTANCE. THE

CONSEQUENCES OF THESE (...ANGES I! GSL ELIGIBILITY ARE EVIDENCED BY

THE CURRENT DEFAULT CRISIS IN THE PROGRAM.

OVER $65 BILLION HAS BEEN LOANED TO STUDENTS THROUGH THE GSL

PROGRAM. THE PROJECTED ANNUAL BORROWING RATE IS 33 BILLION. IN

THE PAST SEVEN YEARS ALONE STUDENT INDEBTEDNESS HAS INCREASED BY

60%. THAT MEANS THAT CLOSE TO FIFTY PERCENT OF ALL GRADUATES

REGIN JOB HUNTING ALREADY $7000 IN DEBT. THAT ESTIMATE JUMPS TO

$9000 FOR GRADUATES OF PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS. CERTAINLY COLLEGE

GRADUATES ENTER THE WORK FORCE kT A DISTINCT ADVANTAGE IN TERMS OF

FUTURE EARNING POWER. WE MUST BE CAREFUL, HOWEVTR, NOT TO LIMIT

CAREER CHOICES BY FORCING STUDENTS TO CONSIDER ONLY THOSE

POSITIONS WHICH OFFER THE HIGHEST SALARIES.

THE PROPOSALS BEFORE YOU ARE ALL RELATIVELY SIMPLE TO

UNDERSTAND AND TO ENACT. FOR EXAMPLE, S. 1817, THE EDUCATION

SAVINGS BOND ACT, WOULD PERMIT TAXPAYERS TO TRANSFER U.S. SAVINGS

BONDS TO AN INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION OR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

AS PAYMENT FOR TUITION AND SCHOOL COSTS. IF THE BOND IS USED IN

THIS FASHION, THE INTEREST ON THE BOND WOULD BE EXCLUDED FROM THE

TAXPAYER'S GROSS INCOME. SHOULD AN INDIVIDUAL DECIDE NOT TO USE

THEIR BOND FOR HIGHER EDUCATION PURPOSES, THERE WOULD BE NO LuSS

123
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OF MONEY. INSTEAD, THE INDIVIDUAL FORFEITS ONLY THE TAX EXEMPTION

THAT IS PROVIDED WITH THIS BILL.

THE INTEREST DEDUCTION IS APPROPRIATELY FASHIONED TO PROVIDE

THE MOST BENEFIT TO FAMILIES WHICH NEED THE MOST ASSISTANCE.

STARTING AT AN ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME OF $75.0(0, ONLY 67% OF THE

INTEREST EARNED IS EXCLUDABLE. AT $125,000, THE EXCLUDABLE

INTEREST DROPS TO 34% AND FINALLY AT $150,000, THE TAX BENEFIT IS

LOST. I MIGHT ADD THAT THE BILL PROVIDES FOR THESE BRACKETS TO BE

INDEXED ACCORDING TO THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX EACH TEAR.

THERE ARE SEVERAL OTHER STRONG POINTS RELEVANT TO SEVERAL THESE

BILLS WHICH I FEEL ARE WORTH NOTING. FIRST AND FOREMOST IS THE

SIMPLICITY WHICH I HIGHLIGHTED EARLIER. NO COMPLICATED "NEEDS

TEST" WOULD BE REQUIRED. ANYONE CAN PURCHASE A SAVINGS BOND

EITHER INDIVIDUALLY OR IN MANY INSTANCES, THROUGH AUTOMATIC

PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS. CURRENTLY, OVER 46,000 COMPANIES OFFER

SAVINGS BONDS THROUGH PAYROLL DEDUCTION PLANS WITH ABOUT 6.5

MILLION EMPLOYEES TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THIS PROGRAM.

THIS LEADS ME TO A SECOND POINT: ENCOURAGING THE PURCHASE OF U.S.

SAVINGS BONDS. IN FY 1987, $10.3 BILLION WORTH OF SAVINGS BONDS

WERE SOLD TO AN ESTIMATED 9 MILLION AMERICAN FAMILIES. INCREASING

THE NUMBER OF SAVINGS BONDS SOLD EACH YEAR HAS ADDED BENEFITS FOR

THE FEDERAL TREASURY WHICH WE ALL CAN SUPPORT. REDUCING TAX

REVENUES THROUGH ENACTMENT OF SAVINGS BOND LEGISLATION MUST

CERTAINLY BE AN IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION FOR THE COMMITTEE.

HOWEVER, THESE COST FACTORS SHOULD BE WEIGHED AGAINST BENEFITS

.;;IICH INCLUDE A BETTER EDUCATED WORK FORCE AND REDUCED

INDEBTEDNESS.

THIS PROPOSAL ALSO ENCOURAGE:. SAVING FOR THE FUTURE. I GREW UP IN

AN ERA IN WHICH SAVING FOR THE FUTURE WAS EMPHASIZED, WHETHER FOR

A HOUSE OR A COLLEGE EDUCATION. IN THE MIND OF THIS SENATOR, THAT

IS A VALUE WHICH OUP FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS SHOULD

1 24
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PROMOTE, NOT DISCOURAGE. TO BURDEN THE NEXT GENERATION WITH

INORDINATE DEBT IS SHORTSIGHTED AND POTENTIALLY DEVASTATING TO OUR

ECONOMIC FUTURE.

FINALLY, A FEDERALLY ENACTED TUITION SAVINGS PLAN HAS THE ADDED

BENEFIT OF PORTABILITY. A FEDERU COMMITMENT TO SUCH A PLAN WILL

ASSURE A STUDENT THE RIGHT TO ATTEND AN INSTITUTION OF CHOICE,

REGARDLE3S OF LOCATION. MANY STATE SAVINGS PLANS WHICH HAVE BEEN

ENACTED OR ARE UNDER CONSIDERATION LIMIT STUDENT OPTIONS. A

STUDENT FROM MASSACHUSETTS WHO WISHES TO ATTEND ONE OF VERMONT'S

FINE INSTITUTIONS, SHOULD HAVE THAT OPPORTUNITY.

A RECENT STUDY FOUND THAT 3 OUT OF 4 PARENTS WHO WANTED THEIR

CHILDREN TO ATTEND A PRIVATE INSTITUTION SAID THEY EXPECTED THEM

TO ATTEND A PUBLIC UNIVERSITY BECAUSE THEY "DIDN'T BELIEVE THEY

WOULD BE ABLE TO AFFORD IT". HISTORICALLY, OUR FEDERAL STUDENT

AID PROGRAMS HAVE GUAEANTEED BOTH ACCESS AND CHOICE IN HIGHER

EDUCATION. THEY ARE PRINCIPALS WHICH WE MUST STRIVE TO PRESERVE

IF WE WANT OUR INSTITUTIONS TO RETAIN THEIR INTERNATIONAL

PREEMINENCE.

I WOULD LIKE TO LEAVE YOU WITH THESE THOUGHTS. A RECENT SURVEY

FOUND THAT 74% OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC FAVORED FEDERAL TAX

INCENTIVES POR THOSE WHO SAVE FOR COLLEGE. IN MY OWN STATE OF

VERMONT, ThE HIGHER EDUCATION COUNCIL PASSED A RESOLUTION

ENDORSIN3 A SAVINGS BOND PROPOSAL ENACTED AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL.

CLEARLY, THERE IS NATIONAL SUPPORT FOR TUITION SAVINGS

LEGISLATION. I AM HOPEFUL THAT YOUR COMMITTEE WILL ACT SWIFTLY TO

BRING A BILL BEFORE THE PULL SENATE FOR THEIR CONSIDERATION.

TODAY'S HEARING MARKS AN IMPORTANT STEP TOWARD THIS GOAL. I

APPRECIATE HAVING THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU. THANK

YOU.

1 5
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STATEMENT OF SEN. CLAIBORNE PELL (D,RI), CHAIRMAN OF THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES AT HEARING ON TAX

INCENTIVES FOR EDUCATION BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for holding this important

hearing.

As you know, Senators Stafford, Kennedy and I have

introduced two of the seven measures on tuition savings plans

before you today. One of these is the NEST proposal, which would

establish a national education savings trust fund. For the

poorest families, contributions to the fund would be tax exempt,

while for others contributions would have varying rates of tax

deductibility. Tne other is the educational savings bond

proposal, which would allow the earned interest on U.S. savings

bonds to be tax exempt if the bonds were used to finance a

child's education.

I would like to speak brieflat this morning not on the

details of the twc proposals, but rather on the need for a new

program to help families plan for and finance a college

education.

Let me be clear trom the outset, however, that I am not

advocating either proposal as a replacement for our current

federal student aid programs. Instead, I view any new plan as a

supplement to our existing efforts.

The need for an additional program is without question. In

the next decade, it is estimated that the cost of a college

education will continue to skyrocket.

Unfortunately, it is unlikely that increases in oar federal

student aid programs will keep pace. That is certainly the case

with past experience. While college costs have risen 77% since

1980, tha value of federal student aid has decreased. For

example, in 1980 a maximum Pell Grant award of 81750 could cover

1, , 6
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41% of the average tuition bill. Today a maximum Pell Grant

covers only 29% of such cost.

But this does not tell the whole story. Over the past

decade we have moved from a situation in which the typical

student aid package was three-fourths grants, and one-fourth

loans to one which is precisely the opposite-- one-quarter grants

and three-quarters loans. Several factors have combined to bring

this about. The Administration's opposition to student aid

increases for most of the past seven years is certainly a major

factor, as is the budget deficit. The two have worked hand-in-

hand to limit severely the aid increases students have needed.

Even worse, the failure of our giant programs to keep pace

with increased college costs has forced the poorest students to

borrow the most.

The sad fact is that we are creating an indentured class of

young people saddled with enormous debts as they start out on a

professional career. Loans accounted for 17 percent of student

aid in 1975-76 and 49 percent in 1986-87.

This trend cannot continue. If it does, we will be pricing

a college educatio. beyond the reach of most students, even with

federal grant or work study assistance. We need to make sure

that the federal programs we have keep pace not only with

inflation but also with the cost of a college education.

Sadly, this will not be enough. We cannot rely upon the

federal programs we have to meet the total educational needs of

our citizens. We must have a supplemental approach that will

encourage families even of modest means to save at least some

money for the college education of their children. And that, Mr.

Chairman, is the rationale for the proprosals that are uefo,e you

today.

I cannot end my testimony, however, without impressing upon

you the urgency of the situation. If we do not put a new

mechanism in place soon, we will face a very serious crisis.
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Already the facts are very disturbing. The number of blacks

pursuing a college education has declined from 34 percent to 26

percent in the past decade. The number of Hispanics has dropped

from 36 percent to 27 percent over the same period. And, as I

have noted earlier, even when students can find a way to go to

college, they do so through enormous and unreasonable borrowing.

I am aware that any proposal of the kind before you will

have a large price tag in terms of lost revenue. That cost will

..-;ever, if we consider the long-term cost to our Nation of

not purls-ling such a program. In a year in which there is much

discussion of the need for the United States to make its work

force more compet4.tive, we would be short-sighted, indeed, if we

fai'ed to link such a concern with the availablility of education

programs to future generations.

Again, I commend you for this hearing, and am grateful for

having had the opportunity to share some of my thoughts with you.

Thank you.

14.04. 0
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR EDWARD M. KENNEDY
AT THE SENATE FI:.ANCE COMMITTEE NEARING ON

TAX INCENTIvES FOR EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman mid members tne Finance Ccmmittee, it is an honor
to be here to discuss 5.1817, tne Education Savings Act.

Fr most Americans, a college education is an important part of
tne American dream. But a recent survey found twat 82 percent of the
public oelieve that rising costs 4111 soon put a college degree out of
reach for most families.

Between 1980 and 19d6, -41lege tuition Increased by 75 percent,
while family income grey by 33 percent. Tuition at America's best
colleges can easily cost $12,000 a year. For children born in L987,
the annual bill may be over $30,000 by the time they are ready for
college. And that is just fjr cult/on: room, board, nooks and
supplies will add much more to the price. For all out the very
wealthy, that is not a dream. It is a nightmare.

We cannot allow rising costs to put a colleae degree out of
reach. Widespread access t..) higher education is the nation's best
hope for economic growth ana social progress. Families must oe able
to affora the best possiole education for their cnildren.

Ono, of the most effectlie ways to do this is to encourage
families to save for future .:ollege expenses. But for many families,
saving money is a difficult propositton.

I am proposing, therefore, to create an incentive to save for
education through the purchase of U.S. Savings Bonds. we have used
the tax code in the gast to nelp orIng the American dream to ccantless
families. Through tax incentt:es, we have he!ped them huy :heir
homes, meet their medical bills, and save for retirement.

But we have never helped them save for education. In fact,
wnether families put money away for a luxury cruise, a fur coat, a new
car or a college education, they are taxed on their savings. That
policy is out of touch with America's real priorities.

Ay proposal emphasizes the importance of saving for higher
education. It is simple, sensible way to help !tallies save for
college. It will give children security in their future, and a goal
to strive for. It will not create a new government bureaucracy.

The plan works like this* if a family buys a U.S. Savings Bond
and uses it to pay for their child's higher education, the interest
earned on that bond will be permanently tax free. Bonds will bi
turned over to an eligible higher education institution at payment for
tuition.

At the present time, interest on savings bonds is testa!, but the
tax is deferred until the bond is redeemed. This plan woull eliminate
the tax completely, and givo families an incentive to save tor college
expenses oy investing in America. To ensure that these who most need
help will be the ones who benefit, the tax exemption will be reduced

oeginning at an income of $75,000 and 4111 be completely phased -slat at
$150,000.

Savings bonds are an ideal .nvestment for this purpose. First --
ana most Important In these uncertain times -- they are a safe
tnvestment, backed by ne full :sith and credit e. the U.S.
Government. There is no risk roar the savings will be Lost.

Our proposal does not requIre complex rules for changing
circumstances. If a child dies not attend college, the bond is still
fully redeemable and the proceeds can be used for Pny purpose. All
that is lost is the tax exemption.
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Savings bonds are a famslar and popular way to save, which gives
tnIs plan an advantage over proposals to create a separate savings
Instrument for education. Accorasny to recent surveys, lower and
msdale Income f , those with children under 18, and minorities
preter savings bonds to stocks, mutual funds, and other Instruments of
savings.

Savings bonds are also a convenient way to save. About 50,000
comports*s encourage employees to purchase them through payroll
deductions -- an effectsve method to put money away for the future.
Approximately 75 percent of savings bonds are now bought through
payroll deductions. Bonds are also readily avaslaole at banks and
other financial institutions, and can even be bought through the mall.
Parents would have easy access to the program -- with no application
to Elll out or difficult choices to make.

The plan will also bring additional funds to the Treasury. If
the sale of savings bonds ;caws oy 10 percent, for example, It will
generate $1 billion In addltsinal funds.

The Joint Tax Committee estimates that the proposal will cost
$300 million a year five years atter enactment. Obviously, the
estimate depends on assumptions as to how many families are likely to
take advantage of the proposal. But even Is st Is accurate, it means
that we will sell billions of collars a year In savings bonds.

The net cost of the proposal to the Treasury will oe offset by
lower borrowing costs. According to the Treasury Department, the
Government saves $60 million tor ever pillion dollars sold In saysnp
bongs. If our proposal results In cl sale of $5 pillion of savings
oonds a year, the plan will oe self - financing.

Some economists dispute the Idea that tax incentives encourage
new saving. Instead, they argue, the incentives only encourage
taxpayers to shift from one form of saving to another. But U.S.
Savings Bonds are different from other savings Instruments, and there
Is an excellent chance that many families who are not saving now will
ao so, using this safe, convenient plan. In any even;, I believe this
tax incentive for Savings Boras Is justified, becat.se st gives a
higher priority to saving for education.

Finally, the proposal offers advantages over other current
_roposals for college saving. Some states are offering programs of
: nesr own, but :hey can only be used within the state. The creation
J f a new form of saysnys bond for education hiss also been suggested,
but I see no need for such duplication and complexity, when regular

Savings Bonds can do the same lob better.

The tederal commitment to college aid Is well- established. The
Reagan Administration's efforts to cut back student assistance
programs have failed; If anyto.-_, .-ose efforts have solidified a new
consensus about education as a -a"...nai priority ano the need for a
strong teoeral role. Stuaent a._ rr,;rams ueserve to be Increased,
not placed on the chopping

The federal role Is, ano remain, focuses an financial
resources for economically clisaz.a-.ta4ed students. But rising costs
tnreaten to put a college degrae ut ai reach of average famal.es too,
and we must find a safe, convel.e-t aria sample way to help them meet
tuition balls.

We have long known the anvestang In eclucatIon aria the
cost of not doing so. Today we --A two long- standing American
institutions -- the U.S. educat.:i 5/stem and U.S. Savings Bonds.
Each will benefit the other, an,; -axe America stronger In the future.

13
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAUL SIMON (D.,IL)
ON S. 1817, EDUCATION SAVINGS ACT

March 15, 1988

Mr. Chairman, I am pl d to join you today and my colleagues on
the Labor and Rumen Resources Committee in support of S. 1817,
the Education Savings Act of 1987. This bill introduced on
October 23, 1987 by Senators Kennedy and Pell represents the most
sirloin federal option, yet proposed, to assist middle and upper
income families save for college cap . Cash-flow is one of
the most serious problems facing American families -- who are
frequently unprepared to pay the rising cost of college
education. This issue -- paying for college -- is one of the
most frequently raised questions among my Illinois constituents
and parents around the country.

We are rapidly reaching a point in time when middle income
families will not be able to afford to send their children to
the college of their choice. Since 1980, private, four-year
colleges have increased their total costa from an average of
$5,888 Fly to an average of $11,210 in 1986, while total
coats at public, four-year institutions have risen from an
average of $2,487 to $4,156 -- with an average 8-10% increase
each academic year since 1986. Another 6% increase in these
costs is forecast for the 1988-89 academic year.

The cost of a college education has risen twice the rate of
inflation during the 1980's, prompting education Secretary
Bennett to launch an all-out attack on higher education. Much of
Bennett's attack is unwarranted. This is largely because hie
allegation that colleges raise tuition to "capture" increases in
federal student aid is not sdpported by the facts -- there has
been no increases in the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) maximum
during the 1980-86 period and only one increase in the Pell Grant
axinu award -- and he ignores the fact that institutional
financial aid has increased (40 percent) to accommodate the
failure of federal student aid programs to grow. As costs have
spiraled, so has the reliance of students of all income levels on
loans.

The 'borrow now, learn later' philosophy has increased student
indebtedness to an average of $10-$15,000. Dramatic shifts fro
grant aid to loan aid for lover income students -- only 16.9
percent of first-time, full-time freshman received pell grants in
the Fall of 1986, compared to 31.5 ;errant in 1980, decline of
267,000 pell recipients -- have exacerbated the rising cost
trend, forcing more students, at all income levels, into more and
more debt. Many also choose lower cost postsecondary options
such as community colleges.

The two most disturbing trends: (1) the shift of federal
assistance from 802 grant aid and 202 loon aid in 1975-76 to 462
grant aid and 512 loan aid (42 work study) in 1986-87; and (7)
the shifting of the parental responsibility to pay for college to
their sons and daughters is reflected in rising student loan
defaults and rising levels of student indebtedness. It is
crucial to understand that default re. e %eve not risen, the
volume against which the default is d Las quadrupled in
the last decade)

The solution to the problem is simple -- increase the amount of
grant aid to lower income students and encourage those families
who can to save for the cost of a college education. This suet
be done in a v.- which does not reduce revenues to the Federal
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Government, nor prevent the Congress from providing critically
needed increases in grant and workstudy funds for low and middle
income students, especially those attending independent
institutions.

S. 1617 add e both of those concerns -- it does not crea.e
substantial drain on the federal treasury as do many of the
education savings account proposals, nor does it penalize those
who cannot afford to save and must depend on pall Grants and the
campusbased programs, especially College Work Study and
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants.

I hope the Committee will look favorably on S. 1817 and take
steps to move this legislation as soon as possible. Those of us
who serve on the Labor and Human Resources Committee will take
the next step -- modify the Congressional Methodology or needs
analysis, which evaluates parental income and assets so that
htose who save are not penalised for doing so.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES GRASSLEY

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEF

TUESDAY, MARCH 15TH, 1000 A.M.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY
BEFORE YOUR COMMITTEE. I WANT TO COMMEND YOU AND THE
OTHER COMMITTEE MEMBERS FOR CONDUCTING THIS HEARING ON
EDUCATION TAX INCENTIVES. I BELIEVE THAT TAX
INCENTIVES FOR EDUCATION MUST BE AN ESSENTIAL PART OF
OUR NATION'S EDUCATION POLICY.

I AM APPEARING BEFORE YOUR COMMITTEE TO URGE SUPPORT OF
LEGISLATION WHICH I HAVE INTRODUCED. MY BILL WOULD
CORRECT A GRAVE MISTAKE THAT WAS MADE IN THE 1986 TAX
REFORM ACT.

IN THE 1986 ACT, CONGRESS PHASES OUT INCOME TAX
DEDUCTIONS FOR PERSONAL INTEREST. THIS REPEAL DOES NOT
MAKE ANY ALLOWANCE FOR EDUCATIONAL INTEREST EXPENSE.
EDUCATIONAL INVESTMENT IS TREATED NO DIFFERENTLY THAN
LOANS FOR CONSUMER GOODS.

I AM ALSO CONCERNED ARO'IT THE EFFECT OF THIS REPEAL ON
STUDENT LOAN DEFAULTS. THE DEFAULT PROBLEM IS ALREADY
TOO BIG. AMERICAN TAXPAYERS WILL HAVE Tn PAY MORE
THAN 11.6 BILLION THIS YEAR TO COVER DEFAULTED STUDENT
LOANS.

THIS REPEAL WILL FURTHER ERODE THE ABILITIES OF
THOUSANDS OF RECENT GRADUATES IN MEETING LOAN REPAYMENT
COMMITMENTS. IN EFFECT, IT CHANGES THE RULES IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE GAME. RECENT COLLEGE GRADUATES TOOK OUT
LOANS THINKING THEY COULD DEDUCT THE INTEREST FROM
THEIR TAXABLE INCOME. NOW, IT WILL RE EVEN MORE
DIFFICULT FOR STUDENTS TO MAKE LOAN PAYMENTS BY
ELIMINATING THE BENEFIT OF TAX DEDUCTIONS FOR THE
INTEREST EXPENSE.

I VISIT WITH MANY COLLEGE STUDENTS HERE IN WASHINGTON,
D.C., AS WELL AS BACK IN IOWA. MANY OF THESE STUDENTS
TELL ME THEY ARE "AFRAID OF GOING INTO DEBT" IN ORDER
TO FINANCE THEIR COLLEGE EDUCATION. THEIR FEARS WILL
BE HEIGHTENED BY THE INABILITY TO DEDUCT INTEREST
COSTS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I THINK LOANS ARE A LEGITIMATE WAY FOR
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO PROVIDE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
To COLLEGE STUDENTS. THOSE STUDENTS WHO WOULD BENEFIT
MOST FROM HIGHER EDUCATION, HOWEVER, WILL RE RELUCTANT
TO GO TO SCHOOL UNLESS THEY CAN ACQUIRE OUTRIGHT
GRANTS. WE ALL KNOW THAT SUCH GRANTS ARE AVAILABLE TO
RELATIVELY FEW STUDENTS.
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REPEALING THE DEDUCTIBILITY FOR STUDENT LOAN INTEREST
ALSO MAKES IT MORE DIFFIFULT FOR PARENTS TO CONTRIBUTE
TO THEIR CHILDREN'S EDUCATION. THE COSTS FOR FINANCING
EDUCATION ARE INCREASED AND PARENTS WILL HAVE LESS
DISPOSABLE INCOME TO INVEST IN EDUCATION.

I URGE THE COMMITTEE TO STUDY THE FULL IMPLICATIONS OF
SVEN HIGHER DEFAULT RATES IN THE GUARANTEED STUDENT
LOAN PROGRAM.

I HAVE INTRODUCED LEGISLATION TO CORRECT THE MISTAKES
OF THE LAST CONGRESS. MY RILL/ S.62R, WOULD RESTORE
TAX DEDUCTIBILITY FOR STUDENTS' INTEREST EXPENSES ON
THEIR STUDENT LOANS. IHE DEDUCTIBILITY COULD BE
APPLIED TO EDUCATION COSTS. ALLOWED COSTS WOULD
INCLUDE TUITION, FEES, BOOKS, SUPPLIES, AND EQUIPMENT.
IT COULD ALSO BE APPLIED TO REASONABLE LIVING EXPENSES
WHILE AWAY FROM HOPE FOR PRIMARY, SECONDARY, COLLEGE,
AND GRADUATE LEVEL EDUCATION.

MANY OF THE PROPOSALS PRESENTED TO THE FINANCE
COMMITTEE TODAY ENTAIL TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR INCOME FROM
SAVINGS BONDS USED TO FINANCE HIGHER EDUCATION. I

ENDORSE THIS CONCEPT AND AM A CO-SPONSOR OF SENATOR
KENNEDY'S BILL, 5.1817.

EVEN MORE THAN THESE PROPOSALS, HOWEVER, I URGE THE
FINANCE COMMITTEE TO FIRST CORRECT THE MISTAKES OF THE
PREVIOUS CONGRESS. I URGE THE COMMITTEE TO CORRECT TAX
DISINCENTIVES FOR EXISTING EDUCATION PROGRAMS. I

BELIEVE THAT MY PROPOSAL, S.628, WILL MAKE THESE
CORRECTIONS. RESTORING THE TAX DEDUCTIBILITY FOR
INTEREST ON STUDENT LOANS WILL ENHANCE THE GUARANTEED
STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM.

THE FINANCE COMMITTEE HAS A VERY SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY TO
DIRESJ Y HELP COLLEGE GRADUATES. ONLY THE FINANCE
OMMITTEE, BY APPROVING LEGISLATION TO PUT MONEY BACK
IN THE POCKETS OF SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS, CAN DIRECTLY
PROVIDE EDUCATION INCENTIVES TO AMERICA'S YOUTH.
EDUCATION ~PROGRAMS" THEMSELVES OBVIOUSLY ARE
ESSENTIAL TO STUDENTS. RUT TO PROVIDE EDUCATION
INCENTIVES TO THE INDIVIDUAL, THE MOST EFFECTIVE
INCENTIVE GOES DIRECTLY TO THE STUDENT SUCH AS A TAX
DEDUCTION.

MR. CHAIRMAN, BY TAKING THE ACTION TO REPEAL TAX
DEDUCTIBILITY, CONGRESS HAS ACTUALLY IMPOSED A NEW TAX
ON INDIVIDUALS SEEKING TO BETTER THEMSELVES THROUGH
EDUCATION. IN EFFECT, CONGRESS HAS IMPOSED A TAX ON
HUMAN POTENTIAL.

EDUCATION IS AN NATIONAL INVESTMENT WHICH WILL RE AN
IMPORTANT FACTOR IN DETERMINING THE FUTURE OF AMERICA.

.L.M
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A WELL-EDUCATED WORK FORCE IS VITALLY IMPORTANT IF WE
ARE T) COMPETE EFFECTIVELY IN AN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY.
RESTORING THE TAX DEDUCTION FOR INTEREST ON STUDENT
LOANS WOULD EMPHASIZE THE VALUE WE PLACE ON EDUCATION.

TO SUMMARIZE, I BELIEVE THE DEDUCTIBILITY ON INTEREST
ON STUDENT LOANS SHOULD BE RETAINED FOR THREE MAIN
REASONS.

FIRST, THE INTEREST ON LOANS SECURED BY PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY RESIDENCES, AND SUBSEQUENTLY USED FOR
EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, REMAINS DEDUCTIBLE. THIS HAS THE
EFFECT OF PENALIZING LOW INCOME TAXPAYERSWHO DO NOT
OWN HOMES, BUT DO HAVE DREAMS OF EDUCATING THEIR
CHILDREN OR THEMSELVES.

SECOND, BY LUMPING EDUCATION EXPENSES WITH CONSUMER
EXPENSES, CONGRESS FAILED TO MAKE AN IMPORTANT
DISTINCTION. THE ABILITY TO DEDUCT INTEREST ON
CONSUMER LOANS SUPPOSEDLY DISCOURAGED CONSUMER SAVING.
UNDER THE '86 ACT, TAXPAYERS WILL RE MORE INCLINER TO
SAVE FOR DISCRETIONARY PURCHASES, RATHER THAN TO BUY
ITEMS ON CREDIT. EDUCATION LOANS, HOWEVER, ARF NOT
DISCRETIONARY. THEY ARE A NECESSITY. ONLY VERY
PRIVILEGED PERSONS CAN FINANCE HIGHER EDUCATION WITHOUT
RELYING HEAVILY ON STUDENT LOANS.

THIRD, AID TO HIGHER EDUCATION HAS BEEN REDUCED. AS

THE AMOUNT OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
DECREASES, IT IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT THAT CONGRESS
REDUCE STUDENTS' COSTS FOR THE ASSISTANCE THAT IS
AVAILABLE. REINSTATING THE DEDUCTIBILITY OF INTEREST
ON LOANS FOR EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES WILL HELP EASE THE
BURDEN OF REPAYING COLLFGE EXPENSES.

BEFORE I CONCLUDE, I WOULD LIKE TO MENTION THAT SIMILAR
MEASURES HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED IN THE OTHER BODY.
HR 592, RY CONGRESSMAN SCHULZE AND CONGRESSMAN TAUKE
IS IDENTICAL TO MY BILL, S628 I BELIEVE CONGRESSMAN
SCHULZE IS SUBMITTING WRITTEN TESTIMONY ON BEHALF OF
THE LEGISLATION.

THANK YO.0 FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS THIS IMPORTANT
LEGISLATION.
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STATEMENT BY MR. HATCH

MR. CHAIRMAN, I WAS PLEASED 10 JOIN MY COLLEAGUES, SENATORS

KENNEDY, PELL, AND STAFFORD, AS AN ORIGINAL COSPONSOR OF S.1817,

THE EDUCATION SAVINGS ACT OF 1987. WE ALL APPRECIATE THIS TIMELY HEARING

BY THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER OUR PROPOSAL TO MAKE

EXEMPT FROM FEDERAL TAXATION THE INTEREST EARNED ON U.S. SAVINGS

BONDS UTILIZED TO PAY COLLEGE TUITION. I AM ALSO HAPPY TO NOTE HOW

MANY SENATORS, ON BOTH SIDES OF THE AISLE, HAVE SINCE JOINED US IN

SUPPORTING THIS IMPORTANT, BUT SIMPLE PROPOSAL. IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE EDUCATION SAVINGS BOND PROPOSAL HAS ALSO BEEN INCLUDED IN

THE ADMINISTRATION'S FISCAL 1939 BUDGET.

A POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION IS OFTEN THE. KEY TO A BETTER JOB AND

EXPANDED OPPORTUNITIES. BUT THAT EDUCATION CAN BE EXPENSIVE,

POSSIBLY BEYOND THE NORMAL, UNASSISTED REACH OF MANY FAMILIES. THE

EDUCATION SAVINGS BOND PROGRAM CAN ASSIST MANY FAMILIES ACROSS THIS

COUNTRY TO MAKE THE DREAM OF HIGHEh EDUCATION A REALITY FOR THEIR

CHILDREN. MANY PEOPLE IN MY HOME STATE OF UTAH HAVE EXPRESSED THEIR

INTENTION TO USE IT. As A MATTER OF FACT, NOW THAT IT HAS BEEN

PROPOSED, SEVERAL UTAHNS HAVE ASKED WHY WE DIDN'T THINK OF IT SOONER.

To INVEST IN U.S. SAVINGS BONDS IS EASY. IT IS THE FORM

OF INVESTMENT AND SAVINGS MOST USED BY THOSE WHO MOST DESERVE THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S HELP IN PLANNING, SAVING, AND INVESTING IN

THEIR CHILDREN'S FUTURE. To PURCHASE A U.S. SAVINGS BOND IN ORDLR

TO SAVE TO FINANCE AN EDUCATION IS ALSO TO INVEST IN OUR COUNTRY AND

IN A SOLID FINANCIAL IWFJMLNT, ONE WE CAN BE SURE WILL NOT, OVER

THE DECADES, BECOME A DEPLETED TRUST FUND UNABLL fU FULFILL THE HOIES

OF THOSE WHO HAVE INVESTED IN IT.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I BELIEVE THAT THE EDUCATION SAVINGS BOND PRO-

POSAL IS AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME.
I LOOK FORWARD TO JOINING

YOU, MY COLLEAGUES ON THE EDUCATION SUBCOMITTEE, AND ALL OTHER

SUPPORTERS OF S.1817 IN WORKING TO MAKE IT A REALITY. THANK YOU

AGAIN, MR. CHAIRMAN, FCR HOLDING THIS MORNING'S HEARING. IT IS

AN IMPORTANT STEP IN IMPLEMENTING A PROGRAM WHICH CAN HELP ENSURE

MANY CHILDREN A BETTER TOMORROW.



TESTIMONY

OF

SENATOR BARBARA A. MIKULSKI

BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

EDUCATION SAVINGS ACT OF 1987

MARCH 15, 1988

MR. CHAIRMAN, i AM VERY PLEASED TO SUBMIT THIS TESTIMONY TO

THE SENPTE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE TODAf. THE ISSUE OF FINANCING THE

COLLEGE EDUCATION OF OUR YOUNG PEOPLE IS AN ISSUE THAT WE MUST

ADDRESS NOW TO PREPARE OUR CHILDREN FOR THE JOBS OF THE FUTURE.

I KNOW THAT IN MANY CASES, A YOUNG PERSON'S FIRST MORTGAGE IS

THEIR COLLEGE LOAN PAYMENT. THE EDUCATION SAVINGS ACT IS JUST ONE

WAY TO MAKE THAT 'MORTGAGE PAYMENT' A LITTLE EASIER TO MEET.

I SUPPORT THIS RILL FOR ANOTHER REASON AND THAT IS THE ISSUE OF

STUDENT LOAN DEFAULTS. WE MUST TACKLE AND ARE TACKLING THIS HARD

ISSUE--WE ARE DRAFTING LEGISLATION IN THE EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE.

WE KNOW THAT ONE REASON THIS DEFAULT PROBLEM HAS GROWN IS THAT THE

LOAN BURDEN ON UIR COLLEGE STUDENT HAS INCREASED ENORMOUSLY.
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THE HIGH RATE OF STUDENTS DEFAULTING ON THEIR FEDERALLY

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS IS VERY UPSETTING. WE WANT TO ENCOURAGE

STUDENTS TO PREPARE THEMSELVES FOR THE WORKFORCE IN THE YEAR 2000.

ONE WAY IN WHICH WE INVEST IN THE DREAM OF FULL AND FULFILLING

EMPLOYMENT IN THE FUTURE, IS THROUGH THE GUARANTEED S.nENT LOAN

PROGRAM. ANOTHER WAY WE MAKE THAT INVESTMENT IS BY PROVIDING WAYS

FOR PEOPLE TO SAVE FOR THAT COLLEGE EDUCATION. AS THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT TIGHTENS ITS FISCAL BELT, WE ARE-VERY CONSCIOUS OF

RECEIVING A RETURN ON OUR INVESTMENT.

FOR MANY THE COST OF A COLLEGE EDUCATION IS THEIR FIRST

MORTGAGE. LIKE ANY MORTGAGE, IT IS LARGE AND MUST RE PLANNED FOR

AND IN MANY CASES REPAID. MR. CHAIRMAN THIS "MORTGAGE" HAS GOTTEN

SO OUT OF CONTROL AND OUT OF REACH OF MANY. LET'S CONTINUE TO

EXPLORE FOLUTIONS SUCH AS THE EDUCATION SAVINGS ACT.

THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN FOR HOLDING TH'S HEARING AND I LOOK

FORWARD WORKING WITH YOU TOWARD A LFGISLATIVE SOLUTION.
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Testimony Submitted for the Record By

THE HONORABLE RICHARD T. SCHULZE !R -PA)

5th District - Penns Janie
Member - House Committee on Ways and Means

Before the Senate Committee on Finance
March 15, 1988

MR. CHAIRMAN AND DISTINOUISHED MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE;

I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY YOU HAVE ALLOWED ME IN

ADDRESSING YOUR COMMITTEE ON THE IMPORTANT TOPIC OF INCLUDING TAX

INCENTIVES FOR EDUCATION IN OUR INTERNAL REVENUE CODE. WE MUST,

AS A NATION, IMPROVE OUR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND ACCESS TO

THEM FOR OUR POPULATION. IF THE TAX CODE IS THE BEST WAY TO DO

THIS, THEN CHANGES MUST BE MADE. UNFORTUNATM, CHANGES

AFFECTING EDUCATION IN THE 1986 TAX REFORM ACT PROBABLY WENT IN

Ma WRONG DIRECTION AND ARE, IN ONE MAJOR INSTANCE, UNFOUNDED,

UNWISE, AND UNFAIR.

THE ELIMINATION OF THE DEDUCTIBILITY OF INTEREST PAID ON

STUDENT LOANS WAS A MOST EGREGIOUS ERROR AND I HAVE INTRODUCED

LEGISLATION IN T.,E HOUSE, H.R. 592, TO CORRECT THIS MISTAKE. MY

LEGISLATION ENJOYS THE SUPPORT OF A LARGE NUMBER OF EDUCATIONAL

INSTITUTIONS, INCLUDING THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION AND THE

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES, AND HAS BEEN COSPONSORED BY

178 MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE. THE BROAD, BIPARTISAN SUPPORT OF H.R.

592, MANDATES THAT IT BE CONSIDERED AS A PRIMARY OPTION BY OUR

TAX WRITING COMMITTEES IN RESTORING FAIRNESS AND COMMON SENSE TO

OUR EDUCATION TAX POLICY. I HAVE ENCLOSED A LIST OF THOSE

SUPPORTING MY LEGISLATION FOR THE HEARING RECORD.

THE DEDUCTIBILITY OF STUDENT LOAN INTEREST SHOULD BE

REINSTATED FOR SEVERAL IMPORTANT REASONS. FOREMOST, IS THE NEED

TO RECOGNIZE THAT INTEREST ON STUDENT LOANS SHOULD NOT, AS WAS

DONE BY TAX REFORM, BE CLASSIFIED AS CONSUMER INTEREST. WHEN
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INDIVIDUALS BORROW FOR EDUCATION, ITS NOT THE SAME AS BORROWING

TO PURCHASE AN AUTOMOBILE, WARDROBE, OR VACATION. THE DIFFERENCE

IS PROFOUND AND SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED BY THE TAX CODE. BORROWING

TO PAY FOR SCHOOLING IS AN INVESTMENT, AND PERHAPS THE BEST

INVESTMENT, ONE CAN MAKE FOR ONE'S FUTURE. THE RETURN ON THIS

INVESTMENT 17 AMERICA IN INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY AND EVENTUAL TAX

REVENUES PROBABLY OFFSET THE INITIAL REVENUE SUBSIDY.

SECONDLY, AS STRUCTURED NOW, LOAN INTEREST FOR UPPER-INCOME

TAXPAYERS CAN BE DEDUCTIBLE ON CONSUMER PURCHASES UTILIZING HOME

EQUITY LOANS, BUT NOT BY RENTERS OR LOWER-INCOME TAXPAYERS. THIS

IS A PROFOUND DISCREPENCY IN TAX POLICY FAIRNESS.

FINALLY, THE HUGE COSTS FOR OUR MOST IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC

AND ADVANCED DEGREES RESULT IN ENORMOUS INTEREST PAYMENTS. THESE

PAYMENTS ARE USUALLY DEFERRED UNTIL THE STUDENT IS WORKING, AND

OFTEN REACH PROPORTIONS EQUAL TO NEARLY HALF A GRADUATE'S INCOME.

ONE MINORITY STUDCUT, WRITING TO ME FROM MOLE UNIVERSITY

MEDICAL SCHOOL, DETAILED A FINANCIAL DEBT OF NEARLY 5100,000 FOR

HIS UNDERGRADUATE WORK AND MEDICAL TRAINING. INITIAL PAYMENTS ON

SUCH LOANS, WHILE USUALLY DETERRED, CONSIST ZIUNLY OF INTEREST.

THE INTEREST PAYMENTS ON $100,000 OF DEBT, F'R A $23,000 A YEAR

JUNIOR RESIDENT ARE PROHIBITIVE. ALLOWING A TAX DEDUCTION FOR

THIS INTEREST COULD ACTUALLY BE A MATTER OF ECONOMIC SURVIVAL FOR

THOUSANDS OF HIGHER EDUCATION GRADUATES.

MR. CHAIRMAN, STUDENT LOAN INTEREST IS NOT CONSUMER

INTEREST, BUT SHOULD BE CLASSIFIED AS INVESTMENT INTEREST, AND

SHOULD BE MADE FULLY DEDUCTIBLE. THE CURRENT LIMITATIONS ON LOAN

DEDUCTIBILITY ARE ANTI-COMPETITIVE, DISCRIMINATE ACAINST LOWER

INCOME TAXPAYERS, AND LIMIT ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION. WHILE I

WOULD STRONGIA RECOMMEND ADnITIONAL TAX INCENTIVES FOR EDUCATION,

INCLUDING COLLEGE SAVINGS ACCOUNTS, AND PERHAPS TAX-FREE

EDUCATTONAL SAVINGS BONDS, RESTORING THE DEDUCTIBILITY OF STUDENT

LOAN INTEREST EXPENSE SHOULD BE THE FIRST STEP IN ADJUSTING OUR

TAX CODE IN FAVOR OF EDUCATION. I URGE YOUR COMMITTEE TO ACT

1.1
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UPON COMPANION LEGISLATION TO H.R. 592, S. 628, INTRODUCED BY

SENATOR GRASSLEY.

THANK YOU.

ADDENDUM

H.R. 592 and S. 628 have been endorsed kx the following groups,:

American Council on Education
American Dental Association
Assocication of American Medical Colleges
Marquette University
American Student Dental Association
University of Pennsylvania
Council of Independent Colleges
Association of Urban Universities
America:: Association of Community and Junior Colleges
American Association of State Colleges and Universities
Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities
Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities
National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
Nat'l Assoc. of Schools ti Colleges of the United Methodist Church
National Association State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
National Association of Equal Opportunity in Higher Education
Association of American Universities
University of Pittsburgh
American Association of Dental Schools
Medical College of Pennsylvania
United States Student Association

178 Members of Congress who have cosponsored H.R. 592

Arr-y
Bentley
Bliley
Brennan
Bustamante
Clarke

Atkins
Biaggi
Boehlert
Brown (CO)
Byron
Clinger

Badham
Bilbray
Borski
Buechner
Campbell
Coble

Bateman
Bilirakis
Boxer
Bunning
Carr
Coleman T.

Coleman (TX) Collins Combest Conte
Conyers Coughlin Coyne Crockett
Daniel Daub Davis Davis (MI)
de Lugo Dellums DeFazfo Derrick
DeMine DioGuardi Dorn,: Dowdy
Dreier Duncan Dwyer (NJ) Dyson
Eckert Edwards M. Espy Fazio
Feighan Fish Flippo Foglietta
Ford (MI) Frank Frenzel Frost
Garcia Gejdenson Gilman Goodling
Gordon Granly Gray (Ken)
Hall (OH) Hami ton Hastert Hayes (IL)
Hefner Henry Berger Hopkins
Hochbrueckner Horton Houghton Howard
Royer Hughes Jacobs Jeffords
Johnson (CT) Johnson (SD) Jones (NC) Kaptur
Kildee Kolbe Kolter Konnyu
Kostmayer ' 'caster Loath Lehman (FLA)
Leland Lagomarsiflo Lent Lewis (John)
Lightfoot Livingstoa MacKay Manton
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Markey
McCollum
Moakley
Murphy

Marlenee
McKinney
Mollahan
Neal

Martin (NY)
mcMillen (MD)
Morella
Neilson (UT)

Martinez
Mfume
Mrazek
OakarOlin Owens (UT) Owens (NY) PackardPanetta Parris Penny PerkinsPorter Price Rahall RangelRavenel Rhodes Ridge RinaldoRitter Roe Rogers RothRoukema Rowland (CT) Russo SavageSaxton Scheuer Schuette ShawSikorski Skaggs Skeen Smith (NE)Solari Staggers Stangeland StokesStudds Swindell Sunia TallonTres Torricelli Towns ValentineVento Volkaer Vucanovich WalkerWeiss Weldon Whittaker WilsonWise Wolf Wortley YatronYoung (AK) Young (FL)
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OCT 8 1987

Honorable Daniel P. Moynihan
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Moynihan:

This is in response to your request for a revenue
estimate for a proposal to make permanent the exclusion from
income of amounts paid for employer-provided educational
assistance (section 127). The following estimate is provided
assuming that the provision is effective for taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1987.

Fiscal Years
(Billions of Dollars)

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

-0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 "0.3

I hope you find this information useful. Please contact
me if you need further assistance.

ncerely,

C:14.10vi H. B ckway
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NOV 16 Ng
Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510

Dear Senator Kennedy:

This is in response to a request by Shirley Sagawa for a
revenue estivate of a bill which would make interest on U.S.
savings bonds tax exempt for those bonds which are
transferred to an educational institution

as payment fortuition and fees.
For taxpayers with adjusted gross income

(AGI) between $75,000 and $125,000, 67 percent of the
interest would be exempt, for those with incases between
$125,000 and 4150,00, 34 percent would be exempt, and no
exemption would be available for taxpayers with incomes of$150,000 or more. These income figures would be adjusted forinflation. Dependents would apply the income phase-out bytaking into account the income of the taxpayer providing thesupport. The tax exemption would apply only to transfers of
savings bonds issued after the date of enactment.

The following estimate assumes an enactment date ofJanuary 1, 1901.

Fiscal Years
(Billions of Dollars)

1911 1909 1990 1991 1992
---; =371 rtra 7471 =IFS

I hope this information will be helpful to you. If wecan be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate tolet me know.

Sine

Ts
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COMPARISON OF MAJOR EDUCATION SAVINGS PLANS

Kennedy-Pell
Savings Bond Plan

Uses existing
U.S. Bonds, which
are transfered to
educational inst-
itution as tuition
payment.

Tax Status Interest on bonds
is tax-free if used
for tuition and
fees.

Flexibility Can be used al any
higher education
institution.

Risk

Program

Parental
Wort

Cost

Benefit

If child does not
attend college
bond may be used
for any purpose;
only tax benefit is
lost.

Creates no new
bureaucracy.

Buy Bond. Can
payroll deduct.

Minimal tax-
revenue loss
years in the
future.

Encourages sale
of U.S. Savings
Bonds.
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Educational
Savings Accounts

Contributions are
made to savings
accounts; withdrawn
when beneficiary
enters college and
used to pay tuition
and fees.

Contributions and/
or interest tax-
free.

Can be used at any
higher education
institution.

If child does not
attend college
funds may be used
for any purpose;
only tax benefit is
lost.

May require
significant
monitoring ettort.

Must set up account.

Tax credit for
contributions
represents signi-
ficant loss of

revenue.

State Tuition
Futures

State creates pre-
payment mechanism
(i.e. a trust) that
allows families to
pay tuition years in
advance of enrollment.

Value of tuition minus
amount of pre-payment
not taxable.

May or may not have
to be used within
state.

if child does not
attend college, only
initial contribution
is refunded.

Creates state
bureaucracy; not
practicable at
national level.

Must- enroll.

State assumes
risk that contri-
butions plus invest-
ment earnings will
covet future costs.



COLLEGE SAYINGS BONDS:
PROPOSAl FEATURES AND COST ESTIMATES

Alternative I Alternative II Alternative III Kennedy-Pell Bill

Feature
Proposal Ovvviews

Income
cap

Use of
bonds

o Bond interest tax
free below $40,000;
tax benefit phased
out between $40,000
and $60,010; no
benefits above $60,000.

o Eligible bond interest
for tuition and fees
only-not to exceed
$5,000.

o Same as Alternative I,

but phaseout of tax
benefits between $60,000
and $80,000; no benefits
above $80,000.

o Same as Alternative I.

o Same as Alternative II.

o Eligible bond interest
for tuition and fees
and room and board.

o Bond interest tax-
free below $75,000;

tax benefit phased
out between $75,000
and $125,000 no
benefits above
$125,000.

o Eligible bond interest

for tuition and fees,
books and supplies
(but not for room and
board).

Years
Cost Estimates (millions)

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993
1994

$10

$46

$101

$150

$199
4263

$12

$56

$123
$183
$243
$321

$13
$59

$130
$194
$257
$339

$17

$77

$169
$251

$332
$439
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STATEMENT OF ABRAHAM RIBICOFF, SPECIAL COUNSEL

KAYE, SCHOLER, FIERMAN, HAYS i HANDLER

Senate Finance Committee

March 15, 1988

Mr. Chairman and Meemrs of the Committee, I am pleased to

have the opportunity this morning to testify in support of tax

incentives for education. I speak today in behalf of Senator

Moynihan's bill S. 39, the "Employee Eaucational Act of 1987,"

co-sponsored by 33 members of the Senate, which would restore

Section 127 of the 1978 tax reform act.

I appear today on behalf of the Morgan Bank, and I ask that

a statement by Mr. Herbert J. Hefke be placed in the record at

the conclusion of my remarks. Mr. Hefke is Senior Vice-President

and Director of Human Resources at the bank. His statement

provides a first-hand account of the successes of the prograia in

upgrading employee skills, in providing educational opportunities

for employees, and in the aggressive pursuit of affirmative

action opportunities for minority employees and women.

The safest and most consistent political buzz words during

the current 1988 campaign for all Presidential and Congressional

candidates are competitiveness and education. That is really

what Senator Moynihan's bill is really all about.

Morgan's experience demonstrates that this program is of

paramount importance to lover-paid employees, women, and minor-

ities. As Mr. Hefke notes in his testimony, 66% of program

dollars go to workers earning less than $40,000 -- 90% cq the

program dollars go to workers earning less than $50,000. Of

total participants in 1986 and 1987, 58% were women -- 33% were

minorities.
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This experience is repeated throughout the United States.

According to a 1985 study prepared by the American Society for

Training and Development, 95.4% of participants in Section 127

programs earned less than $50,000 -- 71.1% earned less than

$30,000. At a recent conferene sponsored in part by the

Congressional Competitiveness Caucus (*Working Better: Building

Consensus for a More Effective Workforce,* June 30, 1987), repre-

sentatives of labor, business, academia, and government joined in

urging support for Section 127. Citing the experience of General

Motors, where some 119,000 laid-off workers are now being re-

trained for careers outside the automobile industry, a labor

spokesman pointed out that the training provided under :action

127 can sometimes spell the difference between having a job --

and having no job at all. For such workers, losing the tax

exemption provided by Section 127 world be especially burdensome.

This experience should put to rest any notion that this

program is a fringe benefit for rich workers. It is not. The

overwhelmins majority of people who participate in this program

are working men and women who need this assistance in order to

get the training they need to move up the career ladder. This is

a popular program. In a 1986 survey of the Fortune 1000 compa-

nies, 715 of the 730 companies responding said that they main-

tained a tuition reimbursement program for their employees. In

all, it is estimated that seven million workers have participated

in educational assistance programs under Section 127. This

program has been tremendously successful in providing training

opportunities for workers at the lower wage scales -- the very

people we sought to assist when we created this program.

As you will recall, when we approved the 1978 tax reform

bill, we observed that "the tax law requires out-of-pocket

tax payments for employer-provided educational assistance from

those least able to pay." For these reasons, we stated that the
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tax law served as a "disincentive to upward mobility." The

experience of the Morgan Bank and others demonstratets that for

many workers - this program has been successful in removing the

barriers to upward mobility created by the tax law. With the

expiration of Section 127 we are faced once again with the very

situation we so roundly condemned only ten years ago. Moreover,

this proLlem recurs at a time when the government should be doing

everything possible to encourage workers to improve their skills.

This Committee has always been at the cutting edge. I do

not need to remind you of the challenges facing this country.

The current national debt exceeds $2.4 trillion. The budget

deficit this year is expected to run anywhere from $144 to $157

billion. Our balance of trade deficit will be in excess of $171

billion. For the first time since 1917, the United States is a

debtor nation. According to all of the leading economic in-

dicators, we have descended into an ever deepening sea of red

ink. We will not be able to stop this nation's decline toward

the status of a second rate economic power unless and until we

retrieve the competitive edge over other world economic powers.

In his excellent book, The Rise and Fall of the Great Pow-

ers, historian Paul Kennedy writes that a critical strength of

the Japanese is "the very high quality of the Japanese work

force...which is not only groomed in an intensely competitive

public education system but also systematically trained by the

companies themselves.

Even fifteen-year-olds in Japan show e marked
superiority in testable subjects...over most
of their western counterparts....
Japan...produces many more engineers than any
western country (about 50% more than the
United States itself). It also has nearly
700,000 R&D workers, which is more than
Britain, France, and West Germany have com-
bined."

This is the competition we face. If we are to meet this
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competition, we must provide continuing support for proven pro-

grams that provide training for American workers.

I understand that Section 127 has been estimated to cost

$200 million a year, and I sympathize with your dilemma as you

seek to find ways to retrieve a projected $200 million revenue

loss. However, just the orposite is the case.

The fact of the matter is that Section 127 will bring in

more revenue. Employees receiving an education increase their

skills -- and as they increase their skills they also upgrade

their jobs and salaries. These workers will more than make up

the cost of their training in the higher taxes paid on their

higher income.

Mr. Hefke's statement discusses three examples from the

experience of the Morgan Han* that demonstrate this point. A

secretary who obtained her undergraduate degree through the

Morgan tuition refund program is now an assistant vice- president,

making twice the salary she would have made had she remained in

her secretarial position. A messenger who began participating in

the tuition refund program after joining the clerical staff was

appointed an officer soon after obtaining his degree, and is now

earning almost at double the salary he would have earned in a

normal clerical career path. A former mail clerk who worked his

way through the ranks obtained an undergraduate degree in busi-

ness administration and now earns in excess of $100,000 as a vice

president of the bank.

To assess the tax ramifications of such success stories I

asked the tax department of my law firm to analyze the hypotheti-

cal case of a clerical employee, who earned between $20,000 and

$24,000 during five undergraduate years (1978-82), but secures:

new responsibilities upon graduation in 1982 and is now earning

13)
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$55,000 per year. Assuming no dependents or other income and

applying the standard deductiun, this employee will have paid

about $13,500 in federal income taxes for 1987 ,Alone -- almost

$9,000 more than the taxes paid if the employee had remained in a

clericaA position and were now earning $29,000.

Assuming this employee had received $1,800 in tuition

reimbursements for each of the undergraduate years, the total tax

forgone by the government over five years would have amounted to

some $3,090, only one-third of the total increased tax which

the employee paid in a single year as a result of this education.

In fact, ueng reasonable assumptions, we calculate that, over

the five-year period 1982 through 1987, the federal government

would realize a 300% return on its initial tax "investment" in

this employee -- receiving more than $28,000 in adeitional taxes

as a result of the employee's improved education. Sven if a

reasonable interest rate were taken into account in calculating

forgone revenues, the return on investment would exceed 500%.

Over the employee's working life, it is clear that the

modest investment under Section 127 would be repaid many times

over in increased taxes.

Admittedly, this is a rough cut analysis. For some workers,

the projected tax revenues would be less than the example cho-

sen -- for others, the tax revenues would be higher. It is fair

to assume, however, that -- for most worker.: -- the increased

training made possible by Section 127 translates into higher

adjusted gross income -- and higher taxes. When this information

is taken into account, the projected losses attributed to Section

127 evapo ste.

By contrast, i: this program is allowed to die, many workers

will be forced to abaadon their education. It is also important
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to keep in mind that these programs rarely approach being a "free

rids. Many workers already spend a good deal of their own money

for books and tuition, with employer assistance picking up only a

fraction of the cost. Adding a tax burden on top of these costs

may cause many workers to forego or postpone their educations.

To tiNs extent workers drop out of these programs, no tax revenue

is generated. More important, the opportunity is lost or delayed

to enhance the competitive skills of the workforce.

This program also succeeds in providing training opportu-

nitiss to workers without the bureaucracy and costs attendant to

the administration of grants programs. It enables employers and

employees alike to choose the kind of training program that best

suits employee needs, and allows employees and employers to set

the pace of their training, an important consideration for

employees who often must juggle their educational program with

won: and family commitments. To tho extent that it becomes

necessary to substitute direct grants for Section 127, this

flexibility is oat. Furthermore, it is obvious that Section 127

can provide educational assistance to workers at a fraction o:

the cost of direct aid programs, since the employers and the

employees themselves pick up the lion's share of the cost,

including the administrative costs of the program.

For these reasons, I sincerely hope that you will give

careful consideration to the renewal of Section 17/. It is a

successful program, and worthy of your support. The task of

keeping this country competitive is too important to allow this

program to expire.

I ask that a recent Nev York Times article discussing the

impact of Section 127 be inserted at this point in the record.

I am available to answer any questions that you may have.
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Zhe Xetu §ork Einto
NEW YORK. WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, MN

A Career-Improvement Tax Break Ends
By LEE A. DANIELS

After becoming a telephone service
representative four years ago. Tanya
Davis took several courses in journal-
ism and magazine publishing to pun
sue her dream of a career in the field.

Her quest was help.* by the tax.
free reimbursement from her em-
plover New York Telephone. for her
course fees at New York University's
School of Continuing Education.

But Ms Davis -tut her dream an
hold in December, with the expiration
of the Federal program that had al-
lowed the tax-exempt payments for
any kind of educational courses.

The lapse of the program, wider
which employers were paying at least
.70 million annually in tuition. affects

-Its of workers. PrlicularlY
I toss at the lower end of toe wage
scar While companies can continue
to rt mburna employees for educa-
tional ourses, the workers have to in-
clude the money as taxable income.

Used by AUlliens
The expected drop In the number ci

people taking courses under those cir-
cumstances could have she im-
pact. especially on two-year collepni.
which may people attend pan time.
and on such four -year institutions as
N Y U that offer a broad variety of
commumreducation program&

More than seven million worker,
most with salaries below O&M.
have used the tax provision for educa-
tional courses over its nine-year his-
tory, according to the American Soci-
ety for Training and DeveloPnient.
Washington-based organisation of
training professionals SOMII
rues have used the provision to no.
train workers due to be laid off.

Under the provision, people en-
rolled in ..ourses even some not re-
lated to the job paid for them, then
were reimbursed by their companies
when they got their trades.

Companies have varying ridge, and
limits, but Ms Davis, who earned
bachelor's degree in English from
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Reimbursement
for part-time
studies is now
counted as income.

Rutgers University_ In Intl. was able
to receive up to SIAN year.

If she were to continue, she would
have to Pay MN more in Federal
taxes on the money she received from
the company. and that lean added tax
burden Use sap she cannot handle on
her MON salary.

"The phone company' been excel-
lent about supporting me, but I can't
afford k now, said Ms. Davis.

Company payment for pb-related
COW IN a far MOM restrictive cate-
gory, is still tax free.

co=raof reimbursement are
te tax one mption will be

renewed. although few will make any
predictions ilittelectian year.

Support In Camels
RepresenPUve Frank J. Gianni, a

New Jersey Democrat who is the lead
House sponsor of a measure that
would make the pnivisien a mop
neat femurs of rho to code. saki:
"There is no question Congress wants
this Pogrom I've got over MS en
sponsors thus far."

Support appears equally gross In
the fonate, where a mseaure paw
and by Senator Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, Democrat of New York.
has more than ee cosposors. Cow
peas has renewed die provision by
large margins the tvill previous times
it has expired

Colleges and universities, labor
astnorenawcorprr tshoionsprovaremanalps

renewal. "Tlw lapse is already caus-
ing problems." said Gregory A. Hum-
ping, director of legislation for the
American Federation of Teachers.

Mr. Humphrey. rachairman of the
CoaUtion for Enna-yea Educational
Assistance, and representatives o'
the National Association of Manufac-
turers and the American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges
said that the Presidential campaign
and concern abort the deficit have
muddied the situation,

Distramimi Naar
Aaron F1 e0, Dean of Profes-

sional and Industry Programs at New
Y o r k U n i v e r s i t y , said e v e n the tem-
porary l a p s e o f the p r o g r a m "Is a dim-
teeming s i g n e t t o p eople who are
pusNog to ,re their skills. It
seems hypoeritkal especially with so
much emphasis oa increasing Amen
Kan compotinvenees.

The benefit of the program was es-
Whetted by s INS iudy of the Amer-
icon Sonny for Treating and Devel-
opment. The study reported that
Nifty a fourth of workers taking ad-
vantage of the pogrom lamed less
than SION a year. and 511 percent
wow lees than NUN annually
More dim N percent took courses to
Improve ph slink

The average amount of tuition aid

toteper d NI

worker under the pror-m in
L

John Robinson. a spokesman for
MGM* Inc. which has 117,00 em-
plop= worldwide, said that more
than 3,N1 ol its UnitettStates employ-
ees have taken courses. "It's bim
vent beneficial r r our employees,
and for us, too," Is said. "because the
employees bring their new skills back
to the workplaca"
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STATEMENT or MERBERT J. METRE, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,

MORGAN GUARANTY TRUST COMPANY OF NEN YORE

Senate Finance Committee

March 15, 19EE

On behalf of the Morgan companies, including Morgan

Guaranty Trust Company of New York, I would like to thank the

Chairman and Members of the Committee for the opportunity to

submit this statement in support of S.39, introduced by Senator

Moynihan, which would restore and make permaneut Section 127 of

the Internal Revenue Code, permitting employees to receive

employer-provided educational assistance, without the

assistance being considered part of the employees' taxable

income.

We at Morgan are committed to the purposes served by

employer-provided educational assistance programs. Programs

like ours provide critical assistance to employees who seek to

upgrade their skills. Our own Tuition Refund Program reflects

our conviction that better education creates a more productive

working environment and a more efficient and effective

workforce. In our view, financial incentives for education and

training are essential to maintaining a vital and competitive

economy, as well as to preserving the "American Dream".

The basic elements of Morgan's Tuition Refund Program

are typical of the kinds of educational assistance provided by

the other major corporations and financial institutions. Our

program is open to all full-time employees with at least six

months' service and provides reimbursement for approved courses

leading to undergraduate or graduate degrees and job-related

certificates. Participating employees must receive a grade of

at least "C" or better (or a passing grade for a "Pass/Fail"

course) to qualify for reimbursement.
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Just over 500 employees participated in Morgan's

Tuition Refund Program in 1987; a similar number participated

in 1986. These employees enrolled in courses at over sixty

different private and public colleges and universities, as well

as in special certificate and other programs such as those

offered by the American Institute of Banking -- the educational

affiliate of the American Bankers Association, of which Morgan

is a supporting member. About seventy-one percent of Morgan's

total program participants in 1986 and 1987 pursued courses at

the undergraduate level; the remainder were enrolled in

graduate level classes.

Our own experience shows that Section 127 educational

assistance is not a benefit enjoyed primarily by highly

compensated employees but instead provides needed encouragement

and financial assistance chiefly to employees in the low to

moderate income brackets. During the first three quarters of

last year, alyost 90% of the dollars reimbursed to New

York-based employees under Morgan's Tuition Refund Program were

provided to individuals earning less than $50,000 per year and

more than 65% to individuals earning less than $40,000 per

year. This was true despite the fact that New York salaries

are among the highest in the country and the fact that, as a

commercial bank, our workforce includes a relatively smaller

number of clerical and other lower-income employees. I am

confident that for other employers, a similar, if not higher,

proportion of total educational assistance is received by

employees in the lower income brackets. Indeed, a 1985 survey

of over 300 public and private employers conducted by the

Asericun Society of Training and elopment reported that more

than 95% of Section 127 educational assistance program

participants earned less than $50,000 per year and more than

71% earned less than $30,000.

The fact is teat low to moderate income employees are

the primary beneficiaries of Section 127 and it is they wha
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will be most seriov.ly affected 6f Section 127 io not restored.

These are the employees Itho have the greatest need for

additional training and education, who can least afford a

reduction in their take-home pay, and who are most likely to be

taxed on their educational assistance under current law. These

compelling facts should not be ignored in ing the true

impact of employer-provided educational assistance.

Equally compelling, In our own view, is the

importance of educational assistance in securing upward

mobility for members of historically disadvantaged groups.

Morgan is deeply committed to equal employment opportunity and

the Tuition Refund Program is an integral part of our

affirmative action efforts. Educational assistance enables

employees to expand their promotional opportunities, enlarge

their responsibilities and accelerate their income. This is

particularly important for minorities and women who may have

begun their working careers in clerical or secretarial

positions with only a high school education and little

knowledge of general business systems ano practices, not to

mention sophisticated financial analysis, data systems or

investment strategies. For such employees, the best

opportunity for rapid career change lies in securing the kind

of education available to them through the Tuition Refund

Program.

We are encouraged that one-third of Morgan's total

program participants in 1986 and 1987 were minorities and that

58% were women. We are concerned about the impact that the

expiration of Section 127 may have on these employees' career

aspirations and continued pursuit of higher education.

Particularly worrisome is the impact which Section 127's

expiration may have on recent graduates of our deteriorating

inner-city public schools. Many of these individuals have

graduated from high school without either the grades or the

study skills to gain entrance to college. Only through special

employer-reimbursed certificate programs like those provided by
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the American Institute for Banking are they able to acquire the

skills and demonstrate the motivation which accreeited colleges

and universities demand. Fully 70% of the 4,000 students

enrolled in A.I.B.'s evening certificate programs are

minorities and 60% are women. For these employees,

employer-provided assistance is critical to their continued

pursuit of educational objectives.

The Morgan companies are very proud that hundreds of

our employees have obtained their undergraduate and graduate

degrees through Morgan's Tuition Refund Program. The program

has had a very real impact on the lives of our employees. A

few concrete examples will show the kinds of results that have

been achieved. One Morgan imployee, who began her career in a

secretarial position, ,,btained her undergraduate degree five

years ago through our Tuition Refund Program and is now

employed as an Assistant Vice President in a core business

area. If she had remained as a secretary, she would probably

be earning about $30,000 today. With her nsw responsibilities_

and improved skills, she is earning almost doub'e that amount.

A minority group member who came to Morgan as a messenger,

soon entered our clerical staff and began participating in the

Tuition Refund Program. Shortly after he earned his kiachelor's

degree in management, he was appointed an entry-level officer

of the Bank. He is currently employ...2 as an Assistant

Vice President with significant management responsibilities,

earning salary and bonus which exceed by $30,000 the annual

compensation of about $29,000 he might have expected if he had

continued in a normal clerical career path. Another employee

who began in our mail room later worked his way through the

clerical ranks to a project-manager level. While working in

that position, he obtained an undergraduate degree in business

adrinistration and is now employed as a Vice President in an

important systems area. This employee is now earning in excess

of $100,000 annually, more than tripling the salary he would
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probably have been earning today if he had remained a project

manager.

While employees like these have obviously benefited

from the Tuition Refund Program, we at Morgan have also

benefited from their continued services and enhanced skills.

Even the United States Treasury has benefited from their

education. The fact is that promotions mean higher salaries

and higher salaries mean more tax revenues. Employees who

im..,rove their positions not only repay the cost of their

educational "tax benefit" within a very short period, but do so

while remaining fully productive, income-generating, taxpaying

employees.

Educational assistance is a good investment in every

conceivable sense and like any good investment, it yields a

substantial return. On behalf of the Morgan companies, I urge

you to restore and make permanent Section 127 of the Internal

Revenue Code. We would be pleased to provide any additional

information you may need concerning the operation and success

of our Tuition Refund Program. I thank you for the opportunity

to present Morgan's views on this important legislation.
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STATEMENT

OF

GOVERNOR JAMES 3. BLANCHARD

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Finance Committee:

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today to discuss Michigan's

first-in-the nation college tuition guarantee prngram the Michigan Education Trust

(MET). Every state, every local government and the federal government must bet.. ply

committed to investing in our children through a blend of education programs. In

Michigan, over the last five years, we have increased need-based scholarships by over 150

percent. Over that same period of time, our investment in higher education has

increased by 53 percent. We have also launched a high school dropout prevention

program in which the state pays for two ytars of community college for needy students.

And, we have added MET to the list of innovative programs aimed at helping children

receive the ed ation they will need to be productive members of our society in the 21st

century. This investment in our future is crucial for a competitive nation.

We developed MET as a program which would offer hope and motivation to kids in

Michigan. MET assures children that college tuition is guaranteed and gives them a

reason to stay in school and graduate. And we developed MET in response to a growing

need to help our citizens afford college for their children. Ovc: the past two decades,

students have faced skyrocketing tuition costs. They have met this unchecked tuition

burden with greater and greater amounts of personal debt. That assumption of

tremendous personal debt, coupled with a growing federal deficit, places this generation

in far different circumstances than we faced just 20 years ago. Children born this year

face even a starker reary. When they are ready to enroll in college, four years of

college tuition alone could cost approximately $30,000.

As a nation, we must do everything possible to provide for cur children. We must

be innovative to meet the spiraling cost of college and we cannot ask students to

mortgage their future to attend college.

Michigan Education Trust (MET)

We modeled our program after the "I have a dream" program developed by Eugene

Lang for students at his alma mater in East Harlem. He promised all of the students in

the 6th grade that if they worked hard, studied, staved in school and graduated, he would

pay for their college tuition. And it worked. In a school where the dropouts averaged
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around 90%, there were almost no dropouts and one-half of those students are now going

to college.

We hope that our tuition guarantee program will achieve the same results as the

program initiated by Eugene Lang. I want Michigan to be a leader in the nation in access

to higher education. I want to make sere we're dealing with the skyrocketing debts

students face. I want to make sure we are opening up opportunities in the future we

haven't before, by letting people provide, through prepaid tuition, that opportunity and

letting the state be a catalyst. And I want to see us offer hope and motivation. I believe

that a child's name on a tuition guarantee right there on a piece of paper can, if it's

explained periodically, offer more incentive than all the platitudes about free enterprise

and freedom that you can find.

A certificate of tuition guarantee with a child's name on it, and which tells them

if they work hard and strive to achieve they are going to be able to gc, to college can be a

wonderful motivator and tremendous encouragement to young people to work hard and

have their hopes and dreams fulfilled.

How MET Works

Our program allows parents, grandparents and others to make a one-time lump

sum payment or periodic fixed payments to prepurchase and guarantee college tuition for

a child. MET will pool the funds collected, invest them and pay the tuition costs for each

child at the school of their choice when they are ready to attend college.

Once a parent signs a contract for the program at a specified cost, that parent

will never have to contribute additional funds, regardless of what tuition costs may be.

The parents have the peace of mind that their child's college tuition costs are completely

covered. Therefore, MET will assume two types of risks. First, MET must make

projections regarding the expected rate of tuition inflation. In addition, MET will project

the expected rate of return on the invested funds. These two assumptions, detailed in

the attached table:, are the crux of how MET will work.

The Michigan Education Trust offers many advantages:

o First and foremost, it guarantees tuition, not merely a rate of return or a future

sum of money. MET does not rct as a mutual fund for parents it acts as the

agent for the State to guarantee tuition for the State's citizens. As I stated

earlier, the State of Michigan must provide education for all of our citizens and

MET is the best vehicle to accomplish that, It is this guarantee feature which

86-881 0 88 6
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distinguishes the program from any of its counterparts in the private sector.

o Second, MET provides flexibility and portability to the student. Students select

the college they wish to attend and they don't have to make the selection until

they are ready to go to college. Moreover, a student with a contract under MET

can use it at any college in tae country -- public or private. If they attend a

Michigan public university, as 212,000 or 90% of all Michigan college students

do, the full tuition is guaranteed. Should they choose to attend any other college

anywhere In this country, however, funds equal to the average tuition rate at a

Michigan college will be forwarded to the college of their choice.

o Third, in Michigan, we have added tax deductibility on the state Income tax

forms as a further incentive.

Other Programs

The Michigan program has been duplicated in five other states: Wyoming, Maine,

Florida, Indiana and Tennessee. Two other states, North Carolina and Illinois, have

adopted a slightly different program the savings bond approaci. as their method for

helping parents wrestle with the problem of higher education costs. And In 34 other

states, legislation is pending or commissions have been appointed to studythe problem

and to offer solutions. The chart accompanying my testimony illustrates the tremendous

interest in tuition programs. In short, nearly every state is interested in helping children

get in school, stay in school, and attend college.

I should add that each state must develop a program tailored for that state. In

Michigan, guaranteeing tuition addresses the concerns of our citizens. In other states, a

different proposal may be more appropriate. And while states may understandably use

different solutions to solve similar problems, we are heartened that proposals are being

discussed in all but $ states.

MET Status

What many states are awaiting, and what we have been waiting for since last

February, Is a revenue ruling from the Internal Revenue Service. Our state law requires

a favorable ruling from the IRS regarding the purchaser of the MET contract. A

favorable ruling on that aspect will permit Michigan and other states to go forward and

offer contracts to the thousands upon thousands of interested citizens.

Federal Government

As you know, several Senators and Congressmen have introduced federal
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legislation which would Institutionalize at the federal level a tuition guarantee program

or a college savings bond proposal.

We were also encouraged when Vice President Bush's program for savings bonds

for education was included in the 1988-89 budget. This inclusion indicated to us that this

Administration was also serious about innovative programs to help pay for college.

Federal Tax Revenue

In Michigan, we decided to create tax incentives for this program. We decided

that some tax expenditures were well worth it to hei children get a fair chance. And

that same budgetary impact was tolerable to help parents address the top concern of

Paying for college. In Michigan, however, we have a oalanced budget. We understand

that the analysis may be different in Washington.

So, we commissioned Coopers and Lybrand to conduct an analysis on the overall

federal tax implications of such a program as the MET.

Their analysis showed that if just 4 percent more children attended college, then

the federal government would be net winners in tax revenues. The reason is simple:

better educated people get better paying jobs and, therefore, pay more in taxes.

Moreover, if children stay in school, they are less likely to need public assistance or

cause other forms of budget expenditures. Not only can programs like MET meet

important social and human concerns, but they will also generate net tax dollars for the

U.S. Treasury.

Conclusion

The Michigan Education Trust, and other programs like it, are a crucial weapon in

our never ending effort to provide too-notch, affordable education for our children. it

does not replace, rather it complements, existing student grant and loan programs. But

MET is a significant step toward helping parents help their kids. Our view in Michigan is

that the only thing better than one Eugene Lang in East Harlem is thousands and

thousands of Eugene Wings nationwide.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Other State Initiatives

Tuition Savings Bond/ Conducting
State Guarantee Account Study Comments

Alabama
Pending legislation
modelled after the
MI plan.

Alaska
No pending legislation

Arizona
X No pending legislation

Awaiting MI IRS ruling

Arkansas
X No pending legislation

California Vetoed by
Planning to reintro

Governor.
duce legislation.

Colorado
Legislation pending,
modelled after IL
savings bond program.

Connecticut
No pending legislation
Working on language
based on IL plan.

Delaware
Completed study, will
wait before pursuing
any programs.

Florida Enacted
Plan to offer
contracts in May.

Georgia
No pending legislation

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Vetoed by

Governor.

Enacted

Enacted

1(kLA

No studies or pending
legislation.

No pending legislation
or studies.

$90 million bond
issue in January.

Pending IRS ruling;
plan to seek legis
lative amendments.

X Legislation has been
drafted modelling
IL plan.

Legislation has been
introduced modelling
MI plan.

X Legislation still
pending. Reported
favorably with
committee amendments.

Legislation died
last year. Awaiting
MI IRS ruling.



State

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana
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Tuition Savings Bond/ Conducting

Guarantea Acccunt Study

Enacted

Comments

Pending IRS ruling.

X Governor has proposed
savings subsidy
program. One perc-nt
of principal reim -
Lursed if child
attends Maryland
college.

Proposal modelled
after 1+7 and IL plans;

requires legislation.

X Awaiting Congressional
action. 3/1 Governor
introduced legislation
for savings bond
program.

Pending legislation
6-8 different types
modelled after IL. MI,
and MA plans.

Let, illation pending

for tuition guarantee
an4 savings plans.

Recently completed
report from Board of
Regents. Governor
impressed v/Michigan
plan. No pending
legislation.

Nebraska X Recently introduced
legislation.

Nevada No pending legislation
or studies.

New Haapshire Pending legislation
dying in committee.
College Presidents
oppose any type of
program.

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

North Carolina

1(3 5

Enacted

Legislation has been
reintroduced. Allows
purchase of tuition
credit at present
rates.

Awaiting MI IRS ruling

Study recently
completed.

General sero coupon
bond program.



Tuition Savings Bond/ Conducting
C.arantee Account Study Comments

North Dakota crafting legislation.

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon X

No pending legislation
Awaiting MI IRS ruling

Pending legislation
modelled after MI plan

Plan modelled after
IL. Plan to reissue
existing zero coupon
bonds by 4/88.

Preparing legislation
for next year.

Pennsylvania New legislation intro
duced similar to MA
plan.

Rhode Island X Final report has been
approved recommending
plan like IL.

South Carolina X Tuition guarantee,
legislation pending.

South Dakotc No pending legislation

Tennessee Enacted Pending IRS ruling.

Texas
No pending legislation
No studies being
conducted.

Utah

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming

Vetoed by

Governor.

Enacted

X

X
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No pending legislation
latching national

legislation.

Task Force Report

recommends wait for
national plan or
consider VT Education
Savings Bonds.

Bill passed House

and Senate, not yet
sign( by Governor.

House and Senate have
passed proposals
modelled after IL plan

Plan to reintroduce
legislation.

Program is in

operation; no IRS
requirement.
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THE MICHIGAN EDUCTION TRUST

Michigan's guaranteed tuition program, the Michigan Education Trust (MET),

allows parents, grandparents, and others to make a one-time lump sum payment,
or periodic, fixed payments to proptrchass and guarantee college tuition for a
child when that child is ready to attend college. Tuition and mandatory fees
will be guaranteed at any of Michigan's 15 public colleges or universities or
29 junior and community colleges. If a student decider to attend one of
Michigan's independent institutions or an out -of -stets school, funds equal to
the average tuition cost at Michigan's public colleges can be transferred to
the school of the student's choice. Refund options are also eve/lab:A in came
a child does not attend college. By providing such a guarantee, the Trust
assumes the risk that the funds will be invest 1 wisely and will grow as
rapidly a. tuition.

The MET will pool the payments received from purchasers, invest them and
the payments and interest earnings to pay the tuition costs for students at
their respective colleges. Therefore, MET assumes the risks that the earnings
will be enough to cover tuition coats and parents have the peace of mind that
their chiioron's college tuition is paid for.

Thee are many advantages to the Michigan Education Trust program. First, the

state can pool the funds with other state funds, investing a much larger sum
then an ge family is able to, and gaini.j a much greater return on
investment as a result. Second, the state can actually guarantee tuition,
mainly becaaso of its role in higher education policy and financing. Third,

MET offers a choice of institutions to students and they do not have to select
a college or university until they are actually ready to attend.

The Michigan Education Trust was signed into law by Governor Blanchard on
December 23, 1986. The law specifies that before the program can be

implemented, the Internal Revenue Service must provide a favorable ruling on
the tax implications of the Trust's earnings for purchasers. The ruling
request was submitted in February, 1987.

Purchasers of guaranteed tuiV will be able to deduct their contribution
from their Michigan income tax. Other tax benefits are anticipated, pending
the IRS ruling.

Interest in the program has been tremendous. Over 33,000 inquiries have been

received by telephone and mail, Currently, only Michigan residents are
eligible for the program, however, it is hopeful that in the future reciprocal
agreements can be arranged with other states and the program could operate
nationwide.

Michigan is the first state in the nation to propose and enact such a program.
It has generated a tremendous mount of interest nationwide, with five other
states (Wyoming, Indiana, Tennessee, Flortda and Maine) enacting tuition
guarantee programs and approximately 35 t her states considering adopting
similar program.. Illinois and North Carolina have enacted education savings
bond programs.

March 12, 1988
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CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF TUITION GUARANTEE PROGRAMS

June 1981 Eugene Lang announced his "I Have a Dream
Program" in Harlem

January 29, 1986

Apri3 15, 1986

May 27, 1986

December 9, 1986

DECEMBER 23, 1986

February 19, 1987

February 19, 1987

April /May 1987

May 4, 1987

Governor Blanchard announced tuition guarantee
program in his State of the State Message

MET legislation introduced

Michigan House of Representatives passed
legislation

Michigan Senate passed legislation

Governor Blanchard signed program into law

Michigan Revenue Ruling request submitted to IRS

WYOMING', "Advance Payment of Higher
Education" signed into law

INDIANA' "Indiana BEST Program" signed into law

TENNESSEE'. "Tennessee Baccalaureate Education
System Trust Act" signed into law

June 1987 FLORIDA's "Florida Prepal.2 Postsecondary
Education Expense Program" signed into law

June 30, 1987 MAINE'. "Student Educational Enhancement
Deposit (SEED) Plan" siguad into law

July 21, 1987

September 24, 1987

January 1988

NORTH CAROLINA', Bond Program signed into law

ILLINOIS'S "Illinois Baccalaureate Savings Act"
signed into law

MASSACHUSETTS'. "College Opportunity Fund"
has been proposed by Governor Dukakis and
legislation will be introduced for enactment
this year

March 1988 MET receives IRS ruling
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STATEMENT OF
0. DONALDSON CHAPOTON

ASSISTANT SECRETARY (TAX POLICY)
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss tax
incentives for higher education, including the Administration's
proposal for College Savings Bonds. Education is a national
priority deserving broad public And private support. In an
increasingly complex society, education beyond the secondary
level assumes greater importance for an individual's career
opportunities and earnings as well as for the Nation's strength
and competitiveness. College Savings Bonds would provide an
important new tax incentive for families to save for their
children's higher education.

In addition to discussing College Savings Bonds, I will discuss
S. 39, which would restore the exclusion from income of employer-
paid educational assistance; S. 628, which would allow a
deduction for interest paid on student loans; and S. 2149, which
would expand and make permanent the arbitrage rebate exception
for certain student loan bonds.

Background

The Administration's Fiscal Year 1989 budget includes $11..5
billion of Federal assistance for nigher education in the form of
direct expenditures and special tax provisions. Of this amount,
$9.2 billion is attributable to direct expenditures for higher
education, primarily through student financial assistance
and guaranteed student loan programs. Included in that total is
a.i increase of $751 milli^n in grants for students from
low-income families to a otal of $5 billion. The President's
budget includes more Federal aid to low-income post-secondary
students than has ever been available in the past.

The 1989 budget shows additional Federal assistance to
post-secondary education in the form of special tax provisions
totaling $2.3 billion. These tax provisions include the income
exclusion for scholarships; the allowance of charitable
deductions for contributions to colleges and universities; the
tax exemption of interest on State and local student loan bonds
and private non-profit educational facility bonds; and the
dependency exemptions for students age 19 and over. In addition,
the Federal government provides indirect support to nonprofit
educational institutions by excluding interest, dividends,
qualified rents and royalties from the unrelated business income
tax.

The Administration's budget also proposes additional worker
retraining opportunities. The Worker Readjustment Program
proposal, financed at nearly $1 billion in 1989, would provide
dislocated workers with essential services such as counseling,
job search assistance, basic education, and jub skill training.
Direct Federal expenditures for training and employment programs
will total $5.2 billion in 1989.
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College Savings Bonds

The Administration's 1989 Budget includes an important new tax
incentive, College Savings Bonds, that will help families save
for their children's higher education.

Background

Providing for the costs of higher education has long been a
traditional role of the student and his family. Unfortunately,
the costs of a college education have been rising twice as fast
as other prices in the economy over thy last decade. Private
education costs are up almost 90 percent since 1980 and public
education costs have risen more than 70 percent during the same
period. To put this in perspective, it now costs an average of
more than $50,000 for a family to send a child to a four-year
private university and more than $19,000 to send a child to a
public university. The Education Department estimates that,
nineteen years from now (in 2007), the total cost o2 attendance
will increase to $200,000 for a private university and $60,000
for a public university.

Even though scholarship and loan programs are available, many
families are not saving enough to meet these costs, especially
for more expensive schools. A 1984 Roper Poll showed that only
half the families who expect their children to attend college
save hing at all for their children's future college
education and that among the families that do save, the median
saving is approximately $500 per year. As a result of the lack
of planned saving, some students are limited in their choice of
colleges. In addition, the lack of savings puts considerable
pressure on family finances and raises the cost of federal
student aid. In many cases, students themselves incur /argot
debts, thus taking on significant financial burdens for many
years in the future. These problems are especially significant
for students from moderate income families, since most financial
aid programs assume that these families will pay a substantial
portion of education costs.

The Administration believes that the primary responsibility for
financing the costs of post-secondary education should remain a
family priority. A federal program to encourage saving for
college education would not only call the attention of families
to the need for saving, but would also provide a convenient
mechanism and incentive for them to do so. We believe that
College Savings Bonds would provide valuable and urgently needed
assistance to American families in financing post-secondary
education. There is a growing awareness of the need for such a
program, as evidenced by the number of bills for federal
educational savings programs introduced in the 100th Congress.2

The Administration's Proposal

The Administration's College Savings Bond proposal would promote
long-ter saving by families for the costs of post-secondary
education by encouraging families to save on a tax-free basis for
their children's future education. Under the proposal, interest
on College Savings Bonds would not be taxed currently and could
be exempt from taxation when received if the bond proceeds are
used to pay for the costs of a post-secondary education. If the
bond proceeds are not used for this purpose, the deferred
.nterest would be taxable upon redemption.

The types of aducational costs qualifying for the tax exemption
include tuition, books, appropriate room and board charges, and
other fees associated with part-time as well as full-time
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attendance at eligible institutions that meet the standards for
participation in the Education Department's student aid programs.

In order to target the program to low and moderate income
families, the exemption from tax on interest income would phase
out at annual levels of gross income between $60,000 and $80,000,
adjusted for inflation after 1989. Thus, taxpayers whose
adjusted gross income exceed $80,000 (adjusted for inflation) at
the time the bonds are redeemed would not benefit from the
exclusion. The income phase-out would be determined by the
parents' income if the student has been claimed as a dependent by
the parents in any of the three previous years; other'iss the
income phase-out would be determined by the student's income.
Thus, if a grandparent buys a bond in the name of a grandchild,
the income phase-out would be based on either the child's or the
parents' income.

Discussion

The benefits of College Savings Bonds can be illustrated by the
following 'sample. If a parent of a two-year old child purchases
$2,000 in bonds in 1988 and in each succeeding year, the total
accumulated funds would exceed $60,000 by the time the child is
18 (assuming an interest rate of 7.2 percent). This would be
enough to pay the expected future costs of sending the child to a
public university for four years. The tax savings for a family
in the 15 percent bracket would be $6,800, or 1. percent of the
total cost.

Based on the Education Department's estimate of participation,
sales of College Savings Bonds would initially be $4-5 billion
annually. The net cost of the program would be $10 million in
1989, rising to $200 pillion in the fifth year of the program.
There would also be administrative costs depending on the method
of implementing the program.

S. 39: Employee Educational Assistance Act of 1987

Background

Prior to 1988, up to $5,250 of the value of employer-provided
educational assistance was excludeu from an employee's income if
the assistance met the requirements of section 127 of the
Code. Section 127 limited the types of educational assistance
that could be provided on a tax-free basis and required that the
assistance be provided in a manner than did not discriminate in
favor of officers, owners or highly compensated employees. In

addition, under section 127, no more than five percent of the
amounts paid under a qualified educational assistance program
could be for the benefit of five percent owners.

Prior to the enactment of section 127, an employer's payment or
reimbursement of an employee's educational expenses was included
in the employee's income only if such expenses were deductible
under section 162 as job-related expenses. If the employer paid
or reimbursed the employee for educational expenses that were not
Job-related, the employee was required to include such amounts in
income and no offsetting deduction was available.

Job-related education is generally defined as education that (1)
maintains or impro es skills required in the individual's
employment or (2) meets the employer's express conclitIsns as to
the individual retention of job, job status, or rate of compensa-
tion. Education that qualifies the individual for a new job is
not considered job-related.
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Since the expiration of section 127 2s of January 1, 1988,
individuals ney exclude fros income only the value of employer-
provided educational assistance that is job-related. The value
of educational assistance that is not job-related is includible
in income.

S.39

The Employee Educational Assi-tance Act of 1987, S. 39, would
permanently reinstate section 127 of the Code, effective
January 1, 1988.

Discussion

The Treasury Department opposes S. 39 for two primary reasons:
first, section 127 creates an inequitable distinction between
taxpayers, and second, it has not principally benefitted those
most in need of assistance.

Section 127 provided tax-favored educational benefits to only a
small segment of the population taking courses to train for a new
job or occupation. The benefit of employee educational
assistance plans was not available to workers whose employers did
not offer such programs, or to unemployed workers. Moreover,
self-employed individuals and many small business owners were,
practically speaking, unable to benefit effectively from these
programs. As Table 1 indicates, eighty-four percent of adult
education courses taken in 1984 to qualify for a new job or
occupation were paid for by the student himself. Only sixteen
percent of such training could have benefitted from section 127.

We believe that the tax treatment of non job-related educational
expenses should be the same for all individuals. The operation
of section 127 was inherently inequitable in that it provided
favorable tax treatment to only a small, fairly select group of
individuals. If educational training taken in order to qualify
for a new job or occupation is deserving of government support,
then all such training expenses should be deductible, not just
those of certain employees.

Second, the available data suggest that section 127 did not
principally benefit less educated or less skilled workers who
would be most in need of further educational training. A Labor
Department survey found that higher-paid professional and
administrative employees were more likely than production workers
to have employer educational assistance plans offered to them,
and were more likely to be offered full, rather than partial,
reimbursement. Moreover, as Table 2 indicates, less educated
workers in lower-paying jobs represented a smaller fraction of
participants in adult education in 1984 thaFTE7T969.

The total revenue cost of reinstating section 127, effective
January 1, 1988, would be $275 million in Fiscal Year 1988 and
approximately $400 million annually thereafter.

In summary, we believe that section 127 unfairly provided, at a
imbstantial revenue cost, special treatment to only certain
employed individuals who frequently were higher-paid professional
and administrative personnel. For these reasons, we oppose the
reenactment of section 127 in 8. 39.

S. 628: Interest Deduction on Education Loans

SaCt9cOund

Section 163(h) of the Code disaIlowa the deduction of personal
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interest. Personal interest is defined as any interest other
than certain trade or business interest, investment interest,
passive activity interest, qualified residence interest, and
certain interest paid with respect to estate taxes. In general,
interest on educational loans is personal interest. The denial
of the deduction for personal interest is phased-in over the
period 1987 through 1990.

S. 628

S. 628 would permit an itemized deduction for the full amount of
interest on qualified educational loans, thus creating a new
exception to the rule that disallows a deduction for personal
interest.

Discussion

The Treasury Department opposes S. 628. As part of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, c.mgress explicitly considered the
deductibility of all types of interest expense. In the case of
business and investment activities, Congress decided that, with
appropriate limitations, interest should be deductible. In the
case of personal interest, Congress decided that interest should
not be deductible. The Treasury Department does not believe this
issue should be revisited at this time.

In addition, S. 628 is an inequitable approach to subsidizing
educational costs. The bill would reduce the cost of education
only to individuals who borrow and itemize deductions. Because
individuals who itemize are generally wealthier than individuals
who do not itemize, S. 628 would provide a disproportionate
benefit for affluent taxpayers.

S. 2149: Arbitrage Exceptions for Student Loan Bonds

Background

Section 148(f) of the Internal Revenue Code requires issuers
of State and local bonds to rebate to the United States arbitrage
profits earned from investing gross proceeds of an issue of
tax-exempt bonds in investments that are not acquired to carry
out the government purpose of the tax-exempt bond issue. One of
the principal Jbjectives of section 148(f) is to eliminate
so-called "collapsible" escrow bond issues in which the bond
proceeds are invested in a higher-yielding escrow before being
used for a governmental purpose. In these transactions, the
arbitrage profits earned during the escrow period are ,ufficient
to ensure the availability of sufficient funds, after payment of
all bond issuance expenses, to "collapse" the issue by retiring
all the bonds if the proceeds are not used for a governmental
purpose. This collapsible structure facilitated the issuance of
bonds for projects for which financing might never actually be
needed or used.

Section 148(f) of the Code generally eliminated these collapsible
bond issues by requiring issuers to rebate arbitrage profits
earned during the escrow period. HOwever, section 148(f)(4)(D)
contains an exception to this rule which applies only to bonds
issued on or before December 31, 1988, to finance Pacifically
guaranteed student loans (GSL bonds). Under this exception,
issuers of GSL bonds can use arbitrage earned during the escrow
period to pay bond issuance costs, even if no student loans are
financed. Moreover, issuers of 5L bonds can use arbitrage
earned during the escrow period to pay program costs.
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Section 148(a) of the Code provides generally that a bond is an
arbitrage bond if the proceeds are used to acquire higher
yielding investments. Section 146(c), however, provides that a
bond is not treated as an arbitrage bond solely because the
proceeds are invested for a reasonable temporary period until
needed for a governmental purpose. The temporary period for
proceeds to be used to make or finance loans generally may not
exceed six month.. Under section 103:c)(2)(3), however, this
six-month period As extended to eighteen months for GSL bonds
issued on or before December 31, 1988.

Under present law, qualified scholarship funding corporations are
authorized to issue tax-exempt GSL bonds. Qualified scholarship
funding corporations are not authorized to issue tax-exempt bonds
to finance student loans that are not Federally guaranteed
(supplemental student loan bonds).

S. 2149

Senate bill 2149 would make permanent the temporary arbitrage
exception for GSL bonds and expand these exceptions to cover
supplemental student loan bonds. The bill also would authorize
qualified scholarship funding corporations to issue supplemental
student loan bonds.

Discussion

The Treasury Department strongly opposes S. 2149. The stated
reason for the temporary arbitrage exceptions was to permit
issuers of GSL bonds to continue to issue bonds while they find
other sources of revenue to defray bond issuance and program
costs. H.R. Rep. No. 841, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 11-753
(Conference Committee). For the following reasons, these
arbitrage exceptions are not warranted and should not be extended
or expanded to cover supplemental student loan bonds.

First, issuers of GSL bonds are permitted under Treasury
regulations to recover all of their bond issuance and program
costs from the student borrowers by receiving higher interest
payments on the student loan notes than the issuer pay on the
hands. The temporary rebate exception, therefore, permits
ecovery of the same costs twice, once from the temporary
investment arbitrage and again from the student borrowers.
Moreover, if the bond proceeds are not used to finance student
loans and are used solely to earn arbitrage, the issvers can
still recover their bond issuance costs from the arbitrage.
Thus, the temporary rebate exception permits risk-free,
collapsible escrow bonds to be issued.

Second, there is no basis for treating these private activity
bonds more favorably than bonds issued for essential government
purposes. GSL bonds are not distinguishable from other bonds to
which the arbitrage rebate rules fully apply. Moreover, the
special rebate exception is not necessary for the issuance of GSL
bonds. The risk that bond issuance costs will have to be paid
out of other available funds if the bond proceeds are not used to
finance student loans can be eliminated t- delaying issuance
until the bond proceeds are actually needed to finance the
student loans. To the extent the bonds are issued earlier than
necessary, the early issuance risk should be borne by the
issuers--not by the Federal government.

Third, many issuers of GSL bonds have accumulated large surpluses
over the years from issuing GSL bonds and investing the bond
proceeds in higher yielding investments and student loan notes.
A special exception that permits these issuers to use temporary
investment arbitrage to issue bonds at no risk, and to recover

1'r
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the same costs twice, is not defensible as a matter of tax
policy.

Finally, student loans financed by supplemental student loan
bonds are not subject to Federal income limits applicable to
Federally guaranteed student loans. These bonds do mot fulfill
Federal policy goals of aiding lower income families, and thus
the authority to issurthem should not be expanded.

This concludes ay remarks. I will be happy to answer any
questions.

"A National Study on Parental Savings for Children's Nigher
Education Expanses," conducted for the National Institute of
Independent Colleges and Universities by the Roper
Organisation, August 1984.

2 A number of bills introduced in the 100th Congress would
provide tax incentives to save for higher education by
creating either Education Savings Bonds (S. 1662 and S. 1817),
Education. Savings Accounts (S. 1533, S. 1659, S. 1660 and S.
1661), or Education Savings Trusts (S. 1572). These bills
would provide either deferral uf, or exclusion from, tax with
respect to income which is used to finance qualified
educational expenditures.

3

Although section 127 provided that self-employed individuals
and sole proprietors could technically qualify for the
benefits of section 127, in practice these benefits were
primarily available to only larger businesses. Small,
closely held businesses were unable to benefit from section
127 because no more than five percent of the amounts paid
under the educational assistance program could be for the
benefit of shareholders or owners owning more than five
percent of the capital or profits interest in the employer.

4 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1986,
Employee Benefits in Medium and Large rims, Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office.

A pending technical correction would clarify that amounts
designated as interest on student loan notes were not intended
to be treated as a reimbursement of costs for purposes of the
rebate exception.
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Tabk I

Adak Macadam in 1984
Ramos for Taking Course sod Source of Payment

On tbotwamis)

Tad
Courses

Jab - palatal Courses
Non4oklteisted

Courses Unknown
improve in I New Job in I New Job in

Current Job I Same Occupstionj New Occupation

Total Courses 39,097 19.703 934 3.818 14,448 145
OsteEmployer Paid 14,003 12.328 242 549 857 28

Employer Paid as a 36.3 62.6 24 6 14.4 5.9 19.3Part of Total Course

Source: Tabulated from: U.S. Department of Education. Center for Educational Statistics, Trends in Adult Education
1969-1984. Tables 0-H, pp. 33-36.
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Table 2

Dbtribution of Adult Education Participants and the Adult Population 17 Years
and Older. by Selected Charactedstla Ma) 1969 and 1984

Characteristic

Adult participants ,1 Population 17 years old and over
1969 1984 1 1969 1984

Total number (in thousands) 13.041 23.303 130,251 172.583

Total percent 100% 100% 100% 100%

Education level:
Less than 12th grade 16 8 44 27

High school graduates 39 30 34 38

Some college (1 to 3 years) 20 26 12 18

Bachelor's degree or higher 26 36 10 17

Income group:
Above median family income 68 65 50 50

Below median farP'.1y ioeom. 32 35 50 50

Occupational groups.*
Executive/managerial 11 15 9 11

Professionalnechnical 33 31 13 15

Administrative support 17 17 IS 16

Sales and service 16 20 27 26

Other 23 17 36 32

The basis of these percents are employed adult education participants and the eriployed
population 17 years and older
Not available.

Nose: Details may not add to totals because of rounding.

Source: U.S. Department of Education, Center for Educational Statistics. Trends in Adult
Education 1969-1984. Table I. page 3. 1987
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PATRICIA A. HAYES, PRESIDENT
SAINT EDWARD'S UNIVERSITY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Patricia A. Hayes, president of Saint Edward's University in

Austin, Texas. Saint Edward's University is a private, Catholic

affiliated university enrolling 2700 students; 1300 of whom are

part-time undergraduate and graduate students, and 1400 of whom are

full-time undergraduate students. Saint Edwari's provides virtually

all of the baccalaureate and master's level part-time adult education

in the Austin area. For 15 years, Saint Edwari's has played a unique

in educating the children of migrant farm workers.

For the past two and one-half years, I have been the chair of the

Tax Policy Subcommittee of the National Association of Independent

Colleges and Universities (NAICU), an organization representing more

than 800 independent colleges and universities. I am here today on

behalf of NAICU to bring you our concerns about the need to develop

meaningful national tax policy toward college and unive-sity

students. I commend the leadership shown by this Committee in holding

hearings on these important topics of education savings, employee

educational assistance, deductibility of interest on education loans,

and taxation of scholarships and fellowships.

Tax Incentives for Savings for Higher Education

NAICU is committed to working with Congress tc create an

efficient and cost-effective form of tax incentives for education

savings. The absence of such a program presently represents a gap in

federal policies in support of higher education. There are two

central concerns which drive our interest.

The first of these concerns is the lack of saving among those who

can afford tc be saving. In 1986, American households saved only 3.9

percent of their disposable income -- the worst year for personal

saving since World War II, and down from a post-war peak of 9.4

percent in 1973. The comparable personal saving rate for Japan was

mots than 17 percent in 1985.

1 7. (-21:
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And, ser.vid is the marked shi.. in trends of financing higher

education. Over the past ten years, student financial assistance has

shifted dramatically fres a reliance on grants to a reliance on loans.

Presently, loans account for about half of all aid available (up from

16 percent in 1975-76), with grants diminishing from 80 percent to 47

percent over the same period. Sources of aid also have changed

substantially. During the time when the value of federally supported

student aid was felling between 1980-81 and 1986-87 by 16 percent in

constant dollars, institutions of higher education, particularly

independent colleges and universities, increased their own aid by 41

percent in constant dollars. At many indepenlent colleges and univer-

sities, diverting more resources to student aid -- in some cases as

much as 40 percent cn: their total budget -- has meant a heavy burden

on the institution's resources.

As a result, students id their families pay a greater share of

the cost of attending independent colleges and universities. Among

student aid recipients, contributions from family resources rose

from53.0 percent of the total price charged in 1979-80 to 65.5 per-ent

in 1983-84. ""qs rate of increase outpaced the rate of inflation by

51 percent.

There is evilenca that families recocnize the importance of

saving for college but need help to do so. In 1984, the National

Institute of Independent Colleges and Universities (Mi) contracted

with The Roper Organizat,. to poll families on attitudes towe..d

savings for their children's hig:ier education expenses. The stilly

revealed that 77 percent of vrents. with children of pre-college age

expect, or at least hop., for, their children to go to college.

P'rents see themselves first (66 percent) and their children second

(36 lament) as having primary responsibility for financing college.

When asked whether they were currently saving for their children's

college education, parents of prospective college entrants snowed that

only half are currently saving, that they saved an annual median of

$517 in 1954, and that they started saving for college when their

oldest child was icur year old. The half who am not saving now say

they cannot afford to, but 2 in 3 plan to save later. Future savers
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Flan to start when their child is 12
years old, allowing six years of

saving. Yet, these same parents plan to have -- or hope they .ray have

-- $10,000 saved when their youngest child
is raady to go to college.

With these patterns and needs in mind, individual colleges and

ates have attempted to devise 14mited strategies to spur savings.

Approximately 12 independent institutions developed innovative

contracts to prepay tuition before the child reached college age;

several of these are no longer operational becal,se they have not

proven to be financially feasible for the institution. Numerous

states have explored possibilities of state plans These plans have a

number of different characteristics, but common to each are limita-

tions on where 'he students can use the funds saved. Private savings

banks, such as those that market tuition-indexed certificates of

deposits, have prompted responses from upper-incone individuals,

failing to reach those of more modest means.

Although state., individual colleges and universities, and

financial institutions have led the way in developing innovative

plans, these are piecemeal approaches and lack the consistency anti

accessibility that only a federal plan could provide. Fur_hermorb,

they do pose a threat to access and the opportunity for student

choice that has characterized this nation's system of higher

education.

Clearly, there are a number of national models and meeAs of

encouraging savings for higher education. In order for such a plan to

work, to actually encourage new savings among families which are not

currently saving, the following key elements need to be included:

First, the olan 'must be simplmard inspire the confidence of the

saver. In order to Pe effr.ctive, a federal e ration savings pla"

needs to be easily understood by families. It mu.:t also be easy to

administer and rules regarding withdrawal of funds should be stra!ght-

for.ard. The plan should utilize a system for savings that inspires

confidence for those making a long-term investment

130
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Second, the plan should sPpplemept not supplant, existing

student aid programs. A re,.,onable mix of loans, grants, and work

should remain the cornerstone of federal student assistance policies

and clearly cannot be replaced by education savings programs, no

matter how effective. It is imperative that any educe-ion savings

programs serve as a supplement to other sources of funds. The precise

treatment of these savings under student assistance programs should be

resolved separately by the Congress as a part of its consideration of

needs analysis for student assistance.

Third, the plan should encourage student choice and ensure

portability. Education savings are an important component in assuring

access to the institution best suited to a student's needs, whether

in-state or out-of-state, or waetheL it is state-supported or

independent.

Fourth, the most important tax incentives are those which coin -

aide witt the payment of education expenses. The most significant and

the least costly of the numerous tax incentive options is one provided

at the time that education expenses are actually being paid, and which

focus upon the core education costs - tuition and fees.

Fifth, Participation in an education savings plan should

broadly ,ccessible. Relatives, friends, and employeis should be

eligible to make contributions. 1.centives should be available to the

broadest possible spectrum of families at each income level to

encourage these crucial personal investments in education.

I would like to stress the point that saving, while important, is

just one element of the partnership of sources of paying for college

and cannot be viewed as a panacea for the problems in meeting college

tuitions. How er, saving is an undeveloped avenue for helping to

finance higher education and deserves focused attention and incentives

to realize its potential.
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I would also like to note that the use and level of saving rises

as income increases. Most savings plans are, therefore, more likely

to be used by middle- and upper-income families which makes it all the

more necessary that a national, education savings plan be designed to

attract the widest number of participants, and that federal etude-

assistance programs be Impended to meet the needs of students whose

families are unable to save under any condition.

Of the various education savings options, plans such as the one

outlined in S. 1817 some closest to meeting the features which I have

listed. This option provides an easy-to-understand and convenient

method to save, an instrument, U.S. Savings Bonds, that is already

known by most people and that is accessible by most family income

levels, and permits use at all colleges and universities. Perhaps of

greatest interest to all of us who are preoccupied with reducing tns

federal deficit, this plan actually draws funds into the U.S. Treasury

and costs little in tax expenditures. We urge you to look carefully

at this straightforward option.

Extension of the Employee Educational Assistance Act

Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code, the Employee Educa-

tional Assistance Act, expired for the third time in its history on

December 31, 1Q87. NtICU strongly supports S. 39, which would make

this provision a permanent r..t of the tax code, and would urge that

it be promptly enacted by the Senate..

The Employee Educational Assistance Act allowed employees rn

receive, as a tax-free fringe benefit, tuition support to pursue

higher education. This section has enabled many low-paid and under-

educated workers to return to school part-time, and to earn a degree

thLt qualified them for better and higher paying jobs. This section

also allows graduate teaching and research assistants to receive

tuition remission in support of their education tax free.

Since the expiration of Section. 127, these same benefits now

become taxable to the students. Clearly, many of the students for

whom this section was envisioned will not be able to continue their

education if they must pay taxes on the value of tuition from their
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own limit-d wages. Even more unfortunately, without Section 127, the

only tax-free employer-provided education dollars are those that are

related to the current job. This, in essence, benefits those of us

who have already corpleted our education and are merely "keeping up"

with new developments, but provides no benefits to those who want to

improve their job skills and advance their professional opportunities

The repeated extension and expiration of this provision have

coerated to undermine the goals of the provision. This section should

be made a permanent part of the tax code.

Deduct In er

The Tax Reform Act, enacted into law on October 22, 1986, phases

out and eventually eliminates the deduction allowed to itemizers for

the interest paid on education loans. This change incorrectly treats

this indebtedness as merely another form of consumer :Interest instead

of investment interest, thereby increasing the costs of education debt

for the many Americans who sorrow as an investment in their own

future.

Clearly, loans are an Increasingly significant part of financing

higher education. Based on the most recent figures available,

approximately $76.9 billion in loans to finan=e higher education are

presently outstanding; $9.3 billion in new federally guaranteed loans

were made as part of the 1987 fiscal year.

I

We urge Congress to adopt S. 628 to allow interest on education

loans to be deductible in the same manner as is presently al'owed for

interest on business investments.

Taxation of Scholarships and Fellowships

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 also rewrote Section 117 of the

Internal Revenue Code pertaining to the taxation of scholarships and

fellowship awards. The new Section 117 subjects to taxation the

portion of any scholarship or fellowship that is granted to cover

non-tuition educational axpeases, such as room, board, and necessary

travel. The law also requires that any payments _or which a service

requirement exists will be treated as taxable income, thus converting
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many graduate student tuition grants and teaching and research

fellowships into taxable wages. These are among the most unfortunate

of the tax reform revisions.

Although former Section 117 was unduly complicated, prompting

audits and conflict between students and the Internal Revenue Service,

the present cysts.' is not an improvement. The Act converted academic

awards into a morass of taxable and nontaxable awards, portions of

which are subject to withholding, other portions of which are subject

to the payment of esti..ated taxes by students, and part of which are

tax free. Students must now retain book lists and receipts, match

academic year grants with the tax cycle, and calculate taxable wages,

taxable scholarships, and tax-free gifts from the same awards just to

determine if any taxes are owed. All of this compels scholarship

recipients of aid above tuition to file a 1040 Form which, in turn,

precludes them from using a simplified needs-analysis form to receive

student aid.

We urge the Finance Committee to address these issues promptly,

and to adopt a simple i.ax provision consistent with the purposes and

nature of student aid.

Thank you, Mr. cnairman and members of the Committee, for holding

these hearings on the important topics.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Michael S McPherson
Chair, Economics Department

Williams College

Thank you for the opportunity to offer testirony on this

important subject.

You are considering a number of bills that would provide a

tax preference for families who save for college These bills

shale two worthy goals encoureLing Americans to save more, and

encouraging Ametican parents to plan and provide more effectively

for theft children's college education Traditionally, Americans

have believed that the first responsibility for paying for

college lies with the parents Increasingly, we have come to

recognize that many families can best meet those responsibilities

by spreading the hign cost of college over time paying for

college, like paying for house, is tending increasingly to

become a lifetime proposition. While some of that cost spreading

can be -- and indeed is -- accomplished through parent or student

borrowing, many observers agree that healthy system of college

finance would include more advance planning and saving for

college than most fat !lies presently atnieve We thus find

ourselves searching for ways in which the federal government can,

at reasonable cost, help encow'age such advance preparation

;Ire bills before this committee pursue this worthy goal

thiougb the device of tax incentives This is a feature that 1,

and 1 suspect many economists, are less ham about The

'eduction in tax preferences accomplished by the tax reform

',oblation passed in 1986 was, in my view, a landmark

achievement Tax preferences are often poorly targeted on their

goals, they tend to benefit the well off disproportionately, and

they often prove extremely difficult to dislodge once they are in

place I
am pleased that this body is examining with great care

proposals to introduce new pref.rences to the tax code

i ,,-iA.,.\.4fA Y(103 Ta lt,I,
A desirable scheme of federal encow,agement for college

saving would, in my view, have these features

it would maximally encourage Additional saving, lather than

pinviding federal subsidy for saving that would have token plait,

,i.w ,y . 185
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-It would target federal help on those who would find it

difficult to save without such support;

-it would minimize the creation of new federal institutions

and bureaucracies; and

-it would encourage families of modest means to begin

paanning early and effectively for their children's educational

future

Let me first make the point that an excellent means of

accomplishing 1 of tries goals would be through an improved

and expanded version of the Pell grant program. This program

works through federal bureaucracy that already exists and it is

targeted effectively on needy families. A secure and reliably

funded program of basic grants is fine encouragement to the

educational aspirations of you...; people.

If needy families see a srable basis for college finance.

this may be an encouragement to them to plan early Against this

it can be argued that the availability of grant aid blunts the

incentive to save I examined this issue with colleague, Chip

Case of Wellesley College.' We concluded that the Pell program

probably did not introduce significsn- savings disincentives,

although grants provided by institutions to more affluent

students may have such effects. Two reforms -. in addition to

more reliable and generous funding ... might make the Pell program

more effective in encouraging families to plan and provide for

college First, we need better screening of the educational

effectiveness of schools that are eligible to receive grants, to

help ensure that families' investment of their own resources in

schooling are wothwhile Second, it would be desirable redesign

the Pell award rules so as to provide larger Pell grants to

families that contribute more to their children's education out

of any given ability to pay.

1 ' ''' ID "C.
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it 1 had to choosx between the alcernativxs of potting

fedetal resources into tax preferences for college saving and of

funding the existing grant programs more generously, I would

certainly opt for the latter. motice also that new programs to

subsidize college saving could take the form of direct federal

matching expenditures rather than tax benefits Nonetheless, it

seems clear to me that some of the tax preference bills before

you are considerably more attractive than others, and I will turn

now to that comparison

First, a prelimit,ary point It is not clear to me in every

case who is the presumptive taxFayer in these bills If, say, a

parent purchases U S savings bonds and devotes them to her

child's education, does the legislation suppose that it is the

parent or the child who pays the tax? Do income ceilings an tax

benefits zoply to the parent's or the child's income' I assume

that it is the intent of the drafters that these policies have

reference to the Farent's (or other contributors') income and

taxes unless clearly stated otherwise, and I will proceed on that

assumption

The bills differ on several important dimensions

1 Income limitation

Two bills (S1572 and S1817) limit tax benefits according to

family income the others do not.

Piograms that iestrict tax benefits according to family

income have a much better chance of being reasonably

effective in encouraging new saving and In targeting Exit

benefits on families that have difficulty saving Families

of substantial means can readily reallocate their portfolios

to take advaLtage of tax subsidies without changing .heir

saving behavior or the college destinations of their

xhildren one iota Including such families is wasteful and

unfair Because use of tax preferred investment instruments
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1, aut.!, more truqu,nt among the afflucnt, the abs,nct of

Income limitations can be expected to add substantially to

the cost of a proposed program

It is a matter of Judgment where an income cutoff should

come 1 pietel the 9100.000 atoff In S 1572 LO the

$150,000 cutoff in S 1817

2 of fAx nreferenco

The proposals differ substantially in the generosity of the

tax preferences they offer to savers hills S1533 and

S1572 would provide both a deduction for initial

contributions and tax-free use of the proceeds of these

accounts for educational purposes This treatment is quite

substantially more generous. for example, than that provided

to IRA's before the recent tax reform Not only i1 the

income g,nerated by these accounts never taxcd, but under

these arrangem,nts the principal is never taxed either In

wort. with Charles Byce of the Brookings Institution, we

estimated that the tax cost of this form of exemption is

three or four times as great as the cost of deferring tax on

contributions and income until the time of withdrawal 2

Several other of the bills (S1659, S1660, and S1661) provide

tax advantages both at time of contribution and at time of

distribution, but recover sine of the funds by taxing either

income from the accounts or the earnings of account

beneficiaries The least expensive of the bills are the two

that simply forgive tax on interest earned by savings bonds

(S1662 and S1817)

Now much preference this use of savings deserves is a matter

of political and social judgment. It is clear that the more

generous programs, if they prove popular, would cost

substantial tax revenue; the loss would be most severe from

programs that combine generous treatment with the absence of

1 61
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thlat uses of funds agains, the alternative of maintaining

or expending existing student aid programs becomes

especially urgent in this case.

3 Institutional requifemt_nte

The bills differ markedly in the amount of regulation,

rep,,rting, and bureaucratic management they require The

simplest is 51817, which requires only certification of the

educational use of bond proceeds. 51572, with its proposed

new federal entity, the National Education Savings Trust.

may be the most complex. Other bills require the creation

and mandgemert of new specialized accounts in banks

Several would also require reporting of income from ar,ount

distiibutiuns over a ten year period - a substantial

repotting buiden

The principal reasons 1 can see for setting up separate

accounts for educational saving are (1) to permit an

immediate tax advantage for contributing CO such an account.

rather than providing benefits only when such accounts are

distributed, and (2) to make it possible to penalize the

non-educational use of funds that had been contributed to

specialized accounts The issue, then, is whether plans

that provide [4), benefits for educational use at the time of

distribution provide adequate incentive both to save and to

put the savings to educational use This is partly a

question of how large a preference Congress wants to crLate

As 1 have noted above, the degree of tax preference pruvidLit

by some of these bills which provide both immediate and

later tax benefits is quite large Simply excluding

interest on savings devoted to educational purposes from

taxable which can be done readily without creiLing

now financial instruments or institutions does provide

significant tax benefit.
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My uwn view is that uny program of tax preference enacced by

Gang-ess should be kept modest in cost, simple in operation,

understandable to the public, and limited to families of modest

means S1817. sponsored by Senators Kennedy and Pell, comes

closest to meeting these criteria. Several of the other bills

could be improved by imposing income limitations on benefits to

contributors, by reducing the degree of tax preference they

offer, and/or by simplifying their reporting and regulatory

reauirements.

1 would like to conclude with brief comments on two matters

related to this committee's concerns. First is comment on

state ac-ivity regarding Encouragement to college saving A

number of states are in the midst of designing plans to encourage

either saving for college or " prepayment" of college tuition.

Much energy has gone into efforts to design these plans so as to

gain ruling from the U S Internal Revenue Service that. income

earned within these plans is not taxable. This seems to me

perfectly awful way for states to make policy. It's especially

troubling that, under current law, plan is more likely to gain

favorable tax treatment the more severely it constrains students'

educational choices (because that makes ft look more like an

'advance purchase" and less like an investment). It seems to me

highly desirable for Congress to determine what -- if any --

state (or private) plans for prepayment of college tuition

deserve favorable federal tax treatment, and to legislate

acEuidingly I'm doubtful that any plans deserve such

assistance, tat the most obvious criteria to impose would include

fiscal soundness of the plan, minimal interference with family

choice of educational institution, and limited penalties for

withdrawal fiom the plan

Finally, I would li..a to underline the importance of helping

families learn to plan for college investments College

education, especially at selective private institution, IL

expensive, but I believe that part of the current hign level of

anxiety about paying for college results from the fact that we
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haven't helped families learn to view college as a long term

investment Families often start thinking about college - both

academic and financial prep raCton very lace - and often don't

understand fully how financial aid, credit arrangements, And (if

they start early) savings plans can help them manage At least

as important as having the federal government provide financial

incentives to encourage ssving for college is the educational

task of helping families learn to think about these issues in

longer time perspective This is a task in which educators.

community leaders, and government officials at all levels can

shale

1Krl Case and Michae' McPherson, "Does Student Aid
Discourage Saving for Callege?" Washington, D.0 . The College

Board, 1985.

2Michael McPherson and Charles Byes, "IRA's for College
Saving", paper prepared for the annual meeting of the National

Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, Washington,

D C . 1985
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Judith Eaton
President, Community College of Philadelphia

Ch r, American Council on Education

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify before the

Senate Finance Committee, and to urge the res.oration of one of the strongest

planks of U.S. economic competitiveness, the employee educational assistance

provided by tax code section 127, by which training costs paid by employers to

help employees improve job skills were not taxed as employee income.

My name is Judith Eaton. I am President of the Community College of

Philadelphia, Chair of the Board of the American Counci' on Education, and past

Chair of the Board of the American Association of Community and Junior and

Community Colleges. I am testifying on behalf of the more than 200

organizations that form the Coalition for Employee Educational Assistance, who

share the conviction that employee educational assistance has been hnilding the

skill base the U.S. economy must have to regain its once-cherisfed lead in

global productivity.

Today, ve urge the Committee to report favorably Senator Daniel P. Moynihan's

bill, S. 39, which would restore permanently the Section 127 exclusion for

employer-paid tuition assistance. Section 127 expired on December 31, 1987.

Section 127 has been part of the Internal Revenue Code since 1978 (PL 95-600).

It was enacted to eliminate the confusion created by a prior Treasury

regulation (162-5), which required employees to demonstrate that the

educational assistance provided to them by employers was strictly job-related.

Otherwise the benefits would be considered taxable income.

This regulation, in effect, discriminated against lower-level employees, who

had more narrowly defined job descriptions. Top personnel could justify almost

any course -- English, psychology, computers, etc. -- as related to their

performance as managers. However, clerical and production workers were sharply

limited in the type of courses they could take and still not have their tuition

assistance taxed as income. The obvious irony was that the lover-level

employees could less afford taxes on employer-paid tuition assistance than

could management personnel.

86-881 0 - 88 - 7
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Fortunately, Congress acted in 1978 to elim'nEte the iniquities of regulation

162 -S. Over the past nine years, more than seven million workers have used

Section 127 assistance to upgrede their skills and to keep themselves

competitive on technological and industrial developments. In addition, Section

127 has created incentives for upward mobility within the workforce.

In preparation for Congressional testimony during the massive tax reform

efforts of the 99th Congress, the American Society for Training and

Development, conducted a 1985 survey on employee educational assistance -- who

pays, who benefits. The survey sample selected was 1,000 public an private

employers with range of 43 to more than 100,000 employees. From t e 319

employers responded who r.sponded, the survey revealed some very useful factss

**97Z of all respondents have edu,_.,ional assistance plans;

**911 of the respondents cited tleir local community college as a provider of

educational assistance courses;

**961 of respondents said educational assistance was used for improving skills

and performance on-the-job;

* *54.8Y of respondents said educational assistance helps employees lerrn basic

skills like reading and writing;

**and most significaat, 721 of employees taking education and training courses

earn less than S30,000 year.

I might point out that as the largest branch of higher education, community

colleges provide variety of low cost, high-quality postsecondary education

and training opportunities in close proximity to the homes and/or jobs of at

least 90 percent of the Nation's workforce. Community colleges also excel in

partnershipping arrangements that deliver specialised training programs meeting

specific employer needs.

At my own institution, the Community College of Philadelphia, ve have contracts

with more than two dozen major employers, public and private, serving the job

skills needs of some 5,000 employees. Members of the local Health Yorkers

Union train under one such contract. This total does not include the untold

numbers of working adults who enroll in our courses with individual assistance

from their employers. Nor does it cover our training for the U.S. Navy Yard,

amounting to an annual full-time equivalent (FYI) of some 400 students. Nor

does it cover the work the College is doing with the local Service Delivery
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Area under the Job Training Partnership Act; nor the customized retraining we

perform for key industries under Pennsylvania's economic development program.

Comprehensive as they may sound, CCP's partnerships with employers are only

typical of what employers and community colleges across the N'.tion are doing

together to meet the skill demands of the global economy.

Mr. Chairman, Section 127 is a critical tax incentive that promotes training

and retraining in the workplace. Much of this training could be lost if

Congress fails to act to restore this provision.

The expiration of Section 127 could also have a potentially devastating impact

on graduate work and the Nation's supply of scientists and engineers. In order

to encourage scholarly achievement, colleges and universities have tradition-

ally offered outstanding graduate students a package of financial assistance.

Such assistance generally includes both cash stipends for time spent in teach-

ing or research, and tuition waivers or reductions. Federal lay until last

year allowed graduate assistants to erclude the value of tuition reductions

from their income. The Tax Reform Act of 1986, however, restricted the

exclusion. The Act requires students to pay tax on all amounts granted as

compensation for services, wnether paid in kind or in cash. Since many

institutions couple cash swards with tuition reductions, there is now wide-

spread uncertainty whether such reductions are excludable when awarded to

graduate assistants who perform services.

Since the passage of the Tax Reform Act, many colleges and universities,

particularly those which offer closely coupled stipend-waiver arrangements,

have relied on Section 127 to make tuition -eductions excludable. Section 127

has also provided relief to those institutions which are required to character-

ize tuition reductions as compensatory for state or federal (non-tax) law pur-

poses. If Section 127 is not restored, many graduate students will be required

to pay tax on their tuition reductions, thus increasing the cost zuJ the diffi-

culty of financing long courses of graduate study.

The recent expiration of the LEA already is creating a hardship for many

graduate students. For example, out -of -state teaching assistants at the

University of Michigan returned for the winter term to find that the new

withholding requirements took an average of $736 per term (28Z) from four
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wouths o[ 'platy. This teptstoted a S184 per ',with cut trots a previous t.ke-

home salary of $652 per month; $468 per month vas left for a married student

vith one dependent.

Graduate assistants are selected to teach and conduct h because of their

schol..:ly potential. Many in their number will be future college faculty

members, and many will become leaders of science, business and government.

Regrettably, wi_thout Section 127, the tax code vould become a disincentive for

graduate study.

The importance of Section 127 to the Nation's skill !Awe and revenue base is

graphically portrayed by individual careers. Consider Joseph Ortega, a

Lakevood, CO, nurse. Be started 11:s career 28 years ago as an unskilled

hospital orderly. With stipends from the St. Anthony's hospital system in

Denver, he earned his licensed practical nurse (LYN) certificate. That step

alone doubled his earnings. Later, as an employee of Dov Chemical, and vith

Dov's help, he completed an associate degree at Front Range Community College,

vhich enabled him to obtain registered nurse (RN) licensure. Remarkably, that

again doubled his earning pover. More recently, again vith employer

assistance, he completed his bachelor's degree at Denver's Metropolitan State

University, vhile continuing his full-time nursing . The BS added

another $2 an hour to his pay. Without the employer assistance, he might still

be an unskilled orderly, or victim of unemp!oyment. The modest federal

revenue foregone to cover Mr. Ortega's employee educational assistance has been

repaid many times over in added taxes floving from his increased earnings.

Employee educational assistance has been boosting hundreds of thousands o:

individual careers, and their earning power, this vay every Year. Such

gains enhance both the income tax base and Social Security revenue. It seem

highly probable to us that any immediate sacrifice in federal revenue tied to

employee educational assistance is repaid at least tventy-fold in later career

earnings. e h has shovn that completion of two-year or four-year

college degree extends the life of the typical American by four to five

years, not to mention salary and revenue increases that attend such skill

gains.

The economic activity that perishes with the demise of Section 127 also should

not be overl,mked. The Cole training enterprise associated vith it -- the job
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and sales activity involved -- might a.one acconnt for enough taxes to cover

the revenue foregone.

The Labor Department study, Workforce 2000, shows that the typical American

enti.ring the workforce now is likely to change careers five or more times, as

our economy wrestles with the challenges of new century. The risks those

changes pose for both the workforce and the economy will be much greater if

they come without the benefit of section 127 benefits. The college population

22 years and older earning credit today is much larger than the so-called

traditional 18-21 year-old enrollment. By 1984, the credit enrollment of part-

time students was almost as large as the full-time credit population. For vast

numbers of working mothers and single parents, who are increasingly essential

to a globally competitive American skill base, career and skill gains will be

possible only vhen employee educational assistance is available.

Education, training and retraining of Americans already employed will become

even more critical as the economy enters the 1990s, because the country faces a

period in which the ear-by-year workforce growth rate will 1.rely match that

of the Great Depression. Industry, the military and higher education will be

competing for the markedly diminished supply of high school graduates. It will

be imperative to our economic competitive strength that older workers gain

skills that will keep them in the workforce. Employee Educational Assistance

offers the only proven strategy for meeting this need.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, ve offer the Committee two thoughts from last

week's celebratiun of the Labor repartment's diamond jubilee. Morton Bahr,

President of the Communication Workers of America (CVA), said tomorrow's "job

security rests on retraining, not on empty guarantees." And in the words of

Harold A. Poling, Vice Chairman of the Board of Ford Motor Company, "The real

competitive edge ve must develop is the American workforce." 7e sincerely

believe that this challenge cannot be met, will not be met, without permanent

restoration of Section 127. Thank you again for this opportunity to address

the Committee. I would also like to request that the list of current members of

the Coalition for Employee Educational Assistance be included in the hearing

record.

1 o6
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Testimony of

The Honorable Roger N, Begin

Good morning,

Senator Bentsen, members of the Senate Finance Committee, my name

is Roger Begin. I am the General Treasurer of the state of Rhode

Island. I sincerely appreciate the opportunity to speak this morning

before the Committee on subject which I believe is very important to

the future of this nation -- affordable higher education.

One of the most important functions of government is to provide

educational opportunities for our people. Education is the foundation

of all that we do. Without well-educated work force, our dreams for

a better future for our children and grandchildren and for America

itself are in peril. Indeed, the intense competition we are

experiencing from all quarters of the globe points out how vital it is

for us to develop our most inportant resource -- the intelligence,

imagination and creativity of our people.

We in New England 1 d long ago that our future was tied to

our education system, particularly institutions of higher education.

Less than decade ago New England was in the midst of an economic

(Lseturn from which most experts predicted we would not emerge.

Today, however, the economy of New England is stronger than ever. In

fact we are in the enviable position of having an nemployment rate so

1,,w that in some industries there is labor shortage. The economic

resurgence we experienced during the past decade is directly

attributable to the great concentration of institutions of higher

education and the large number of college educated workers.

Recent national trends, however, contain some very ominous

implications. College tuition increases have outatepped inflation and

are expected to continue to do so.

Tuition costs at public institutions between 1980 and 1984 rose

by 49% while family ircomes rose by only 29%. Compounding that

problem is a decline in federal assistance provided to students and

their families along with a shift from grant program. to loan

programs. Further compounding the problem is the fact that Americans

as a whole just do not save much of their income.
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to nay low be approaching the point where the pirctntage of hign

school graduates able to go on to college will actually begin to

decline. And those that are able to go on nay find themselves heavily

in debt. The implications of such trend are truly alarming.

Indeed, I believe we simply cannot allow that to happen.

The states have been aggressive in taking up this challenge. A

fifty state survey conducted by the Education Commission of the States

(ECS), showed that as of February 1988, six states had enacted tuition

pre-payment programs and two states had enacted savings incentive

programs. Proposals of various types were also being considered by

thirty-six other states. The level of discussion differs

significantly from state to state, but each plan utilizes oae of three

basic approaches. guaranteed tuition plan pioneered in Michigan, a

college bonds program first enacted in Illinois and a state income tax

credit program for contributions to education savings accounts

developed in Pissouri. Additional programs are likely to be proposed

given the important nature of this topic.

The federal government as well has begun to recognize the

przblem. Some twenty-five college savings bills have been introduced

tnto the Congress including the National Education Savings Trust

(NEST) program proposed by Rhode Island's own Senator Claiborne

Pell, a distinguished member of the Senate and a nationally recognized

leader in the area of higher education.

There are a number of policy issues relative to college savings

programs which need to be considered when developing a specific

program.

First, we must remove the disincentives for parents to save for

their children's education. Presently, if you o: I had the foresight

to put aside some money each year fit education, in most instances,

the interest on those funds would be taxed at both the state and

federal level. Further, those assets would be held against us when

our children applied for financial aid. These policies discourage

savings and ',ead to reduced educational opportunities along with

contributing to increased student debt.

Second, it is my belief that any program must preserve freedom of

choice. The prospective student should be able to attend any
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public or independent college vhethet in-state or out-of-state.

Programs which construct barriers to free choice will balkanise higher

education and in the long run, will not serve the public interest.

Third, we need to recognise that any solutions we propose oust

take into account that each family has only a limited amount of

resources available for education. it is important that these

resources bn invested wisely. Federal and state programs should

complement one another, not compete with each another. programs must

be flexibl. and adaptable to changing conditions.

One year ago, I requested that a special legislative study group

review the entire area of higher education :oats and make

recommendations to.me on bow we in Rhode Island could deal with this

growing problem. Last month the commission released its report. I

have included copy of that report along with my testimony to you

today.

Two weeks ago I introduced these proposals as part of up 1988

legislative package. Quite simply we in Rhode Island propose to do

four thinges

First, in order to encourage people to save, we plan to issue

college bonds -- small demonination tax exempt "zero coupon" type

general obligation bonds of the state. These bonds will be

offered to average !noose families. We hope that by waking it

attractive and easy to save, we can encourage parents to plan

ahead. The success of the Illinois program _indicates a great

demand for this type of college savings program. The first $90

million in college bonds offered by Illinois this past January

was oversubscribed by 300M

Second, we propose to disregard the first $25,000 in Rhode Island

College Ronda from the financial asset test when awarding state

scholarship grants. This removes a disincentive for saving and

it further enhances the attracti:coss of the college bonds.

Third, we propose to double the funding of our state scholarship

prograr over the next four years. Grants would be increased from

$8.5 million per year today to $'7 pillion per year by 1993.

This action will help address the problem of declining federal

assistance.
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Finally, we are proposing that interest earned on special

education savings accounts be exempt from state taxation. This

would provide a further incentive to save and would give those parents

who could not buy Rhode Island College bonds chance to set the same

state tax benefit as those who did porches* the bonds.

I believe our proves' provides realistic and 'big optione for

parents. While these proposals do not represent complete solution

to the problem of affordable higher
education, they are clearly good

beginning.

Rut despite all this activity, the states alone cannot shoulder

the entire burden. We need the support and cooperation of the federal

government. We need to work together as partners to address this

problem. Additional federal grants to students are priority. We

also need federal leadership to encourage savings for education costs

by removing existing disincentives.

The commitment we make to higher education should not be looked

on as an expense, but as an investment in America's future. An

investment that will return greater dividends in the years to come.

As we approach the 21st Century, let us remember that the future

belongs to those who prepare for it. The Congress of tSe United

States has an opportunity to help millions of young Americans prepare

fnr the future by taking decisive action at the federal level to

support higher education and to encourage parents to plan and to save

for their children's education.

We cannot let this opportunity pass us by. The stakes are too

high for our children and for the future of the country. America can

remain strong and prosperous only so long as we maintain an informed

and well educated citizenry.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, thank you for this

opportunity to speak this morning. If there Any questions, I would be

happy to answer them.

X X X
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John D. Finnerty, PhD.

A PRIVATE SOLUTION TO A PUBLIC PR3BLEN64:

A RESPONSE FROM THE PRIVATE SECTOR TO THE COLLEGE SAVING CRISIS

I would like to thank the members of the Finance Committee

for giving a this opportunity to prevent a response from the

private sector to the collegg saving crisis, specifically, to

discuss the daunting task that families face in trying to save

for their Children's college education and to suggest measures

that can be taken to assist families in this important saving

effort.

Briefly, I am the Executive Vice President and Chief

Financial Officer of the College Savings Bank, a New Jersey -

chartered, FDIC-insured savings bank located in Princeton, New

Jersey. College Savings Bank was formed for the primary purpose

of originating and marketing the CollegeSurei CD, a certificate

of deposit designed to assure future funding of college costs.

Introduction

Most parents feel obligated to contribute toward the cost of

their children's college education.I But only abuut half the

families who plan to have one of their childrgn attend college

are currently saving for college, and the median savings level is

under $600 per year. Even among families earning $30,000 or more

per year, only 70% are saving for their children's college

year. Those who are not currently saving for their children's

college education but plan to do so later expect to start saving

when their child is 12 years old, which only leaves six years to

save before the child matriculates.t Such savings programs are

lik ly to leave families financially unprepared to pay for their

Children's college education.

DimnsismaCILIALSQUAZIAILYiriSEillil
As college costs soar, more and more families are struggling

with the task of planning how to finance the cost of their
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children's college education -- a cost that threatens to escalate

beyond their reach. The persistently high rates of college

inflation present an imposing challenge. Based on data compiled

by the College Board, college costs at private institutions have

increased since 1981 at an average rate of 10.0% per annum, more

than double the rate of inflation in consumer prices.' Even at

the 7.39% rata of college cost inflation for 1987, direct charges

(tuition, mandatory fges, room and board) for four years at the

average private institution, currently $1%312, would cost a

member of the class of 2004 more than $125,000.4

Table 1 compares the rates of increase in direct charges at

public and private universities to increases in the cost of

various consumer goods and services and to changes in the average

family's ability to pay for college, as measured by disposable

personal income per capita and also by personal saving per

capita. During each period, private university direct charges

increased more rapidly than public university direct charges and

also more rapidly than disposable personal income per capita.

Also during each period, both private university and public

university direct charges increased substantially faster than

personal saving per capita. And Table 1 indicates that the gap

between college costs and family savings is widening at an

alarming rat.. Within the past decade, public university and

pri ate university direct charges more than doubled, both

increasing faster than disposable personal income per capita, but

personal saving per capita increased only 16%.

The widening gulf between college costs and college savings

is the result of two factors: the very high rata of college

inflation relative to price inflation generally and the declining

personal saving rate. Table 2 reports that university direct

charges have increased substantially faster than consumer prices

generally but more or less in line with the rising cost of

medical cars services, whose sharp rates of increase have

202
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Table 1

Percentage Changes in Undergraduate Direct Charges, Personal
Incas* and Saving Per Capita, and Consumer Prices, 1957-1986

Tuition. Fats. Room and Board:

Percentagf Change
1957to1986 1967to1986 2977to1981

Private Universities 691.3% 366.4% 135.8%
Public Universities 431.0 264.5 101.4

Income and Saving Per Capita:
Disposable Personal income
Per Capita 571.7 335.3 96.5

Personal Saving Per Capita 263.6 112.4 16.2

Consumer Prices: (a)

All Items 289.6 228.4 80.9
Food 276.6 219.7 66.3
Rent (Residential) 220.0 180.0 82.4
Energy 311.0 2'0.3 78.6
Medical Care Services 615.4 368.6 116.2
All Services 429.8 300.5 106.1

(a) Based on year-to-year changes.

Source: Diaest of Education Statistics, Center for Education
Statistics, U.S. Department of Education, Washington, DC, various
issues, and Economic Report of the President, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC, January 1987, pp. 274-275,
307-310.

attracted considerable public attention in recent years. This

rsflacta many parents' worst fears: having one child in college

-- and a second one in the hospital.

The pattern of college costs relative to consumer price

inflation depicted in Table 1 reflects the longer term historical

trend in collage inflation. A landmark study authored by William

G. Bowen and presented to the Joint Economic Committee of

Congress in 1969 reported that during the three "normal"

peacetime periods between 1905 and 1966, direct costs per student

increased at an average annual rate of 7.7% per annum, whereas an

sconomy-vide cost index increased at an average annual rate of

1.9% per annum.' Collage educational costs rose more than four

timed as fast as costs did economy-wide.

203-
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Table 2 indicates the deterioration in the personal saving

rate that has taken place since the

personal saving rate peaked at 9.4%

more or less steadily since then to

early 1970s. The annual

in 1973 and has decreased

3.9% in 1986 and a five-year

average of only 5.5% for the period 1982 - 1986. Reliable direct

data concerning saving rates for college are not available.

However, because saving for a child's college education ranks

first or second for most families who expect to send a child to

college, the personal saving trend illustrated in Table 2 is

probably indicative also of the trend in saving for college.

Table 2

Number of Years' Saving to Fund One Year's Direct Charges

Period

1957-1961

1962-1966

1967-1971

1972-1976

1977-1981

1982-1986

Personal
Saving
Rate(a)

Direct Charges as
% of Disposable

Income Per Cavita(b)

Number of Years'
Saving to Fund One

Year's Direct Charges(c)
Private

Universities
Public

Universities
Private Public

Universities rpiversities
6.7% 87.7% 45.7% 6.5 yrs 3.4 yrs
6.6 93.3 45.2 7.1 3.4

7.6 89.8 42.0 5.9 2.8

8.6 84.3 37.7 4.9 2.2

7.0 78.6 33.1 5.6 2.4

5.5 91.8 35.1 8.3 3.2

(a)

(b)

(c)

Average annual value of personal saving as a percentage of
disposable personal income.

Average annual undergraduate tuition, fees, room, and board
as a percentage of disposable personal income per capita.

Average annual direct charges as a percentage of disposable
personal income per capita divided by twice the average
annual personal saving rate. Calculation assumes a family
of four with two children both of whom will attend college.

Sources: Digest of Education Statistics, Center for Education
Statistics, U.S. Department of Education, Washington, DC, various
issuec, and Economic Report of the President, U.S. GovernmentPrinting Office, Washington, DC, January 1987, pp. 274-275.
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A perspective on the seriousness of the deterioration in the

coil saving rate is provided in Table 2. If the average level

of perconal saving for a typical family of fou: were dodicated

,ritirely to paying college costs for the two children, it would

take 8.3 years' savings, based on the five-year annual average

for 1982 - 1986, to fund direct charges at the average private

university -- up by two-thirds from the comparable period a

decade ego -- and 3.2 years' savings to fund direct charges at

the average public university -- up by half from the comparable

period a decade ago. But savings are also required for other

purposes and college co..s include costs in addition to direct

cnarges, so the situation is more serious than the one depicted

in Table 2.

College costs are likely to continue outpacing consumer

prices by a wide margin in the future and college savings, if

present trends continue, will prove inadequate. Middle income

families, who are to an increasing extent finding themselves with

insufficient resources to pay the ever - increasing cost of college

by themselves but with an overabundance of resources to qualify

for financial aid are likely to be most seriously affected.

These families need effective college saving vehicles and

appropriate saving incentives to help them reach their college

goals.

ZILUITALJUISSIUMIAAYing Vehicle Should Possess
The ideal college saving vehicle should possess, at a

minimm, the following characteristics:

Generate adequate after-tax returns to pay for college

costs:

Permit families to eliminate college cost inflation

risk:

Afford families the flexibility to apily the fins at

any college of their choosinv:

Maintain adequate security for investors' funds:

Provide for low entry 'cost in order to sake the program

accessible to families from across a broad income spectrum; and
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Impose no penalty if -he child dots not attend college.

The first two characteristics are particularly important

from a financial standpoirt. Any financial instrument, including

a college savings pia can be characterized in terms of its

expected rate of return and its riskiness. Granting favored tax

status increases the expected rate of return but does not reduce

risk. Because both features affect any instruments

attractiveness relative to other alternatives, a program that

grants tax incentives but does not do anything to help alleviate

the college cost inflation risk that families face say have

little impact on the Volume of college saving, that ie, unless

that program gives families the flexibility to purchase

investment vehicles that relieve them of that risk. Vehicles

that eliminate college inflation risk are now available in the

private sector. Also, several states have announced tuition

prepayment plans that would enable families to eliminate college

inflation risk, although only on a limited scale.

Approximately a dozen private colleges have introduced

tuition futures programs. Of the six states that have approved

similar programs, only Wyoming has made its program operational.'

Both types of programs have come under heavy criticism. They

tend to balkanize the country by tying plan participants to a

particular college, in the case of college-sponsored plans, or to

public institutions within a particular stat3, in the case of

state-sponsored programs. They also involve a high degree of tax

uncertainty and impose severe financial penalties if the child

does not attend the participating college or group of colleges.

The private.sector also offers a certificate of deposit-based

program that eliminates college inflation risk, offers families

the flexibility to use the funds at any college of their

choosing, and does not impose a penalty if the child does not

attend college.
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Two states, Illinois and North Carolina, have introduced

tax-exempt zero coupon bond college savings programs. Such plans

provide the desired tax exemption, but they do not eliminate

college cost inflation risk.' Also, these plans threaten to

balkanise the country just like state-sponsored tuition

prepayment programs.

Table 3 illustrates the importance of eliminating college

cost inflation risk. Over the past 30 years, direct charges at

private aid public universities have increased more rapidly than

consumer prices by an average of 256 basis points per annum and

112 basis points per annum, respectively. But during the 1980s,

as during the 1960s, the college cost inflation margin is

substantially greater. For example, during the 1980s, direct

charges at private and public universities have increased more

rapidly than consumer prices by an average of 443 basis points

and 229 basis points per annum, respectively. By historical

comparison, long-term bonds have produced an average annual pre-

tax real rate of return of 220 basis ?pints in the case of

corporAe bonds, and 160 basis points, in the case of Treasury

bonds." On an after-tax basis, only common stocks have produced

sufficient rates of return -- and ever. then only on aversive -- to

keep pace with rising college costs. As the events of October 19,

1987 so clearly demonstrate, common stocks are inherently a very

risky investment.

Granting a tax incentive to college savirg will help promote

college saving but it represents only a partial solution to the

problems college cost inflation risk will remain. In addition,

the Roper study mentioned earlier found that fewer than halt the

respondents would save more if the federal government granted a

tax break for educational savings, but three-quarters of the

respordants said they would shift existing savings to the tax-

advantaged accounts "

Addressing the risk dimension of the problem is critically

important. The college - sponsored and state-sponsored tuition

2 47
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prepayment plans wintionsa earlier have tried to address this

problem, but they have rot gone nearly far enough. As Table 3

illustrates, the volatility of college inflation increased

substantially Winning in the late 1960s. While the period.

977-1996 is similar to the period 1957-1966 in that college

inflation is very high relative to consumer price inflation

generally, the volatility of college inflation ie substantially

greater in the past 10 years than in the earlier period. Over

the past 10 years, high college cost inflation margins and high

volatility of college inflation have converged. Glancing back at

Table 2, it is not.surprising, then, that the lowest savings

rates -- and highest values for the number of years' saving to

fund one year's direct charges -- are observed within the past 10

years.

Roliact the private Sector in Helping Resolve the college Saying

=gig

The private sector can play a significant role in helping

families eliminate college cost inflation risk. Currently, there

is a product on the market that enables families to eliminate

college cost inflation risk." However, that product is fully

taxable. Achieving the most effective college savings incentive

will no doubt require the cooperation of the private sector and

the public sector in order to enable college:savers to eliminate

college cost inflation risk mg achieve the maximum possible

after-tax rates of return commensurate with the elimination of

this risk." ht least two approaches are possible.

First, a state can use its current tax- exempt bonding

authority to issue tuition prepayment products that are tax-

exempt and that eliminate the consumer's college cost inflation

risk. Such program proposals have been announced in California

and Massachusetts. The principal benefit such programs have from

a tax revenue standpoint is their revenue neutrality. They

possess the critical features needed to spur college saving

without any additional cost to the federal government.

2O ts
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An alternative approach that would also combine tax

incentives and risk elimination could be developed at the federal

level. A federal plan could be more beneficial to savers than

state plans because a truly national plan would ensure the

greatest freedom of college chlice. Some form of education

savings account, as would be authorized under S.1533 or S.1659,

would provide a meaningful tax incentive to college saving and

would also afford sufficient investment flexibility. Structurirg

the education savings account along the lines of an IRA would

enable the program to utilize the IRA infrastructure the private

sector already has in place.

Five bills (S.1533, S.1572, S.1659, S.1660, and 5.1661) have

been introduced in the U.S. Senate to create tax-favored

education savings accounts, and two bills (S.1662 and S.1817)

have been introduced to extend the tax advantages of U.S: savings

bonds when the proceeds sre used to pay for college. All would

establish some form of tax incentive to promote saving for

college. I believe the Committee should recommend a tax subsidy

to college saving. But I also believe that it is important to

design the subsidy so that it promotes college saving rather than

mere tax avoidance. To do the most good, a federal college

saving program should afford investors the flexibility to invest

in vehicles that will enable them to eliminate college cost

inflation risk, not just reduce their income tax liability. I am

concerned that 5.1662 and S.181- would merely shift college

savings from traditional investments to the tax-advantaged

vehicle(s) and reduce federal tax revenues without generating

much net additional savings.

Generating additional college savings is what this country

really needs. By authorizing a qualified education savings

account along the lines of the IRA account and permitting college

savers reasonable investment latitude, I believe that a

significant increase in college savings will result.
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Table 3

Intensity of College Cost Inflation, 1957 - 1986

Period

Average Annual
Percentage Increase
in Direct

College Cost
Inflation Maroin(b)
Private Public
Univ'tie. Univitiea

Volatility of
College Inflation(c1
Private Public
Dnivities Upivities

Private Public
Univitiel

1957-1961 5.8% 3.6% 4.3% 2.1% 1.3% 1.2%

1962.1966 5.5 4.3 3.9 2.7 0.8 1.4

1967-1971 6.6 6.2 2.0 1.6 2.3 3.0

1972-1976 6.9 5.6 (0.2) (1.5) 2.5 3.0

1977-1981 9.6 8.4 (0.3) (1.5) 2.8 3.4

1982-1986 9.8 7.3 6.0 3.5 3.0 2.1

(a) Average annual percentage increase in tuition, fees, room,
and board.

(b) Average annual percentage 'Increase in direct charges sinus
average annual percentage increase in the consumer price
index.

(c) Calculated as the standard deviation of the annual college
cost inflation rates within the period Indicated.

Monger Dicest of Education Statistics, Center for Education
Statistics, U.S. Department of Education, Washington, DC, various
issues, and ScsmgaiajlegoacfthkEraaident, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC, January 1987, pp. 311.

sA recent survey found that 66% of the parents interviewed
falt they had the primary responsibility for financing their
children's college education. Roper Organisation, "A National
Study on Parental Savings for Children's Higher Education
Expanses," National Institute of Independent Colleges and
Universities, Washington, DC, August 1984, v. S.

*Ibid. pp. 4, 11. The study found an overall median savinglevel of $517 per annum and a median saving level of $904 perannum for families with incomes of $30,000 or sore. Adjustingthese figures based on the change in the consumer price index
since 1984 indicates median saving levels of $594 and $1,039 perannum, respectively. Not surprisingly, the study also found that74% of the individuals surveyed favored some form of federal tax
incentive tv promote saving for college.

The college cost inflation figure is based on the annual
rate of change in direct charges at private colleges as measured
by the Independent College 500Tm Index (the IC 500114), which is
prepared annually by the College Board. The index is described
in "Independent College SOOTm Index", ollege Scholarship
Service, New York, July 31, 1967. airing the period 1981 - 1987,
the average annual rate of change in the CPI was 4.3% per annum.

9111,
0.0-0.4;
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4The enrollment-weighted average direct charges for 1987-88
at the 500 private colleges that comprise the IC 500 are $11,312.

'William G. Bowen, "Economic Pressures on the Major Private
Universities," in The Economics and Financing of Higher Education
in the United States, submitted to the Joint Economic Committee,
91st Congress, Washington, DC, 1969, pp. 399-439. Bowen's study
goes on to explain why college cost inflation should persistently
outpace consumer price inflation.

'The Roper study cited in footnote 1 found that saving for a
child's college education ranked as the second most important
reason for saving, behind emergencies, but ahead of retirement
and other purposes. Op.cit., p. 4.

7"State Saving Incentive and Prepaid Tuition Plans,"
Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board, St. Paul, MN,
January 1988, provides a uaaful overview of these and other
college saving programs. Duquesne University, which introduced
the first college-sponsored plan in 1985, recently announced the
suspension of its program. Joseph Michalak, "Duquesne Suspends
Tuition Prepayment Plan," New York Times (March 6, 1988), p. 28.
The legislatures of Florida, Indiana, Maine, Michigan, Tennessee,
and Wyoming have authorized tuition futures programs. The
governors of California and West Virginia have vetoed 1:pgislation
that authorized prepayment plans in their states, in both cases
because the governor regarded as too great the risks the state
would have to bear. State Saving Incentive and Prepaid Tuition
Plans, op.cit., p. 1.

Michael S. McPherson and Mary S. Skinner, "Paying for
College: A Lifetime Proposition," Brookings Reviev (Fall 1986),
pp. 29-36.

The principal features of these programs are described in

the Minnesota study. State Saving Incentive and Prepaid T4iti2D

Elam, on.cit.

mStocks. Bonds. Bills. and Inflation. 1987 Yearbook,
Ibbotson Associates, Inc., Chicago, 1987, p. 25.

"Op. cit., p. 5.

""The CollegeSure Account Information Booklet," College

Savings Bank, Princeton, NJ, 1988.

"McPherson and Skinner also argue in favor of such a

subsidy in order to provide societal support for keeping a large

parental role in paying for college. go. cit., p. 34.
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American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
American Association of State Colleges and Universities

American Council on Education
Association of American universities

Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities
Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities

Asso iation of Urban Universities
Council of Independent Colleges

National Association for Equal Opportunity in Nigher Education
National Association of College and University Business Officers
National Association of Independent Colleges and universitiesNational Association of Schools and Colleges of the United methodist Church

National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators

This statement is submitted on behalf of 1 higher
education associations in support of S. 1817, the Education Savings
Act of 1967, S. 39, the Employee Educational

Assistance Act, andother legislation that would provide significant assistance to
hundreds of thousands of families and students in meeting the cost ofhigher education.

It is increasingly apparent that both parents and students needadditional help in financing higher education. In real terms,
college costs have increased and federal grant support has erodedthroughout the 1980's. Elimination of Social Security educational
benefits in the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 ended one of the
largest federal sources of student support, which had been providingS2 billion annually in benefits to students who had a disabled ordeceased parent. Since 1980, the value of Pell Grants has declined13 percent and appropriations for Supplemental Grants have decreased24 percent in constant dollars.

funding for all federal grant programs has declined by about10 percent since 1980. States and institutions have attempted tooffset these decreases in federal aid by expanding their own programsof grant assistance. Funding for state grant aid has nearly doubled
since 1980. Aid provided by educational institutions has more than
doubled (and more than tripled at independent institutions). Taken
together, grant assistance from all sources has increased by
30 percent since 1980, but college costs of attendance have increasedby over 60 percent.

As grant aid has failed to keep pace with increases in college
costs, students have had to rely increasingly on loans as the primary
means of paying for college. As recently as a decade ago, loans
represented about one fifth of student financial aide today loans
make up over half of all such assistance. The shift toward greater
dependence on loans as a means of financing higher education hasraised a number of concerns, including the growth in student loan
defaults and a perception that students are increasingly making
career and personal decisions based on the need for income to pay off
their educational debts.

Education Savings Act

In the context of the growing costs of college attendance, the
decline in the purchasing power of grants, and the increased
dependence on loans, the need for incentives to encourage greater
family savings in advance to meet educational expenses is evident.
Increased savings could be en important way,to sake college costs
more affordable and reduce dependence on loans. Incentives to save
for college expenses could also be a means of raising the nation's
overall savings rate, which is at a record low level since the SecondWorld War.

Tuition savings plans such as S. 1817 -- along with other tax
incentives targetted at students and families -- would provide a new
means for helping to pay for the costs of higher education. The use
of U.S. Zlvings Bonds as payment for tuition and fees without taxing
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the holder on the accrued interest offers a sihple, .11d

workable incentive for families to p:an for their children's

education. It would also encourage families to consider college
attendance for 'heir children at an early age, and increase the

expectation of college attendance for young people who are making

course selections t the secondary level.

U.S. Savings Bonds are a familiar method of saving for many

Americans, as well as one of the safest investments they could ou.Ace.

Using Savings Bonds as payment for tuition will encourage the sale of

bonds at minimal cost to the Treasury.

The growing ccncern about the need to increase savings for

college is reflected in the attention being devoted in the states to

savings or tuition guarantee plans. A half-dozen states have
followed the lead of Michigan in passing tuition guarantee plans

(although only one, in Wyoming, is operational), several states

including Illinois and North Carolina have passed savings plans, and

most other states are examining the feasibility of such savings

incentives. The state plans vary widely in their provisions, but

they share the characteristic that the greatest benefits would accrue

to students attending institutions within the state.

We believe that the prospective pcoliferation of state plans,

and their resulting revenue loss, provide, another strong reason for

establishment of a nationrl college savijags plan such as S. 1817, to

create incentives to save for college which offer the broadest

possible choice. The best savincs plan, in our judgment, is one that

encourages studJnts to attend the institution that b.st meets their

interests and abilities.

This legislation will not require the establishment of a new

Executive Branch bureaucracy to administer its benefits. Nor will it

r quire new financial instruments, complex rules, or penalties for

withdrawal.

In expressing our support for S. 1817, we would underline the

strong statement of its sponsors that the program is not intended to

provide an alternative for federal need-based student financial aid.

The Pell Grant and other programs of grants, work, and loans for

needy students form the basic core of support for millions of needy

students, and the continued growth of these programs is essential to

meet the national objective of equal educational opportunities. No

savings plan can substitute for these programs: we are concerned,

for example, that the Administration's
proposal for a similar kind of

savings bond plan is accompanied by recommendations to el'minate two

major need-based programs (Perkins Loans and State Student Incentive

Grants) which provide over a quarter of a billion dollars to over

half a million needy students. Such a tradeoff is unacceptable.

Employee Educational Assistance

The Employee Educational Assistance Act contained in Section 127

of the Internal Revenue Code, providing tax-free educational

assistance paid, by employers for their employees, expired

December 31, 1987. We urge prompt passage of S. 39 to renew this

legislation and restore its benefits for the millions of Americans it

assisted.

Since 1978, Section 127
has offered a dual incentive for

employers and employees. It has encouraged employers to pay at least

S70 million in tuition to proe.te the training and increase the

technological skills of their work force. It has been uzed by more

than seven million workers to obtain the specialized education they

need for job advancement.

Renewal of the Act is important
to colleges and universities

because of the increasing
numbers of students whose tuition is paid

by corporate employers,
and because it exempts from taxation the

tuition remission benefits
institutions provide for graduate teaching

anS h assistants and other employees.

The cost of Section 127 is relatively slight,
but the return to

society is substantial in
terms,of national needs for employment,

retraining, technological
advance, and opportunities for

underemployed workers.
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Other Related Issues

In addition to encouraging savings for college and renewing theEmployee Educational Abtistance
Act, the nation's tax laws should bemodified in 1 other respects to encourage the goal of assistingfamilies and students to meet the costs of higher education. We urgethe Committee to act on bills to restore the tax exemption for

scholarships and fellowships and to ref/1state the deduction of
interest on educational loans.

Taxation of Scholarships.
Scholarship and fellowship grantsabove the cost of tuition were specifically subjected to taxation forthe first time by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. All grants to

non-degree candidates are fully taxed, while degree candidates aretaxed on the portion of their grants that exceeds tuition. Mostinstitutions do not have the resources to cover this new taxliability by increasing the amount of their awards.

Scholarships and fellowships are the means by which we seek to
assure that tue nation has an adequate supply of highly trained eonand women to meet its future needs. The policy of taxing theseawards is self-defeating, requiring increased federal and
institutional investment in student aid.

Therefore we urge restoration of the former tax treatment ofscholarships and fellowships, as provided in HR 2649 and MR 2670.
The revenue effect of this proposed change would not be significant,
yet the impact on students with limited personal resources would bedramatic. Under the 1986 Act, income in excess of $4,950 for a
single person (the combination of the standard deduction and personal
exemption) is taxed at a rate of 15 percent; yet the poverty
threshold for a single person is $5,800. For the low-income
student, therefore, the taxation of a scholarship or fellowship
results in real deprivation.

This change in the 1986 Act makes it more difficult for able
students to pursue advanced studies, especially in fields that do not
have a high income potential--at the same time the national interest
clearly requires the encouragement of our very best talent to become
scholars, teachers, and researchers.

Deduction for In on Educational Loans. The Tax Reform Act
of 1986 also phased out deductions on all consumer loans over the
next four years. The legislative history of the Act confirms that
Congress was concerned with removing the deduction on consumer
interest, while preserving the deductibility of investment interest.
However, this change failed to take into account the serious impact
of removing the deductibility of interest on student loans, which
comprise over half of all federal student assistance.

Higher education is, without question, one of the most
significant investments which our nation and our citizens can make.
It is particularly important, in this period of rising costs, to
effectively aid parents and students in meeting the expense of higher
education. The opportunity to utilise home equity loans does not
provide a suitable alternative for financing a college education when
much of the population either does not own a home or has insufficient
equity to apply to education.

We support enactment of 8. 628, to restore the deduction of
interest on student loans. This will not impose an unreasonable cost
on the government: we estimate that it is not likely to exceed
$150 million annually, which is minimal when compared to the benefit
and relief which will be furnished to middle income students and
families.

We ask the Committee to take action on these important tax
provisions, which would have a dramatic beneficial impact on student
and family financing of the cost of higher education.
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Statement

of the

American Association of Engineering Societies

the Americrn Assoc'Atiam of Engineering Societies (AAZS) is pleased to present

its Hew on S. 3v, legislation introduced by Senator &Wel Moynihan to

restore permanently the Section 127 tax code exclusion for employer-paid

educational assistance. Section 127 expired at the end of 1567.

AACCie a multidisciplinary ortsaleation of Professional engineering societies

dedicated to advancing the knowledge, undevstanding. and practice of

engineering is the public interest. Its member 'meiotic., which represent over

half a million engineers in industry, government, and education. includes

o American Society of Civil Engineers

o dustless Institute of Miolag. Metallurgical and

Petroleum Moslem/re

o American Society of Mechanical Engineers

o Institute of Electrical and Electronics Roemer'

o Americas Society for Engineering Education

o dustless Institute of Chemical Engineers

o Rational Institute of Ceramic engineers

o Institute of Industrial Rogineets

o Society of Women Emeineste

o Society of Tire Protection Engineers

o American Institute of Plant Engineers

o luscious Abases Society
o Americas Indian Science and 1131111Stiall Society

AA= supports permanent extension of Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Cods.

which allows employers to reimburse employees for certain educational expenses

without creating an added tax burden for the employee.

One of the goals of SAES Le to ensure the t'cbnical competence of engineers

throughout their working life. With rapid changes in technology, continuing

education is especially critical for engineers to keep up to date in their

field or to switch areas of engineering specialisation. We wish to stress that

continuing education has two functions 1) to enable engineers to keep pace

with rapidly changing technology in their field: and 2) to provide for

retraining to ensure employability in developing fields and avoid unemployment

in declining fields.

Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code, scheduled to expire on December 31.

1517, allows employees to receive training and education courses for upgrading

skills and parsing new job responsibilities as part of an employer's tuition

assistance program. When employees are reimbursed for the training and

education (typically in-house, or at community college or university), the

employees ars not taxed on that reimbursement as Lamm.

In the absence of Section 127, employers and employees must use the Section 162

"job related' test. That test has serious ambiguities which will

uncertainty and have a chilling effect on employer support for continuing

education.
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Continuing education should be viewed as an investment, not a fringe benefit.

It should be considered a business =pease. required for a company to remain

competitive and to increase productivity. With the appropriate al: of

oducatiomal programs. me can improve our quality of life while improving the

(:?' motion's industrial competitiveness and balance of trade; me can improve

productivity while infer/nag the quality of our products.

Fives the constantly clanging Implement picture in the country, it is

Important for the Federal government to adopt policies that encourage employees

to obtain retraining and advance Imo/ledge and shills through employer-provided

educational assistance. At time whom 110AIMO critical need to develop the

quality of the work force and !improve national productivity. me should not

deliberately restrain use efficient technique for improving bursa capital.

The present rapid rate of scientific and technical innovation, bas give ew

emphasis to the used for engineers and technicians to enhance and renew air

technical competence on a continual basis. The individual engineer has

personal responsibility to plan and develop a program for life-long lea; ng

that will assure his or her continued technical renewal. Each year, the

technical competence of the engineer must be expanded so that he or she is

prepared to undertake, next year, tasks for which the background was not

available last year.

Similarly, the employer has responsibility to encourage sad assist the

engineer in improving technical competence. Challenging job assignments must

be provided; time mid oppctemities for formal causes most be mein a part of

the working environment; recognition mast be provided to these engineers who do

enhance their technical competence ad, thee, inc their ability to

contribute to the performance and profitability of the employer.

Unless appropriate steps are taken continually to encourage technical

competence, every engineer faces the threat of technical obsolescence.

Life-long learning -- in the broad sense -- must be pursued if technical

obsolescence and its undesirable consequences are to be avoided.

To illustrate the importance of Section 127, we offer two examples of how it

affects workers of different ages. In 1575, 55 year-old eerospsce engineer

found himself not working on a space program because his employer re-assigned

him to a synthetic fuels project. even though his undergraduate education,

made possible by the CI bill, Wowed him to help put man on the moon, be

required retraining to apply his engineering knowledge to a program trying to

ensure the nation's energy independence. Clearly such continuing education

should not be considered a fringe benefit It is a means for that person to

grow professionally and maintain the competence necessary to stay employed.
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In 1983, a 29 year-old welder is facing unemployment because the steel industry

for which he has been working cannot compete with the Japanese 'tool industry.

The welder could be retrained for employment as a welding inspector in another

industry or possibly enter a program in computer-aided manufacturing to help

revive the competitiveness of the U.S. steel industry. Such retraining stiTald

not be treated as fringe benefit, taxable to the welder. Vithout Section

127, it is unclear whether it would quality as 'job related' wider Section 162.

These examples demonstrate that failure to provide continuing education and

ining could result in unemployment, and hence a lover tax base. More

importantly, middle income workers who would benefit the most from employer

educational assistance to enhance their job skills would be hurt the most and

unemployed first.

Congress has long debated the need and methods for improving skills of the work

force to maintain employment and compete in international markets. Conceal

has also expressed concern about commercial utilisation of technology. Unless

engineers and others in the work force have the ability to move easily from one

technical project to another, much technology with commercial potential will

continua to collect duet on shelves. Tor new, efficient technologies to be

is-Assented successfully, thousands of engineers and technicians will need to

learn new skills through continuing education.
Zacempting tuition reimbursement

from taxable income would greatly facilitate this process. It should be noted

that in its final report, Slphal Competition:
The New lealitv, the President's

commission on Industrial Competitiveness recognised the
importance of Section

127 and urged Coupess to extend the provision.

In conclusion, we believe that employer expenses for Employee education are

legitimate business expenses that shuuld not be taxable income to the employee

and that Congress should approve the permanent extension of Section 127.

Continuing education is a cost-effective iny_stment, not fringe benefit.
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The Venerable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dickman Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Bet Consents submitted for March 15 Bearing on Tax
Incentives for Education

Dear Mr. Chairsant

WMUSLUMEHMS11141013
Uftletftelmh
311130114311

The American Bankers Association (ABA) urges theCommittee to report favorably legislation to restore
permanently the INC Section 127 exclusion for employer-paidtuition assistance. Section 127 expired on December 31,1087. Mc. Chairman, this exclusion is a critical taxincentive that promotes continuing education and retrainingin the workplace.

The ABA is the national trade and professionalassociation for America's commercial banks of all sixes midtypes. Assets of ABA member banks are about 05 percent ofthe industry total.
Education assistance is an importantfringe benefit for many bank employees, and in light offuture trends should tontine to be an important benefit.

Recently a future Issues Task Force of the ABApresented its report highlighting the anticipated changes inbanking's operating environment and the issues which will becritical to banking's future success. One of eightrecurring themes identified by the task force was that
banking's work force must be retrofitted for the newfinancial services environment. Changes in products,
Racketing and technology

are causing the skills of much ofbanking's work force to be obsolete. Automation and theneed for all front line employees to be skilled marketerswill mean that
many bank employees. like tellers will beresponsible for a broader range of more challenging tasks.

Utters once, banks had a need for employees with only highschool educations, higher education requirements will berequired. workers with relevant skills will became harderto find.
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Apparently this trend is not unique to the banking
industry. An article entitled Tomorrow's Jobs: Plentiful,
Sut... by Louis S. Richman in the April 11, 19135 issue of
FORTUNR magazine noted that, all is not joy in the new job
AWER-7"

One problem: a growing mismatch between the emerging
jobs, which will call for increasingly higher levels of
skill, and the people available to fill them.

Because the pool of skilled labor will not be large
',tough to meet the demand, the burden of educating employees
to the necessary levels will increasingly fall on the
corporations who need the more skilled labor. Much of that
training may not fit under the standards that will allow an
employer to provide education to an empi ,yes without the
value of that assistance being subject t. tax.

If the value of the education or training is taxable to
the employee, many employees say be unwilling to participate
in the new training. Already this year, banking schools are
reporting a declining enrollment of students. The directors
of these schools attribute the decline to the expiration of
the educatior. assistance income exclusion.

The American Bankers Association urges you and your
colleagues on the Senate Finance Committee to make p_asage
of legislation to permanent:y reinstate the IRC Section 127
exclusion for employer-paid tuition assistance one of your
top priorities for 19115.

Mr. Chairman, the Committee's hearing on March 1S also
included consideration of a number of proposals to provide
for education savings bonds or education savings accounts.
In light of the coming need for a better educated work
force, we commend your consideration of these proposals and
recommend that the Committee give greater consideration to
education savings account proposals which allow each
individol or family the flexibility to save through the
investment instrument which best suits their needs.

:hank you for your consideration of our views.

Respectfully,

Linda S. Rearick
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WW1 Sid Moms
Una Noe Pisidant

0
The Menorah's Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman, Committee on Finance
United States Senate
703 Senate Mart Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Ream 24314
460 Motion Arms
Ni. *AL NV 10C2242117
212 1444000

April S, 19S1

Dear Senator Bentsen,

I am writing to express AT&T'. support for Senate
bill 311, which would reinstate section 127 of the Internal
Nevenue Code. Tailors to reinstate will have a profound
negative Jape.* on the U.S business environsent and on the
education profile of the population in general.

In our changing technological environsent, AT&T has
encouraged the efforts of our employee body to update their
skills through internal training programs and external
education sources (colleges and universities, technical
training programs, adult education programs). We and other
companies have put in place sophisticated tuition assistance
programs which subsidise the education endeavors of our
employees. To be competitive in the global marketplace, the
United States and AT&T as well, will need to take an active
position in support of education at all levels and for peoplein every occupation. The ability to educate or re-educate
themselves through participation in our country's education
system allows our employees to obtain the flexibility of
skills and knowledge necessary to maintain a competitive
edge.

Tax exempt education assistance has enabled
corporate America to partner with the country's education
professionals to develop innovative programs that address a
cross section of learning needs from on-site degree programs
to classroom instruction received by remote satellite
transmission. isployees taking advantage of the opportunity
to learn range from the physicist to the sail clerk.
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If no action is taken to renew Section 127, or put
in place an alternative which eliminates or siniaises the tax
consequences of education, the adult learner population will
be severely affected. For instance, a married employee
claiming four dependants in a seal-skilled position with an
annual salary of $25,000, would be severely impacted by the
taxation of tuition assistance. Assuming this employee is
paid bi-weekly, the eMployee's gross wage is $962 and after-
tax disposal income is 9744. If $1,500 of tuition
reimbursement was imputed income to this employee, the
employee's income tax withholding will increase by $420,
resulting in a after tax income for the pay period of only
$364.

The existence of Section 127 and Congress'
extension of it in the past has supported the notion that our
government has made education a top priority. The
reinstitution of an education assistance tax exemption will
permit the United States to take a premier competitive
position in the global marketplace.

We are sending copies of this letter to the Finance
Committee with a request that it be included in the record of
the hearing held on /larch 15, 1988 on tax incentives for
education.

Sincasly yours,

1/:.1
S.W. Burlingame
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American
NOM
Assoc Wean

111114P% Seem, N.W

Suite 1200
Wellw1OMA. OC. 20005
0021 IIW2400

March 28, 1/811

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Finance Committee
703 Senate Wart Office Building
Washicgton, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American Dental Association appreciates this opportunity
to state its position regarding tavincentives for education
and asks that this letter be included in the record of the
recent hearings held by the Committee on Finance on the
issue of educational assistance.

Tax policy that supports educational endeavors is essential
to continuation of a coherent federal education pclicy. We
believe the 1986 Tax Reform Act, in its treatment of the
interest on education loans as being no different from the
interest on consumer loans, is inconsistent with federal
education policy and should be corrected by restoring full
deductibility of educational loan interest.

This is a critical matter to dental students and recently
graduated dentists because of the dual high costs of dental
education and establishing a dental practice.

The average cost today of a dental education is nearly
$50.000. This is exclusive of normal living expenses, which
may easily add another $40,000 to the four-year total.
Average indebtedness of dental students in 1987 was
$39,200. It is not uncommon for dental students to graduate
with debts in excess of $60,000.

The cost of beginning a dental practice in the most
conservatiqe circumstance -- a single- operatory office --
averages $75,006, largely due to the high cost cif
instruments and equipment. The Association recognises that
these substantial expenses represent an investment in a
lifetime profession. But they also represent a contribution
to the health of the public. Moreover, federal financial
support for higher education is essential to assuring
educational opportunities for all deserving students. Tax
policy which has the effect of lessening that support is
incongruous with the principle of equal opportunity .neducation.

The Association urges you to support restoration of full tax
deductibility of educational loan interest.

Sincerely,

C(."(
William E. Allen, D.D d.
Director

. Washington Office
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STATEMENT OF

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF DENTAL SCHOOLS

The American Association of Dental Schools represents cll of the

dental schools in the United States, as well as advanced

education, hospital, and allied dental health institutions. AADS

is the only national organization exclusively concerned with the

needs of dental education.

Our Association urges restoration of the tax deduction for

interest on educational loans. We support the passage of S. 628,

which would restore this important deduction.

The phase-out of consumer loan interest deductions under the Tax

Reform Act of 1986 included educational loans in the same

category as consumer loans. The policy rationale for eliminating

the consumer loan interest deductiOt was to discourage over-

reliance on credit and to encourage savings, but we believe this

rationale is not applicable to educational loans. Borrowing is

often the only meanc to finance an education, particularly in

expensive graduate health programs such as dentistry. Borrowing

for educational purposes is also a good investment in the future,

rather than a needless debt for a non-essential consumer product.

The remaining interest deduction -- for home equity loans used

for educational purposes -- is not an adequate substitute, since

most of the student population does not own a home and cannot

benefit from this deduction.

The Debt Burden Problem

The grow;ng debt burden for dental students may discourage entry

into the profession, and has deterred graduates from taking

lower-paying public service, teaching, or research jobs. It may

also discourage students from pursuing advanced education

programs such as Oeneral Dentistry residencies -- programs that

are aimed at training dentists to treat medically underserved

patient populations and geographic areas. The 1987 AADS survey

of dental school seniors shows an average debt of $39,200 for
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graduates of all dental schools; 29.5 percent graduated with a

debt greater than $55,000. Dental students have also accumulated

an average debt of $4430 for their undergraduate studies.

Restoration of the interest deduction for educational loans would

be a step in the right direction toward alleviating this burden.

The estimated revenue loss of $150 million annually is small

compared to the benefits of investing in health professionals for

the nation's growing health care needs. We believe that it is

sound tax policy to allow tax deductions for educational costs

necessary to assure a highly competent cadre of health care

professionals.

Equity of Restoring the Interest Deduction

The document prepared by the staff of the Joint Tax Committee for

the March 15 hearing cited a main objection that restoration of

this deduction would be a greater benefit to higher income

individuals, and would be financially insignificant. We disagree

with this assessment for the reasons outlined below, in response

to the questions raised about restoration of the deduction.

(a) Would S. 628 encourage unneeded borrowing for education or

other purposes? This would be unlikely, since a tax-exempt grant

c, cover tuition is inherently preferable to taking out a loan.

Also, needs analysis tests, and income limits for low interest

loan programs, eliminate the possiblity of high income

L'ividuals using low interest educational loans for non-

educational purposes.

(b) Is this deduction a greater aid to higher income individuals

in the higher tax brackets? This should not be a major problem,

since the Tax Reform Act of 1986 eliminated a number of higher

tax brackets and provided for only two individual brackets of 15

and 28 percent. Moreover, the deduction is most valuable for the

practitioner when his or her earnings are low and interest

payments are high; this is the situation faced by most young

dentists in the first 3 years after graduation.
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(c) Will there be only slight monetary relief for the student

from such a deduction? Based on the debt burden we have

discussed above, we believe the answer is no. First, while this

deduction is not the only solution to the debt problem, the

inability to be a curt-all would not eliminate its usefulness.

Second, the relief is important in light of heavily indebted

dental school graduates. Let me illustrate one simplified

example: a dental sfIdent graduating with an average 1987 debt

of $39,000, with a BPSL loan at 9 percent interest repayable over

10 years. The average monthly payment required to amortize this

loan would be about $500. This works out to a total repayment

figure of $60,000, meaning that abbut $21,000 accounts for

interest over the life of the loan. However, LIO first year

Interest is a higher proportion of the principal due: $3510 out

of the $6000 first year payment accounts for interest.

Therefore, a tax cleduction for this amount in the first year

equals a tax savings of $526 if taxed at the 15 percent bracket,

and $982 if taxed at the 28 percent bracket (the later figure is

an approximation, since overall income is taxed at 15 percent up

to $28,000 of income, and then at 28 percent of the excess

income). We believe this would be an important aid to

graduating health professions students just beginning their

Careers.

(d) Will only high income individuals who itemize their

deductions be able to utilize this deduction? Technically, a

deduction for interest would not be used if individuals take the

standard deduction under 26 U.S.C. section 63 (3) (2): $5000 for

a joint return, $4000 for a head of a household, and $3000 for

single filers. It is not clear that only high income individuals

will elect to itemize deductions. Any individual whose total

deductions exceed the standard figure sh3uld elect to itemize.

Educational intirest stone may equal these standard figures, if

educational loan interest were fully deductible as proposed in 8.

628. In considering whether an individual would elect to

itemize, it is likely that many middle income individuals will

have suff12iont additional deductions to push them over the
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standard deduction level. Only the lowest income individuals

would be unlikely to itemize, but these individuals in dental

schools and other health professions schools would also be less

likely to have heavy educational debts; they are likely to

qualify for scholarships and other grants. Given the existing

debt burden, we believe it makes better policy sense to give

students the benefit of the doubt by restoring the deduction, and

then examining tax data to see how many itemize deductions under

the new tax system.

Thank you for consideration of these comments on the need to

restore the deductibility of inteiestfon educational loans.
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Submitted Testimony of Arnold Cantor
American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations

To the U.S. &mate Committee on Finance
on Renewal of Employes Educational Assistance (S. 39)

Mardi 13,1981

The AFL-CIO strongly supports maximum opportunity for all workers to

maintain, upgrade, and adapt their educational achievements and their skills. Such

opportunities enhance national productivity and competitiveness as well as

supporting individual workers In their efforts to achieve personal development and

self-fulfillment.

Therefore, we reaffirm our support for legislation to restore section 127 of

the Internal Revenue Code, which, before 1988, provided a limited income tax

exclusion for employer-paid career-related educational expenses.

The AFL-CIO has consistently supported a fair tax system that closes

loopholes and provides revenue needed to operate the federal government and

promote national goals. We believe the exclusion of employer provided education

assistarce is consistent with a fair tax system and promotes the national goal of

increased opportunities for education and training.

The AFL-CIO also supports reinstatement of section 127 because such

Congressional action would exclude from taxable income the value of tuition

reductions for graduate students . The Tax Reform Act of 1986 requires graduate

assistants to pay tax on tuition reductions and elimination of the exclusion would

require many students to abandon their studies.

The Immediate cost of the credit for workers' education and training to the

nation's taxpayers is minimal and to the extent it enhances educational

opportunities and provides economic and social benefits, it clearly qualifies as an

investment in a national asset, not as cost to be cut in order to reduce the federal

budget deficit.

The exclusion unlike many tax preferences also extended benefits in

conformance with Congressional intent and provided benefits as prescribed by the

legislation. In addition, the amount of the exclusion is "capped," limiting the

potential loss of revenue and preventing a privileged elite from taking advantage of

the benefits.

To quail for the exclusion, an employer must draw up for employees'

exclusive use a detailed written plan, which may not favor company officers,

business owners or highly compensated employees. Employees also may not choose

between the education benefit and taxable remuneration and the amount of the

exclusion can not exceed $3,230.
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negotiated collective bargaining agreements that include education and training

benefits to improve skills and provide America with a more skilled, better

education and more adaptable workforce.

Some examples Includes

Approximately 30,000 health care workers in New York City are

eligible to receive education and training benefits , from a pooled fund provided by

employers in a contract negotiated by the Retail, Wholesale r Id Departmert Store

Union. The money Is used to school health care workers in new technologies, train

prospective registered nurses to help eliminate nursing shortages and provide other

benefits to workers and the health are industry.

Some 2113,000 Communications Workers employed by the Bell Telephone

Companies are eligible for education programs ,that can lead to jobs at higher

classifications, s.:.!ch In some cases raise salaries by as much as $250 per week.

Since l913, 43,000 auto workers at Ford Motor Company have

participated in training, retrainin: and other programs, many of which teach bask

skills at plant sites around the- country. General Motors has contributed $200

million annually under an agreement with the UAW that pays for instruction blob

skills and basic education.

The Office and Professional Employees International Union has

negotiated contracts that reimburse tuition costs in lieu of wages for up to 10,000

office workers at colleges and universities who want to study at their campus

workplaces.

The Service Employees international Union negotiated the Lifelong

Education and Development (LEAD) program, which provides instruction in adult

literacy, high school equivalency, English as a second language, health care

apprenticeships end other services to bolster workers' professional development. In

one case, a local Service Employees union local prevented displacement of 40

hospital supply aids. with a program to retrain workers and upgrade their skills to

help employees advance to higher level positions in another department.

As policy makers look to a first-rate educational system as the foundation for

efforts to strengthen America, we believe a 'eaves mistake would be made by

requiring workers to pay income tax on a vital training benefit and taxing students'

tuition reductions. both tax benefits serve the nation's interests.

Therefore, we urge the United States Congress to restore Section 127 of the

Internal Revenue Code.

228.
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PEOPLES tisai
BANK
AND TRUST 6313f
COMPANY
COM 11111 WWI
Meal SWIM

March 30, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

F , to !

I t,
0.3

As a National Director for the American Institute of Banking and a
Senior Vice President of the Peoples Bank of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, I

am concerned about the taxation of educational assistance that
employees receive. It is extremely difficult to obtain an employee
who is fully knowledgeable in all areas of our business upon hiring.
It therefore becomes important that we be able to educate those
people and our existing employees in the skills to keep us current
in today's changing world.

Studies have shown that we are entering a period in which we will
be faced with declining numbers of young, entry-level employees.
This is happening at the same time that the skills levels needed
by our employees are reaching their highest levels. It has been
shown that 50% of the nation's businesses will introduce new tech-
nologies within the next five years. This will be happening et
the same time that 50% of today's college graduates will be changing
fields of employment. The need for education and training has never
been higher.

Ore needs only to look at our foreign competitors to see the
emphasis that should be put on education. The Japanese, Germans,
and Russians (just to name a few) are putting a large emphasis
on employee education.

I know that it is not your intention to reduce the amount of education
available to people, but this may be exactly what is going to happen.
When a lower-level employee is faced with the need to pay taxes upon
education needed in their jobs, they in many cases may be forced to
forego this training. This would be done not because they didn't
want the education, but simply because they could not afford

to take away from their salary to pay the tax. It would seem
to me that this is certainly not what you want to happen.

I encourage you and your committee to report favorably upon
Senator DanielP. Moynihan's bill, S 39, which would restore
permanently the IRC Section 127 exclusion for employer-paid

tuition assistance. Thi- Section expired on December 31. 1987.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Since ly,

mes L. West
Senior Vice President
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April 6, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairmen
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

IOStilt110 of Oinking
Rock Valley Choptar

Comments submitted for March 15 hearing on Tax Incentives for Education

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Rock Valley chapter of the American Institute of Banking (AIB) urges the Committee
to report f bly Senator Daniel P. Moynihan's bill. 8 39, which would restore per-
manently the IRC Section 127 exclusion for employer-paid tuition assistance. Section
127 expired on December 31, 1987. Mr. Chairman, this exclusion is a critical tea. in-
centive that promotes continuing education and, retraining in the workplace. Much of
this training will be lost if Congress fails to act to restore this provision.

During the 1987-88 ed_zational year, our chapter offered 17 tourism and 6 seminars
related to the financial education. Those numbers produced797 students, employees
of financial institutions who want and need continuing education. Many of those
individuals would be penalized for wanting to better themselves. By instituting a
withholding on income, single parents who can not afford additional expenses will
be discouraged to seek education. I can think of three (3) individulas at my place
of employment who fit the above role. Consideration must be given to the continual
retraining in the workplace.

Today, AIB is the largest educational division of the American Bankers Association.
Pour hundred chapters enroll 35,000 persons each year in education and training pro-
grans. Admission to AID is available to employees, officers, and directors of banks.
While many AIB students enroll in order to maintain or improve their current job skills,
the majority of students come to further their education or learn new skills that will
qualify them for career advancement.

By participating in AI'S programs, students have the opportunity to pursue professional
diplomas and training certificates in a number of areas, including: General Banking,
Consumer Credit, Commercial Lending, Mortgage Lending, Customer Service, Securities
Services, Supervisory Skills, and Accelerated Banking Study.

Most banks encourage participation in AIR through employee education assistance pro-
grams. We are concerned that the expiration of the employee education assistance in-
come exclusion will discourage or prevent employees from seeking further education
or new skills that would qualify them for career advancement.

The Rock Valley chapter of the American Institute of Banking urges you to make
passage of legislation to reinstate permanently the IRC Section 127 exclusion for
employer-paid tuition assistance one of your top priorities for 1988.

Respectf

Pr id

Rock lle Chapter
American Institute of Banking
Vice President, Real Estate Department
Rock County National Bank

er
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March 30, 1988

The 8 ble Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

C to submitted for March 15th hear ,ing on Tax Incentives for
Education

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Southeastern Michilen chapter of the American Institute of Banking
(AID) urges the committee to report f bly Senator Daniel P.

Moynihan's bill, S 39, which would restore permanently the INC Section
127 exclusion is critical tax incentive that promotes continuing
education and retraining in the workplace. Much of this training will
be lost if Congress fails to act to restore this provision.

The Southeastern Michigan was formed in 1900. This local educational
program consists of classes and seminars in areas specifically related
to the banking industry. S 1 local institutions of higher
education have an affiliation with the Chapter Office whereby earned in
el sssss and seminars annually. Diplomas in eight programs are
conferred lly to approximately 200 recipients.

Today. SIB is the largest educational division of the Alivrican Bankers
Association. Fear hundred chapters enroll 350,000 periods each year in
education and training programs. Admission to AID is available to
employees, officers, and directors of hanks. While many AID students
enroll in order to maintain or improve their current job skills, the
majority of students come to further their education or learn new
skills that will qualify then for ca advancement.

By participating in All programs, students have the opportunity to
pursue professional diplomas and training certificates in a number of

including: G 1 Banking, Consumer Credit, C ial
Lending, Mortgage Lending, Customer Service, Securities Services,
Supervisory Skills, and Accelerated Banking Study.

Moat banks encourage participation in AID through employee education

essistance programs. We are concerned that the expiration of the
emp;oyee education assistance income exclusion will discourage or

prevent employees from seeking further education or new skills that

would qualify them for career advancement.

The Southeastern Michigan Chapter of the American Institute of Banking

urges you to make passage of legislation to reinstate permanently the

IRC Section 127 exclusion for employer-paid tuition assistance one of

your top priorities for 1988.

Respectfully,

Parker A. Moore
Executive Director

PAM/jvg
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The American Institute of Chemists, Inc.
7316 W1 mode framid. leeladit Maryland 20614 301 657 744

Or. Jena N. IMMUllar, PAC
Pres Mont 16611411
Cray lie Cm NM* Owen laby, Smith NMI
halm UnlvanNy
Waal Ls Impels. Indians 47507
(51n 4144401

Hon. Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
Room SD-205
U.S. Congress
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Bentsen.

April 5, 1988

I am writing on behalf of The American Institute of Chemists to urge your
Committee's early and favorable consideration of S. 39. This bill would grant
individuals an income tax exemption of 85250 yearly for educational expenses
paid on their behalf by their employers. This exemption has been a long
standing policy of the Congress, as evidenced by regular legislative exclusion of
this presumed tax liability. Also Congress imposed the current 55250 cap on
such exemptions.

Our Institute consistently has urged Congress to support this exemption and
moreover to make it permanent. If enforced, the current law could impose
an undue tax liability on chemists and others who are virtually required by the
nature of their profession to pursue continuing education as means of keeping
abreast in their field. Often, that occurs because employers also recognize
that need and subsidize it through tuition or other payments for their employees.

As we have said before, science is not static. It is ever changing. and it is
important that chemists keep abreast of those changes in the interest of
maintaining America's technologically competitive edge. To penalize them
through taxation for doing what is necessary in order to be diligent is unfair.
inequitable, and sending the wrong message to the next generation of chemists.
Even now, those young people are being inculcated with the notion of continuing
their education throughout their professional lives, not stopping it when they
receive their final degrees in science from a national college or university.

Our national nonprofit organization has been advancing this concept ever since
its founding in 1923, and will continue to do so. I hope that you may be able
to circulate a copy of this letter to the other members of your conimitte.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

P. 1.-?.,41,1,1c).)

cc Bob Packwood
Dr. Fred Leavitt
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Albuquerque Chapter
American Institute of Banking

920 Gold SW, Salto 1208 Albuquerque. New Mexico 87102 (505) 247.9288

March 21, 1988

The lonorable Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman
Senate Committee on finance
205 Dirk:lea Semite Office Building
Washington DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Albuquerque Chapter of the American Institute of Ranking
(AIR) urges the Committee to report favorably Senator Daniel P.
Woynibene bill, S 39, which would restore permanently the IRC
Section 127 exclusion for employer -paid tuition assistance.
Section 127 expired on December 31, 1987. Mr. Chairman, this
exclusion is a critical tax incentive that promotes continuing
education and retrainingin the work place. Much of this train-
ing will be lost if Congress fails to act to restore this provis-
ion.

The Albuquerque Chapter was chart4 in 1941 and has been of
service co our bankers since that time. It is the primary educa-
tions! service for banker education in our community. Last year
we enrolled approximately 1300 students in short courses and full
semester causes on banking.

TcgsY. AIR is the largest educational division of the American
B ankers Association. Pour hundred chapters enroll 350,000 per-
sons each year in education and training programs Admission to
AIR is available to employ:me, officers, and directors of banks.
Admission to AIM is available to employees, officers, and direc-
tors of banks. While many AID students enroll in order to main-
tain or improve their current job skills, the majority of stu-
dents come to further their education or learn new skills that
will quality them for career advancement.

B y participating in AID programs, students have the opportunity
to pursue professional diplomas and training certificates in a
number of areas, including: General Banking, Consumer Credit,
Commercial Lending. Mortgage Lending. Customer Service, Securit-
ies Services, Supervisory Skills. and Accelerates Banking Study.
Most banks encourage participation in RIB through employee educa-
tion assistance progress. We are concerned that the expiration
of the employee education assistance 1: le exclusion will dis-
courage or prevent employees from seelm-j further education or
new skills that would qualify than for career advancement.

The Albuquerque Chapter of the American Institute of Banking
urges you to make passage of legislation to reinstate permanently
the IRC Section 127 exclusion for employer-paid tuition assis-
tance one of your top priorities for 1988.

Respectfully,

SV244 &)
Barb Daugherty, Program Director
Albuquerque Chapter of the American Institute of Banking
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BANKING
ATI IENS AREA CI IAPTER ATHENS. GI iORGIA

March 26, 1986

The Bonorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building ,

Washington, D.C. 20;10

Dear X:. Chairman.

The Athens Area Chapter of the American Institute of Banking
(AID) Um". the committee to report favorably Senator Daniel P.
Moynihan's bill, S 39, which would restore permanently the /SC
Section 127 exclusion for employer-paid tuition assistance.
Unties 127 expired on December 31, 1987. Mr. Chairman, this
exclusion is critical tax incentive that promotes continuing
education and retraining in the workplace. Much of this training
will be lost it Congress fails to act to restore this provision.

The Athens Area Chapter has been training employees of the
area banks for almost two decades, mostly drawing on the talent
of its various bankers as instructors. The twenty eight member
banks have none to rely upon the (AIB) as a valuable educational
tool for their employees.

Today, AID is the largest educational division of the
American Bankers Association. Four hundred chapters enroll
350,000 persons eaoh year in education and training programs.
Admission to A/B is available to employees, officers, and
directors of banks. While many AID students enroll in order to
maintain or improve their current job skills, the majority of
students come to further their education or learn new skills that
',ill qualify them for murmur advancement.

BY participating in AID programs, students have the
opportunity to pursue profenzionel diplomas and training
certificates in a number of arc's, Inoludingi Oeneral Banking,
Consumer Credit, Commerolal Lending, Mortgage Lending, Customer
Service, Securities Services, Supervisory Skills. and Accelerated
Banking Study.

Most banks e ourage partioipitiou in AID through employee
education assistance pmgrams. We are concerned that the
expiration of the employee education assistenue income exclusion
will discourage or prevent employees from seeking further
education or new skills that would qv ,ify thee for career
advancement.

The Athens Area Chapter of then American Institute of Banking
urges you to make passage of legislation to reinstate permanently
the INC Section 127 exclusion for cvloyer -paid tuition
assistance one of your top priorities for 1988.

Wespeotfully,

D. Wayne Braswell
President Athena Area Chapter
American Institute of Banking
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April 6, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Denver Chapter of the American Institute of ranking
urges the Committee to report favorable Senator Daniel P.
Moynihan's bill, S 39, which would restore permanently the IRC
Section 127. exclusion for employer-paid tuition assistance.
Section 127 expired on December 3f, 1987. Mr. Chairman, this
exclusion is a critical tax incentive that promotes continuing
education and retraining in the workplace. Much of this training
will be lost if Congress fails to act to restore this provision.

The All s the largest education division of the American
Bankers Association. Four hunched chapters enroll 350,000
persons each year in education and training prngrams. Admission
to All is available to bank employees, officers and directors.
While many AM students enroll in order to maintain or improve
their current job skills, the majority of students come to
urther their education or 'earn new skills that will qualify
them for career advancement.

The American Institute of Banking in Denver 's one of the
largest chapters in this country, providing cost-effective
industry specific education rnd training to the Denver metro
area and the surrounding rural areas in Colorado. Our program
is available to over 18,000 individuals employed in the financial
services industry. Denver AB was formed in 1901 and serves as
the only educction and training resource to many organizations
in our state. By participating in these programs, they in turn
help their respective organizations to compete in today's fast
changing economic environment.

By participating in All programs, students have tyre opportunity
to pursue professional diplomas and training certificates in a

number of areas, includirg: General Banking, Consumer Credit,
Commercial Lending, Mortgage Lending, Customer Service, Securi-
ties Services Supervisory Skills, and Accelerated Banking Study.

Most banks encourage part:cipation in AIB through employee
education assistance programs. We are concerned that the
expiration of the employee education assistance income exclusion
will discourage or prevent employees from seeking further
education or new skills that would qualify them for career
advancement.

The Denver chapter of the American Institute of Banking urges
you to make passage of legislation to reinstate permanently the
IRC Section 127 exclusion for employer-paid tuition assistance
one of your top priorities for 1988.

Respectfully,

Kathy tillins Smith
President and CEO
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BANKING

EASTERN CONNECTICUT C.',HAPTER
A 1987 Chapter of Excellence

The Honorable Lloyd Benson
Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 2051D

Dear Mr. Chairmau:

The Eastern Connecticut Chapter of the American Institute of Banking (AIB) urges
the Committee to report favorably Senator Daniel P. Moynihan's bill, S 39, which
would restore permanently the IRC Section 127 exclusion for employer-paid tuition
assistance. Section 127 expired on December 31, 1987. This exclusion is a
critical tax incentive that promotes continuing education and retraining in the
workplace. Much of this training will beLlost if Congress fails to act to re-
store this provision.

Our Chapter has been in existence for forty one (41) years. We have educated
thousands of bankers during that time from entry level employees to senior
management. Our mission has always been to serve the banking community by
presiding Excellent education on a cost-effective basis for our local area.

Today, AIB is tte largest educational division of the American Bankers Association.
Four hundred c5apters enroll 350,000 persons each year in education and training

programs. Admission to AIB is available to employees, officers, and directors of
banks. While many AIB students enroll in order to maintain or improve their
current job skills, the majority of students come to further their education or
learn new skills that will qualify them for ,areer advancement.

By participating in AIE programs, students have the opportunity to pursue
professional diplomas and training certificates it a number of areas, including:

General Banking, Consumer Credit, Commercial 'inn, Mortgage Lending, Customer

Service, Securities Services, Supervisory Skill: and Accelerated Banking Study.

Most banks encourage participation in AIB through employee education assistance
programs. We are concerned that the expiration of the employee educational
assistance income exclusion will discourage or prevent employees from seeking
further education or new skills that would qualify them for career advancement.

The Eastern Connecticut Chapter urges yam to make.massage.of legislation to re-
instate permanently( the IRC Section 127 exclusion for employer -paid tuition
assistance one of your top priorities for 1988.

Respectfully,

/ (

Patricia A. Daviau

President
AMERICAN
BANKERS
ASSOCIATIONNN(
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LOUISVILLE CHArER

April 7, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Comments submitted for March 15 hearing on Tax
Incentives for Education

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Louisville Chapter of the American Institute of Basking
(AIB) urges the Committee to report favorably Senator Daniel P.
Moynihan's bill, S 39, which would restore permanently the IRC
Suction 127 exclusion for employer-paid tuition assistance. Section
127 expired on December 31, 1987, Mr. Chairman, this exclusion is
a critical tax incentive that promotes continuing education and
retraining in the workplace. Much of this training will be lost if
Congress fails to act to restore this provision.

The Louisville Chapter-AIB provides banking education and
training to approximately 1500 bank employees a year. Our banks
encourage employee participation in AIB not only as an employee
benefit for up to date training but also for career advancement.

We are concerned that to tax this education assistance as
income will discourage or prevent employees from seeking on the job
training or new skills training for better jobs. Higher levels of
education are so critical in today's workplace, why do we want to
implement a tax measure that would burden and suppress this important
element? How does the minimum wage and low income earner receive
better jobs without education or training, yet can he afford to pay
a price for it when available - via taxes?

If we encourage people to take steps for better jobs with
higher salaries, then you also increase your taxable income base.
But, this way you receive benefits on both sides - better jobs with
higher income for the worker and an increase in taxes received by
the government!

Please consider the impact IRC Secticn 127 has on education
associations & colleges, employers and most of all, the employee.
The I uisville Chapter-AID urges you to make passage of legislation
to rE estate permanently the IRC Section 127, exclusion for
employer-paid tuition assistance, one of your top priorities for
1988.

Thank you for your time and considerations.

Respectfull

aula B. Cravens
Education Director

C. 7;-,
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The American Society of Mechanical Engineers

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (A5XI) strongly supports

Senator Daniel Moynihan' bill, 8. 3S, which would permanently the

Section 127 tax code exclusion for employer-paid educational assistance.

Section 127 expired on December 31, 1987.

Pressures of international economic competition are shaping a new

environment for employer - employee relationships that require job

flexibility, job mobility, frequent updating of skills and retraining. The

American demographic trend toward an older work force, the continuing shift

toward a service economy and rapid advances In knowledge and technology

clearly point to the need for a public policy which supports and encourages

the Wiling work force to pursue lifelong education.

Continuing education and retraining are especially critical for engineers to

keep up to date with rapidly changing technology in their field or to switch

areas of engineering specialisation. In today's world of fierce

international competition, a well-trained engineering work force is vital to

the nation's well- being.

Congress also has expressed concern about commercial utilization of

technology. Unless engineers end others to the work force have the ability

to move easily from one technical project to another, much technology with

commercial potential will continue to collect dust on shelves.

Since 197$, more than *even million workers have used employer-paid

educational assistance to upgrade their skills to stay currant with new

competitive, technological and industri,1 developments. Over 95 percent of

the participants in AM' continuing eWcation courses since the outset of

its professional developneo program have been supported by their employers

through tuition reimbursement. I nationwide survey conducted by the

American Society for. Training and Development in 1985 found that employee

educational assistance.

Until its expiration, Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Coda exempted

qualified employer educational assistance from employee federal income

taxes. the Soct.on' expiratisatnow causes confusion and concern among
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employers on their withholding and reporting liability for employees using

their educational assistance programs. In the absence of Section 127, the

law requires employees to pay taxes on tuition ;onsets made by their

employers unless the courses are strictly Job-relatod. This test has

serious ambiguities which sill create uncertainty and have a chilling effect

en employer support for continuing education.

Reinstating Section 127 would be analogous to the CI Dill of Rights which

provides for en investment in the future. Continuing education should be

viewed as an investment, not a fringe benefit. It should be considered a

business expense, required for a company to remain competitive. With the

appropriate mix of educational programs, we can improve our quality of life

while improving the nation's industrial competitiveness smi balance of

trade; we can improve productivity while also laprrneng the quality of our

products.

Finally, we challenge the presumption that Section 127 is a revenue loser

for the Federal treasury. V. believe the reverts forgone from not taxing

employer educational assistance would be recovered Emmy times over in

additional tax revenues from economic activities generated by a continuously

employed, well-educated work force. It should also be noted that the 'cost*

of Section 127 is very low compared to the alternative of expending direct

funding of educational programs and retraining.

In conclusion, we respectfully urge the members of the Committee to save

expeditiously to approve S. 39 to make Section 127 a permanent part of the

Internal Revenue Code. It is a critical component of the national effort to

enhance the education, job skills and retraining of American workers.

Clearly, Section 127 is a cost-effective investment in the ft care of

America.
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The American Society for Personnel Administration
(ASPA) is

an international society of more than 40,000 individual

human resource professionals
in organizations employing

over 40 million workers. With sore than 600 affiliated

chapters and representation
in every state in the union,

ASPA is recogn'zed as the world's largest organization

dedicated solely to excellence in human resource

management.

ASPA is a member of the Coalition for Employee Educational

Assistance which presented testimony on S. 39 before the

Senate Finance Committee on March 15, 1988. Because ASPA

feels very strongly about the need for the Senate to enact

S. 39, and reinstate Section 127 of the Internal Revenue

Code, we are submitting this additional statement for the

Committee's record.

As the individuals charged with initiating, implementing

and administering employee benefit programs in corporations

throughout the country, ASPA members have first hand

knowledge of the value of tuition reimbursement programs as

an employee benefit and as a tool to train workers for the

future. They have witnessed how th' expiration of Section

127 of the tax code has reduced or eliminated the benefit

for workers around the country. By adding a new tax

obligation on employees receiving this benefit, and

imposing a "coati' on workers, Congress has eliminated a

major incentive for employees to undertake additional job

enhancing training - the incentive of "no cost". Where

employees could have received additional education at no

personal expense beyond their own time and commitment, they

now must determine if they are financially able to enroll

in a program of advanced education.

There is no question that tuition reimbursement programs

are attractive to employees. A 1985 survey by the American

Society for Training and Development showed that 968 of the

respondents used educational assistance for improving

skills and performance cn the job and 54.8% said
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educational assistance helpcd employees learn basic skills

like reading and writing. Most important perhaps, was the

fact that 72% of employees taking education and training

courses earned less than 00,000 a year.

ASPA recognises that the Congress is confronted with a

looming deficit and the need to raise revenues from any

possible available source. However, ASPA believes that the

favorable treatment given to companies that invest in

capital equipment is equally, and in fact increasingly,

appropriate for investments in "human" capital. In the not

too distant future the United States will be experiencing

labor shortages. The Congress must be forward looking and

seek out ways to encourage the private sector to train and

develop workers to meet the country's needs in the face of

growing international competition.

Recent studies funded by the U.S. Department of Labor

recognise the need for both employer and employee

Incentives to provide and enroll in continuing education programs.

In the book

Century written by William Johnston, and published by the

Hudson Institute with funding fro, the Department of Labor,

six issues were highlighted which will require rethilocing

and revision in coming years. One of those six issues

which must be addressed is the improvement of workers'

education and skills.

Noting that "wealth has often been equated with factories,

mines and production machinery within a nation' borders",

the author goes on to state:

"As the economies of developed nations move

further into the post-industrial era, human capital

plays an ever more important role in their

progress. As the society becomes more complex, the

amount of education and knowledge Ceded to make a

productive contribution to the economy becomes

greater. A century ago, a high school education

was thought to be superfluous for factory workers,
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and a college degree was the mark of an academic or

a lawyer. Between now and the year 2000, for the

first time in history, a majority of all new jobs

will require postsecondary education. Many

professions will require nearly a decade of study

following high school, and even the least skilled

jobs will require a command of reading, computing,

and thinking that was once necessary only for the

professions."

"Educatio and training are the primary

systems by which the human capital of a national is

preserved and increased. The speed and efficiency

with which these education systems transmit

knowledge govern the rate at which human capital

can be developed. lien more than such closely-

watched indicators as the rate of investment in

plant and equipment, human capital formation plays

a direct role in how fast the economy can grow."

Further, the book Morklifa Visions written by social

forecaster Jeffrey Hallett and published by ASPA, states

that a fundamental "shift that will alter education and

training activities is the emergence of the need for

lifelong learning." Hallett goes on to state that

"the pace of change has accelerated to the point where

no particular skill or methodology has relevance for

very long. This has profound implications. At its

most basic level, it suggests that everyone we hire

will have to be retrained three or four times during a

=lima' employment period."

Clearly, the reinstitution of a effective and proven tax

incentive which increases the speed and efficiency with

which knowledge can be transmitted, represents good

public policy. We therefore encourage the Committee and

the Congress to act favorably on S. 39.
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American Society for Training and Development

The American Society for Training and Development (ASTD)

appreciates the opportunity to present its views on the tax

exclusion for employer-provided educational assistance,

(Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code).

ASTD represents over 50,000 training and human resource

development professionals nationwide with members

concentrated primarily in Fortune 1000 companies. Our

members are responsible for the training and retraining of

the workforce from entry level youth to top management.

Many of our members are also responsible for administering

employer-provided educational assistance -- typically

tuition aid -- programs. ,onsequently, ASTD is very

familiar with the Internal Revenue Code Section 127 and how

it is utilised.

Internal Revenue Code Section 127 provides that up to $5,250

annually in educational assistance provided to an employee

by his or her employer may be excluded from gross income for

tax purposes. Because Congress failed to extend the program

last year, Section 127 expired on December 31, 1957. The

American Society for Training and Development strongly urges

Congress to retroactively extend Section 127.

Bills have been introduced in both the House and Senate to .

permanently extend Section 127. Congressman Guarini's bilk,

H.R. 1692, currently has 300 House co- sponsors. Senator

Moynihan's bill, S. 39, has 39 Senate co-sponsors. Both

bills continue the t5,250 cap and IRS reporting requirements

which require employers to provide information about the

cost, the number of eligible employees and the numbc:: of

participants in their Section 127 programs.

For years, employers have provided assistance to their

employees to further their education, upgrade their current

skills or simply fulfill their intellectual interests. If
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the education provided by an employer was related to the

employees' current job, it was not treated as taxable

income. However, as more employers offered such financial

assistance, employers' questions as to the impact that

assistance had on the individual employee's income became

cumbersome. The confusion, uncertainty and multiple

interpretations of the IR Code and Treasury Department

regulations on the withholding of taxes for tuition

assistance was brought to Congress' attention. The

confusion ranged from questions on general tax liability to

how job-related educational
assistance can be distinguished

from non-job-related assistance - and why it mattered.

Consequently, in 1979 Congress added Section 127 to the tax

code, exempting all tuition aid from taxation as employee

income.

Because it was new provision added to the tax code,

Congress granted a five-year authorisation rather than a

permanent extension so the issue could be reviewed and

reconsidered. And considered and reviewed it has been --

for the last five years. The expiration at the end of 1987

represents the third time Section 127 has been allowed to

expire. The two previous expirations, 1983 and 1985, were

granted retroactive extensions in October of each of the

years following the expiration.

Confusion about Tax Status of Educational Assistance

The uncertainty surrounding this particular provision

creates confusion for both employers and employees alikes

1) Employers encounter burdensome amounts of paperwork

because they do not know what to do -- if they withhold

taxes and then Congress retroactively extends the provision,

they must return the withheld taxes to their employees;

2) Employers face possible penalties if they do not withhold

taunts and the law is not retroactively extended; and

3) Employees are faced with a jincentive to further their

education (especially for the lower paid employee).
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With Section 127's expiration, employers are currently

legally bound to withhold taxes on educational assistance

that is not related to an employee's present job. However,

no guidance has been issued from IRS or the Treasury

Department regarding this issue. Therefore, employers are

handling the taxability of educational assistance in a wide

variety of ways; consequently, "job-related" is being

interpreted differently in almost every employer-based

organization. Some companies are withholding on all

employer-provided educational assistance; some companies are

distinguishing between non-job-related and job-related

education and withholding only qn the non-job-related

assistance; and still others are simply marking time to see

if Congress will once again come along with a retroactive

extension. As a result, IRS will have to deal with

employers' confusion when the 1988 tax year is calculated

and reported.

Participants Primarily Low to Middle Income Employees

Employee educational araintance participants span all income

levels. And although a small percentage of upper income

employees do utilize educational assistance programs, a

majority of the participants are low and moderate income

workers seeking to improve their skills and earning

potential. In a survey ASTD conducted in 1985, it was found

that 22% of the participants in educational assistance

programs earn under $15,000 annually and 71% of the

participants earn eider 530,000. In the survey, 55% of the

respondents said that educational assistance helps employees

learn basic skills like reading and writing.

Moreover, taxation of non-job-related educational assistance

disproportionately affects lower paid employees whoa* jobs

are often more narrowly defined than those of upper level

professionals and executives; therefore they have more

difficulty relating any education to their current jobs.

Section 127 allows these employees to take courses (without
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opportunities. On the other hand, the broader, higher level

and higher paid job-holders can more easily justify

education as job-related and, thus, are not nearly as

negatively affected by the expiration of Section 127.

For example, with Section 127 on the books*, a mail room

clerk who would like to continue his education or simply

develop skills to enhance his future mobility within his

firm, may take word processing courses at the local

community college. Under Section 127, he would not in

liable for taxation on the amount reimbursed by his

employer. However, without Sectiop 127, such a course which

is not directly job-related, may be taxable to the

individual employee. Yet, for someone holding a managerial

position of any kind, almost all courses can be justified as

relating to his job because of the broad scope of his

current responsibilities. The scope of a peruon's work is

very difficult to define and its varying definition leads

to different interpretations in almost every company.

Employers support Section 127 because it pays off in

workplace performance. When an employee learns new skills,

the result is often a higher return on the investment for

the employer through a more productive workforce. It

demonstrates the employer's interest in the lifelong

learning of their workforce. It also gives employees an

opportunity to expand or fine-tune their interests, which

often means developing a broader perspective in performing

their jobs. Such long-term benefits of employee educational

assistance should not be overlooked. Section 127 enhances

employee job satisfaction and provides a higher return on

investment for the IRS in additional taxes from employees

who learn more advanced skills, thus making higher taxable

wages.
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Educational Assistance Contributes to Productivity

As previously stated, those who will be the hardest hit by

taking away Section 127 are the lower Ael, lower paid

employees -- the ones who have the most to benefit and will

now have the least incentive to further their education and

increase their skills. It is ironic that such a program

could be allowed to die at a time when training is being

hailed as one of the most important national policy

priorities.

DL )g a time when the national debate on competitiveness

centers on the ability of American workers to continually

upgrade the'r skills to keep pine with changing technology,

the need for Section 127 is heigntened. It is a critical

tax incentive that promotes training and retraining for our

workforce. Employee educational assistance helps to upgrade

the abilities of the American workers -- ar a low cost to

the taxpayer. It contributes national productivity and

competitiveness in the world marketplace. By encouraging

employees to acquire new knowledge and skills for coping

with the changing workplace, employee educational assistance

makes a signi!icent contribution to American industry.

Employer-provided educational assistance is a time-tested

and cost-effective means of upgrading skills of American

workers -- an absolute necessity when addressing the issue

of U.S. competitiveness. Workers can upgrade their skills,

continue their education and maintain the skills necessary

for the technological changes taking place in their current

job: all without being penalized by the tax code.

thank you.
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Association cf Anwrican Publishers, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

In considering the effect of the tax system on education in
the United a-21., one Committee should not limit itself- to ra-
viewing possible tax incentive devices to ease the burden of edu-
cation coats on parents and students. It should also act to elim-
inate a tax disincentive to production of quality instructional
materials that the Treasury Department insists was introduced by
the uniform cost capitalisation rules of the 1,86 Tax Reform-Act.

This attachment explains the R&D character of the work of
publishers in developing instructional, professional, and refer-
ence materials, and outlines the legal background of the problem
and explains why only legislative relief can solve it.

R&D UPIRDITURRB DT PUBLISHERS

The activities of a book publisher in preparing instruc-
tional reference, or professional materials involve work that
qualifies as *research or experimental' ("RAD') by any raonable
standard. In general, the with careful research
into the need for a new or product, followed by prelimi-
nary testing and definition o_ pedagogical and substantive
approaches. and concepts. This phase features extensive review of
the latest pedagogical data and analysitt as well ae interacting
with teachers, academics and school administrators. Thereafter,
the publisher's staff, in collaboration with the author or team of
authors selected to carry out the project, defines the general
specifications for the product. Based on these specifications,
#.1... publisher trd author team work together to create one or more
prrtotypes of the new product.

These prototypes are then tested and evaluated by the pub-
lisher's staff, working in classroom settings with teachers and
students and with experts in the field, to develop highly detailed
specifications. These specifications function as blueprints for
the authors in preparing the first Till manuscript. The authors
then prepare successive drafts, which are reviewed by the publish-
er's staff for conformity to the specifications, and subjected to
further field testing and evaluations.

Throughout the process, the publisher is continually and
closely involved in classroom testing and in expert evaluation to
determine if the product will function properly in the intended
educational setting. Based on this trial-and-error approach, the
product is modified until a final version is reedy to be preps
for printing and mass production. In some cases particularly in
the case of elementary and secondary school textbooks subject to a
governmentally operated *adoption procedure, the process of test-
ing and modification continues even after the materials are initi-
ally prepared for printing and manufacture.

The process of developing instructional, reference, and pro-
fessional material is characterised by heavy involvement of the
publisher's staff, not morel in revising an author-submitted man-
uscript, but in conceptual_ sing the product, developing detailed
plans, and working with potential users and substantive and in-
structional experts in testing and evaluating preliminary outlines
and drafts. In response to these tests and evaluations, the prod-
uct under development is continually modified and adjusted as the
development process goes on.

In all instances, thin preproduction development process for
instructional, reference, and professional materials is not what
is normally thought of as *editing. It is a radically more cm-
pies, sophisticated and intense process. At considers not only
the order and organisation of the words used, but the whole format
for presenting the wt.erial, including the scope of the subject
covered, the order of presenting subjects, the relation of graph-
ics and illustrations to the educational objectives of the publi-
cation, and the effectiveness of particular methods of presenting
the material. It emboe.....a classroom field tests and expert evalu-
ations of preliminary designs and prototypes. that feed back into.
the process.
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In 1...ay oases, the product
Lcoulting from these Rob effortscomprises several interrelated
elemonts to be used in conjunctionwith each other. For example, in the case of elementary schoolinstructional materials, the product developed by this process ofresearch, experimentation and testing, with modifications based onresults at earlier stages, is not a tangle textbook, but a wholesystem of teaching aids (such as filmstrips, overhead transparen-cies, demonstration materials, and computer software), teachermanuals and special teacher editions of the text, student work-books, and testing materials.

The instructional publisher's
systematic planning, testing,and evaluation throughout a product development process, feedingback into continual modifications
of the emerging product to in-sure effective application of

knowledge and techniques to a finalproduct, is exactly analogous to the R&D process of other indus-tries which apply technology and the results of experimentation
tothe development of new predicts.

There is no sound reason to deny publishers of instructional,
reference, and professional materials the same tax treatment for
R&D costs that manufacturers of other products enjoy. Indeed, the
critical social importance of qualitr educational materials makes
it especially appropriate to allow current deduction treatment in
these cases.

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY BACHGROUND

Sir.le 1954 -- and, in practice, before that -- costs of re-
search and development of new products have generally been allowed
as a current deduction under section 174, even if those costs
would otherwise have to be capitalized. In 1986, Congress adhered
to the consistent practice of favoring new product development by
a major statutory exception to the new uniform capitalization rule
-- section 263A(c)(2) which specifically preserves the section 174
deduction for *research or experimental expenditures (*MD").
Consequently, most industries will continue to deduct costs of
product R&D.

Barred from this relief,however, is the book publishing in-
dustry, where development costs -- Treasury insists -- are both
excluded from the R&D deduction and subject to the full rigor of
section 263A. Treasury's reading of the law is incorrect in both
legal and policy terms.

2reasury Reaulations S 1.174-2f41411

Section 174 was inclied in the 1954 Code as originally en-
acted -- in the words of the reports in both Houses of Congress --
to *encourage taxpayers to carry on research and experimentation.
H.R. Rep. No. 1337, 83d Cong. 2d Sess. 28 (1954); 8. Rep. No.
1622, 83d Cong. 2d Sess. 33 (1954). Section 174 does not discrim-
inate among different kinds of products, and there was no discus-
sion of any such limitation when it was enacted.

At the outset, tae regulations under section 174 interpret
its scope very broadly to include *all ... costs incident to the
development of ... a product.* Treas. Reg. $ 1.174 -2(a)(1). In
practice, the cases, published revenue rulings, and internal IRS
pronouncements reflect this broad view and permit almost all in-
dustries to elect under section 174 to deduct their product devel-opment costs. In many cases, neither the products nor the process
have the high degree of technical content manifested in the devel-
opment of instructional, reference, and professional publications.

Treasury has, however, resisted application of cection 174

expeeed

deductions to any printed product, regardless of its character.
Reg. S 1.174-2(a)(1) (originally a in 1957) has provided
that 'research or experimental tures do not include 'ex-
penditures paid or incurred for research in connection with liter-
ary, historical, or similar projects.* Although this could reason-
ably be read only as preventing amateur writers from attempting to
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u..,to...t the co Ls of divir "ruudich .,:rury h-s it

as barring R&D treatment for any product embodied in print, oven
highly technical material or material developed on the basis of a
process of analysis and experimentation that would clearly qualify

as R&D in any other context

The discrimination against book publishers is put into sharp
focus when one recalls that in 1983 Treasury spokesmen recognised
that R&D deductions are claimed by taxpayers in such vary!ng busi-
ness lines as fast food restaurants, baked goods, home building,
banking, stock brokerage and the like. The discrimination against
printed products produces startlincanonaliek. For example, in-
structional computer software -- commonly produced by book pub-
lishers and marketed and inventoried side-by-side with books con -
taining,instruction in the same fields -- is given generous R&D
deduction treatment by the IRS. From the point of view of equity,
tax policy, or educational policy, therm is new, rationale basis
for permitting R&D deductions for one type of intellectual product
while denying it to another similar product.A

)!avenue Reline 73-395 and Conuressional Criticism

Prior to 1973, most book publishers followed a consistent
practice (for book and tax purposes) of deducting preproduction
editorial and similar costs without disruption by the IRS. In
1973, however, the Internal ROOM'S Service issued Rev. Rul.
73-395, 1973-2 C.D. 87, expressing IRS position that prepro-
duction editoria3 costs must be capitalised as partof the coat of-
the book copyrigl : and are not deductible under section. 174. The
ground for -the ruling was the unexplained assertion that 'costs
incurred in the-writing, editing, design and art work directly
attributable to the development of the textbooks and visual aids
do not constitute research and experimental expenditures under
section 174.

This proposed treatment for the hook publishing industry was
strongly criticised as discriminatory and unjustified. Corrective
legislation was promptly introduced to set aside the effect of the
ruling. In 1974, for example, Congressman Dail Rostenkowski co-
sponsored legislation to this end and, in doing so, referred back
to the 1954 enactment of section 174, stating'

"There is no suggestion in themreportswthat sec -
tion-174 would not apply to the costs of research
and experimentation neoessary to develop products
of boa publishers, such as textbooks, reference,
books, visual aids, and other teaching aids,mereby
because the taxpayer's business is publishing or
because the teaching aLd or other product of pub-
lisher is in. the form of sprinted book rather than

in the forma a mechanical device. Section 174
should not be interpreted to discriminate against
book publishers in the business of:developing or in
improving reference books, teaching aids or other
products.

Further criticising IRS' interpretation of the Reg.
S 1.174-2(a)(1) disqualification of 'research' -in. connection with

literary, historical, or similar projects," Sr. Rostenkowski urged

that this regulatory exclusion should.bs confined to its proper

scope for example, to preclude-the amateur novelist from deduct-

ing his essentially personal expens 1 in the guise of business

rasearth expenses.'

Section 2119 Revenue Act.of 19761

In 1976, Congress responded to these criticisms of Treasury's
position by enacting, section. 2111 of the Revenue Act of1976to.
block IRS' use of Revenue Wing 73 -395 and to allow publishers to
continue totreat their editoriS. and other "prepublication ex-
penditurat 'in the as'uer.... applied consistently by the tax-

payer to such expendit use beform the datefor issuance of such
revenue ruling. Cony-mos further directed that any future
regulations relating to this issue 'shall apply only with .respect
to taxable years beginning after the date on which such regula-

tions are issued.'
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No action has been taken by rreasury to date to comply with
this Congressional direction. Consequently, the effect of the
1976 law was to maintain de facto parity between publishing and
other industries.

111121121LIfilli

This detailed and specific congressional directive concerning
prepublication expenses of book publishers was never mentioned in
the extensive legislative history of the uniform' cost capitalisa-
tion rules that became emotion 2631 in the 1986 Act. No reference
to section 2119 appears anywhere in the text or legislative his-
tory of the 1986 Tax Reform Act. NO hearings were held on this
issue, and no opportunity was given to the publishing industry to
present its views.

However, Treasury's temporary and proposed section 263A rogu=--z
lations take the position that section 2119 ofd 1376 Act was in
essence repealed by section 263k, and that all book publisher's
product develornnt costs must be capitalise" under section 2631
and cannot be aeducted under section 174. This position is incon-
sistent both with the 1986 legislation and with basic principles
of statutory construction.

Repeal by implication, says the classic maxim of statutory
interpretation, is generally disfavored. Further, as a matter of
substance, a very general later law should not be viewed as re-
pealing a highly specific earlier one.

Even if section 2631 did override the 1976 provision, capi-
talisation of the publishers' coats at issue-is not necessarily
required. For section 2631 states that the new rules apply only
to real property and tangible personal propert . is turn, the
latter term is statutorily defined as including *a film, sound
recording, video tape, book, or similar property. As to the book
publishing industry, this would appppeeaarr to mean the costs of the
actual tangible product -- plat lug, printing, as well as other
production costs.

1986 Conference Report

The Conference Report repeats that application of the uni-
form capitalisation rules with respect to production activities is
limited to tangible property.* But in a last - minute footnote added
to Conference Report (II -308), the term tangible property* is
defined to include.

.. films, sound recordings, video tapes, books,
and otaer similar property embodying words, ideas,
concepts, images, or sounds, by the creator there-
of. Thus, for example, the uniform capitalisation
rules apply to the costs of producing a motion pic-
ture or researching and writing a book.'

Despite this murky 1986 legislative background, the proposed
section 264A regulations, purporting to find a clear congressional
judgment in that somewhat opaque Conference Report footnote, de-
clare that section 263A, as a new Code section, is not included
within the coverage of section 2119 and that, in any case, sects
263A repeals section 2119. The regulations, on that basis, deny
section 174 treatment for, and flatly require capitalisation of,
all prepublication expenditures incurred by publishers of books
and other similar property, including pa nts made to authors of
literary works, as well as costs in by such publishers tn
the writing, editing, compiling, illustrating, designing and de-
velopment of books or similar property.

When this Treasury position -- and its discriminatory effect
on the innovation and creativity in educational materials that are
so important to the quality of American education -- was called to
the attention of members of the tax-writing comittees, a majority
of both this Committee and of the !Ouse Ways and Means Committee
wrote the Treasury Department to urge that
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Treasury amend its regulations under section 174 ... to
clarify that publishers' costs for research and develop -
sent of instructional, professional, and reference mate-
rials are eligible for the (Rin] deduction.

By a letter of February 8, 1988, Dep. Sec. McPherson turned
this request down. While expressing sympathy for the publishers'
policy arguments, he concluded that present law bars Treasury 'roe
easing the problem by amending its regulations. as indicated at
"a legislative proposal along those lines would ... be worthy of
consideration, depending on its specifics.

The result of Treasury's spurning the appeal of members of
this Committee and of Ways and Means and insisting on its strained
and unfair interpretation of the 1986 statute is that the only
course now open to publishers of instructional, professional, and
reference materials is to seek corrective legislation, to clarify
that section 174 provides this with equivalent product development
deductions comparable to those given to other businesses.

PROP38ID CORRECTION

The AA2 urges that the appropriate resolution of this issue
-- from the point of view If tho impact of taxes on education, as
well as on simple eault1 grounds -- is to afford publishers of
instructional, rateience, end professional material% the same
treatment for choir R&D coats as is afforded other businesses.
Such action would be fully consistent with the terms and p.vposes
of the 1986 Act and would prevent the severe adverse impacts that
would flow from Treasury's misrelating of the 1986 Act as applied
to publishers' R&D costs.

By this request, the book publishing industry is not asking
for special treatment, but only for equal treatment with other
industries. We are not asking for the creation of A special tax
incentive for develownt of quality tnstructional materials, but
only for the removal of a aLeincentive Treasury insists was cre-
ated by the 1986 Act.

Linder the correction we propose section 174 mould explicitly
be declared applicable to research abd developeat expenditures of
a publisher of "instructional materials. Qualification as "in-
structional materials" would be expressly limited to materials
prepared for publication with the principal purpose of use-in sys-
tematic instructional activities in elementary, secondary, or vo-
cational schools, or in post - secondary schools; as reference works
or technical materials for use by persons in the conduct of their
profession,' or as instructional reference works, i.o materials
published for self-instructional activities in toe liberal arts,
the sciences, or similar disciplines and standard reference works
such as encyclopedias, dictionaries and thesauruses. Publica-
tions not coming within these definitions of 'instructional mate-
rials would not be covered.

Further, even for the limited category of publications cov-
ered, only those prepublication costs that qualify as R&D coots
would be eligible. As explained above, for the publishing indus-
try, those qualifying costs are the costs of identifying the need
for a new or improved product, of gathering laboratory data re-
lated to it, of conceptualising the product, of developing and
field testing prototypes, of developing the manuscript, of design-
ing and field testing the final layouts, of making content and
design changes as a result of such field testing, and of pilot

testing and adoption procedures. Mot within the purview of sec-
tion 174, but instead subject to capitalisation, would be the fol-

lowings Advance royalty payments to authors and costs of actual
manufacture of the books or other products, including plstemaking
costs (material, typesetting, film making and labor), as well as
voduction costs (paper, ink, binding, jackets and labor).
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In sqs, this committee's
adoption of the proposed amendmentwould*

Eliminate a disincentive
to development of quality in-structional materials,

Correct an improper
interpretation of the 1986 Act,

Eliminate the unjustified
discrimination produced byTreasury's interpretation,

roster innovation and creativity by educational bookpublishers,

Support their efforts to improve and modernise teaching,reference, and professional
materials, and

Serve the public interest by stlengthening sensible na-tional educational policies and priorities.

1
In practice, more and more instructional, reference, and

professional materials are appearing i both computer and print
form, leading to the anomalous situation in which the costs of
creating end developing a printed mathematics workbook,

costare not eligible for the deduction, but the cost of
=Coping a program for presenting the same information on a
comWer screen would be eligible.
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Statement Of
norms F. Brady
Vice President

Baltimore Gas and Electric Cmpany
For The

Senate Finance Committee Hearing
On Tax Incentives For Education

The Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (OGLE) urges the Camittec
to support Senator Daniel P. Moynihan's bill, S. 39, to restore Tax Code
Section 127, which provides an income exclusion for employer sponsored
educational assistance.

Without Section 127, the taxability of benefits received under an
educational assistance program is determuned by the nature of the courses
provided. Revenue Ruling 76-352 provides that any program which includes
courses that are not specifically jab related, results in taxable income to
all employees participating in the program. Under such a program, only
Mae employees who meet the requirements of Treasury Regulation Section
1.162-5 are entitled to a tax deduction for the education expenses. This
regulation generally provides that to be deductible, education mist be job
related and must not lead to qualification for a new trade or business.

In effect, the expiration of Section 127 oreates an inequity that
discriminates against lower income employees who can least afford to pay
taxes on tuitic assistance. These employees, tending to have narrowly
defined job ascriptions, have a difficult, if not impossible, time in
demonstrato-, that they meet the specifications of the above Treasury
regulation Taxing educational assistance benefits may deter these lower
level employees fran enrolling in educational programs, thereby keeping then
looted into poorer paying joke.

Section 127 is an important tax incentive that helps assure that
America's work force is well trained and competent. As a nuclear electric
utility, BCAE believes such training is of vital importance. For example,
the Company's educational assistance program is used to provide some
employees with the opportunity to obtain college degrees in the field of
nuclear science. In this way, the progran enhances the skills of nuclear
operators working in a complex environment. In addition, the Company's
education program provides training for employees in many other important
fields. Section 127 assures that employees do not suffer adverse tax
consequences while receiving this edication and training.

Allowing Section 127 to expire is cantrary to the other tax
incentives that serve to improve our country's edge in global economic
=petition, such as the research and experimentation credit. The need for
such incentives is recognized in the President's budgetary proposal for
fiscal year 1989, which recarrnends that a tax credit for research
expenditures be permanently established. Because educated and well trained
personnel are required in the performance of research and development
activities, the restoration of Section 127 should also be part of a tax
policy designed to enhance our Country's ability to compete in the world
market.

2 5 5
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My name is William R. Belisle. I hove been interested and concerned about tax

incentives for education for many years, both on a personal and on organizational

level. On March IS, 1988 a hearing on this topic was held by the Senate Finance

Committee, and this written statement is intended for inclusion in the record of

that hearing.

Let me begin by saying that my own personal success is at least partially due to

tax-free Employee Educational Assistance (EEA). Over the years, I have used

corporate tuition refund programs to maintain my job knowledge and skills by

gaining necessary education.

MY PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT WITH EEA

While employed as an engineer at AiResearch Manufacturing Company located in

southern California, I used the corporate Educational Refund Progr vn that

company provided to improve my technical and management skills. As I started

in my professional career, I hod realized that the only way to *get ahead' was to

stay ahead educationally. At various times, I attended classes leading to a

Master's Degree in Mechanical Engineering and to a Master's Degree in Business

Administration; I did achieve both of those academic milestones.

But these were hard times financially as I strove to achieve these goals. The

availability of tax-free educational assistance mode those goals possible.

Without EEA I may not have obtained the education, and it certainly would hove

taken a longer period of time. lois* know it would have taken longer to afford

that additional education if I had had to pay tax on it.

CORPORATE INVOLVEMENT WITH EEA

In 1979 [became the Training Administrator at the some organ:zation. It is a

aerospace company with over 6000 employees, and one of my duties was to

administer the company's educational ass'stance.

Each year hundreds of employees used the valuable Tuition Refund Program to

better themselves on the Job. For the company to try to conduct the myriad

training itself would hove been an insurmountable task. But, employees used the

educational assistance to maintain and improve their job knowledge through

formal education, the sane as I had.

256
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I have talked with many of those employees, and I have asked obout their use of

the program. Because of cost, many individuals felt they would not have been

able to continue their education without tuition aid, and some felt that they

may not hove been able to do so even if they hod to pay onlz the tax.

Over the years countless employees in countless organizations have benefitted

greatly from the tax-free status of EEA. Many of the disadvantaged classes

have especially been helped. Women and minorities have been able to "break

out" of their stereotyped and lower-level jobs. 1, myself, know this to be fact

due to the observations I mode as the top training professional in the company.

Another important point to be made is that the company also was able to

maintain its competitive "edge" by maintaining a high level of technical

knowledge and skill. A hit-tech aerospace company needs highly qualified

employees in the technical areas; hiring employees away from ether companies is

. short-term mower that is not a final solution. An obvious disincentive is to

require employees to obtain educction that would benefit the organization, but

which would financially penalize those some employees by having them pay tax

on the education.

It is only with education that our country has been able to come to the forefront

as one of the industrial giants of the world, and it is only with education that It

will remain so. To require taxation of educational benefits will only weaken our

entire system. This is another a short-term answer, but this time to notional

budgetary problems. To quote an old saying by Burton, this appears to be a

policy of being, "Penny wise, pcund foolish." What an the surface appears to be a

way to save a few million dollars in hard currency over the next few years I feel

will end up costing our country irreparable damage that will eventually odd up to

a loss of billions of dollars In brainpower to the US.

Over the last few years the process of "on againoff again" taxation of EEA has

added a feeling of uncertainty to those who need a more solid base than most

Americans. These are people who are trying their best to improve their own

knowledge, while at the some time juggling their work and personal lives.

Let's odd a measure of stability to their lives; let's not penalize them for

improving their minds and their job productivity; LETS MAKE TAX-FREE

EDUCATION AVAILABLE TO AMERICA'S WORKFORCEPERMAhENTLY.

II II II
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STATEMENT OF

THE BURGER KING CORPORATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, Burger

King corporation is pleased to
submit this statement in support

of 8.39, legislation pending in the 100th Congress to make

permanent the exclusion for employee educational assistance

under Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code.

The Company's support for ellts legislation emanates

from a philosophical commitment to
employer-assisted education,

as well as from the Company's
success in administering its own

Section 127 educational assistance program. As an employer

providing jobs, training, and direction each year to more

than 50,000 hourly-paid employees
nationwide, Burger King is

keenly aware of the importance of education and training to

the people who will shape America's futUre.

Treasury Opposition

The Treasury Department opposes S.39. The Department

states that Section 127 "creates an inequitable distinction,'

between taxpayers and, in addition, has not principally

benefited those most in need of assistance. The Department

further estimates that the total revenue loss of reinstating

Section 127 effective January 1, 1988 would be $275 million

in Fiscal Year 1988 and approximately $400 million annually

thereafter

The Treasury DepartmeLt's views should not be accepted

as a basis for failing to reenact Section 127. Burger King

believes that Section 127 should be made permanent, and, if

modifications are needed to address the Department's concerns,

the Section should be amended accordingly.

Section 127 does not create inequitable distinctions.

It provides a rationale basis for encouraging a broad range

of employers to help employees improve their skills and better
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themselves. To say that Section 127 creates or encourages

"inequitable distinctions fails to recognize the underlying

Congressional purpose for its original enactment --- "to provide

greater educatio:z1 and economic opportunity to those who

have had limited access in the past and who are least able to

pay. . . 0.2/ Moreover, in the Company's experience, Section

127 has. in fact, beta/it'd those most in need. The Company

also believes that the revenue impact may even be positive in

the long term.

The Success of Section 127

In support of its position,.the Treasury Department

cites various 1984 reports compiled by the U.S. Department of

Labor. However, the nation's economy has changed dramatically

since 1984. The overwhelming impact of technological

advancement since that time, and the clear and present danger

to our country from intense international competition that is

bearing down upon us today make looking to the past --- 1984

or any other time in our country's history --- questionable

as a basis for evaluating the future benefits of pending

education legislation.

The Company believes that the 1985 direct survey of

319 companies conducted by the American Society for Training

and Development ("ASTD") provides a more reliable basis to

evaluate 8.39. Unlike the reports used by the Treasury

Department, the survey specifically add d Section 127.

The findings of the survey comport with the Company's own

experiences from 1985 to the present. The survey found that

employee educational assistance:

Is offered by a broad and diverse cross section of

employers;

Is utilized by employees at different compensation

levels with the highest concentration in the low-

to-middle income ranges:
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Helps laid-off workers to obtain new skills;

Allows employers to offer cost-effective power for

upgrading skills of employees: and

Encourages workers to keep up to date with new

technological and industrial developments.

According to the ASTD report, a clear connection

exists between employer-provide* educational assistance on

the one hand and an.increase in produc- ity and improvement

in basic educational skills on the other.

The BurgeriKing Plan

As stated, the Company's own experience supports

the ASTD findings and demonstrates that those most in need --

youth, minorities, and other lov-income taxpayers -- are

the principal beneficiaries.

In 1525, Burger Ring introduced its Section 127

Crew Educational Assistance Program ( "CRAP ") after conducting

a pilot promos in the.Coupany's New York and Atlanta regions.

CRAP was specifically designed for the nearly 50,000 hourly

restaurant crew workers across the nation whose annual moose

is approximately $3,500. Mamagement-level employees do not

participsate4mthe=program. CIRABSs stated purpose is to assist

crew members to obtain postaeooniary school_ academic or

vocation education and training.

Ninety percent of crew members using their CRAP

funds are attending college, while ten percent have chosen

vocational education.. Some CRAP participants go on to become

hairdressers, while others study engineering and medicine.

Still others sebum to Burger King.to participate in the

Company's Management Development Program, going on to become,

for example, mstaueant managers and Company accountants.
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Burger King's experience with both its pilot prograu

and the actual :rev Educational Assistance Program has

reinforced the Company's support for employer-assisted

education. The benefits are apparent. Employee urnover is

reduce?, and the Company recognises real savings as hiring and

trrining costs decrease and employee productivity rises.

Of special significaAce in the Burger King CLAP

programs is the positive impact on those individuals who have

traditio-Illy had limited access to educational and economic

opportunity -- young people and minorities. Our youth and

minorities, unfortunately, have often been relegated to low-

paying jobs with little prospect of advancement, and have

been hit hardest by America' declining investment in its

human resources. Because so many crew members in the fast-

food service industry are young, minorities, and otner classes

of lower-income individuals, Purger King and other major

companies in the industry are in a unique position to notarially

encourage and Assist these employees to continue therreduaation

and become more productive. Clearly Section 127 should be an

essential part of an rverall national agenda for education,

permitting the Company and otner major employers to contribute

in a meaningful way.

Revenue Impact

Although the Treasury Department estimatec that the

reinstatement of Code Section 1,27 will produce a negative

revenue impact, the Company believes that the long-term effect

of continuing employee educational istance programs should

be "revenue positive.

Existing data indicates that midd.k and lower level

employees are the largest beneficiaries o. smployer-provided

educational assistance: 72t of participants in Aucationel

assistance cour is earn less '.ban $30,000 per year, and 22%

earn less than $15,000 per year. As a group, these individuals

2i
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are low-bracket taxpayers, and accordingly, the Inoue tap

This is

particularly true in the case of the Company (and the fast-food

service industry in general) because 70 of the labor force

is under the age of 21.2/

Most employees utilize section 127 educational

assistance benefits to learn basic literacy skills and to take

courses at the undergraduate level to obtain an associates or

bachelor's doves. Thus, Section 127 is principally helping

less skilled and educated workers who will benefit the most

from further education and training. Improved skills through

education lead to upward *canasta mobility -- up the ladder

to better jobs -- and commensurate higher salaries. Higher

salaries, in turn, mean PjaperIppapptappp23Earmum

USX.

Finally, because the earning of educational benefits

is often linked to continuous service requirements (as in the

Company's plan), the government should actually collect more

payroll Up (as distinguished from income tax) than it *Mavis*

would had the employee terminated service. Employees who are

given the opportunity to earn educational benefits through

continued esploycent respond. They work longer, uninterrupted

periods, contribute more to the employer through reduced

turnover and greater productivity, and ultimately pay more

into the social security system. The additional payroll tax

collected through continuous employment should offset any

possible loss of revenue free the income tax in the short term.

Csanclimisua

The Company's LEAP program and other private programs

of which the Company is have worked effectively within

the original purpose of Section 127, and accordingly, the

Section shoold be made airmanint. Further, the Department's

concern. may In-addressed tbroughLappropstats modifications,

if necessary.
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Employer-provided educational assistance under

Section 127 plays an important roll in the partnership between

American industry and the American work force. Private industry

can make a unique contribution to the continued education and

training of American workers; American workers, in response,

can bring this country to its highest economic and competitive

potential. By keeping programs such as the Burger King Crew

Educational Assistance Program in place through the reenac-sent

of Section 127, the Congress will b re demonstrated its

commitment to making this partnership work.

Burger King Corporation is pleased to submit its

views to the Senate Finance Committee and urges the Committee

to act positively for employee educational assistance. The

Company would be pleased to discuss fueher the comments made

herein or any aspect of its previous submission to the Comaittee

of October, 1987.

Respectfully submitted,

Burger. King Corporation

2/ Statement of J. Donaldson Chapoton, Assistant
Secretary (Tax Policy), Department of the Treasury before the
Committee on Finance, United States Senate, on March 15, 1988,
pp. 4-6.

2/ S.Rept. No. 1263, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. at 101.

2/ Survey conducted by American Society for Training
and Development, Nay, 1985, on Employee Educational Assistance,
See Table 6.
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April 6, 1988

TO: The Senate Finance Committee

Kr.OARDINO: Tax Ztatus of Employee Educitional Assistance (Section 127)

The United States has developed a unique culture.

It would be difficult, if not impossible, to change.that culture without significant personaltrauma for millions of people.

Culture in organizations aid institutions is just as important to people as that on a nationalscale.

Part of organizational culture in America is the deep rooted expectation of encouragement
and commendation for employees who have interest in improving their educational level.

Thousands and thousands of companies encourage employees to avail themselves of the
benefits of advancing their educational background. Although the dollars these companies
have spent has been tax deductible, the government has indirectly gained money through
higher taxable incomes of degree earners, and because tuition and other fees have foundtheir way into the taxable areas of the economy through the educational institutions.

Abandoning this deductible status may be seen as closing a loophole, but 1 believe it will
have a far reaching detrimental effect on all of us. 1 believe, for instance, that this actionwill result in the following manifestations:

Lower employee (and family) morale, len productivity (now and ultimately),
increased irritation and frustration leveled against companies and governments.

Do you know that in some cases the monies we are required to withhold
rep the total amount of an employees' biweekly raycheck?

Lower overall levels of education in the country, less people going to schools
beyond high school, less money coming into the schools, lower levels of income for
professors and other teachers, fewer classrooms filled, fewer jobs for people in
education and education related profa.sions, the more prestigious research schools
suffering the most since what money is spent will more often be spent in the lessexpensive teaching schools.

I have talked with and heard from Human Resource t.nd Personnel executives from dozens
of companies. To be sure, they are not unanimous in their thinking or reactions; but most
ultimately come to the conclusion that the abandonment of the tax deductible status ofeducational assistance will hurt their companies and their country.

More specifically 1 am very concerned about the impact of taxing educational assistancepayments, on th ,000 employees at my Company and its subsidiaries. For example, so farin the 1917-88 school year, we have had 705 employees take part in ous EducationalAssistance Program. The breakdown of those participants include 378 office clerical and
technical employees, 59 union employees, 195 specialists/professionals, 20 scholastic awardsstudents and 53 supervisors.

The scholastic awards students are high school graduates who have gone on to college and
are sponsorel by our company in a co-op program.

I take issue with Assistant Secretary of Treasury 0. Donaldson Chapiton's testimony thet
Section 127 unf.sirly provided, at a substantial revenue cost, special treatment to onlycertain employes: individuals who frequently were higher paid professional andadministrative personnel'.
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As you as see from the breakdown of the participants in our Educational Assistance
Program, only 53 of the 705 employees were in supervisory positions. This certainly does
not support the Assistant Secretary's suggestion that 'higher paid professional and
administrative personner are the main benefactors of the Educational Assistance Program.
In fact, 65% of the participant. at Centerior Energy are in the office-clerical/tecbnicial.
union and scholastic awards categories and I can't believe we are atypical in the business
community.

Likewise, our experienc does not support the Assistant Secretary's claim that there is a
substantial revenue coat Here at Centerior Energy, lower level employees who obtain
college degrees are eligible for promotion into our specialist/professional job groups.
Without college degrees, many of our office and union employees would remain in the
lower plying jobs. With a degree they frequently receive promotions involving higher
salaries. This translates directly into the payment of additional tax, t at the federal.
and local levels.

For example, out of the 705 participants in or E.- acational Assistance Program, 661 are
pursuing degrees. The majority in all probability will receive promotions, within a few
years following graduation.

Further, this only reflects the current situation. Of our total of 9,000 employees,
additional hundreds are in more satisfying and rewarding positions now because of the
Educational Assistance Program.

Without the tax deductible status of educational assistance afforded by Section 127,

employees will go on striving to improve themselves ant companies will continue to

encourage them to do so. but the harvest of educated Americans will be less abundant, our

people will be less enlightened and our culture will change.

I, therefore, urge you to reinstate the tax deductible status of educational assistance. It is

important to all of us.

Siacerely,

fr

2615

Taier C. Mills
Oirector
Human Resources
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Cieek hi A Int
5700 Benovo° Road
Atlanta Geottes 30349
Telephone 404 765 8060

The present and future ability of thc. United
States to compete in the global market place depends
directly upon the education and training levels of our
workforce. The United States should encourage all of
its citizens who seek to improve their skill levels
since an educated, trained and motivated citizenry is a
fundamental requisite to restore economic integrity to
the American balance of trade.

The restoration of Section 127 is essential to
help Americans gain skills that can prevent America
from regressing as the dominant economic force in the
world. It is absolutely vital that Congressional zeal
to reduce the budget deficit not claim such programs as
employee educational assistance when the short term
savings to the Treasury may ultimately reverse
exponentially.

The Chick-fil-A scholarship program hai provided
in its eighteen year history funds to 4,331 employees
for pursuit of higher education. mAny of the re-
cipients would not have matriculated and others would
cot have continued their studies without the financial
aid provided by our scholarship program.

The table below presents a summary of key
u, tistics of the Chick-fil-A scholarship program:

Year Number of Scholarships
----Amounts Awarded--- -
This Year Cumulative

1970 1 $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00

1971 0 0.00 1,000.00

1972 0 0.00 1,000.00

1973 1 500.00 1,500.00

1974 8 8,000.00 9,500.00

1975 15 7,086.39 16,586.39

1976 43 45,244.11 61,830.50

1977 71 67,902.20 129,732.70

1978 73 70,989.76 200,722.46

1979 1'3 142,504.01 343,226.47

1980 228 226,903.06 570,129.53

1981 372 372,720.35 942,849.88

1982 399 402,897.67 1,345,747.55

1983 561 561,386.64 1,907,134.19

1984 547 545,509.03 2,452,643.22

1985 557 555,549.81 3,008,193.03

1986 575 575,200.00 3,583,393.03

1987 670 669,494.!C 4,252,887.53

1988 67 67,000.00 4,319,887.53
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The excerpts that follow are taken from letters
received from some of the individuals who have received a
Chick-fil-A scholarship.

If it weren't for this money I probably would not
be attending college this year."

Diane M. limning, Redford, VA

....for giving me the opportunity to earn my $1000
scholarship. The scholarship money wlTrhelp me
finish my last year at Lamar University which is a
big help financially."

Sara Henckel, Beaumont* TX

"Mark would like to already be in college but
unfortunately his parents are divorced and money is
extremely tight for him and his mom. (A) Chick-
fil-A scholarship would allow Mark to get that
first start in college."

Jim Workman, Chick-fil-A of Killeen Mall, Killeen, TX

"The scholarship will enable me to finish my
education."

Sharon Heiman, Beaumont, TX.

"I knew my goal was to go to college. The only
thing "stopping my decision was money. Thanks to
you, you're "helping me start a future I am
determined to have."

Nichole Nelson, Sioux City, IA.

"Thank you for giving students like myself the
chance ..to take their education further."

Patricia Thrasher, Homestead, FL.

"I too wish to express my appreciation upon
receiving ..my scholarship. Striving for a college
education is a ..goal that will be much easier to
reach with that bit ..of financial help."

Rebecca An King, Lufkin, TX.

"My work effort at the Cordova Mall...taught me to
be ..responsible, consistent and how to set and
attain ..goals. It culminated in your generous
scholarship."

Paige M. Rosenau, Pensacola, FL.

"It is nice to know that your organization goes
beyond ..what they have to do for the employees and
offers ..these scholarship awards."

Wendell Myrick, Knoxville, TN.

"I'm in college now thanks to you. I would like to
thank you for the scholarship, because it has
helped ..me greatly."

Reyton Chitty, Virginia Beach, VA.

"I am presently a freshman at Furman Univctpxty,
and ..this scholarship will greatly aid the
financial burden ..of attending a private
university."

Lora Gilmore, Greenville, SC.
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"I received the Chick-fil-A sholarship, and (there)
was a great blessing and burden lifted from our
shoulders.°

Britt Ratledge, Johnson City, TN.

°! sincerely appreciate your interest in employees
who ..aspire to a higher education and the
assistance you ..give ther...the money I receive
from the scholarship ..will certainly help to
offset the burden of my tuition and room and
board.

Chris Lorsung, Indianapolis, IN.

Thanks to your generosity (I) have the opportunity
to ..get back to college. An opportunity I not
only greatly appreciate, but one I will use to
the bast of my ability.

Tim. Dewan,-Indianapolis,

"...I an able to attend this college which would
have ..been out of my reach were it not for your
scholarship.

Rocco J. DeSterano, Naples, FL

"I think what Chick-fil-A is d. tip to help young
people start college is wonderta. As a parent
with ..two young men starting college at the same
time I can ..really appreciate this help.

Mrs. Norma Jean Moore, Tampa, FL.

These comments illustrate the impact of our scholarship
on the lives of people who are striving to improve
themselves and their country. If benefits sold' as these are
taxable income to the recipients, the dilutive affect on our
economic well being will be, present for generations to
come. The private sector should not have its incentives to
improve the American workforce diminished when the cestcof
doing so will ultimately be borne by-.r11 Americans.

The restoration of Section 127 should be implemented as
soon as it is practical.

JBM:pg

CHICK- FIL -A, INC.

es B. McCa
cc President, Finance
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Commommilh Emmy SyMa
Om 11.11 grept
Pat 01110, Om 9150
CAnteklge. lAmmemmas 021424150
TillOCIIS in 7) 225-4000

April 11. 1984

I am writing to express my v'ew of why employer-provided

education tuition should not be taxable.

Commonwealth Energy System Is a wholly owned public utility

holding company based In Cambridge. Massachusetts. We have

two thousand six hundred (2.000) employees living and

working in central, eastern and southeastern Massachusetts.

We have long been committed to Providing all of our

employees with Job security and6opportunity for personal

growth, whenever possible. An Imp* acct of this

commitment is promoting educational opportunities with a

liberal educational aid plan.

Our plan became even more liberal in 19711 when we started to

reimburse 100% for tuition, books and materials for courses

related to the business. While we believed the plan was a

success, we found that many employees who had the most to

gain from the plan could not afford to pay the tuition in

advance and wait to be reimbursed after they completed the

course. So. In 1988, we changed the plan to advance the

payment for tuition. The results were greater than we

anticipated.

In 1986, one hundred and seventy (170) employees

participated; in 1948 (when we changed the plan) three

hundred and eighteen (318) employees participated. This

InCr f 874. In 1947 four hundred and

(417) participated which represents another 31%

Inc . Now we fear that once again many employees will

have to drop out of the plan because by advancing them the

tuition, they must pay taxes on an inflated amount. This Is

an unusually harsh burden on many who are least able to pry.

This burden of additional Is al uctive if

we are to pr employees for retraining in an ever

changing workplace.

Many of the types of courses taken are to advance within the

company. We encourage this type of initiative as the ever

Increasing technologic,l advances, in many Instances, will
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eliminate jobs. For Instance, new techlology In metcr

reading will eventually eliminate this position. We are in

the process of Incorporating new software which will

eliminate the need for data entry operators (keypunch). The

new software will lessen the need for programmers as users

will have the capability to manipulate the data themselves.

With virtually terminal on every desk and voice mall

capabilities on every telephone, the need for secretarlos

(as we know them) will change. New titles such as

administrative coordinator or administrative assistant are

already replaCing the secretary title and their duties have

Shifted from typing and shorthand to those requiring

management skills. As Jobe are eliminated, new skills are

required to keep our employees In the workforce. They must

attain these skills through education.

Traditionally, the public utility Industry has difficulty In

recruiting electrical and power plant engineer*. We must,

therefore, entourage employee* to pursue education unique to

the industry. However, this will become more difficult if

the employee Is taxed and has to reach into his /her earnings

to make up the difference for the tuition payment.

Our company, whenever possible, fills positions from within

the organization. To prepare oneself to qualify for

promotions, soucation, coupled with experience, Is an

Important element. A person shows Initiative by attending

an institution of higher education or technical school.

Education is factor that is heavily weighed for successful

Job bidding. Taxing education stifles initiative because

many people who wish to advance within the company cannot

afford the tax burden imposed on them.

Our company Is also committed to an affirmative action

program, whereby, we encourage the promotion of qualified

minorities and females. In order to become qualifled, r^

Important avenue is education. We fear the tax burdsn will

become a significant roadblock.

Many employee*. before enter Ing the workforce, cannot afford

higher education. Thor leok-for oompaniee tnatieffer
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assistance In develapIng their careers. T1e company

benefits because we are able to develop our own managers and

technical experts. These peop1( have worked their way

through the ranks thereby having more experience in the

industry resulting In a stronger company. Once again, only

those who have the resources before Joining an organization

will be educated.

We are all aware that additional Is required to pay

off the national debt. If we look at the supply side

economics of the Issue, as people advance In the company

their salaries Increase and they pay more taxes. Therefore.

the untaxed education will ultimately supply more revenue

than taxing up front.

To compound the problem, the burden of Job relatedness Is on

the employee. Most employees do not have the resources to

face the IRS individually. Many employees will require a

tax consultant -- another added expense. The IRS rulings are

complicated enough for tax accountants. let alone the

average employee. Also, the problem of over/under

withholding further complicates the issue.

Responsible government should promote education for everyone

and it should be made tax free permanently.

Respectfully submitted.

Christine E. Conrad
Sr. Management Training Specialist

- 4 -
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CSUClaWandStateWan*
March 18, 1988

eilhPmehlwit

Euerq Avenue &Masi 24tli Wee
ardeland. OW 44115

Itreara-3544

TO: The Committee on Finance
The United States Senate
205 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

FROM: Dr. Walter B. waetjen
President, Cleveland State University
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

SUBJECT: Written Statement in Favor of 8.39 to Reinstate
Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code

As president of Cleveland State University, ' ...omit this
written statement in support of 8.39, legislation to reinstate
Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Section 127 was allowed to expire December 31, 1987 due to
Congressional concern that the tax revenues are a necessary
component in the budget deficit reduction agreement forged withthe :white House. While the elimination of this exclusion frcmgross income could generate considerable tax revenues, it is
important to consider the impact doing away with the exclusion
will have on businesses, employees, and ultimately those verysame tax revenues.

Section 127 helped make it possible for companies and
businesoes to offer educational assistance to their employees in
order to improve job performance, train them for new jobs, and to
promcce career advancement. If Congress chooses not to reinstate
this exclusion, programs in Continuing Education, Graduate
Studies, and Staff Development will be jeopardised. Companies
and businesses that in the past offered employees educational
assistance, will experience a declining interest in these
programs because employees will have to pay taxes on any
assistance they receive.

There may he employee fringe benefits on which income tax
exemptions are questionable. However, the exclusion from gross
income allowed under Section 127 for employer-paid employee
educational assistance has been one of the few that leads
directly to improved job performance, and career advancement
opportunities for the employee. This in turn leads to greater
productivity, and higher paying Jobs from which additional tax
revenues are derived. In essence, Section 127 as an income taxexclusion does not hurt the economy or the federal budget, rather
it has helped to nurture it.
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March 18, 1988
Statement to Committee on Finance
The United States Senate
page two

In addition to the sound public policy and economic
development reasons behind the Section 127 exclusion, it is also
important to note the extreme administrative burden that
elimination of the exclusion has caused universities, and
businesses throughout the country.

For example, Cleveland State University must now withhold
additional federal taxes from the checks of those employees and
graduate assistants who have received staff development or fee
remission benefits for graduate professional courses. This
process has been extremely cumbersome due to the amount of time
it takes to identify all of those individuals. Also, because
students may add or drop courses until well into the term, our
registrar will have to wait until the final add/drop date has
passed during each term before being able to compile an accurate
list of those students receiving the above benefits. The
University has also had to undertake, at some expense,
notification of all those employees, explaining to them that what
in the .last was excludable from their gross income, is now a non-
cash fringe benefit subject to the federal withholding tax.
Finally, the additional withholding out of those employees'
paychecks has to be computed manually, as opposed to by computer,
which again is costly, and time - consuming.

The loss of the Section 127 exclusion has not only been an
administrative inconvenience, but it is a tremendous economic
loss to all those employees who in the past have enjoyed the tax-
free benefit of employer-paid employee educational assistance.
Should these programs start to be phased out due to decrowszd
employee participation, the loss of the Section 127 exIlusios
will undoubtedly result in a marked decline in tax revemues ac
well.

For all of the foregoing reasons, I urge your support of
5.39 to reinstate the Section 127 exclusion. On behalf of
Cleveland State University, I would like to thank the members of
this esteemed legislative committee for giving this matter the
time and consideration it so deserves.

II
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Comments of Cr.y Reser.ich, Inc.
Cray Research, Inc. appreciates the opportunity to submit
comments regarding the issue of Employee Educational Assistance
(Section 127 of the IRS Code). The mission of Cray Research is
to design, manufacture, market, and support the most powerful
computer systems available. These computer systems are better
known as supercomputers. Today, Cray Research supercomputers
account for approximately two-thirds of the worldwide installed
base of these high-performance systems. The company employs
over 4300 people and operates manufacturing and development
facilities in Chippewa Falls and Rice Lake, Wisconsin and in
the Minneapolis, Minnesota areas.

We are writing to strongly urge you to support titt extension of
Internal Revenue Code section 127 relating to employer-provided
assistance tax provisions, which permit an employee to exclude
from gross income educational assistance provided by his or her
employer, expired December 31, 1987.

This As a great concern to us at Cray Research fez Reny
reasons:

1. Competition in the supercomputer industry, especially with
the increasing foreign competition, requires that our
employees be as highly trained as possible in areas that
go beyond what is actually required for a special job. As
we push into new technological frontiers, employees are
finding themselves in situations no one has ever been in
before. Employees find themselves having to expand their
skills beyond their job by taking initiatives to *get the
job donee" however they can. This frequently means taking
additional courses. We encourage our employees to get
appropriate training in order to be ready as new
technologies emerge and current job skills become
obsolete. This is especially critical today as we will be
using totally new technology in the very near future rind
e mployees must be retrained fast in order to use the new
technologies, and in order to keep themselves employed!

2. We strongly encourage our employees to *broaden their
skills* as there are fewer and fewer management positions
available. *Up the Corporate Ladder* gets pretty steep
and there are simply not enough promotional opportunities
for all who would like thee. Thus, we offer educational
assistance to employees to add more depth and breadth to
their current jobs which offers them more job satisfaction
as well.

3. Most of our employees who received tuition assistance work
full-time and attend school in the evening also have
families. This puts a very heavy burden of time on the
e mployee as they become spread so thin. The -dditional
pressure of having to pay taxes on their tuition, we feel,
is burdensome and not supportive of individuals who are
trying to manage jobs, families .1nd school.

4. Additionally, high tech companies such as Cray Research
need employees who can stay absolutely current with their
technological specialty. The country needs this as well
in order to maintain our position on the global market
place.

5. We need employees who have drive and initiative. Taking
on additional education not only helps the individual
grow, but gives the investment back to the organization
and the country. We desperately need that to maintain
leadership positions in the global marketplace.

Again, lee urge you to extend Section 127, believe it would cm
in the best national interest as well.

Thank you very much.
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COMMUNIC4TIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA

The Communications Workers of Ameliaa represents more 'hen

700,000 workers it telecommunications, go rrrrr ent, health

services, printing and publishing. Am a union created by

technological development, CWA has long recognised the heed for

continual retraining and skills upgrading to help our members use

new technlogr. Our goal is to make CWA the education- driven

union.

In 1986, when CWA negotiated with 11:&T and the Bell companies

we took major steps forward toward that =cal. We negotiated for

approximately $71 million worth of training mud educational

benefits for our members. In addition to those funds, many of the

companies where our members work provide tuition reimbursement for

college courses taken on the employee's own time.

Today, these hard-won educational benefits are threatened by

Congress' shortsighted failure to approve S. 39 the Employee

Educational Assistance Act of 1987.

As American workers strive to co world markets, they

require broader skills than is the -past technologies requirs

more theoretical ilowledge as well as hands -on applications.

Reoogvizing.this 'Led, CWA has fought for ever-wider educational

opportunities for our members. We have won training tn arced,

transferable skills that goes beyond the , job-specific

treinire provided by our employers.

Under current law, these educetionel'progrems are subject to

taxation. This will cause edainistretive nightmares and could

b* ns s total halt to-the programs.

Until the to: exemption is restored, ell of CWA's negotiated

educational programs will remain in stets of uncertainty. For

example, CWA and Mountain Bell agree: to spend $7.6 million over

three years for a broad propels of career counseling and

training. Administered by .-e Council for Adult en4 Experiential
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Learning (CAEL), this program is open to all 28,000 Mountain Bell
employees.

The program provides career counseling both through company

counseling centers and colleges and universities. Once an
employee has completed a plan, he or she is eligible for

Pt prepayment of tuition to schools and colleges for courses
related to the plan.

After t year of operation, th, CWA Mountain Bell program has

been quite successful, with apprOximately 13 percenL of the

employees completing plans and 11 percent of employees

enrolled in courses. H , unless Section 127 of the Internal

Revenue Code :a restored, the program could be in jeopardy.

Attorneys for U.S. WEST, the parent'company of Mountain Bell, have

determined that the props is an educational benefit subjeot to

taxation under the current law. Although the company is not yet

withholding this tax from employee paycheck, it plans to begin

doing so by this s mmer.

When CWA lmbels find that their participation in this

educational program results in additional withholding from their

paychecks, their current enthusiasm for additional training may

disappear. Our union's hard work in negotiating for the program

and promoting it to our members may go by the wayside, along with

the benefits of a stable and well-trained work force.

During Senate Finance Committee hearings in 1983, when

Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code expired, CWA made twn

points which are more true today than ever. First. we not that

CVA's training programs are aimed not merely at reinforcing

current skills, but at developing the new skills required for

future employment. This was one of the main goals we achieved at

the bargainihi able 'n 1986 -- to win empinyer funding for broad

oourses which would rnepare our members for :h jobs outside as

well as within the telephone industry. Yet, wits'. 'he expiration

of Section 127, these are exactly the kinds of training huich are

now taxable. One of our largest employers, AT&T, has notified

employees that they will be responsible for demon. :sting that any

eduoationsl benefits they receive are striotly job-related. All

tuition benefits will be reported to the IRS, and if tha wmployee
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cannot prove the courses were job re_1,0d, he or he will have to

pay tax on the value of the tuition. The usf,rtunate irony is

that this is more difficult to prove for our members than for

higher management, even though our members need better access to

training, advancement and financial support.

_Second, we noted that union-won educational programs benefit

women, minorities, and other workers who have fewer opportunities

for company-provided training. Studies by the American Society

for Training and Development have shown that the vast majority of

employer - provided training goes to managers, men and whites. In

other words, those who are already most highly educated get more

educational benefits at work.

CWA's newly-won training programs are countering this trend

by providing off hours education to all workers. In the

successful Mountain Bell program described above, 70 percent of

the participants are women, with an average age in the late 30's.

mostly married with minor children. 80 percent of the

participants are non-management. But this unique opportunity for

enhanced education will be less attractive sf Mountain Bell begins

withholding taxes on the career counselling and tuition payments.

Time is of the essence. Thousands of CWA members across the

country fire enroned in career younsellIng and college courses.

Most of our employers are not yet withholding taxes on these

benefits, but many plan to :start soon. This discouraging action

will reduce participation at a time when CWA is making every

effort to encourage our members to broaden their education.

Congress is rightly concerned abut reducing the Federal

deficit. Ihriever, the approach o taxing education has the

potential to reduce worker productivity and America's

international competitiveness, The end result will be a higher

foreign trade deficit. Ameria's standing abroad depends

skills and knowledge of its workers. Congress should act now to

restore the tax exemption for educational benefits.
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DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

D.gital Equipment Corporation strongly supports the

reinstatement of Internal Revenue Code Section 127 which relates

to employer-provided educational assistance.

As a company who values the development of its employees,

Digital encourages employees to continue their development in

many ways one of which s through continuing education.

In the past, we have been able to do this through our

Education Assistance Policy which creates a partnership between

the employee and Digital. The employee contributes his or her

time and energy through taking educational courses and Digital

contributes the necessary financial resources needed. This
r

resulted in a positive outcome for the employee, the company and

the country.

For the employees, it allowed them to improve their

potential for job promotion, and to improve their chances for

career growth. For the company, it takes a valuable human

resource and makes him and her more valuable. And, for the

country, 't helps to move the economy forward and supports the

American tradition that through self-improvement a better life

can be available fcr every individual.

With the recent expiration of IRS Code Section 127, a new

message is being sent co the American people, and to American

companies that will eveotue ; have negative impact on our

economy. A country that does not v-Lue education cannot maintain

a leading edge in today's global economy. valuing educatior.

means making a financial commitment, not merely saying that we

value education. Curren.ly our country's industries spend cn

training and education the equivalent to all public education

costs. We have for too long, sat on the sidelines as our

technological, productivity and management edges have been eroded

by the combination of a complaclnt American Government and ascent

and continuing heavy investments in eduction by the governments

of our foreign competitors. The world used to look to America as

the leader in technology, productivity and management practices.

All too often, we now find ourselves looking to other countries

for new and innovative approaches to managing our industrial

base.
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As a high technology firm we are more sensitive to the

changing technology required to be competitive with other

nations. An engineer's knowledge-base is commonly thought to be

obsolete within five yests of completing his or her degree.

Without constant updtting we diminish the talents of our most

valuable resource - our people!

With the permanent reinstatement of IRS Code Section 127,

the government has an opportunity to renew the partnership with

industry. It can offer a helping hand to Digital, and other

American corporations to continue to lead the computer industry

and not b6 relegated to a subordinate position of being reliant

on derivative technology from foreign competitors.

One of the reasons that Digital has never had to have a

reduction in our workforce is because of our strong commitment to

the continued development of our employees. With the expiration

of IRS Code Section 127 this past December, many of our employees

were unable to continue their educational pursuits because of the

financial hardship the law imposed. If this were to contioue for

any length of tfle, there is no doubt that it would have an

adverse impact on our ability to grow our people.

The present law is repressive. Those effected include

those employees who have yet to reach their full potentials. By

penalising them for trying to improve themselves we create a

disincentive to those in the lower levels of corporations and

force companies to hire from the outside rather than promote from

within.

Originally, the instit,-Ion of IRS Code Section 127 was

to demonstrate support for people trying to improve their

position in life and support for America to keep its competit..

advantage. When the country withdrew from this partnership it

sent a message to the nation that a relat±vely small short-ter

economic advantage was worth more to the country than long-ter

economic growth.

Digital Equipment Corporation joins with the rest of

Corporate America in urging yo6 to take this opportunity to

demonstrate your support for the individual employee striving to

improve himself and herp.if and your support for maintaining

America's leadership position in the computer industry through

the reinstatement of IRS Code Section 127.
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THE EMORY CLINIC
1365 awe Rood. N.E. Atha* Care#23032: TartansWO 311.0111

April 11, 19SO

Senator Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman
Committee on ?inane
205 Dirks= Laiiling
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Bentsen:

It was a pleasure to attend the pinance Committee's March 15, 1968
hearing on tax incentives for education. Those ct us with roots inAtmscosa, Bomar and McMullen Downtime

continue to be proud of your
leadership -- especially in education and health natters.
The restoration of Section 127 with 8.39 has a distinct and "await-
°mat impact on healthcare costs. It provides incentive and financialsupport for the:wands of healthcare employees who continually
prepare themselves to deliver more highly skilled care. Section 127
is an effective way of combatting

venpewor shortages caused by theneed for such skills. It
can, Am example, lessen the impending

nursing shortage by encouraging
Licensed Practical Murses to work

for advancement to Registered Nurse.

I have applied Sen for nibicoff's analysis of S.39's revenue impactto Georgia hospitals' increasing
articulation of Licensed Practicalnurses into Registered Purse positions with educational assistance.My result is Ove wows as Senator Ribicoff's: a revenue increaserather than loss. Assuming it talus two years to complete an Associate

Degree in Pursing and that individual income tax rates are unchanged,the newly promoted Registered
Purse would pay (bate on Georgia's

average wages) 02,234 more in tames for his or her first two years
of practice. The revenue tt.e.t would aave been lost to Section 127
:based on Georgia hospitals' average plan benefits) would be only 8340)

Thank you ago',, personally and
on behalf of the 'American Society for

Healthcare Rua.n Issouree Administration's 2,600 ambers, for your
continued support of coat- effective government and for your committee's
spgpitivity to critical public need.

Stephenrt

iair, legislative and Labor Committee
American Society for Healthcare Rumen Resources Administration
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TABLE 1

Percent of Respondents Offering Educational
Assistance Programs by Type of Industry and Total Employment

tnantrf
Nuabse

Bespooding
Total

Implornme
Recent with '

Marone! Ilsgstance
Agnadtunt. Forstery
and Felting

4 53.843 100%

Mang and Contra ban 0 13.001 83
Mentaaturng 133 3,021.434 100
Tnegmetatia 11 20.364 91
Cammuntostres 1.214126 100
Public Urhty I? 130,331 100
Retell and Wholes& Trade - 12 U0.701 83
F it1100111. Acosuerng.
and Iludimg

34 179.057 100

Insurance 13 134.300 100
Health. Rommia.
and Raked

32 87.983 97

Government 24 214511 57
Other aduaticate rear
ram meemds instituies.
consulting aranisetion.
ate.)

13 33.736 85

Totals 319 6.609.932 97%

A brad ace ratan a emploare dim "dumb:nal matance Is implores..

2(37

TABLE 2

Percent of Responding Employers Offering
Educational Assistance by Size of

Employing Organisation
'ow number
al 1mPloars

timber el
Orgenmegane

Prow 00.ring
ere coal liantanos

Undo 900 33%

10) to NO 33 97

1.070 to 2.999 711 99

IMO to 9.999 57

10.070 to 34.906 36 100

25.000 and oar 90

Taw. 319 97%

TABLE 3

Percent of All Employees Eligible for
Educational Resistance by Salary Level of Employees

Salm,

Pima DO2kr
Memo
illabilltrIX% 73.19 3044 349 24 re kw

Under 913.037 10.2% 6.0% 1.9% 1.9% 3.0% 91.2%

913.07041.900 811.3 7.5 2.0 0.5 1.3

$23,97949.990 92.1 1.5 0.6 0.0 91.2

00 .000 and owe 911 3.1 0.0 7 6 1.2 96.1

Not aosodied 719 17.4 4.3 2.2 2.2 93.4

Tool to all organiser vo 10.1% 6.11% 1.9% 1.0% 1,4% 96.6%

NOM Some events' Jos moored lass than 100% stsokaitty as sirs mama ohm axe not
*OW r 4 A is ere ran sot te skims.
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TABLE 4

Eu.nt to which Employers Publicise Availability
of Educational Assistance Programs by Size of Organisation

Total Number Do you pro is ..mplones with information alicut
el Employee K ut program through postings, etc.?

Under SOO 69%

SCO to 999 97

1,003 to 2.999

3.000 to 9,999 97

10.000 to 24,909 100

25,000 and over 98

Totals 97%

TABLE 6

Proportion of Total Participants in
Educational Assistance by Salary level

Total Percent If Percent If
Salary Level Participant Total participant' Total Employee

Under $15,000 16,512 72.0% 12%

515.000 to 29,599 36.693 491 44

130.000 to 41,990 16.199 34.3 37

550.000 and over 3,423 4.6 7

Told 75.026 100.0% 100.0%

The lined participation raise are in the lower salary nave.

NOTE: Table based on organisations providing eduosnonal ambiance programs (309 out M 319
responding omentsatica.). TABLE 7

Educational Assistance Participatton
Rates by Shm of Organisation

TABLE 5 Percent oi
Number If Eligible Employees

Rate at which Eligible Employees Participate in ImPlenel Partiripating

Educational Assistance Programs by Size of Lan than KO 14.4%

Organization: and Salary Leval of Employee KO to 991 14.0

930 1,CCO 10,030 Z.00O Total by 1.X° 1° 244° 5.13.000
Under to to to to and
KO 999 UN 9,019 34,909 ewer

Salary
Level

3,003 to 1,191 6.7

10,CCO to 34,9911 5.3
Lass than 515,000 5.7% 14.7% 7.2% 8.7% 5.0% 6.6% 6.7% 25g0 and ,,,,, 5.0
515.000 to 29.959 15.3 13.0 7.7 14.7 5.6 f 64 Total for sa orgenbanon 5.6%
530.000 to 49,999 12.8 17.1 7.5 14.6 7.6 6.7 7.5

550,000 and over 6.3 14.6 2.6 3.7 1.7 3.11 3.8

Laval not 'noodled 14.2 13.0 10.2 7.0 5.1 5.0 5.2

Total by elm ct 14.4% 14.0% 6.1% 6.7% 5.3% 5.0%
organization

5 6%

Loweepaid employees partictpan in educational miesnos programs at a grater percentage
than more highly.paid melodies.

ilf
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FIRST BANK SYSTEM, INC.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

Rackaroun4

First Bank System, Inc. is the 21st largest bank holding company

in the United States with assets of nearly $27 billion. The

Company is comprised of its lead bank, First Bank National

Associaticn in the Twin Cities, and 37 other banks and trust

companies, with 89 banking offices in Minnesota, North Dakota,

South Dakota, Montana, Washington, and Wisconsin.

Established in 1929, the Company strives te." provide complete

financial services to targeted customer groups through a number

of domestic and international subsidiaries and offices. These

services include trust, international banking, commercial and

agricultural finance, capital markets, investment management,

data processing, insurance brokerage, leasing, mortgage banking,

merchant banking, and brokerage services.

Rationale for Favorable Tax Treatment

Employees, as individuals, are First Bank System's most valuable

resource; and as a teas, our source of competitive advantage.

It is essential that our employees be well educated to maximise

individual potential. From our proprietary perspective, we

believe that employee education is important enough to justify

the commitment of significant corporato resources. First Bank

System received reimbursement requests for $334,985 from

employees for courses taken in 1987. It should be clear from

the amount of dollars committed that we believe an investment in

employee education is an investment with excellent returns to

our organisation. It is also an investment which we believe has

clear public benefits as well. Thomas Jefferson noted in the

early years of the Republic the importance of an educated polity

with the statement: No nation is permitted to live in

ignorance with impunity". There are two modern trends which

make Jefferson's statement even more correct today:
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1) Our economy is becoming more dependent upon human

resources as the service sector continues to grow

faster than the manufacturing sector. As service

becomes more important, investment in human resources

becomes more valuable and investment in physical

resources declines in importance. Allowing incentives

for human investment to lapse while the latter is

becoming more important would be unadvised from an

economic growth perspective.

2) Economic globalization makes education a competitive

imperative. The global financial services marketplace

was once dominated by Americans with the Japanese a

weak competitor.. In 1979 only one Japanese bank was in

the top ten. Now there are six and only one American

22 of the top 30 are Capanese. As we noted earlier,

our employees are our biggest source of competitive

advantage at First Bank System. This is also true of

this country. If employers are willing to make the

necessary investment in human resources to be

competitive, the Treasury should be willing to make an

investment as well.

Concerns Reaardina Equity

The Treasury Department's comments on Section 127 are very

disheartening. Treasury contends that educational assistance is

of benefit to a select few and that it does not assist those

most in need of assistance. It is worthy of note that neither

of these arguments address the necessity of education to promote

economic growth and international competitiveness. Moreover,

Treasury's arguments do not lead to their conclusion. In his

statement before the Senate Finance Committee, O. Donaldson

Chapoton argues that "If educational training taken in order to

qualify for a new job or occupation is deserving of government

support, then all such training expenses should be deductible,

not just those of certain employees." We agree with his
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statement. When Treasury has initiated such legislation and it

is enacted into law, Section 127 will be superfluous. Until

that point, however, it is irrational to say that we should not

give this tax benefit to anyone because we cannot give it to

everyone. Very little of the tax code would stand up to such a

test.

In addition, the distribution of benefits is not as lopsided as

Treasury contends. First Sank System's corporate policy sakes

tuition reimbursement available to "All regular full-time

employees" as well as regular part-time employees which meet

certain conditions. The policy also explicitly excludes course

work in pursuit of law degrees which would skew the distribution

toward higher income groups. As a result, nearly 57 percent of

the requests for tuition reimbursement were for employees who

were not exempt from the Fair Labor Standards Act's Wage and

Sour Requirements. Even if this were not the case, the argument

that benefits from this section are skewed toward high income

groups does not argue for the lapse of Section 127. If the

section is not extended, taxpayers will still be able to deduct

job-related expenses. This would clearly favor high income

groups since it would be easier for a more highly compensated

manager to justify professional courses, such as MBA work, as

job related. The conclusion of Congress in 1978 when Section

127 was enacted lhat the existing law was a barrier to upward

mobility --with a disproportionate impact on lower-income

employees is still correct.

Conclusion

First Bank System believes that Congress should not allow

Section 127 to lapse imposing an additional tax burden on

employees which would impede upward nobility, impair

international competitiveness, and have a negative impact on

economic growth.
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HARRIS CORPORATION

I as pleased to submit this statement for the Senate Finance Ccmnittee

hearing record in support of reinstating Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code,

allowing for tax-exempt employer providee educational assistance. The Ehployee

Education Assistance Act introdu'ed in the House as H.R.1692 and in the Senate as

S.39 mould reinstate this provision and make it permanent.

Since 1979, Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code has provided a tax

exclusion for employer - provided educational assistance. The provision expired on

December 31, 1997. Section 127 should be reinstated, permanently, to revitalize

the American economy by enhancing and developing the skills of the American work

force.

Section 127 allowed employees to exclude from their gross incase the value of

employer provided educational assistance up to a maximum amount of $5,250 annually.

Aammnts in excess of $5,250 were to be included in gross income.

Withatt Section 127, an employee can 'nly claim an exemption on tuition

reimbursement ii it is considered *job related" by the IRS. An employee can meet

the 'job - related' test only if the education maintains or improves an employee's

effectiveness for the duties of his current job. The education must not qualify

the employee for a new trade or business, or for a promotion.

In general, the IRS and the courts have tended to apply the "job related"

test rather narrowly. One case cites a church's minister of music who was

disallowed a deduction for music courses because they could be used for a teaching

position.

This means that a clerical worker, such as a secretary, may not be able to

deduct the cost of any courses leading to a degree because they are not *job

related.* The secretary could only deduct courses in shorthand or typing, for

example.

Because the focus is solely on an employee's current job, it appears that

lower level markers (whose job lescriptions tend to be narrower) often have the

greatest difficulty in satisfying the *maintains or improves' standard of the

regulation. The expiration of the tax exemption is an obstacle to lower paid

workers who wish to educate thenselves for new or higher paying jobs.

tore than 7,000,000 workers nationwide have participated in tuition

reimbursement programs since 1978. This not only helps employees and emplolers,

but it also helps maximize the tmilization of educational facilities by employing

2f29
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thee for evening and weekend classes. The provision especially benefits low and

piddle moms Americans. Nationwide, in 1986, 22 percent of the participants in

'employ ie educational assistance programs earned under $15,040 annually while 72

percent of the participants earned under $30,000. Alm, if the mount of

reimbursement pushes an employee into a higher tax bracket, the employee would be

required to fill out a revised M-4 form, at the higher rate.

Section 127 provided a needed incentive for workers to increase their

knowledge and skills and to keep up with changing technology. For amemale, during

fiscal year 1987, more than 3,150 Harris employees participated in our tuition

reimbursement program which cost us nearly $2,000,000.

Without Section 127 there almost certainly will be disputes with the UtS and

mostly litigation as employees attempt to deduct tuition costs. The *job relater

definition is narrow and its interpretation open to subjective judgment. Many

companies will simply elect to withhold taxes on all tuition reimbursements,

leaving the employees to defend their interpretation of what is deductible. !Yoe

an employer polo'_ of view the loss of the exemption would result in increased costs.

Now reimbursements have to be processed through payroll resulting in an increased

administrative burden.

Given the aging of the work force, high technology's particular need for

continuing education, and the need for lower paid workers to educate themselves for

new or higher paying jobs, the expiration of Section 127 runs -meter to the need

for keeping America's work force current.

Private industry can sake a unique contrinution to the continued adoration

and training of Aaer:can workers who, in turn, can help this country achieve

greater commie success.

Additinnal knowledge and skills can lead to better jobs and higher salaries.

Higher salaries in turn mean higher imam taxes over the long tem. Although

Section 127 may be considered a revenue loser initially, in the long re it will be

a revenue raiser.

The need for the EMployee Education Assistance Act has lever been greater.

At a time when the Nation's competitiveness in the world ecunomy is in jeopardy,

passage of S.39 and H.R.1692 will help both the Pnericen industryand the U.S.

mommay
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International Union, United Automobile,
Aerospace & Agriculturol Implement Workers

of America (UAW)

This statement is submitted on behalf of the International Union, United

Automobile, Aerospace & Agricultural Implement Workers of Americo (UAW) in

connection with the hearing being conducted by the Senate Finance Committee Jot

March IS, 1988 on tax incentives for education. The UAW strongly tries the Members

of the Finance Committee to approve the legislation which has been introduced by

Senoto Moynihan (S. 39) to restore permanently Section 127 of the Internal Revenue

Code, which exempts employer-provided educational assistance benefits from taxation.

The UAW has a long history of negotiating various types of educational assistance

benefits for active and laid off workers, fodoy most of our major collective bargaining

agreements with the automobile and ogricultural implement companies, and several of

the agreements with ports suppliers, provide some form of educational assistance

benefits. These contracts establish tuition refund programs which pay for all ar Part
of the cost of approved education and training courses. The tuition payment allowance

varies from contract to contract, and ranges up to $2,000 per year 'or active workers

and $5,500 for a four-calendar-year period for workers on indefinite layoff. Other

types of educational and training assistance are also mode available in some UAW

contracts.

These educational assistance programs enable active workers to improve their

current job skills, and rasa to obtain new skills to enhance their opportunities for

advancement. These programs are also a critical port of the effort to provide refraining

to laid off employees, especially displaced factory workers, to enable them to reenter
the workforce.

It is widely recognized that a skilled, educated workforce is essential if America

is to meet the challenges in our increasingly competitive global economy. Business

and lobar have joined hands in a concerted effort to provide more education and training

to workers. But the federal government also has a role to play. In oddition to direct

federal aid a education, it is essential that the federal government continue to provide

incentives for private sector involvement in skill development.

?966
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Since 1978, Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code has exempted employer-

provided educational assistarve benefits from taxation. This has greatly encouraged

the growth and development of private sector efforts, such as our collectively bargained

tuition refund program, to enhance worker skills and training.

Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Section 127 was scheduled to expire at the

end of 1987. In response to this situation, Senator Moynihan introduced S. 39, to make

permanent the tax exempt status of employer-provied educational assistance benefits.

Unfortunately, the House and Senate were not able to act on this measure during the

1st Session of the 100th Congress. Accordingly, employer-provioed educational assistance

benefits become taxable beginning January I, 1988.

The expiration of Section 127 will result in a significant tax increase for thousands

of workers. This could undermine worker support for education and training programs.

The additional administrative burdens associated with taxation of these benefits may

also undermine employer support for these programs. Thus, the UAW is deeply concerned

that the taxation of employer-provided educational assistance benefits could hove a

deleterious impact en the continued growth and development of these education and

training programs.

Reinstatement of Section 127 will not entail a substantial loss of revenue to the

federal goverment. The UAW submits that the tax expenditure associated with Section

127 represents a wise Investment in the economic future of this country. If we are

serious about providing our workers with the nommen, skills and training as one of

the ingredients for a competitive America, the federal goverment must continue to

encourage the private sector to provide educational assistance benefits to active and

laid off workers. Accordingly, the UAW strongly supports S. 39, and urges the Finance

Committee to act favorably on this important measure.

The UAW appreciates the opportunity to present our views on the subject of tax

incentives for education. Your consideration of our views on this issue will be

appreciated. Thank you.
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To whom it may concern;

566 Westview Avenue
State College, PA 16803

March 13, 1988

My name is Laura M. garkowski and I am a Ph.D. candidate at Penn State
University in the Intercollegiate College of Genetics. I am writing to
the Senate Finance Committee to illustrate situation that is creating
unacceptable financial problems for graduate students at Penn State and
other universities across the nation.

The cause of the financial problems is the taxation of tuition grants,
scholarships, fellowships and other educational assistance as result of
the Federal Tax Reform Act of 1986. This :hangs in the Tax Code has
caused an additional $900 to be witheld from my effective stipend of less
than $7000 ($6700 in 1987). This will cause nearly 13% decrease in he
amount of money available to me in 1988 for living expenses.

I Am a graduate research assistant studying the affects of alciaholism
and aging in a well-funded field of scientific reset,: ch, yet this month
because of the additional witholdirg I brought home s paycheck of just
over $370. Housing costa in State College frequently exceed $300 month
and the cost of food alone can easily consume the rest of my paycheck.
Sven University housing is not much cheaper. In my budget there is simply
no allowance for "extras" such as books, insurance, or clothes.

Clearly, graduate students in my position are in a serious situation.
We are working for ourselves and the future our nation. However, these
taxes on academic support are crippling our ability to pursue vital
research and educational goals. The costs of education are high as it is;
taxing grants based on academic merit will simply ensure that only the
independently wealthy can pursue higher education.

I urge you to support legislation that will restore tax benefits to
academically qualified students. In addition, please give consideration
to ways of ensuring that our citizens in pursuit of advanced degrees have
adequate support for their research and educational goals.

Sincerely yours,

1 ct__1-1 i(JOuXiat.

Laura M. garltowski

29j
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GEORGE I40CR SOU, Inc. EaVA11SVILL714E:InorzrA
6404444w/ea 1.173

March 29, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
SD-205 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hs. Wilcox:

4,744
ON7 OWE 44111.1114100

CCCCC 17 111,0-753.0147
A7 11174740714

The purpos, of this letter is to express support for
reinstatement of Section 127 of the Tax Code allowing employees
to exclude employer- provided tuition reimbursement. from taxable
income.

Our Company, George Koch Sons, Inc., is a manufacturing firm
employing over 400. We compete, as do most American manu-
facturing firms, in a highly competitive, rapidly expanding
world market which reouires the continued education of all
employees.

We have had a long-standing tuition reimbursement program
which encourages employees to improve their skills through job
related vocational and university level courses. We feel that
requiring employees to treat tuition' reimbursement as taxable
income would discourage the continued education that we feel is
n.cessary to the successful operation of our business.

Please support reinstatment of Section 127 of the Tax Code
to allow the exclusion of tuition reimbursement from taxable
income.

SLW:rab

29

Very truly yours,

GEORGE KOCH VMS, INC.

Samuel L. Woehler
Mgr. Personnel A Safety



Laura Wilcox

Hearing Administrator
SD-205 Dirksen Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

293 4
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

April 5. 1988

He at Lawrence Livermore National laboratory strongly urge support of
retroactive reinstatement of Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code which
expired December 31, 1987.

Our workforce of approximately 8.000 employees includes over 2.700 scientists
and engineers, and 3.100 technicians and crafts support personnel engaged in
defense and energy related research and development.

LLNL's position as a
world leader in research and development is due in no small part to the
educational opportunities provided through our employer-sponsored programs.

The role of education within LLNL Is crucial. Our Laboratory has a variety of
major weapons, energy, biomedical and basic research projects that demand the
most current knowledge available.

The project orientation of our work
requires a workforce that has broad-based skills and flexibility for
reassignments. Educational opportunities help build that flexibility.

With the expiration of the Employer Educational
Assistance (EEA) Act, LLNL, as

many other research and development organizations, is spending many manhours
trying to minimize the impact on our employees and on the educational profile
of our future workforce. Already we anticipate a decline in educational
program enrollments.

As you may know, with the absence of the EEA. Section 127. there is very
little clarity with regards to what constitutes allowable job-related
educational expenses, Our informal surveys of similar organizations indicate
a variety of response strategies.

Organizational procedures range from
withholding on all courses, to decisions not to withhold.

Our legal counsel indicates that current tax rulings generally interpret any
coursework leading to a degree to be nondeductible (and hence taxable). Wefind this to be an excessively restrictive

interpretation that penalizes the
more than 300 LLNL employees majoring in science, engineering and computer
science - all fields necessary to support the Laboratory mission.

Based on this understanding. tie are withholding
approximately 30% of each

tuition reimbursement check - substantial amounts in view of tuition costs at
Stanford and other private institutions.

This disincentive compounds an already difficult educational issue in the
field of engineering. Nationwide, demand for graduate level engineers far
outstrips university ability to generate graduates. As a result. LLNL. as
many other organizations, hires BS level engineers with the strong
encouragement to complete graduate education.

In conclusion, we wish the Senate Finance Committee to recognize the potential
costs of not reinstating Section 127. He, as citizens. are certainly desirous
of reducing the national deficit, and are cognizant of the projected three
hundred million dollars of annual revenue that may he received as a result of
the expiration. However, the loss of educational development to LLNL's
workforce, and, on a larger scale, to the United States' workforce, cannot be
as easily quantified. The loss will be gradual and certainly long term.

Sincerely,

DEP if A'12.3,C(Z.
Dennis Fisher
Chairman. Student Policy Committee
Associate Director, Engineering
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105 Steidle Building
University Park, PA 16802
(814)238-6949
March 10, 1988

U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Mtn' Laura Wilcox

Dear Sirs,

My name is Lori L. Lundberg and I as a graduate student and
a somber of the Students for ;.a Accessible Future in Education
(11.A.F.E.) committee at the Penn State University. I am writing
to make you aware of a problem that is creating hardships for
graduate students.

The issue causing Om hardship is the taxation of tuition on
research assistants due to the Federal Tax Reform) Act of 1986
This change in law has increased the tax burden of the r
assistants at Penn State by $3500 per year and amounts to an
additional withholding of approximately 6900 per year. This is
at least 10-15% deer in our stipends.

Tc illustrate the unfairnes. of this tax, my husband is on a
research bvIget where his tuition is taxable and I am on internal
funds where my tuition is not taxable, yet we both perform the
same duties. Together we earn $960 per month. Our apartment
costs $450 per month, together with groceries, car insurance,
phone bill, car u?kesp. and other incidentals we have no money
left over for any kin of health insurance or other emergencies
let alone a social life or a smvinns account.

Further, graduate students cannot be claimed as dependents
by parents so they get very limited financial help if any and no
medical coverage. Most graduate assistants are not eligible for
guaranteed Student Loans or other types of financial a'l because
of the stipends. We are not "employed" by anyone, therefore
being voluntarily unemployed we cannot get unemployment while
looking for job and most cannot; qualify for food stamps. Also,
the University forbids a graduate student to seek outside
employment for extra earnings.

It is well - publicized statistic that the quality of life
in the United States varies directly with the technological
advances being made. There is also another statistic that the
number of graduate students is decreasing while the need for them
im rapidly increasing. hi husband and I are Master's Degree
students and had previously thought ye might go on for Ph.D.,
but this has now become an impossibility. ' we get no financial
help at all very soon, we might .mot be axle to finish t)e
Master's program.

The members of the 8.A.F.E. committee have been diligently
working to bring the plight of the graduate student to public and
government attention through peticions, letter-writing, and phone
calls. This is a very serious situation which needs immediate
attention.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

30t
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MammtusensaucMionbunAwholity
711 Atlantic Avenue
Bosk"Massochtmts 02111

(617)3341253 April 13, 1988

VIA FEDERAL APRESS

Nonore/..# Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Committee on Finance
SD-205
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: S. 2149 -- Student Loan Arbitrage

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On March 15, 1988 the Committee on Finance held a
hearing on "Tax Incentives for Education," during which
testimony was presented on S. 2149. I am requesting that this
letter be included in the record in support of S. 2149.

The Massachusetts Education Lian Authority (HELP.)
strongly supports adoption of S. 2149, a bill introduced by
Senator Mitchell "to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to
allow State secondary markets of student loan notes to continue
serving the educational needs of post-secondary students and
the Nation." The bill would make permanent the student loan
arbitrage rule and extend it to supplemental student loan
programs such as MA's Family Education Lo.a Program. This
leg4slation is crucial to MELA's continued ability to provide
low cost educational financing to families of moderate means.
T114te for such programs is expected to increase as other
forms of financial assistance become more limited and
restricted.

As described below, MELA's program is structured to
assure that the benefits of tax-exemption are directed to
students with real need. MELA's program enables students from
families who need assistance financing higher education to
attend colleges and universities that would not normally have
the financial resources, or the access to credit markets, that
would allow them to offer adequate financial assistance.

W:iat Is MELA

The Massachusetts Education Loan Authority (ME/A) is an
independent public authority created in 1982 to provire a
source of low cost educational financing to the families of
loy- ant middle-income students attending Massachusetts
colleges and universities, without regard to the residence of
the student or family. As of this time, approximately 9,000
loans have been made under MELA's program and the need is
growing. At the time of its initial bond financing in early
1983, nine independent colleges and universities participated.
Now more than four dozen public or independent institutions
offer the program. MELA's unsecured loans are at a fixed rate,
have a fifteen year repayment period and low monthly payments.
The minimum loan is $1,500. The maximum loan is limited to the
difference between the student's total cost of attendance and
the forms of student assistance received. Thus, MA's
program sla "qualified student loan program" under the Tax
Reform Act of 1986.

Massachusetts determined that a supplemental student
loan program was needed because of the state's above-average
cost of post-secondary education and the limited availability
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of existing federal student assistance, such as the GSL
program, to families of modest spans. The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts has the highest percentage of students enrolled
in independent institutions, at which the students and their
families must pay for all the costs associated with providing
that education. The state's resulting above-average
educational coats create significant financial burdens for
moderate-income families. MLA was created to provide these
families a stable, low cost source of educational financing.

As intended, the borrowers in MBLA's program are in fact
from families of moderate means. Over eight percent of MBLA's
borrowers have family incomes below $30,000 and over seventy
percent have family Income below *62,000. Many of the families
in the upper income levels are supporting two or more
dependents in higher education. Thus, MILA's loan program
bridges a critical gap in higher education financing by
providing financial assistance to those families whose income
is high enough to limit their eligibility for traditional
need-based financial assistance such as the MIL program, but
not high enough to permit them to independently pay the full
cost of education from their current income.

The MELA program is distinguishable from comparable
federal programs because (a) there is no federal guarantee, (b)
there is no grace period for repayment of principal or a 60 day
deferment of interest, (c) there is no limit on the interest
rate that may be charged or the aggregate absolute dollar
amount that may be borrowed and (d) Participating Institutions
have direct financial responsibility for defaulted student
loans.

BligibilitY

A family's ability to bet:row under MELA's program is
based on (1) their ability to carry debt, as measured by
standard credit criteria, and (2) family income, relative to
the cost of education, as measured by the Congressional
Methodology of student aced analysis. The first teat insures
that the credit of MBLA' borrowers is sound: the L4cond test
incurs. that MBLA's bond proceeds are used to achieve its
public purpose and are used by the targeted population. If the
calculated family contribution toward the covet of higher
education is no more than the median cost of attendance for all
institutions in the program, the family can borrow up to the
total cost of attendance less dtbei financial assistance; if
the family contribution is a1ove that level, eligibility to
participate is reduced by means of a formuln developed by MBLA.

The MBLA Program

Tax-exempt financing is crucial to NELA's ability to
meet its legislative mandate to lower the cost of financing
higher education. NBLA's program, financed by selling
tax-exempt bonds on a pooled basis, encourages financially
stronger institutions to participate with financially weaker
institutions. Absent this incentive, the few wealthy
institutions would lend from their endowments or bank credit
lines only for the benefit of their students and parents. The
vast majority of institutions that have not developed large
amounts of endowment per student would Clue be at a double
disadvantage -- they would have, less institutional scholarship
money than their wealthier counterparts and they would have no
access to institutionally-supported loan funds. In the absence
of family loan programs like MBLA's, higher education loans
would be available only at wealthy educational institutions
and, in the case of upper income families, from banks.

The MILA program stands on its own, with borrowers
paying a fixed interest rate adequate to cover repayment of the
bonds and program administration expenses, including a prudent
reserve for defaults. The participating colleges and
univer.:iies also contribute administratively and financially
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to making the program work, including the ascumption o!
liability for defaults if they should exceed the level .-overed
by progran reserves ;under the GSL program, there is no such
institutional participation). Thus, the program is truly a
self-help program for parents and students on the one hand and
a self-help program for participating institutions on the
other.

It is important to reiterate that Congress has already
male the determination that supporting higher education by
aLsuri3a b:oad access to student loan funds through the
issuance of. tax-exempt bonds serve, crucial public purpose.
MA's supplemental student loan program unquestionably meets
that public purpose by enable moderate-income students and
their families to afford the colts of higher education and by
making those benefits available at a wide range of
institutions' The student loan arbitrage rule, which would be
sada permanent and ..pplicable to supplemental student loans
under S. 2149, is necessary to assure a viable, continuing
student loan program.

Need For 8. 2149

Families should plan the financing of a college
education'more than one year 4t a time. Students, their
families and institutions of higher education need assurances
that MELA can p.ovide a continuing loan program.

The Maseact.setts Family Education Loan program attempts
to provide a commttment to a continuing financial assistance
program. MELA is a foreward-financing program, in that it
provides funds for future loans to be made by participating
institutions. These institutions -- and their students and
their families -- must be assured in advance that funds will be
available to finance the costs of several years of attendance.
To work, MA's program must be able to assure participating
institutions that the funds are there for student loans.
Adoption of S. 2149 is essential.

S. 2149 will provide a permanent exemption from the
rebate requirement that will enable MELA to address the
"non-origination contingency" of not acquiring student loans
with the bond proceeds and therefore not being able to pay back
the costs of Issuing and carrying the student loan bonds.
Because there is no practical alternative sources of funds,
unlike IDas and governmental bonds, issuers like MELA must have
the opportunity to earn and retain sufficient arbitrage during
the 18 month temporary ptriod. This will enable issuers to
assure the bond rating agencies that in a worst-case situation,
where student loans are not made/originated, there would be
sufficient funds to pay for the redemption of the bonds plus
the costs of issuing the bonds and the interim operating
expenses that were incurred. Of course, we would not expect to
be able to recover these costs twice, once through earnings on
the investment of the bond proceeds during the temporary period
and again through earnings from the student loans. We would
endorse a clarification to S. 2149 to make this explicit.

Student loan programs also need the permanent 18 month
temporary period provided in S. 2149 in order to accommodate
the slow origination process inherent in education loans.
Bonds must be issued no later than June 1 in order for families
intending to send a child to school in the fall to know what
the interest rate will be on a loan. But, to manage
responsibly the education loan program and to insure that the
bond proceeds are used only for higher education expenses,
funds cannot be released by MELA for the purpose of maki.ig
loans until after the school year has begun in September.
Thus, one-half of the six-month temporary period would be gone
before loans may even be originated. Further, as previously
noted, students and their families do not borrow just for one

394
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semester at a time, but borrow for the academic year. The bond
proceeds cannot reasonably be expended within the six month
temporary period provided for supplemental student loans.

Finally, the costs associate' with the extended nature
of the loan origination period and the administrative costs
attributable to the low individual dollar size of the
supplemental student loans are also unique to higher education
programs and further justify allowing retention of arbitrage
earnings to the extent that costs are not paid from loan
repayments. Otherwise, these costs would be passed on to the
students and their families in the form of higher interest
rates and origination fees, thus defeating the purpose of the
program and further exacerbating the problem of the rising
costs of higher education.

CONCLUSION

The Massachusetts Education Loan Authority supports
enactment of S. 2149 to make permanent and extend the current
stoient loan arbitrage rule to supplemental student loan bond
programs. MELA provides a unique program to lower the cost of
financing higher education and to make these benefits available
at a wide range of participating institutions. Through its
minimum eligibility criteria, these benefits are targetted
primarily to students and their families of moderate means. To
keep this program alive, we urge adoption of S. 2149.

I would be pleased to respond to any questions the
Committee may have regarding MELA's supplemental student loan
bond program.

Sincerely,

b4C
Paul Combe
Executive Director

005
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April 8, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilms
Hearing Administrator
ED-205 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

MFPA
P.O. Box 1894
Bartow, Florida 33830

The Mid - Florida Personnel Association perm is an association of
Susan Resource professionals from nearly 100 companies in west centralFlorida, collectively employing over 50,000 people. MFPA is associatedwith the American Society for Personnel Administration.

It is our understanding that
the Senate Finance Committee has recentlyheld hearings on S. 39, the
Educational Assistance Act, which would

reinstitute Section 127 of the Tax Code. That section which expiredDecember 31, 1987, permitted employees to exclude employer-provided
tuition refund payments from their taxable income.

The purpose of this correspondence
is to advise you that the MFPAwholly supports reinstitution of this exclusion. It is the experienceof MFPA members that tuition

reimbursement programs "lave a motivatingeffect upon employee groups, offering them an affirmative, progressivebenefit for preparation for career advancement.

Would you please submit our endorsement of the Educational Assistance
Act for the Senate Record.

Sincerely,

Mid-Florida Personnel Association

Jay 11.4 loi
President

JWB /lf
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taTICIAL ASSOCIATION Cr MANJFAC7iNEAS

I am pleased to have the opportunity to submit a statement for the Finance

Comri "wv Nearing record on behalf of the Notional Association of Manufacturers

in support of reinstating Section 127 of the internal Revenue Code, allowing for

tag-exempt employer- provided educational assistance. In addition to

representing NaM, I serve as co-chair of the national Coalition for Employee

Educational Assistance, a group representing hundreds of educators, businesses

and unions dedicated to employee educationa' assistance.

A competent, well-trained work force is central to the economic vitality of

the country and essential to our ability to meet global competition. This is

especially critical in the manufacturing sector, where ',ploys*, out be ready

to expand both teci.nical and analytical skills so U.S. producers can adapt to

rapidly changing market forces.

One of the greatest challenges facing our nation during the twilight cf the

twentieth century will be meeting the crisis in our educational system. Our

strength as a nation requires that U.S. citizens be on per academically with

citizens throughout the developed world. The education crisis certainly goes

beyond this hearing or the jurisdication of the tax-writing committees. It is

also one of the fundamental competitive challenges facing U.S. manufacturers.

7be Man believes that private employers play a substantial role in improving

the vocational and educational level of our society. Already private industry

has the largest and most experienced trainiig system in our seamy. Programs

like Section 127 play a vital role in encouraging businesses, educators and

employees to work together to improve education levels, and then to transfer

those new skills to the workplace.

Unfortunately, IRS Section 127, which allows employers to provide their

employees with tax-exempt tuition payments, ended on January 1, 1988. Unless it

is retroactively extended, millions of employees out chose to either pay

significantly higher taxes or drop continuing education programs. Employers and

the IRS will have tl return to the confusing and bur:ensome deductibility rules

pre-dating Section 127, which severely limit tax - exempt tuition aid. Be -ause

the old rules are indirectly biased against lower-level employees, lower income

workers are the first to suffer from the loss of Section 127.
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Section 127 was enacted specifically to eliminate the confusion and

inequities created by a prior Treasury regulation (Regulation Section 1.162-5).

This regulation required employees to demonstrate that any educational

assistance provided by employers be directly related to their current position.

employers ,ither had to withhold taxes on all educational assistance or

determine, on an individual basis, whether each was. an employee took was

specifically 'related* to present job responsibilities. The more narrowly

cleaned the job description, the more narrow V.* list of eligible coursework.

Factory workers, support staff and clerical Employee were severely limited in

the type of qualifying courses. Meanwhile, managers and other higher-level

executives were able to legitimately justify a broad range of coursework as

related to their current job.

In 1978, lad by Senators Bob Packwood and 'Jacob Javits, Congress recognized

the confusion stemming from the Treasury regulations, and more importantly, the

need for broader educational incentives. It enacted Section 127, permitting

employees to exclude from gross income any educational assistance benefits

provided by employers. To qualify, plans must be available to all levels of

employees, but can include any form of instruction and training that improves

or develops the capabilities of an individuel.

The original legislation was enacted for five years and expired at the end

of 1983. Stile Section 127 was eventually extended for two years in October of

1984, the uncertainty created confusion for employees and additional paperwork

for businesses. Additionally, the benefit was scaled back by limiting the

tax-exclusion to $5,000 annually ad requiring stricter reporting from

employers.

Section 127 lapsed again at the end of 1985, and this time the uncertaintk?

lasted until it was retroactively extended for two more years es part of the

1986 Tax Reform Act. The amual cap was increased to $5,250, and Section 127

was expended to include tuition benefits granted to graduate assistants and

other graduate stuuents receiving reimbursements from universities. Without

Section 127, graduate studentx will be required to pay tax on their tuition

reductions.

Even with its rather shaky existence, Section 127 has been successful in

encouraging employees to develop new skills. Since its enacteent nearly a

decade ago, seven million workers have taken advantage of educational assistance

programs. Lower income employees especially have benefited, and NRM estimates
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that-most of the employees participating in nployer-provided educational

assistance ,warn wages below $30,000. Graduate and post -gr.duate studies, rich

often qualify for tar deductibility under Regulation Section 1.162-5, are

clearly an important part of educational assistance. But studies conducted by

'the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD) have found that the

bulk of individuals who WO a tuition reimburommmt program do so to improve

basic educational skills, (reading, writing, math, etc.) or for courses leading

to a bachelor's degren, purposes which seldom qualify for deductibility under

Regulation Section 1.162-5.

Men surveyed WASTD, employers attitudes were strongly supportive of

educational assistance programs. There is almost unaninouszagreement that

progiams are implemented not as a "perk" for employees, but as an intregral part

of employee training and development goals. Employers also believe a program's

success depends on its utilisation by employees at all levels in an

organisation.

Because businesses most have trained and knowledgable workers to be

competitive, corporations are smog the most committed supporters of education.

Nearly all Fortune 1000 companies have educational assistance programs for their

employees. Last year alone cowponies provided over $70 million in tuition

support, with the average amount of tuition aids.per participant at around $491.

This moon is in addition to the billions spent each year by businesses on

internal training and development programs.

Investment in education is an expenditure this nation cannot afford to

ignore. Yet budget contraints and wasteful spending limit the ability of the

government to meet the educational challenge directly. Instead, incentives !ike

Section 127 should be re .ained so-those actually involved in the vocational and

educational training of our workforce-- educators, businesses and employeescan

continue to develop the skills and knowledge of our people.
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March 31, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
205 Dickson Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Bentsent

On March 15, 1988, your committee held hearings on the Tax
Incentives for Education. On behalf of Motorola I would like to
have my comments on Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code
included in the hearing record.

Continuing Adult Education was dealt a tough blow on December 31,
1987 when IRC -127 expired. That is when many forms of tuition
reimbursement again became taxable.

Motorola is already seeing the first effects. Many female and
minority employees who were just getting by simply cannot afford to
pay 8200-$800 in additional taxes. Although the tax law allows
them to deduct some forms of educational expenses, many do not
itemise and are thus penalised.

The timing could not have been worse... Just when we need to
improve the twchnical and basic skills of the American workforce,
many are discouraged by a tax law they don't understand and believe
is unfair. I am enclosing several examples of its effect on our
female and minority employees.

I am asking the committee's support in seeing that S.39, which
would permanently restore the Section 127 tax code exclusion for
employer-paid tuition reimbursements, be extended retroactively as
soon as possible.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,

Travis Marshall
Senior Vice President
Director of Government Relations

Encl

cct The Honorable Daniel Moynihan
The Honorable Bob Packwood

GoveMmefd NOW Ions 1770 K Wrest. N W . Um, 200 wast.noon D C 20001 12021 002.1500
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1. Female Secretary, single. ago 28, weekly sclary $3981;
degree sought. Associate of Arts in Accounting from Elgin
Community College, anticipated 191$ reimbursement $400p tax
impact $60.

2. resale Secretary; minority, married. age 37; weekly salary
$3$2, degree sought. MBA in Marketing from 'Illinois Institute
of Technology0 anticipated 1988 reimbursement $1700, tax
impact $255.

3. female Senior Manufacturing Engineers single. age 28; weekly
salary, $756, degree sought. MBA in Operations Manag from
Northwestern University, anticipated 1988 reimbursement $6450;
tax impact $1606.

4. Female Production Worker; minority. married. age 40; weekly
salary $3941 degree sought. AA in Electronics from Elgin
Community College, anticipated 19$$ reimbursement $400, tax
impact $60.

S. Male Programmer/Analyst; minority, single. age 40, weekly
salary $730, degree sought. MS in Computer Resources
Management from Webster University; anticipated 1988
reimbursement $2400, tax impact $672.

6. Male Systems Engineer; minority, single. age 26; weekly salary
$750; degree sought. MBA in Marketing from the University of
Chicago, anticipated 1988 reimbursement $4000p tax impact
$1120.

1 Salaries noted are gross, before tax salaries.

2 Anticipated reimbursements for 1988 are actual reimbursements
for 1967.
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NaticnntiAbointerprizsprovides assistance to their employees to allow employees

to further their education and to upgrade their current skills. It is our

philosophy that education does not end with the conferment of a high school

diploma or a ce,,ege degree. Learning is a lifelong process; one that we

encourage and support. We are strongly committed to the development of our

workforce and urge you to make Section 127 permanent part of the Internal

Revenue Code. Educated citizens and workers are priceless assets neither

government nor business can afford to lose.

Who Dios The Nationwide Edueatfenal Assistance Plant

Nationwide employs.' working 32 hours per week or more are eligible to

participate in the company's educational assistance program. Employees of all

pay grades and positions use the Educational Assistance Plan from the mail

clerk, secretary. computer programmer. underwriter, to the supervisor and

manager. We estimate 30 -60 percent of our reimbursements are made to employees

with a low to moderate income who are seeking to improve their skills. These

employees hope to upgrade their standard of living through education so they

can qualify for positions of increased responsibility and more pay. The

elimination of Section 127 will hurt these employees the most. The number of

employees participating in this program has i d every year. Recent

participation shows:

Mother of Number of Nationwide
Nationwide Employees Participating in Percentage Actively
Employees Educational Assistance Plan Participating

1985 13.905 1,906 13.7

1986 14,257 2,311 16.2

According to the National Institute for Work and Learning, companies that

actively promote educational assistance progress experience a participation

rate of between 10 and 12 percent. We enjoy even higher rates of

participation, perhaps due to the emphasis we placion continuing education.

However, we expect these figures to decline with the expiration of'Soction 127

and the taxation of certain employee educational assistance reimbursements.

What Is Covered Under Educational Assistance Plant

'3`12
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Nationwide's program cover r-ployees in the following areas:

1. Technical Insurance Courses - These courses are available under the

sponsorship of insurance education organizations such as The American

College, Insurance Institute of America, and Life Underwriter

Training Council. These courses help our employees keep abreast of

the changing insurance industry.

2. Certification Courses - Reimbursement is available for programs that

lead to certification with a designation by a nationally recognized

professional organization such as Certified Financial Planner,

Certified Public Account, and Certified Computer Programmer.

3. Other Courses - keimbursement is available for courses offered by

universities, colleges, high schools, night schools, and

correspondence schools provided the education has potential

application at Nationwide.

What Effect Does The Repeal Of Section 127 Have On Nationwide?

The repeal of Section 127 has affected Nationwide and its employees in numerous

ways. Since over 50 percent of the educational assistance payments will be

taxable and subject to withholding, the level of participation will decrease.

Our Rome Office is in Co:sbus, Ohio where the cost of one class from a

private night school approaches $400, which is close to the nation'l average.

And these tuition costs are increasing an average of over six percent per

year. Although it is too early to tell how drastic the decline in participa-

tion will be. feedback from our employees indicates many will not be able to

afford the rising cost of tuition without some incentive and tax-favored

reimbursement.

Moreover, the majority of our employees who go back to school support families,

work full time, and attend night and weekend classes. The educational assistance

program provides the extra incentive needed for employees to take the time and

make the commitment to further their education.
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Returning to the old rules of deductibility under Regulation 1 162 introduces a

substantial degree of uncertainty and forces companies to make SON subjective

deterninations that have proved to be frustrating to both employees and

employers.

This is not a practical way to raise revenue. Certainly the time and effort

our company has invested to attempt to comply with the repeal of Section 127

dais not justify the return.

In 1986 we reimbursed employees 6473,248 unAer our educational assistance plan.

Each year vs average a 20 percent increase in reimbursements. In 1988 we

estimate reimbursements will be close to $681,000, and of those reimbursements

approximately SO percent will be subject to tax. Based on an average

withholding percentage of 30 psicent, the government can expect to generate

only.$102,150 from Nationwide employees to reduce the deficit. This hardly

seems worth it especially since our program participants tend to be the

*indians" instead of the "chiefs.' Additionally, our employees have spent over

SOO hours working to put procedures in place to withhold these taxes.

Finally, educating our workforce is our investment in tux company's and our

country's future and anything that discourages rather than encourages that

investment will be counterproductive in ths long-term.

In themes believe he repeal of Section 127 is impractical, unfair, and

unwise. We would also like to comment on some public policy issues that result

from the expiration of Internal Revenue Code 127.

Public Policy Issues

Allowing Internal Revenue Code Section 127 to expire is a short-sighted attempt

to raise current revenues at the expense of Liture improvements in moductivity

and tax revenues. Taxing these benefits could result in increased reluctance

by employers to start or continuo Educational Assistance Plans - as a result of

increased administration, payroll processing. and payroll taxes as well as

introducing employee relations problems. Vs offer some additional commute

concerning Educational Assistance Plans and public policy.
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Educational Assistance Plans Are Broad Eased Proarams. Under the prior code

sections, any employer could adopt a tax-favored educational assistance plan,

provided the plan was clearly communicated to employees, provided benefits to

employees in a non-discriminatory fashion and provided that the employer

caviled with a variety of reporting requirements as required by Treasury

Regulations 1.127-2.

In 19E3, the American Society for Training and Development studied employer

provided Educational Assistance benefits and found:

I. Most respondents, 97%, sponsored Educational Assistance Plans,

2. Most small busi (Ill, under 300 employees).had plans and that

small businesses had the highest rate of employee participation

(14%),

3. Moat respondents, 96%, indicated that such training was helpful on

the current job, and that nearly MC used the program to improve

basic literacy skills, and

. The majority of employees who participated were fray lower salary

ranges - 93% of those participating would not meet the definition of

'highly compensated employee' at most firms (under $30,000 in income

per year).

Educational Assistance Plans Provide Opportunity, A variety of firms use their

educational assistance plans in combination with the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit,

provided under the Internal Revenue Code, to hire the otherwise unemployable.

A number of other fires use the Educational Assistance Plans to provide

fining to employees displaced by technology or c ages in production. Some

even use their programs to retrain individusi$ aP they enter new careers upon

retirement. Clearly, .n most of these situations, the training or retraining

would !ail the Treasury Regulation 1.162-3 requirement's for exclusion since the

training or retraining would either 'meet the minimum job requirements* or

'qualify an individual for a new trade r business.'
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%national Assistance ?lams Are Lem Term /avenue Enhancesent ?rearms.

Lung -term tax revenue pals can only be met if Americans as a whole rmain

productive and increase their productivity. To quote Senator Moynihan, from

the Congressional Record, Velum 131, No. 23, February 23, 1555:

. . .this oppertuniq for firma to help train their employ..., is of

great value to the America's economy as a whole. American private

enterprise must centime to advance technologically, if we are able to

remain competitive in the international economy. iducated employees, from

researchers to assembly lies sorters, enable Mexican business to remain

competitive with and surpass the mai of the world. . .

Two tines in the past, Congress has heeded the wipeouts and has extended the

exemption contained in Internal Revenue Code Section 127. Ono valuable

by-product of these programs, has been the increased development of numerous

community college system and &variety of evening programs at univenitias and

colleges. Mime foster closer working relationships batmen employers and

educators - improving the capabilities of Mexicans as they enter the workforce

for the first time, or reenter the workforce after a period of retraining.

Such close cooperation between employers and educational institutions should be

encouraged, not taxed.

We suggest the example of the GI Sill be reviewed for comparison purposes. Ve

believe that there exists a variety of studies of the favorable impact of the

bill - in terms of its *net on the pest World War II, Roman War and Vietnam

Was *concedes. Moot studies indicate that the return through increased

productivity, and increased taxes (adjusted for inflation and tins) far exceeds

the initial investment of tax revenues.

For them reasons, we strongly recommend you make Section 127 a permanent part

of the Internal 'menus Code.
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April 4, 1988

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 28518

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The New York State Office of the American institute of Banking (AIB)
urges the Committee to moor:. favorably Senator Daniel P. Moynihan's
bill, S 39, which would restore permanently the IRC Section 127 exclusion
for employer-paid tuition assistance. Section 127 expired on December 31,
1987. Mr. Cheirmen, this exclusion is a critical tax incentive that promotes
continuing education and retraining in the workplace. Much of this training
will be lost if Congress faits to act to restore this provision.

Today, AIB is the largest educational division of the American Bankers
Association. Four hundred chapters enroll 350,800 persons each year in
education and training programs. Admission to AIB is available to employees,
officers, and directors of banks. While many AIB students enroll in order to
maintain or Improve their current job skills, the majority of students come to
further their education or learn new skills that will qualify them for career
advancement.

By parthipating in AIB programs, students have the opportunity to persue
professional diplomas and training certificates in a number of areas, including:
General Banking, Consumer Credit, Commercial Lending, Mortgage Lending,
Customer Service, Securities Services, Supervise.), Skills, and Accelerated
Banking Studr.

Most banks encourage participation in AIB through employee education
assistance programs. We are concerned that the expiration of the employee
education assistance income exclusion will discourage or prevent employees
from seeking further education or new skills that would qualify them for career
advancement.

The New York State Office of the American institute of Banking urges you to
make passage of legislation to reinstate permanently the IRC Section 127 ex-
clusion for employer-paid tuition assistance one of your top priorities for 1985.

Respectfully,

2 /2----o`.
C. Brian Flisinger
New York State Cheirma

CBF/ffp
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Robert C. Jubelirer,

President Pro Teapore

Senate of Pennsylvania

I am pleased to have the opportunity to submit to the

members of the Senate Committee on finance my views on the

important issue of providing tax incentives fer individuals and

families who must plan and save for future higher education

expenses. In particular, I encourage the Committee to introduce

and endorse legislation that would exempt from federal income tax

any appreciation in the value of pre-purchased tuition.

Over the past two decades, we have witnessed debate over

issues of individual saving habits and the consequent creation of

progress to provide incentives. encouraging saving for

retirement years and increasing access to home ownership are two

examples where concerns about costs have lead to innovative

government policies.

Now, college costs and questions of affordability and

access have captured public attention and piqued legislative

interest. College costs, particularly tuitions, are climbing.

Parental participation in paying for college cost is dropping

proportionately.

federal student aid has dropped significantly since 1980,

and the form of that aid has shifted decidedly toward loans. The

net effect of these changes has been to shift an increasing

proportion of the burden of paying for college away from both

government and parents toward the students themselves. The costs

of higher education are being shifted to the next generation.

Svicence also suggests that an increasing student indebtedness is

having negative effects both on who goes to college and on

student selection of majors and careers.

Certainly, it is in the national interest to provide

quality post-secondary education and uo insure that interested

and qualified individuals have access. Therefore, it is

important to foster the idea that college is a huge investment

requiring savings in the manner in which one saves for a house or

retirement. To help achieve this goal, many states, including

31,8
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Pennsylvania, have expressed support for, have undertaken studies

on, and have introduced bills to implement programs for tuition

prepayment or incentive plans for savings for college.

I have introduced a bill to create a tuition prepayment

plan for Pennsylvania. This bill is now being considered by the

Pennsylvania Senate Education Committee. Along with my

statement, I am submitting a brief analysis of this bill.

The implementation of Pennsylvania's proposed Tuition

Account Program and similar programs and proposals under

consideration by other states is contingent on obtaining a

favorable ruling from the Internal Revenue Service concerning the

income tax consequences for participants.

My proposal and others have been designed not only to

provide security, certainty, and flexibility for participants,

but also to improve the likelihood of receiving favorable tax

consideration from the IRS.

Nevertheless, the tax issues involved art complex and, to

date, the IRS has failed to rule on the tax consequences of

participation in the tuition prepayment plan submitted by

Michigan or plans submitted by other states.

Of course, the question of IRS approval would be moot if

the Congress acts to make clear its intent to exempt from federal

income tax any appreciation in value of tuition pre - purchased

under Pennsylvania's Tuition Account Program or similar plans.

Such Congressional action would eliminate uncertainty about

the viability of tuition pre-purchase plans and would signal our

nations's resolve to give the same priority to facilitating and

encouraging higher education opportunities for our citizens as we

give to facilitating and encouraging home ownership and

Individual Retirement Plans.

I thank the Committee for this opport'mity to submit my

views on the need for legislation to provide tax incentives for

families and individuals planning for higher education expenses

and I strongly urge the introduction and enactment of legislation

that would exempt the appreciation of pre-purchased tuition from

federal income tax.
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ONC NCYV YON, PLASA
SUIT[

NEW YORK. N.Y. to 004-leao

(212) 112042611

March 2, 1988

Senator Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
c/o Laura Wilcox
Bearing Administrator
SD-205 Dirksen Office Buildirg
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: March 15, 15141 Leering on Tax Incentives For
Education

Dear Senator Bentsen:

I was pleased to learn that the Senate Finance
Committee is holding a hearing on such an important issue. I
would like to express the view that one of the simplest but
most effective tax measures in this regard would be
reinstatement of the personal income tax deduction for interest
paid on student loans.

I find myself owing nearly 640,000 on student loans
after pursuing both an undergraduate and a law school
education. The interest rate on some of these loans is a high
as 12%. It seems unfair to mu that wealthier families are able
to subsidize their children's education through the use of home
equity loans, the interest on which is deductible, while
families who have yet to participate in the "American Dream" of
property ownership must resort to student loans, which saddle
the student with high payments, the interest on which is being
'grandfatheree out as a deduction. Moreover, as I know from
my own experience, the burden of student loan payments renders
even more remote achievement of the goal of property ownership.

Education is as much a part of the "American Dream" as
owning one's own home. Educational loans, therefore, should
receive at least as much support from the tax system is the
traditional home mortgage loan -- the interest deduction for
student loans should be reinstated.

86-881 0 88 11

Sincerely,

47-Cs._

arriet A A. Robinson ..\
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The Honorable Lloyd M. Bentsen

U. S. Senate
703 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Bentsen:

814

1140comonwilciellems
lockwell InIsmational Coopers1100

Po. loot 1042
OW& 'Wm 752074452

Cpl
Rockwell
International

Subject: Senate Finance Committee, March 15, 1988 Tax Incentives for Education
Extension for Section 127 - Tax Free Employee Education Assistance

With the 7;nance Committee actively looking for tax incentives for Education,
I very much feel that the extension of Section 127, "Tax Free Employee
Education Assistance should be given first consideration.

I am writing to ask you to actively support the extension of Section 177 of
the U. S. Tax Code providing Educational Assistance to employees.

The decision not to extend Section 127 of U. S. Tax Code has had a profoundly
negative message from Congress. For example:

1. The job-relatedness test for excluding taxation aid fromemployee income
tax represents a clear disincentive from the Federal Government to lower
paid employees who wanted to azhieve upward mobility and acquire new
knowledge and skills to cope with changing workplace needs.

2. The same job-relatedness test amounted to a broad disincentive to the
enA-e nation's work force for acquiring new job knowledge and skills ...
at a time when a work force of the highest quality is essential for
meeting the fierce and growing international economic competition. This
is a key area where the dislocated worker who gets retrained under the
new labor agreement in ar auto and telecommunications industry will have
to pay income tax on the value of retraining they receive.

3. It has been shown that reinstatement or extending the status would result
in increased revenues, not revenue losses for the Federal Government,
through increased taxes from the higher income of those who advance their

economic status through more education and training.

4. The job-relatedness test itself causes extensive administrative confusion
in interpretation.

A simple, permanent extension of Section 127 would be in the best interest of
all. It would directly help those in the work force who want to advance
themselves, and it would help improve the quality of the national work force.

Taxing employees for employer provided educational assistance appears to be
inconsistent with the Federal Government encouraging more involvement of

employers, less regulation, and more education and training for our work force.

I believe Section 127 helped develop a work force that has contributed to the
bottom line increases. Rockwell International has over one hundred thousand
employees and has invested millions of dollars in education and training.
Patrick Crotty. Vice President Industrial Relations, Rockwell International
has witnessed In support of this issue.

I would very much like to know your views on the matter and hope that you will
work for permanent extension of Section 127.

Very Truly Yours,

Byron E. Gammege
Personnel Administrator
Rockwell .nternational
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The Honorable
Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

816

A member of The Service Baal Jag Group.

Lloyd Bentsen

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Quad Cities chapter of the American Institute of Banking (AIB)
urges the Committee to report favorably Senator Daniel P. Moynihan'.
bill, S 39, which would restore permanently the IRC Section 127
exclusion for .mployer -paid tuition assistance. Section 127 expired
on December 31, 1987. Mr. Chairman, this exclusion is a critical tax
incentive that promotes continuing education and retraining in the
workplace. Much of this training will be lost if Congress fails toact to restore this provision.

Most Quad Cities' barks, including my employer, THE 1.ck Island Bank,
encourage participation in AIB through employee education assistance
programs. We are concerned that the expiration of the employee
education assistance income exclusion will discourage or prevent
employees from seeking further education or new skills that would
qualify them for career advancement.

Approximately 20% (14 out of 70) of our bank's employees regnlarly
enroll in classes offered through the Quad Cities Chapter of the
American Institute of Banking. The offered educational courses
prepare the employees for more sophisticated responsibilities in ourcompany. The opportunities oci.;:od through tne educational program
often allow our employees to migrate from clerical wages of $4.00 per
hour to supervisory wages of $6.00 per hour. The increased wages
directly benefit the Federal Government through higher income tax and
social security tax collections.

Unfortunately, hourly tuition rates at our local junior colleges in
Illinois are rather high due to the lack of state funding as well as
local depreciated property tax values. Discontinuing this critical
tax incentive would just be one more additional deterrent to providing
educational opportunities to promising workers.

THE Rock Island Bank is one of 30 Quad Cities area banks from
Northwestern Illinois and Eastern Iowa actively participating in the
Quad Cities chapter educational programs. Together, all of the banks
sponsor over 300 enrollments per year in AIR classes offered through
Scott Community College in Scott County, Iowa and Black Hawk College
in Rock Island County, Illinois. Students pursue professional
diplomas and training certificates in a number of areas, including:
General Banking, Consumer Credit, Commercial Lending, Mortgage
Lending, Customer Services, and Supervisory Skills.

You are urged to make passage of legislation to reinstate permanently
the IRC Section 127 exclusion for employer-paid tuition assistance one
of your top priorities for 1988.

Respectfully,

THE ROCK ISLAND BANK

John T. Eustis
Vice President and Cashier
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Wary Russell
600 W. College Ave., 64
State College, Pa 16801

Dear Senate Committee on Finance,

my name is Nary Russell and I'm a graduate student at Penn State.
I'm writing in regard to the effect the new tax laws will have on
graduate students. I wish the contents of this letter to be put on
record for the Senate hearing on tax inoentatives for education.

Under the new tax laws, the dollar value of the remitted tuition
that is part of my research assistantship will be added to my gross
income, and I will pay taxes on this source of income in addition to
the taros I already pay on my stipend. Since Penn State's tuition is
approximately $3500 a year, I will lose about $90 a month of income.
This means my monthly net income will be $400 a month.

I don't want to sound ungrateful for the opportunity to attend
graduate schrol, but $400 a month simply is not enough to live on.
Necessities like food are very expensive, and despite my low income,
I'm not eligible for food stamps. My rent is almost $300 a month.
While I can certainly move to a less expensive place (I've already
given my mottos to my landlord), it is difficult to rent mama room in
a house for less than $200 a month in State College. Other items like
health insurance are very expensive. I pay $560 a year for a
University sponsored insurance plan which provides very little
coverage, but I'm not eligible for medical assistance for the bills
this plan doesn't cover. My budget is already strained, and this
doesn't include other expenses such as car insurance (which is
mandatory in the state of Pennsylvania) and books and supplies. I'm
Da even eligible tor student loans because I'm funded by the
University.

I'm by no means alone in this situation. There are several others
in my department, some in even more tenuous situations. While I think
I can maks it by reducing all non-essential expeditures, many students
will be forced to sharply lower their standard cf living, or take a
part-time job which would sharply curtail time devoted to research and
etodiss (the reason we are here), or pftbaps leave the University.

RducatIew! i: very important to the future of this country, not
only for educating future researchers, but also for providing important
government and industry research we are working on now as part of our
assistantships. Tax burdens such as this can only result in a decrease
in the number of students seeking advanced education. Is it worth
risking America's technological edge in the world economy for the sake
of a few tax dollars? Vs, as graduate students, are not trying to
avoid paying taxes, nor are we asking for more money. What we wish is
that our tax liability not be increased in this manner. We view our
tuition remission as an important part of our financial aid that allows
us to pursue our degrees, not taxable income. Please help us all by
restoring tuition remission to tax free status.

SitvGacly,
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Gregory C. Saulnier
140$ Pennsylvania Avenue
State College. PA 16801
(S14) S63.0162

Ranh 14, 196$

U.S. Senate Committee on Finance
U.S Senate
Attn: lours Vilcos
Hearing Administrator/ Tax Incentives for Ideation
Vashington D.C. 20510

Gear Congressmen;

I am a graduate student at the Pennsylvania State University. As a
research assistant seriously affected by the Tax Reform AA of 1966, I as
concerned by new provisions of the Act that will take effect during the
1966 tax year.

Ssfore this tax act took effect, my stipend vms not taxed at all by
the federal government, and as such it was also exempt from social
securityr tax. In 1967, those taxes amounted to $1100. This is an $1100
loss for someone that makes MOO per year. Nov , the government wants to
include my remitted tuition, the financial aid that makes it possible for
se to attend Penn State, as a portion of my taxable income. This change
in the law will increase my 'earned income" by approximately $1000. As
the taxes resulting from this additional income are about 25% of the
remitted tuition value, Penn State viii vithhold more than $250 from my
meager take home pay to meet this additional tax obligation. This added
financial liability will maks it impossible for is to continua in pursuit
of my advanced degree.

My standard of living is already marginal. As it is I can barely
afford the Penn State student health insurance policy that has limited
coverage and very limited benefits. The additional burden posed by the
tuition tax are simply unacceptable.

Must We risk the scientific; technological., and educational future of
our nation for few additional- tax-dollset Tbernmier of students from
the United States willing to pursue higher degrees is already decreasing,
can vs afford to tax the others to extreme In addition, is it possible
that the -government will begin considerinraother forms of financial aid
needed by almost all studentsaforhteher.education to be taxable/

Clarly, making advanced degree studies prohibitively expensive was
not the purpose of the Tex Worm as asking for your support for
the tax bill R.I. 1692 that_eliminatesahe tax on tuition and also to
introduce a bill to eliminate the tax as research assistantships. Swift,
concerted action on your part rill help to correct-this disastrous tax on
graduate tuition and stipend..

Thank you for your concern.

Sincerely,

dA490U
4r117 Saulnier
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Shournut
Mortgage Corporation

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As State Chairman of Ohio, American Institute of
Banking and Director of Training and Developaent for
Shawsut Mortgage Corporation I urge the Committee to
report favorably Senator Daniel P. Moynihan bill, 539,
which mould restore peralumantly the IRC Section 127
exclusion for employer - paid tuition assistance.
Section 127 expired on December 31 1957. Mr.
Chairman, this exclusion is a critical tax incentive
that promotes continuing education and retraining in
the workplaoe. Much of this training will be lost if
Congress fails to restore this provision.

I have been involved in adult education and the
American Institute of Banking since 197$. I presently
an a part-time faculty aember of two loial
universities, an a Certified Instructor of the National
Association of Banking Women, an a Certified Instructor
Trainer for the American Institute of Banking and
consult and !sliver adult education upon request
throughout the United States. Adult education tuition
reimbursement is one of the greatest employee
incentives an employer has. It allows us vehicle to
maintain and improve employees current job skills and
to provide further education that will qualify them for
career advancement.

Most financial institutions encourage their employees
to further their education by making use of Employee
Education Assistance Programs. I an concerned that the
expiration of the Employee Education Assistance Income
Exolusion will discourage or prevent employees from
seeking further education or new skills that would
qualify them for caret.: advancement._

As Director of Training and Development, Shawaut
Mortgage Corporation and Chairman, State of Ohio
American Institute of Banking, I urge you to sake
passage of legislation to reinstate permanently the IRC
Section 127 exclusion for employer - paid tuition
assistance one of your top priorities for 19118.

Respectfully,

Deanne L, Mason
Director of Training i Development
State Chairman, Ohio A.I.B.
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Security Bonk

April 4, 1988

Bonarable Lloyd Bentsen,
Chairmen, Senate Committee of Finance
205 Dirkson, Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairmen:

As director of employee training for Security Dank, located in
Marshalltown, low, I mould like to urge the Committee to report
favorably to Senator Daniel P. MOynihan's bill, S39, which would
restore permanently the IRC Section 127 exclusion for Employer Paid
Tuition Assistance which expired on December 31, 1987. Mr. Chairmen,
this exclusion is a critical tax incentive that promotes continuing
education end retraining in the work place. Mich of this training
will be lost LI Congress fails to act to restore this provision.

Security Zink uses the continuing education programs offered by
the Iowa Valley Chapter-American Institute of Banking and by Marshall-
town Community College to supplement its in-heuse training progran.
By providing continuing education about the financial industry and
financial products for our employees, we feel we are offering the
financial consumers of this area in4reasingly better service because
our employees are receiving !irrent information and training.

We encourage participation in AID through 'employee education
systems programs. We are concerned that the expiration of the
Employee Education Assistance Income Exclusion will discourage or
prevent employees from seeking further education or new skills that
will qualify then for career advancenent and at the same tine qualify
than to better serve the needs of our banking customers.

JW/me

Res tinily,

Ja t Wills

Assistant Vice President &
Personnel Officer

I I North First Avenue/Marshalltown, Iowa 5015&515-7544500

326 :
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WILLIAM L. DAVIS

Secretary/Treasurer

South Texas Higher Education authority

In 1976, Senator Lloyd M. Bentsen, Jr. of Texas sponsored an
amendment to the federal tax code to permit duly constituted
Higher Education Authorities sponsored by state and local
governments to issue tax-excip': bonds for the purpose of
financing loans for post secondary education made under the
Federal Nigher Education Act of 1965, as amended.

In announcing the beginning of operations for STHEA in
September of 1977, Senator Bentsen made the following points
about the Tax-exempt Bond approach to increasing access to
student loans:

o We have opened the door of opportunity to the young
people of South Texas who might otherwise have been
denied the chance to attend college.

o We have provided new opportunity, new incentives -
without raising taxes or creating a new federal program
or creating a new government Bureaucracy.

o The program we have created doesn't consume tax revenue
- it generates tax revenues.

o There is immediate economic (and consequent tax
revenue) impact (from expansion of educational
services and consequent taxes paid).

o There is additional future tax revenue (from
individual income tax increases associated with
raising levels of educational attainment).

o The program involves a new partnership between public
and private sector resources.

o The program has succeeded in enlisting the active,
dynamic support of the private sector behind the cause
of educational opportunity.

o The program has made a federal program that wasn't
working, successful in providing educational access.

o It is a flexible program responsive to the needs of
people, not tied to the necessity for one-time or
continuing government appropriation of funds -- the

Responding essentially to a local need for educational
financing in South Texas, the concept embodied in the
Bentsen Amendment became a model for the nation with 39
states the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico having

implementedmplemented bond financed educational loan programs,
under the Bentsen Amendment, as the means of proViding
access to higher education for students of primarily middle
income families. Since inception in 1977, the South Texas
Higher Education Authority (0STHEA") has, through secondary
market purchases of loans from originating lenders, financed
46,341 loans to 25,736 students for attendance at more than
700 institutions of big/Air learning.
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CURRENT /SSUES/OUESTIONS/P0INTS

1. Why should tax-exempt financing continua to be available
to state and local Authorities to finance educational
loans? Are such Authorities still needed?

o The most basic reason for use of tax-exempt financing by
state and local Authorities is that it is the sole
source of permanent portfolio financing available at a
cost that permits an Authority to cover the high costs
of administration and servicing associated with student
loans while yet accommodating the below market rata of
interest that is provided under law for GSL borrowers.

o Short term taxable financings have been done by State
and local Authorities but mix on an interim stop-gap
basis; not for long term permanent portfolio financing.
Stand alone permanent taxable portfolio financing would
only be economically feasible where the issuer could
borrow at taxable rates approximating the rates at which
the federal government borrows (or at which federal or
quasi-federal agencies borrow via the Federal Finance
Bank). Only the Student Loan Marketing Association
(Belie Mae) which has been in existence since 1972, has
had access to credit support from the Federal Finance
Bank; State and local issuers do not.

o The Student Loan Bond Program is designed not for all
students but to accommodate the special needs of
students of middle income families who do not qualify
for low income grants and who do not earn enough to pay
today's costs of higher education. The Guaranteed
Student Loan Program (GSL) under Federal Nigher
Education Act is the primary source of potential
assistance available to middle income families. GSL
loans however, are predominantly made by commercial
lenders. Experience has shown that such lenders will
not, in many areas throughout the nation, meet the
demand for GSL loans unless they are supported by a
viable state or local secondary market. The Student
Loan Bond program was designed to accommodate unmet need
-- need that commercial lenders otherwise would not
fill, and on a secondary market basis, need that other
secondary markets do not fill.

o It should be noted that not all states '(only 39) have
developed such programs and even within these states,
the state or local bond is Aing Authority doesn't
necessarily finance or re-finance all loans made within
that state. In South Texas, the South Texas Higher
Education Authority finandes only about 13% of the total
resident student population.

o The primary function of a Higher Education Authority is
to meat (or provide incentives to commercial lenders to
meet) the needs of an area for student loans that
otherwise would not be met. Not all lenders desire or
require access to a secondary market for student loans.

o Some lenders desire to originate and hold student loans
through repayment and therefore do not need any form of
secondary market.

o Some lenders desire to originate and hold loans until
the repayment period begins and then sell their
portfolios under the best possible terms and conditions;
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sons of these sell to the federally sponsor-A Student
Loan Marketing Assocation rather than to state and local
Higher Education Authorities.

o , some lenders have previously experienced difficulty
with the national secondary market and will only deal
with a state or local Authority.

o In the abeama of the State and local secondary markets,
lenders that do require Secondary market support would
be faced with the possibility of only one choice -- a
monopolistic national purchaser -- as was the case
tang the Student Loan Bond Authority program was made
possible by the Bentsen-Amendment. The fact that the
progras has been so successful is the beet possible
evidence that it is serving a genuine need that wasn't
and otherwise most likely would nothing been met.

o Another alternative would be to have no secondary market
(either federally sponsored thru Sallie Mee, or operated
at the State and local levels through Nigher Zducation
Authorities. Past experience has clearly demonstrated
that effective secondary markets tare an essential
incentive to needed private sector participation in
meeting the educational financing needs of America under
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. This is true from
a lender standpoint because (1) student loans have no
collateral =less made.under the OIL program, (2) the
GSLIavgram reatricts the interest rate that may be
charged to beicirsorket rates (3) servicing and
collection of OIL loans is costly and complex under
existing and constantly changing program regulations and
(4) cost in relation to return (i.e. spread) cannot be
effectively controlled by the lenders which
disincentives are substantially alleviated by
participation in a State or local Higher Education
Authority program.

o Given federal budget preeeures there is a growing shift
from grants to loans, even at the low income levels, as
a means of meeting the educational financing needs of
the nation; consequently the need and demand for
educational loans is increasing both as to number of
students financed and in tern of doll.rs per student
required to meet increasim costs of education. Thus
the need for educational loans and the fihnnoing
capabilities of Higher Authorities rather than
decreasing, is increasing.

o State and local Authorities provide the opportunity for
local Boards of Di s 'tors to design 'programs around the
unique or special ,..ads by. their respective local areas.

2. Why do Student Loan Bond inners need to retain
investment earning (i.e. t3CONS from temporary
investments in "Mon-Purpoee" obligations) when other
types of issuers are required to rebate?

o One of the essential elements of the Bond Financed
student loan program is'tbat it provides, through the
secondary market take -out process, an incentive to
lenders to originate student loans. Many leaders will
simply not originate loans for tams sale if fir
commitments are not in place to assure that once the
loans have been originated, they will be purchased on
the secondary market. Consequently, Bonds must be
issued to provide funds for the future purchase of loans
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from originating lenders. There can be no absolute
assurance however that (1) lenders will actually
originate loans (i.e. changing laws, regulations, etc.)
or (2 )) that loans originated will actually be sold (i.e.
changing policies of the lender dun to cyclical economic
trends, etc.). Thus, if in fact loans are not acquired
and the only income received by the issuer during the
temporary permitted "bond use period,' (i.e. income from

investment of funds in 'Won-purposes'
:6111:atirlons) is required to be whited, the amount of
funds available to pay Bonds would be less (by the
amount of costs of issuing and interim operating
expanses incurred) than the amount of Bonds outstanding.
The possibility of this occurring is the basis for the
bond rating agencies refusal to gra.t a rating (which is
as a practical matter necessary to the sale of bonds in
the nation's capital markets) on bonds that could be
destined, solely by virtue of regulation, to default.

o Student Loan Bond Authorities have no other source
(such as governmental appropriations or taxing power)
from which to pay these costs. Income from temporary
investment of net bond proceeds in "non- purpose"
obligations, pending conversion of funds to loans and
subsequent income from loans, are the only sources of
recovering these costs of !dither Education Authorities.

o Student Loan Bonds constitute only a very small segment
of the total volume of tax-exempt financing, amounting
to only approximately $1.7 Billion in 1986, and
consequently, Student Loan Bonds represent only a very
small portion of any tax subsidy attributed to tax-
exempt financing by states and local issuers.

o A repent study commissioned by several Higher Education
Authorities (see attached) suggests that full rebate of
"Arbitagell profits on student loan bond issues would
only yield between $8.8 million and $10.6 million to the
federal Treasury. It is dorbtful that a federally
administered direct student loan program (which would
necessarily be supported by new congressional
Appropriations) of approximately $1.7 Billion annually
could be administered for what amounts to six tenths of
one percent ($10,600,000 + $1,700,000,000 0.00624%).

3. Why do Tax -Exempt Student Loan Bond issuers need a "Bond
Use" Period longer than other types of issuers?

o Unlike construction projects financed with Pond
proceeds, the student loan program is a continuing
program in which loans ace made over a period of time
mammal to the issuante of the bonds. In most cases,
substantially all of the proceeds of an issrn are

oriegto be expanded to amere or make loans
nated aster the delivery date of the Bonds with

certain limitetexneptions (i.e. loans made in
anticipation of bond issuance, consolidation loans for
prior borrowers, eto.). Thus a period of time is
required in o-ins for loand to be Originated and
subse1/4ently purchased.

o Lenders participating in secondary market programs will
not generally 'gear up' to originate loans on a one-time
basis. AC'itionally, their student customers expect
that if a loan is made to then fur one year that the
lender will also make loans for the school years that
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follow. The "anal term is of course four years for the
standard undorgrad Ito college degree program. Thus,
lenders will not commit resources (i.e. ear:
personnel, emelt office space and supporting resources,
etc.) to lend for only one school year while borrowers
likewise expect the lender (and the lender consequently
expects the secOndery market) to be able to provide a
multi -year !inane 4 oommitaent. As indicated
previously, a future purchase commitment is the
essential incentive that causes lenders to be willing to
sake student loans whore they otherwise would not.

o In terms of the efficiency of Bond issuance (i.e. cost
of Issuance and administration), larger issues (i.e.
covering multiple years of financing requirements are
more cost efficient than a series of mull issues
amounting to the same aggregate amount of net Bond
proceeds because of the fixed cost and sliding fee
schedules for necessary legal and investment banking
services, etc. in connection with bond issuance.

4. Why is the traditional Permitted Yield Spread* approach
to controlling "Arbitrage' not working appropriate to
Student Loan Bonds?

o The "permitted yield spread* approach to controlling
"Arbitrage* assumes that all issuer's programs are the
same and their cost structures are the same whfin such is
not the case. There is significant variance'in the cost
of loan servicing, among the various State and local
programs. Portfolios weighted towards comparatively
high average borrower indebtedness will cost less to
service than portfolios of equal else cosprised of lower
average indebtedness. Sone issuers incur higher cost,
Illinois for example becau. the issuer conoantrates
its purchase activities on acquiring for collection
those loans that are in delinquent status. Whether
loans ere acquired soon after origination or after the
"in- school period* and just prior to the beginning of
the "repaysent period* will significantly affect toe
issuer's potential spread.

o The life of a particular student loan portfolio f4nanced
with bond proceeds may extend over a 15 to 17 year time
span and unlike a utility project in which the project
sponsor can increase or decrease revenue rates to fit
future events, the revenues of Student Loan Bond
issuers, but not necessarily the expenses, are fixed at
the beginning of the issue when loans are acquired.

o For the foregoing reasons, no one single *permitted
yield spread" rate is appropriate to all Student Loan
Bond issues if the objective is to permit the issuer to
finance but not be able to accumulate "Arbitrage
Profit*. The result of the single permitted yield
ssppread rate is that some issuers may not be able to
finance because the permitted yield spread would be too
small, while other issuers could potentially exceed the
permitted *Arbitrage* accumulation -- issuers and the
government under this scenario, receive either too such
or to little.

o What is needed is an alternative that does not hinder an
Authority's efforts to finance but which accomplishes
the government's objective of preventing unvirmissary
accnsulation of 'Arbitrage* profits by restricting
Student Loan fond programs to that which is needed in
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order for them to accomplish their purpose and no more.
Student Loan Bond Issuers stand ready to assist the
committee to develop such alternatives and we believe
there are means of accomplishing this objective.

5. Why should Tax-exempt Student Loan Bond issuers have
either a separate cap allocation or be subject to an
alternative means of volumo control?

o Financing should be available at the time educational
expenses are required to be paid by the student and as
an extension, Higher education Authorities should not be
prevented from financing (either directly or on the
seco market) when funds are needed, solely because
of the sing of available cap allocations.

o In Texas, by February 16th the State's trtal Cap
Allocation for Private Activity Bonds for 1988 had been
fully utilized. (The South Texas Higher Education
Authority whidb.presently needs new funds is therefore
unable to finance.) It is understooa that sons Student
Loan Bond issuers in other states (Nellie Mae in
Massachusetts, for exampie) have never been able to
receive a Cap Allocation while in yet other states, the
full Cap Allocation baa never bee fully utilized. The
Cap Allocation system, as presently in effect, therefore
does not, treat (in so fares access to available
educational financing) a student in one state, all' other
things being equal, the same as students of another
state.

o At present college facilities are exempt from the Volume
Cap but not the student themselves.

6. ifby should Tax Exempt Student Loan Bond issuers be
permitted to finance Supplemental Loans (i.e. loans not
made under the Federal Higher Education Act)?

o orapplasental Loans, unlike OSL loans would involve no
direct appropriated subsidy by the federal government
(i.e. no interest or Special Allowance subsidy).

o The existing GSLprogras limits (maximum of $4,000 per
year at the ur.dergraduate level. and $7,5000 per year at
the graduate and professional level) are inadequate to
meet the need, of borrowers in attendance at some state
schools and those who desire to attend most private.non-
profit schools..

o Today's OSL program income eligibility .reststations
(i.e. family income generally less than 430,000 adjusted
gross) which was considered-madddle income, a decade ago
translates into approximately $57p000 inr19811 Thus,
the OSLprograv is increasingly restricted-to students
of low income familiesand today's middle, income student
is again, as in 1976 wheathe Bentsen Amendment was
passed by Congress, increasingly faced withareduced
opportunity to access financing for higher education.
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ZICERTS FROM
COMMENTS BY SENATOR LLOYD K. BENTSEN. JR

September 19, 1977
San Antonio, Texas

Consider for a moment what we have done.

The South Texas Higher Education Authority, created by
COSTEP, has successfully marketed over $20 million in tax-exempt
bonds and it has made $20 million in student loans available to
the young people of South Texas. Our program is unique in the
Nation. This is the first time its been done. Just remember you
saw it first in South Texas. We have established a precedent of
success that is going to be copied across this nation.

We have opened the door of opportunity to over 7,000 young
people of South Towle, who might otherwise have been denied the
chance to attend college.

Lets take a look at what is happening to education in our
ccuntry today. If you are very poor in this country and you have
a relented child you want to send to college, it's no problem.

But for that great group in the middle, if you have one, to
two, or three you're trying to send to college, its tough!

A college education is slipping out of the grasp of the
middle income people of America. Now here is a positive,
affirmative step to correct it.

COSTEP had the foresight to appreciate that talented middle
income students were being overlooked and being denied a college
education.

These people understood that the majority of South Texans are
neither very rich nor very poor. They are middle income
families, earning between 10 and 30 thousand dollars a year,
frequently with several children. And they were caught in that
squeeze play of inflation and the cost of a college.education.
They were confronted with the ending of that dram of seeing that
their children have a step up in life by that college education.

True, there was a federal program that was supposed to help.

But a federal program that was covered with a lot of red tape
and regulations; that had income limitations on it, that made it
exceedingly difficult for middle income people to qualify.

Well, here's a chance for them to borrow the money and pay it
back - a loan program that provides up to 10 years after schoo:
to repay at low interest rates - a change for them to help
finance that education.

COSTEP, through the South Texas Higher Education Authority
found an effective, inexpensive answer to that diffJcult problem.
By the simple expedient of establishing an immediate and assured
secondaar market for Federally Insured Student Loans, we have
made 7,000 young people from our region eligible for college. Ne
have given 7,000 young people the means, to continue their
education and to acquire the skills that will enable them to
bootstrap their way up the ladder of success. And in the process
we have generated substantial economic activity for South Texas.
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The people of South Texas, on their own initiative andusing
their own resources, cut the Gordian knot of the Federal Student
Loan Program.

And that's precisely.the sort of effort that we ought to be
encouraging across this nation today. The strength of our
country has always been its freedom. Not just its political
freedom, but the freedom to succeed with a new and better idea.

Our systemof economic incentives has traditionally acted as
a spur to private enterprise and accomplishment. It has created
a dynamic, expensive economic system and generatecthe capital to
make it grow.

Today our progress is stifled by some of the highest taxes in
the world, an alarming sense of dependence on big government, a
tendency toward regulation and control, and tons of federal
paperwork and forms to be filled out in triplicate. We just have
to break this cycle of reliance and dependence, and COMP has
shown that we can.

The key to solving problems in America is the active
involvement of the private sector. Whether we are dealing with
South Texas or national issues, we must exhaust the ways of
encouraging private decisions to be made for the. public benefit.

I fight this problem almost every day in the Finance
committee. When I talk about a tax incentive, they say, *Now
isn't that a tax loop hole? Isn't that a tax expenditureto I
said, "No, if you want to call it a tax expenditure, then you
ha.' to come to the conclusion that all income belongs to the
government."

Out, I don't happen to think that. I think that the
carpenter that nails a plank to a wall, or a teacher who helps
mold the mind of a child, has created income, their income, that
they give up part of that income at their sufferance to the
government to accomplish the objectives of the society.

I think it is better to give an incentive to the private,
sector to compete over, if that's the most effective and the mostefficient way. That's why I've fought to see that these were
tax-exempt bonds, that we would be ablito sell to fund the
education of these young people.

It is important to remember that we the people, were the
catalyst for COSTEP. We realized that we had problems of lowincome, lack of development, employment, and affordable
educational 1pportunity in South Texas.

We set out t , find a solution, and were able to enlist the
support of the Delartment of Commerce and the U.S. Office of
Education. But didn't ask them to do all of o'ir work for us.

We amended the federal tax laws to make sure that we were onfirm legal ground. And we worked with the IRS and othergovernment agencies.

Then we turned to the Texas State Legislature for amendment
of the tigher education code. We needed the cooperation of the
Commisoioners Courtarin 58 Texas Counties, and we got it. Weneeded the supportlof-the five Regional Councils of Government in
South Texas, and we goti it. Eleven city Councils in this areaadopted ordinances supporting our program.
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And then we vent to the private sector. We offered a better

idea to the 265 banks of South Texas, and I think they are going

to buy it. We offered an incentive - the missing ingredient in

many federal programs. Then banks were receptive, and o were
the 28 institutions of higher learning in that area.

We didn't ask the government to purchase our bonds. We sold

them through the private market mechanism.

COSTEP tied it all together. It has woven a remarkable
fabric of cooperation that extends, on the government level, from

Washington, D.C. through Austin, to the municipalities of South

Texas, and to the private sector. We brought the banks on board
to help design it, the schools and the universities, and we took
advantage of the dynamics of the market place.

I think of few programs with which I have been associated
that give me more pride and hope as the accomplishments of this

organization. We have brought the talent and energy of the

private sector into productive association with the resources of
government, and that's really a potent combination, with infinite

potential for accomplishment. And that's the way this country

ought to be run.
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A ~IS OF=sum American Institute of Banking

329

Southeast Arkansas Chapter

March 29, 1998

The Honorable Lloyd Sentsen, Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dictum Senate Office building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RS: Cbamsnts submitted for hearing an Tax incentive" for Education

Dear Mt. Chat/ms

The Southeast Mimeos Chapter of the americon Institute of Banking (And
urges the Committee to report favorably Senator Oudot P. Moynihan' bill,
S 39, which would restore pezmassently the IBC Section 127 exclusion for
employer-paid taitios assistance. Section 127 expired on December 31, 1957.
Mr. CLaisman, this exclusion is critical tax incentive that promotes
continuing education and retraining in the endwise*. Much of this training
will be lost if Congress fails so act to restore this Provision.

Southeast Arkansas AIR has always depended on user pay as our who's means
of support. A decline in the number of students in classes would be a burden
on our chapter rinencially.

xpday, AIR is the largest educational division of the American .hankers
Association. Dour hundred diapars enroll 350,000 persons each year in
education and training program'. Admission to All is available to employees,
officers and directors of banks. while many APS students enroll in order to
maintain or improve their current job skills, the majority of students come
to further their education or learn new skills that will qualify them for
career advancemmst.

Sy participating in AIR programs, students have the opportunity to pursue
professiorel diplomas and training certificates in a number of arse",
including, General Reeking, Consumer Credit, Commercial Lending, Mortgage
landing, Customer Service, Securities Services, Supervisory Skills, and
Accelerated Ranking Study.

Most Smoke encourage participation in AIR through employee education
assistance programs. We are concerned thfC the expiration of the employees
Ascation assistance incase exclusion will discourage or prevent employees
fine seeking tether education or new skills that would qualify them for
career advanc- one.

The Southeast Arkansas chapter of the American Institute of Banking urges
you to mks passers of legislation to reinstate permanently the INC Section
127 exclusion for employer-paid tuition assistance one of your top priorities
for 1988.

Respectfully,

Wanda snort
president
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THE STATE TEACHERS
RETIREMENT SYSTEM

01 OHIO Ira EAST BROAD S7711111T. COLUMBUS. OH 432154771

April 8, 1966

C JAWS CADIMIUS Maw
OCYCI A MAMA IbpAir lAterre Maw

ASSISTANT IXECUTAT OINCTOM

MANN A NITOELL irrowas
J PLAN MULE Aron A Ow Ammo

J MONAD ZOOKIDIAN. KAY: low.r

TELEM40142104121741110 SUP CCIUMIL CVITIN I HVIMOI

Laura Wilcox
Bearing Administrator
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ns. Wilcox:

On behalf of the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio Board of
Trustees and members, I am writing to express our deep concerns about the
expiration of the Educational Assistance Programs exclusion under Section

127 of the Internal Revenue Code which results in tuition reimbursement now
being covered under Section 162 of the IRS Code.

Our concerns are summarised as follows:

1., The ldds of the annual exclusion discrisdnates most heavily
against the less well-trained, lower skilled, and lower paid work

force. Contrary to Treasury Department testimony, national
statistics collected by the American Society for Training and
Development indicate that 70$ of the training through tuition
reimbursement goes to employebs earning $30,000 or less, and 305

goes to those earning $15,000 or less.

The 305 group is particularly significant because in most
instances, they simply cannot afford the additional tax burden.
Also, at a time when, as a society, we are concerned about
improving the productivity of adults who are illiterate.

unemployed, underemployed, elimination of the exclusion flies

in the fora of zany national progress addressing the problems of
the und.eeducated and unskilled. To now force these employees to

pay taxes on tuition reimbursement is just not sound public

policy.

As another example of the negative effects of the loss of
exclusion, consider the impact on the teaching profession. Public

school teachers, in particular, are among the nation's lowest paid

employees. Current policy is particularly discriminating against
tne people who have the responsibility of educating the bulk of

our nation's youth.

2. In our state, employees are also faced with a higher state income
tax liability because taxable income at the state level is tied

directly to taxable income for federal purposes. In other words,

to use laymen's language, employees receive a double whammy.

3. The shift to Section 162 rules also places increased burdens on

, employees in the determination of non-deductible versus deductible
expenses. If the reimbursement is included on the employee's Form
V-2 as wages, the employee will be able to deduct the payments
only to the extent that his or her miscellaneous itemized
deductions exceed 2 percent of adjusted gross income. It is

unlikely that most employees would have miscellaneous itemised
deductions of that abgnitude.

At a time when the skills of oar vorkforee in relation to competing in
an international economy are a national -concern, implementing public policy

which is counter to encouraging training, particularly for those people who
need it most, is a tragic step backward when the economy can least afford

it.
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Finally. it is our understanding that the Treasury Department has
testified that the exclusion policy was not a fair benefit because not all
workers received tuition reimbursement. Treasury referred to the issue as
a matter of horizontal equity. Does this mean that deductions for
dependent children should now be excluded because not all families ca.; have
children? Certainly in this context, single persons are harshly
discriminated against as well. Horizontal equity appears to be applied by
Treasury only when convenient.

We strongly believe that the former exclusion process is sound public
policy and should be reinstated immediate4. Any loss of revenue will be
more tnan offset by continued growth in human productivity, which is our
single most important national asset.

Sine rely,

fir'-/ACK ags
r/

Jamey V. Willer
Director of Governmental Relations

JIM/ pv
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PROGRAM ANALYSIS
MATS SILL 333, PRISM'S NO. 1791

Senate Sill 333, Printer's No. 1791, provides for a prepaid

tuition programthe Tuition Account Programwith the following

provisions:

The Tuition Account Program (TAP) allows families and students
to pre-purchase units of tuition for future use.

Tuition credits purchased are usable by any eligible

beneficiary at any institution of higher education which participates

in the program. Eligible beneficiaries include residents of

Pennsylvania or persons who attend Pennsylvania colleges and

universities. Participating inst.:Lutions include the community

colleges, State-owned universities and State-related universities of
the Commonwealth, plus any private institutions (both within and
outside of Pennsylvania) which choose to participate in the program.

Since students may mot have selected a college or university
at the time tuition credits are purchased. the program provides five
standard tuition levels to assist purchasers in targeting their

needs: community colleges, State-owned universities. State-related

universities. lover-cost private colleges in Pennsylvania, and

higher-cost private colleges in Pennsylvania. Tuition credits

purchased at any of these standard levels are converted for use at
the specific institution attended by student, by adjusting the
number purchased in accordance with relative cost levels at the time

of each tuition purchase.

At the time of a student's env:almst the Tuition Account
Program Agency (Agency) will pay the participating institution, on
behalf of the student, the 1 f the guaranteed tuition or actual

tuition corresponding to the adjusted tuition credits in the

purchaser's account. Guaranteed tuition is calculated by ctumounding

each total annual purchase of tuition credits from the year of

purchase to the year of use, by the average annual constant maturity
yield on 10-year U.S. Government Securities, as computed by the U.S.
Treasury Department, and summing.

It a purchaser's account is terminated because of the death or
disability of a beneficiary. or because beneficiary has failed to

gain admission to a participating institution within reasonable

tine, the purchaser is due refund from the Agency, calculated by
compounding each purchase from the date of purchase to the date of
termination, at the actual net earnings rate of the TAP fund, and

summing. In all other cases (including the use of prepaid tuition at
nonparticipating institutions). the refund is only the sum of

payments made by the purchaser.

The purchase, retention and use of tuition credits are made
exempt from State-and local income tares. However. the Act =eating

TAP is automatically repealed if favorable IRS ruling concerning

the federal income tax consequences for purchasers is not received
within 111 months of enactment.
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The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
SD-20S Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Bentsen:

Tektronix. Inc
Tektronix Industrial Park
P 0 Box 500
Beaverton. Oregon 97077

Phone (503) 627-7111
TWX 910-467-B706
Telex 151754

April 8, 1988

Tektronix, Inc. strongly supports restoration of Section 127 of the
Internal Revenue Code which excludes from taxation employer-reimbursed
educational assistance, regardless of whether that reimbursement is
job-related.

These have been difficult times for Tektronix, which remains one of the
world's largest manufacturers of electronic design and measurement tools used
by scientists, engineers and technicians. With sales staying flat at roughly
61.3 billion for more than five years, Tektronix has experienced workforce
reductions and other cutbacks. In the face of a $6 million loss last quarter,
Tektronix reduced our workforce further, sold two businesses and lopped off
expenses. Yet, at the same time, we made the affirmative decision to retain
our employe educational assistance program.

'While we realize this represents an additional expense to our employes
(Tektronix is a profit-share company]. Tek continues its longstanding
commitment to employe education by continuing to finance the bulk of education
expenses,' said Phil Robinson, vice president for administration.

In 1986-87, Tektronix employes enrolled in 8,000 courses for which they
were reimbursed. In 1987-88 the number of course enrollments which were
reimbursed jumped to 10,000. Tektronix invested 61,244,636 last year in
employe educational assistance.

As a result, Tektronix has literally hund:eds of examples of men and
women who have taken classes while working here and improved their skills,
making them eligible for job advancement or giving them the freedom to move
into whole new fields with greater opportunities.

Elimination of the tax exclusion contained in Section i21 works the
greatest hardship on people on the bottom of the economic ladder. The nature
of their jobs limits what qualifies for job-related educational assistance.
Because they are the lowest-paid employes, they are the most sensitive to an
increase in cost for educational improvement. For many, the increased cost is
enough to dissuade them from taki 1 a course, from trying to improve. They
lose, but more important, the natiun loses.

As we enter a period when skilled workforce shortages are widely
predicted, we cannot afford as a country to waste any of our human resources.
Investments in people are easily the most important and highly leveraged
economic decisions we can make to capitalize on the opportunities laying
before us in the Information Age. It is a great irony that in an age
characterized by increased automation, the role of each individual worker has

become more important. The success of the worker is 4etermined, directly and
almost without exception, by the level of skills they possess. With rapid

change accelerating, even the most skilled worker can fall behind if he or she
fails to keep pace through continuing education.
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We CAI sympathize with the situation that Congress finds itself in
trying to match incoming revenues with outgoing expenditures. We appreciate

the pressure on Congressional tax-writing committees in these circumstances.
however. we cannot afford to pursue penny-wise. pound -Roolish strategies.
Taxing our workers for employer-reimbursed educational assistance will produce
a dribble of revenue. but it also could withhold a flood of change in
individuals on whom the country WI increasingly depend for its economic
competitiveness and its national secwity.

We have watched this modest benefit work inside Tektronix. We are
convinced that we net back more than we invest. and thus have decided to keep
making these educational investments in our own people even amid our own

fiscal crunch. We hope you will, too.

Thank you for considering our views and including them as part of the
hearing record on whether to restore Section 127 to the IRC.

With warm regards.

343
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Itriaties Divegaty Goer

March 14, 1988

Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
SD-205 Dirksen Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Ns. Wilcox:

Due to the recent closure and possible closure of two major projects un theDepartment of Energy Hanford Site (Basalt
Waste Isolation Project and the N-Reactor) the Tri=Cities area is facing major work force reductions and theretraining of remaining employees in DOE Hanford Contractor organizations.

This reduction and retraining a:so filters down to small businesses through-out the Tri-Cities.

Its effect of the expiration of EEA will have a significant repercussion toarea businesses and to Hanford employees
who must be retrained in order tocontinue their employment.

One of the components of diversification
plans to aid the economy for theTri-Cities area is to establish a branch campus of Washington StateUniversity. The expiration of EEA will affect the impact of the BranchCampus in stimulating the economy, and assist in

retraining employees inthis area.

I urge you to extend Section 127,
tax-free Employee Educational Assistance.

Sincerely,

Lizt.elei) &-dn/e,24,

Twila Cooper
Assistant Director
Continuing Education

TC/sn
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U.S. OlAtIBER OF CCIVERCE

Robert L. Mbyartin and
Karen A. Isrg
March 15, 1988

I. 11118=1121

The U.S. Chamber uf Commerce appreciates the opportun.y to present its

views on tax incentives for education: specifically, the extension of

employee educational-assistance programs, reinstatement of the tax

deductibility of interest on student loans, and other proposed educational

funding mchanisms. The Chamber is committed to the goal of making high

quality education available to all segments of the population. The economic

well -being.of America* business is tied directly to the educational attainment

of our citizenry. Further, current international competitive pressure.:

suggest that a thorough. review of national budget &id tax policy is

appropriate and timely if we are to meet this country's future human resource

needs.

Accordingly, the Chamber supports the permanent extension.of.

Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code (employee educational-assistance),

and reinstatement of the tax deductibility of interest on student loans. It

also urges Congressional review of tax-free savings bonds, educational savings

accounts, and educational trust funds targeted to assist Americans in

financing educational costs.

The Chamber has a long-standing interest in ensuring that all Americans

have access to high quality public and private educational resources.

A well-educated work force is this country's greatest asset. The private

sector has a responsibility to ensure the availability ofligh quality

education and training programs for current and future workers.

On January 25, 1988, the Chamber announced the availability of new

private-sector funds for financing public and private education. The program,

Cream: Loans for Education, sakes funds for financing educational expenses

available to employees of all Chamber members. Co,ered expenses for employees

and their families can include tuition, fees, books, room and board,'

computers, laboratmry supplies, and transportation.

The CpnSern program does not establish income criteria but uses

credit-worthiness as the eligibility standard. ConSern loans feature ligh

loan limits, long repays...: arms, and low interest rates.

The Chamber has a long-standing concern for the availability and

affordability of higher education programs. Coda= is designed to assist

Chamber members in meeting the educational needs of their employees.
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II.
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In 1978, employee educational-assistance
programs became tax - exempt

through the creation of Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code. Section 127
was established to provide increased

educational and economic opportunities
for employees by excluding from gross income the value of employer-provided

educational assistance. The Tax Reform At of 1986 extended Section 12:
through December 31, 1917.

Unfo.tunately, the tax-exemption lapsed when this
section was not extended beyond that date.

Recent studies indicate that Section 127 Ess played an important role
in meeting the training and educational

needs of the American work forte.
According to a 1285 survey conducted

by the American Society for Training

and Development tASTO). 97 percent of all respondents operated

educational-assistance programs; 96 percent of their employees were eligible
to participate; and 72 percent of the

participants earned less than $30,000
per year. In fact, employees making less than $15,000 per year participated
at twice the rate of higher-paid employees. Also, small- and medium-size
organizatiOns made the greatest use of educational -':= stance programs --
14 percent of respondents reported

less than 500 employees, and 91 percent
cited local community colleges as the primary provider of related courses.

The ASTD survey clearly indicates the following trends:

Educational-assistance benefits are offered by a broad and diverse
cross section of employers.

Section 127 provisions are used by employees at different

compensation levels. with the highest concentration in the
low-to-middle-income range.

Section 127 allows employers to offer
cost-effective programs for

upgrading the skills of employees.

Educational-assistance programs encourage workers (and employers) to
ke 0 up with new technology and

industrial developments.

These conclusions were reinforced by the findings of the Chamber's
Survey Center. Ways. Benefits (1286)

revealed that more than 75 percent of
all firms provided employee

educational-assistance benefits in 1986, an
increas1 from 69 percent in 1985, and

more than double the 37 percent 15 years
ago. Further, all major industry groupings provide this benefit. Educational
assistance is more prevalent in the

faster growing services sector, in which
79 percent of the firms reported

providing this benefit. The manufacturing
sector reported that 70 percent of the

firms provided this benefit but also
reported greater expenditures

per employee than services firms.

In summary, employe, educational
assistance is one of the fastest

growing benefits offered by employers.
This assistance benefits both the

employer and the employee. If current trends continue, coupled with the
ever-increasing dammed for trained employees,

this benefit could become as
canon as health Insurance.
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III. NEED FOR REINSTATEMENT OF SECTION 127

The current absence of Section 127 requires employers to revert to the

'job relatedness' test in order to provide tax-free education and training

assistance. This four-part test to insure t -free status requires that the

education: (I) must either maintain or Improve skills needed by the employee

for current job responsibilities gt meet the employer's express requirements

for retaining a job; (2) must not qualify the employee for a new trade or

business; (3) must not be needed to satisfy the minims educational

requirements of the employee's job; and. (4) must be provided under a plan

that-allows*only job-related educational aid.

Not cciy are these IRS rules complex and confusing, but also they are

contradictory. For example, two accountants work in the tax department of the

same company; the company suggests that they take tax courses that will help

them with their jobs and offers to reimburse their tuition costs.

Accountant A takes the tax courses at a business school; his expenses are

probably job-rclated and.nontaxable (i.e., exempt from federal taxes).

Accountant 1 takes the tax courses'at a night law school. If the courses

taken, by Accountant g can be applied to a law degree, his expenses ace

probably taxable -- since they may qualify him for a new profession. However.

If the law school is unaccredited, his expenses are nontaxable.

In another case, two secretaries take the same word-processing course;

but because of small (differences in their jobs, one's expenses may be taxable.

while the other's is not. A receptionist's expenses for taking the same

course as the secretaries almost certainly would be taxable. Clearly, this

situation is not beneficial to either the employer or employee and should to

reconciled.

The urgency of reinstating this provision was underscored by Secretary

of Labor Ann McLaughlin on the occasion of the 75th Anniversary of the

Department of Labor:

We also most expand and improve education and training for

experienced workers. As we move Into the next century, our work

force wtil be aging at the same time that changing technology, and

changing markets will require adaptable workers with flexible

skills. Whether it i: called retraining or continuing education,

on-going programs need to be established to help workers learn new

skills and rotor ld ones . . . .

The Chamber believes that Congress should reinstate.permanently

Section 127 of thvInternal Revenue Code. permanent extension of this

valuable tax incentive would allow
employers and employees to plan their

educational goals mole effectively and would avoid troublesome-delays caused

by the %Nino authorization process.
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IV REINSTATEMENT OF Trr DEDUCTION FOR INTEREST ON STUDENT LOANS

Wear the Tax Reform Act of 1986. the deduction for interest on

consumer loans. Including student loans. is being phased out over five years.

Educati4a1 loan recipients preparing their 1987 tax returns may deduct only

65 percent of the interest paid on their loans. By 1991. the deduction will

be eliminated.

Congress justified the repeal of this deduction on the grounds that it
is a disincentive to savings. But in the race of rapidly escalating

higher-education costs, many American families are finding it difficult, if

not impossible, to rave enough to educate their children.

Since 1980. the cost of an un.'ergraduate or graduate degree has

increased by nearly 75 percent -- about twice the rate of inflation. An

increasing number of students are relying un educational loans to meet

higher - education expenses. More than 4.5 million students receive educational

loans through federal government programs; countless others secure loans in
the private sector. In total, public and private limn programs provide

49.4 percent of student assistance.

Interest on loans secured by a primary or secondary residence and used
for educational expenses remains deductible. But this does not help those who

do not own their own homes -- pri-trily lower-income taxpayers -- or those who

lack sufficient equity in their homes. It is estimated that nearly 40 percent

of all Americans fit into this category. Clearly, this is an unfair situation.

Reinstatement of the deduction for interest on educational loans would

make the tax code fairer for Americans who must borrow to meat

higher-education expenses. Further, it would help to make education more

affordable and, thus, open more opportunities for individuals as we approach
the 21st century. The Chamber calls on Congress to reinstate this important

tax deduction.

V. OTHER EDUCATION FINANCING PROPOSALS

A variety of educational tax and savings incentive proposals has been

introduced in the 100th Congress. The Chamber currently is undertaking a

comprehensive review of all educational funding mechanisms. 'ong them:

1) Tax-free Savings Bonds. Interest earned on U.S. savings bonds and

used to pay for higher-education expenses would not be taxed. Many

companies currently encourage employees to purchase savings bonds

through payroll deductions. This could give employees easy access

to a savings program, with no applications to complete or investment

choices to make. Similar proposals call for the creation of special

education savings bonds. President Reagan. in his 1988 State of the

Union message to Congress, expressed support for tax-free college

savings bonds.
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2) Educational Savings Accounts These accounts -- similar to

individual retirement accounts (IRAs) -- would allow families to

contribute a certain amount each yekr solely for the purpose of

financing higher education. Contributions up to a set limit would

be deductible from gross income. Similar proposals would make

contributions to such accounts tax exempt as long as the funds are

used for higher education. Finally. other proposals would allow

pinaltyfree deductions from IRAs to pay for highereducation costs.

3) Educational Trust Funds. Pamas could invest in a fund that would

pay a portion of future tuition and other related educational costs

directly to a postsecondary educational institution. Contributions

would be taxdeductible.

The Chamber urges Congress and the Reagan Administration to begin a

thorough review of educationalfunding options. If we are to meet the human

resource needs feting this nation. we must begin to evaluate all potential

solutions.

CEMCWSICS

A wall educated work force is vital if the United States Is to compete

effectively in the international marketplace. The workplace demands of the

future will require employees and employers to retool, reeducate, and retrain

at.en increasingly accelerated pace. It also will require developing new

strategies that better coordinate budget and tax policy with projected human

resource needs. A first step in developing such strategies is the

reinstatement of federal tax incentives fir education (i.e.. Section 127 and

interest deductibility for student loans).

Finally, we must continue to foster allian es that link educational

efforts to economic development and to improve productivity through the

availability of effective and efficient education and training programs. For

that reason, a thoughtful and programmatic review of other funding options, by

both private and public organizations. is needed. For its part, the Chamber

will continue to stress the need for innovative privatesector approaches

CoRSIER) to meeting these needs, while calling for changes in existing

fiscal policies.

The Chamber commends this Committee and its Chairman for addressing

these important issues and holding the recent hearings on this topic.
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The United States Activities Board (USA8) of the Institute of Electrical andElectronics Engineers (IEEE) strongly
urges support of permanent, retroactivereinstatement of Section 127 of the

Internal Revenue Code, which expiredDecember 31, 1987.

IEEE is the world's largest technical
professional organizaton with more than290,000 members in over 130 countries,
including 235,000 in the United States.The Institute encompasses 36 Societies
and Councils in virtually all areas ofelectrotechnology, including aerospace,
computers, communications, biomedicine,electric power, and consumer electronics.

The United States Activities Board ofIEEE was established in 1973 to evaluate the professional, economic, and socio-technical concerns of the membership
and, when appropriate, to convey these con-cerns to the public, to industry, and to

the US government.I
IEEE /USAB is confident that the members of the Senate Finance

Committee are wellaware of the need to provide incentives
for the employees of business andindustry to keep abreast of the latest technologies. Only with highly skille:workers will the United States be atle to maintain (and in some cases regain) acompetitivt edge in the world, take commercial

advantage of new technologies,
avoid unemployment caused by technical

obsolescence, and improve the quality oflife of its citizens.

If new technologies are to Sc utilized
commercially, workers must be able touove from one project to another. This requires lifelong learning, often in newareas of expertise, and it applies not
only to graduate engineers but to thetechnologists and other workers who support them. For electrical, electronics,and computer engineers, specifically,

it is necessary to enhance and renew tech-nical competence regularly, given the rapid
progress being made in all fields oftechnology.

Because alternative means (e.g., tax credits, vouchers) of providing incentives
for employees of business and industry to pursue continuing education have not
yet been legislated. IEEE/USAB feels that retroactive reinstatement of Section
127 of the Internal Revenue Code is imperative.

A hiatus of even a year or two
without these incentives will result in further loss of the country's already
tenuous grasp on world leadership in science

and technology by throwing a pallon engineers educational activities. This loss of momentum in individual edue
cations] programs will be difficult to recapture.

IEEE/USAB is confident that the Senate Finance Committee will recognize thepotential costs of not reinstating Section 127. The loss of revenue that will
result from the reinstatement cannot be compared to the far more serious and
lasting blow that will be dealt the US work force over thelong term. IEEE/USA8agrees with many companies that lifelong education

is a legitimate cost of doing
business which should not be viewed as A f-inge benefit. We urge Congress tolook at it in the same way.

Sincerely yours,

644.4 4 zi.,..w_er
Edward C. Bertnolli
IEEE Vice President

Professional Activities
and Chairman

United States Activities Board
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